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ABSTRACT 
"Vocabulary proficiency in English of students in the Primary 
Teachers' Certificate course". 
Dissertation submitted in fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of 
Master EduGation of Rhodes University by Brian Harlech- Jones , in Janu3.ry , 1981. 
This work investigates vocabulary proficiency in English of a group of 
students in the Primary Teacher's C9rtificate course. It is shown that 
this is the major certification course for teachers in Black education in 
South Africa, and, that primary school te3.chers are the major source of 
English for Black pupils for a considerable period, if not for the 
duration,of their school education . The qual i ty of the teachers ' English 
thus has a major influence on that used by the pupils . In addition to 
the established needs for proficiency in a ~ational and international 
medium such as English, it is emphasized that , with the increasing use of 
English as a medium of instruction, a lack of proficiency will adversely 
affect general scholastic achievement. 
The investigation proceeds by two means: (1) a series of vocabulary tests 
and ( 2) an error ana;Lysis (lexis and morphology) , based on scripts 
produoed 'by 'i>he same group to whom the tests were administered . 
Prior to the presentation of the tests and the results and conclusions , 
there is a disoussion of what constitutes vocabulary. This is introduced 
by a discussion of the dichotemy 'structure/lexis', primarily by referen::>e 
to the writings on structuralism by Charles Fries - This discussion shows 
that the progress in vocabulary study is intimately related to the as-yet 
undeveloped state of investigat ions into the semantics of the language . 
There is a referenoe to the role of frequency- coill1ts in vocabulary 
teaching with specific reference to Michael West's General Service List of 
English Words . In the absence of other prescribed stan~rds of atainment 
in vocabularY,the General Service List serves as control for the tests , 
and is itself under examination as a possible major resource for vocabulary 
teaohing . 
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It is shown that structuralism has produced the instructional method known 
as 'audio- lingualism', which has gained wide credence , not least in the 
edueational system through which the subjects of this study have passed. 
The contribut i ons and defects of th:s method are discussed , with parti~ular 
reference to its deleterious effect on vocabulary teaching . It is shown 
that vocabulary teaching becomes increasingly important in the later stages 
of language learning . There is reference to the current emphasis on 
' corununicative' language teaching/learning , and it is shown that a maj or 
area of application is in the presentation of materials which embody an 
tacross~1he-curriculum t approach. 
The Pr e- Tests are concerned only with the four major 'parts of speech ' and 
use onl y items from the General Service Li st ( 'G.S.L') . A particular 
feature is the development of tests based on Lhe 'partial productivity of 
lexical rules' , which proved significant l y effective in distin~~ishing 
between testees of high and low profi c i ency . 
The Final Tests , compiled from items which discri minated successfully in the 
Pre- Tests , are presented , and a Post- Final Test form of ultimatel y 
successful items is provided . 
There is a brief theor etical discussion of Error Analysis , and this is 
followed by the presentation of the categorization of lexical and 
morphological errors extracted from a corpus produced by the same group 
which provided subjects for t he tests . There is comment on this 
cat egorization , which poi nts to both the usefulness and shortcomings of such 
data . 
Amongst the conclusions and r ecommendations are the following: that 
vocabulary teaching has languished , both because of present inadequaci es in 
semantic investigation , and because of the predomi.nance of structuralism; 
that vocabulary teaching is important throughout , but particularly in the 
post- initial stages ; that word- counts ( specifically the G. S. L.)have a 
valuable p l ace in vocabulary teaching , as cont r ols , prompts and suppliers of 
resour ce material ; that there is a 1ride range of proficiency amongst these 
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subjects , even within the limits of a word- count such as the G. S.L. 
(the most frequent 2000 'words ' in English , with a samantic count , and 
related items formed by various processes) ; that this range of proficiency 
and the shortcomings shown are disturbing in teachers- in- training , who are 
also in thei r eleventh and twelfth years of formal instruction in English ; 
that ther e is fur ther cause for concern when it is remembered t hat their 
pupils will need &lglish for success in a number of subjects , and will be 
instructed in English mainly by teachers. drawn f r om this group ; that there i s 
some evidence of a relationshi p between vocabulary proficiency and the 
frequency of items in the G.S . L. (reinforcing the suggesti~n that the 
G.S .L. is a useful ' teaching tool ' ) ; that the categorization of err or s shows 
that mastery of the · content s of the G. S. L. would , in theory , el imi nate 
the great majority of errors attested in the categorization , and that 
mastery of even the most common areas of lexis and lexical formation cannot 
and should not be taken for granted; and that acquaintance with t he contents 
of a word frequency- count , and \rith categorizations of er rors , will sharpen 
teachers ' per ceptions as to the nature of their task and the directions in 
which vocabular y teaching should proceed •. 
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CHAPTER 1 : Introduction 
1.1 Preamble 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate vocabulary (lexical) proficiency in 
English amongst a group of Xhosa- speaking students in the Primary Teachers' 
Certificate course . In doing this , two approaches are used : (1) a series 
of vocabulary tests administered to a group of about one hundred student s , whc 
were , at the time of the first tests (August 1978) in their first year of 
studies in the two-year P.T.C. course ; and then a follow-up wi th final tests 
(containing items which discriminated successfully in the first or pre- tests) 
administered to a more carefully selected group of about fifty testees 
selected from the same year- group of students , "ho. were in their second year 
of study (August 1979) ; and (2) a lexical and morphological error analysis , 
based an 'composition and letter ' scripts produced in June 1978 by t he 
complete year- group of students (i.e. the complete group , from which testees 
were selected for the tests previously mentioned ). 
The subjects of this study were all students at Lovedale Training School , at 
Alice , in the Eastern Cape/Ciskei , in the years 1978- 1979 . Successful 
candidates graduated at the end of 1979 , having completed requirements for the 
Primary Teachers ' Certificate. 
Students enrol for the P.T.C. course after having successfully completed ten 
years of formal education (i.e. post- Standard 8/Form Ill). The P .T. C.course 
thus parallels the two years of 'mat riculation ' or Senior Certificate study in 
the high school . 
The writer knows of no studies which describe the relative academic merits of 
students in the P . T. C. and Senior Certificate courses , but, hile able student s 
do enrol for the P. T. C. course, the impression is that by far the majority of 
able students do not deviate into the P.T.C. course after complet i ng Form 111 , 
but continue with conventional high school studies. Thus , while it can be 
claimed that this study makes valid and useful s tatements about the 
vocabulary pr oficiency of students in the P . T. C. course , it cannot be claimed 
(without veri fication) that it does so for st udents in Forms IV and V. 
1 . 2 Statistics for teacher trai ning 
An indication of the importance of the P. T. C. course in producing teachers for 
the Black educational systems of South Africa, the following figures are quoted 
for enrolment s in teacher training in March 1978, the year in which the subjects 
of this study enrolled for t he P. T.C. cour se. 
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Pre-Primary Teachers' Course 
Primary Teachers' Course 
Junior Secondary Teachers' Course 
Senior Secondary Teachers' Course 
~cialist and Trade Teachers' 
Courses 
1st year 
17 
8184 
940 
98 
95 
7334 
2nd. ;year 
o 
6082 
747 
o 
7 
6836 
Presuming that all first-year students .no enrolled in March 1978 successfully 
completed their studies at the end of 1979, the proportion of P.T.C. graduates 
of the total number would have been 84.31% 
The number of university graduates who planned to, or did , become teachers 
during 1978- 80 is not known; but the number is very small . In June 1978, 
there were 199 students enrolled in Education degree and diploma courses at the 
three Black universities (i . e. Fort Hare, The North, Zululand). Further, 
the total number enrolled in the traditionally teaching-orientated fields of 
:I-
study Art, Music , Library Science and Pure Science was 1765. Presuming that 
these courses are all three years in duration, one could thus calculate that no 
more than approximately 588 students graduated in these fields of study in 1978 
(almost certainly too high, given the drop-out r ate over three years) 
Bearing in mind that the figure for students engaged in studies for Education 
degrees and diplomas includes total enrolment in 1978 (r..ot only potential 
graduates at the end of that year) and that an unknown percentage of potential 
graduates at the end of 1978 in the other fields of study enter teaching, the 
number of university-trained students entering teaching in 1978.-1980 is 
obviously only a small addition to the total given above for enrolment in non-
university · studies . 
The above figures for enrolment in non-university teacher- training courses do 
not include students i n the independent states of Transkei and Bophuthatswana 
(they do include all the self- governing 'homelands' or 'nat:.onal states' ) 
Nor do they include figures for S.W.A./Na~ibia. 
Thus, of non-university stucent teachers enrolled in 1978, P.T.C. -students 
formed about 84% of those likeJ.~' to graduate as qualified te~. chers a year later. 
With university- trained students included , the percentage would be lower, but 
definitely not substantially so. Any study of a group of students in the P.~,C. 
course is therefore coneerned with the largest grou;, of teachers in training in 
Black education. Figures are not available to show what percentage of teachers 
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later upgrade their qualifications, but the number is known to be depressingly 
small; while age and experience will add improvements in knowledge and skill, 
a study of students in the P.T . C. course thus attests pr ospective teachers ~ t 
the high point of their training for a professional or academic qualification 
While it is inevitable that a portion of P.T.C. - trained teachers have to be 
employed in the high schools, the l a rge majority become primary school 
teachers . With regard to the teaching of English, this is significant becaus, 
the teacher is often the pupil 's first substantial contact with Engli sh , and 
because it is in the primary sehool that English is first used as a medium of 
instruction. Any deficiencies in the teacher s ' English will thus inhibit thei 
pup ils' mastery of English in gener al , but more seriously, will inhibit the 
pupils ' ability to acqui re the l inguistic and conceptual frameworks necessary 
for success in other subjects of the curri culum. 
1.3. Proficiency in English 
There are no major studies of the proficiency in English of P.T.C. stUdents an 
teachers with this qualification, but Lanham (1970) reports as follows: 
"A specially devised test of proficiency in spoken English applied to 
teachers in t raining in six institutions in all parts of the country, 
yielded results such as the following: of 178 trainees, 153 could not 
name correctly the hands of a c l ock (although telling time is normally 
taught in primary schools). Their answers revealed such gross points 
of mother- tongue interference as the 'horns' or 'wings' , or 'sticks' of 
the clock . In a test devised to ascertain their grasp of the meaning 
of carry , in contrast with that of hold, 62 failed to use the word correct 1, 
Such lack of competence was not always the case, and Lanham argues that for 
over a century the general standard of English amongst Black students and 
teachers was markedly high: 
"T:'le missionaries educated an elite group of men and women with high 
competence in English, a deep inSight into the world of English ideas and 
a strong language loyalty to English .•. Tlie tradition and the high levels 
of competence it implies, have been extensively eroded in the past 
quarter century by educational policy and t he decline of English teaching 
.... 
as a vocation for English-speaking South Africans". 
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Hartshorne paints the fol l owing picture of the contempor ary situation: 
·~ .. wherever they (the pupils) come from , however , and whateve r school 
they attend . . their contact ,nth English before coming to school 
has been minimal if not non- existent. For many the first English they 
hear is that of the Black teacher in the Sub A class , and for most the 
only English they hear for the next four to seven years i s tha~ spoken 
in the classroom - and in this classroom they compete with at least 50 
other childr en for the attention and help of the teacher. " 5 
1 . 4. The General Service List of English Words. 
Observation and repor t thus attest , and personal experience suppor ts , that the 
position of English in Black education is far from happy , and that standards 
of English in teacher t:cain i.n" promise no~hing by way of improve",en~. This 
s t udy thus s.ets out to describe the competeYlce in vocabulary of a gruup of 
P.T. C .. students in orJ.er that a. more sci entific and comprehensive st9.te8ent 
might be aV'ailable~ In doing so , it was t.1p.cessar.y to develop -tests hi:Jh 
would , hopefully, be valid (nohT find 19.ter) as tests of vQcabul-3.ry proficiency; 
in 8.ddi tion; it was necessary to have SQllle stand,q,rd against I"hich proficiency 
could be :neasured . Fa:c this purpose , in the absence of officially-prescribed , 
standar:is , M. Wes t ' s A Gener;;l Service Lis t of En,,\l ish Words was chosen. It 
was felt tha"'; the vocabulary of this (;. .0:: .(.. wOlll,-l. serve the students very 
adequately (with the eX0eption of certain areas of special register) and ~h.a4; 
maBtery of the contents was not an unreasonable aim a~ter :nore than ten years 
of for:nal i nstruct i on in EnB'lish. 
The General Service List has a dual role in this stlldy: 1) It is used i n the 
absence of other , officially-prescribed stand'lrds of attainmen·~ in English 
v~cabul'lry ; 2) It is suggested that, not only in the light of the absence of 
other prescribed 3tandards of attainment , but also in its O\oJl'l right, the G,S . 'J. 
can be i '~tegrated into vocabulary teaching and can serve as a meaSllre of 
proficiency. TIm" , as will be seen , in this st udy the G.S . ·~.is Ltself under 
investigation as a suitable 'teaching toolt . 
1.5. Why an iflveGtigation of" vocabulary proficiency? 
Why is proficiency in vocabulary thp. concern of th:s study? In the first pl'ice 
it was felt that a study of this si.z.e· should best concern jtself with making 
a oornprehensi ve statement about onp. distiflot area of langu"ge '~bili ty, rather 
than spreading itself thinly across a number of areas. Secondly , and more 
illportant, 
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it was felt that vocabulary teaching is a much neglected area in gener al, and 
that it is particularly important in the later stages of formal instruction in a 
second or fore i gn language . Chapter 2 of this study atterr.pts to answer the 
question 'What is Vocabulary?' and reveal s that linguists . are increasingly 
conscious that it is time that far more attent ion should be given to describing 
the semantic nature and patterns of languages. Vocabulary teaching will only 
advance significantly when semantic descriptions of the language are improved. 
Chapter 3 suggests that ESFL teaching in the recent time has suffered from an 
overdose of s t ructuralism and its related teaching methodology , audio-lingualism , 
which has had the effect of distracting attention from the importance of 
vocabulary acquisi tion for the later stages of language learning. Part of 
Chapter 7 (Error Analysis) investigates the question of error gravity , ~nd 
suggests that there is a large discrepancy between the perceptions of language 
teachers and lay users of the language about the importance of lexical errors ; 
the conclusion i s that lexical errors are more serious , and t herefore more 
worthy of &.ttention, than has hith€rto been ·recQgriized ; 
The manifesto of this study can be found in the obs~rvations made by E.A. 
Leventson in his article " Second Language Acquisition: 1 Issues and Problems~' 
Leventson's article is quoted in other chapters of this study , but :such is the 
importance of what he has to say , and so relevant is i t , that no excuse need be 
made for quoting here at some length . Leventson says: 
"For some years now the study of second language lexical acquisition has 
been languishing in neglect. Most of the second language acquisition 
research has been concerned with grammar. There has been some study 
of phonol ogy. But of the study of lexical acquisition there is hardly 
anything . •. 'Negl ect' is perhaps an understatement ; one might almost 
say that second language lexical acquisition has been a victim of 
discrimination . It S 
Leventson supports this by noting that investigations into 'language' or 
'interlanguage' really mean 'grammar', and quotes bibliographies of error 
analysis and contrastive analysis studies to show that, amongst the substantial 
output in recent times, there is anffimost universal neglect of studies of lexical 
acquisition. This is equally true for the new area of interest known as 
'interlanguage' studies. Leventson concludes his i ntroduction by stating: 
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" 'rile reasons for this neglect , or discriminat i on, are not hard to find. 
In part it derives from the emphasis pl'l.ced, both by language teaching 
methodologists and language acquisition researchers, on the beginning 
stage . Gra!lted the commOl1, yet probably mistaken, belief that ·'vocabnl.'l.ry 
acquisit ion can be delayed lLUti l a substantial proportion of the 
graillm ·tical system has been learned" (Wilkins: 1972), it has seemed 
na turiil to concentrate on grammar. Certainly the in teresting problems , ,1 
lex:i.r:al acquisition bp-gin to arise with i.ntermediate to advC!.l1ced lcarnEH's ~ 
BLl'~ the mai.n 1'eason fo1' the neglect of lexical acquisition is the 
neglect of vocabnlary stu.dy by I i.nguists in general and psycholi"guists in 
• 
particul.ar. The 1 ingui st" prefer gram,"ar ;lnd phonol~gy since these can 
be analysed sci entifically, as structured sys terns, unlike vocabulary which 
until very recently har; - \iith insi.gnificant ex'Oeptions like kinship terms 
almost d efied · systematic structural aniilysis. And the psycholinguists have 
been reacting against the earlier tendency of learning- theory- oriented 
linguists to concentrate on "\rocabulq"ry learning, expl9.inable as associative 
q 
learning, rather than grammar 3.cquisition ltlh':ch l1ep.ded rules. " 
1. 6 . Silllmar y 
In sl.Ullmary, theref~re , this study: 1) Ste'ns from a concern about standards of 
instruction in ~glish in Bl~ck schools and in teacher- training institutions, 
and the proficiency in English of teacher", and R.oecifically teaGher s-in-
training; 2) Is concerned with the quality and status of vocabulary teaching ; 
3) Seeks to define the vocabulary profiGiency in EnlOl ish of a group of 
students in the Primary Teachers' Cet't ificA.:te COllr;;je by (a,) developing a 8et 
of vocabulary tests and (b) making an analYSis of lexical .. nd. morpholoGic"l 
errors; 4 ) SUggests that a prescribed standard of attainment i n the mastery 
of English vocabQlary is useful, and to this end employs and examinp.". i~ . West' , 
A General Service List of En,"ilish 'tlords. 
References 
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CHAPTER 2 : Vocabulary 
2 .1 Fries and the Structural Approach 
In testing vocabulary, and in presenting an Error Analysis of vocabulary, the 
crucial question is: What is vocabulary? 
A sui table starting point is the seminal '·.'ork of Charles Fries as presented in 
The Structure of English.1 This is pre- eminently a respresentative of 
st ructuralism, concentrating entirely on a description based only on form and 
structure , deliberately eschewing prescription or traditional notions. It is 
also deliberately naive , in that it attempts to describe the basic constituents 
of the language without preconceptions and as far as possible by not employing 
intuition or pre- knowledge . 
In his introduction he defines his task as 
"an attempt to apply more fully, in this study of sentence structure, 
some of the principles underlying the modern scientific study of 
language" .:1. 
It will be shown later that one mark of Fries's determined break with 
the pre-scientific linguistic past is his avoidance of dd labels in 
describing his "classes" and groups ; but that his idiosyncratic nomenclature 
is no longer necessary , so firmly have the basic principles of structuralism 
been absorbed into more recent grammars . However, Fries 's initial complaint is 
still valid over a quarter of a century later: 
" the cultural l ag in assimilating the results of this modern scientific 
study of language has been so great that the views and practices of a 
~ prescientific era still dominate our schools~' 
In analysing many hours of recorded conversations, amounting to over 250 , 000 
running words , Fries first set himself the task of defining the sentence or, 
as he developed the term , an utterance . It is his conclusion th~: 
"Practically all of (the) tremendous labour which has concerned itself 
with defining the sentence as a grammatical unit has approached the 
problem of analYSis by way of the meaning or thought content"'" 
Noting the unacceptability of this approach , as evidenced by continual argument 
and dispute, he rejects "meaning content" as a basic approach to defining the 
English sentence . He notes; fo::, instance , that the same meaning content is 
expressed by the mother supports him and l'i s mother's support , but that the 
second may occur as pa.rt of a larger utterance (his mother's support ena.bled hir.l 
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to devote himself -to music) . His conclusion is that it is matters of form , 
t wh'ch d'st'ngu'sh expressions which occur as separate not meaning conten, • •• • 
utterances , and those which occur as pert of larger units. 
As starting point , Fries accepts Bloomfield's definition of the sentence 
" .. . an independent linguistic form, not included by virtue of ~~ 
grammatical construction in any larger linguistic form." 
Fries begins his investigation with the term utterance: 
" the easiest unit in conversation was the talk cf one person until he 
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ceased and another began'.' 
However, not every such "utterance unit" could be assumed to contain a 
as 
"single free utterance," or a "minimun free utterance . f1 Using the concepts of 
Stimulus (situation) and Response, he noted that all of his recorded utterances 
either began conversations or occurred as responses. Having sorted out all 
"single free utterance units" , Fries then set about distinguishing those that 
were "single free utterances" and those that were made up of " two or more 
single free units ." Responses were distinguished as ' oral ', 'action' or 
'continued attention' . Finally, there were those that did not elicit 
particular responses from hearers the "non- comrrnmicative utterance uni ttt. 
Free utterances were those that elicited the above responses. 
Fries then turns his attention to the question of whether sentence analYSE 
is to be by meaning or by form. He rejects starting with total meaning and 
using this meaning as the basis for the analysis 
"an anal ysis that makes no advance beyond the ascribing of certain 
technical terms to parts of the meaning already known" -
as belonging to "a prescientific era" ~ and goes on to state that the total 
linguistic meaning of an utterance consists of lexical meanings plus structural 
meanings : 
"grammar of a language consists of the devices that signal structural 
. ,7 
meanlngs . t 
He notes that the method of his analysis starts f r om a description of formal 
devices and their significant patterns and arrives at structural meanings as a 
resul t of t he analysis . ~ries's rigorous l y formal approach is beEt 
exer.lplified by his s t atements that "An English sentence then is not a group of 
words but rather a structure made up of form- classes or parts of speech. In 
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order to lcnow the structural meanings signalled by the formal arrangements • • • 
one need not know the lexical meanings of the . ords but he must know the 
form- classes to which the words belong. " f 
Following a discussion of structural meani~and markers , Fries defines the 
constituents of structure as 
" relative positions , accompanying functi:m words , contrastive patterns 
of the shapes or forms of t he words themselves , corresponding forms of 
other words , substitute forms with which the words themselves correlate 
that is, those which are substitutable for the particular utterance ." q 
Fri es thus distinguishes between" structure words n and 11 function words". 
The former are the large form- classes or parts of speech whi ch have var ious 
formal markers as outlined above : "Each part of sp eech ••• is mar ked off 
,0 
from other parts of speech by a set of formal contrasts" . 
There are four classes of structure words . In order to distance himself 
from the traditional , notional definitions , Fries calls these Classes 1- 4 , but 
modern gramrnars, while retaining and building upon the insights and structural 
approache s of authorities such as Fries, have continued to use the terms 
" noun , vert , adjective , and adverb. n 
Fri es sets up " frames" to test and assign items to each of the four classes. 
He r i gorously avoids using "meaning" in assigning the substitutions in each 
frame , asser ting that 
"the use of the t echnique of substitution in investigation always 
demands control of certain features of ' meaning'. The investigator must , 
in some way , either through an informant or by using his own knowledge , 
control enough of a particular kind of meaning to determine whether the 
f r ame is the ' same ' or 'different ' after any subst;. tution is made . 
In the substitution process used here a knowledge of the control of the 
" structural meaning of each frame used i s essential. " 
The " frames " will not be given here ; they ar e extensive, and can most 
conveniently be consulted in Fries's work itself. He gives the names ~lasses 
1- 4 to what are called , respectively , nouns , verbs , adjectives and adverbs. 
Of interest is the list of function words, also presented here without the 
" frames " "hich Fries devises: 
Group A: 
Group B: 
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position of the (eg every , few, both , those) 
position of ~ (eg can , has , got) 
(Fries notes the position of sequences such as 'may have had to be (moved)') 
Group C: 
Group D: 
Group E: 
Group F: 
Group G: 
Group H: 
Group I : 
Group J : 
Group K: 
Group L' ,
Group M: 
Group N: 
Group 0: 
not in ' may not be good ', ' >Ias not good ' 
position.of very, when attached to Class 3 words ~a~jectives ') 
signifying degree or quant.i ty of quality. 
~, QI , llQ1 , nor , but , rather than; and the co- ordinates : both . •• and 
either . •. or , neither .•• nor, nat • •• but. 
position of at followed by Class 1 words ( ' nouns') 
do in question- sentence . 
there (is a man at the door) 
position of when (ec where , ho" , why) 
posi tion of after : " they al l stand before groups of words having 
the characteristic arrangements of parts of speech that occur in 
single free utterance uni ts". 
well , oh , now, why; introducing response utterances 
yes, no 
say , look , listen: beginning of ' situation utterance ' units as 
attention- getting s ignals. 
please 
lets (do it right now) 
2.2 . Contributions and limitations of structularism 
Of great significance f or the teacher and tester are Fries 's findings r egarding 
structure and function words : (1) The four classes contain thousands of 
separate items; but the fifteen groups total 154 in all ; (2) The function words 
are very frequent , makir~ up about one-third of the bulk of Fries's materials; 
but , counting each item once only , in a thousand- >Iord conversation , only 7% 
of the wor ds would be function words and 93% would be structure words ; (3) The 
structure words accoUl1t for all significant positions in "minimum free utterances" 
(4 ) " In the four large classes, the leyical meanings of the words are clearly 
separabl e f rom the structural meaning;3 of t he arra.'1gements in .. hich these words 
appear . In the words of our fifteen groups it is usu~lly difficult if not 
impossible to indicate a lexical meaning apart from the structural meaning 
I ). '" which these words signal¥. (5) The fun,.tion "ords cannot be identified by 
formal contrasts ; they must be remembered as items. 
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The contributions of early structuralists such as Fries are of great 
significance in s\Oleeping away the cobwebs of notional and prescriptive gram!!lars 
and in encouraging the wri ting of truly descriptive , synchronic grammars 
,.,hich have virtually revolutionized the approach to language teaching , 
especially in the ESFL context. But the strict avoidance of "meaning" must 
be questioned when one researches the applicability of st ructuralism to the 
classroom. Fries , for example , deals in observable date supplied by 
sophisticated native speakers of English , where i t can be assumed without 
question that all utterances are semantically we ll- formed and grammatical. 
Meaning need not be taken into account because , by definition , in the cor pus 
there is no discord , ambiguity or dis crepancy in this reg~rd ; or, if there 
i s , it is soon clarifi ed . 
However, it cannot be assumed that the same is true of the utterances of ESFL 
learners . Structuralism deals with surface features : the observables of already 
correctly generated (grammat ical) utterances. The aim of ESFL le~ng and 
teaching is t o arrive at t hat ideal point; but to do sc , it is necessary to 
f acili tate the generation of correct utterances, 'Inile succes s ively clOSing- off 
the possibilities of generating the ungrammatical and semantically incorrect . 
Where meaning is al r eady acquired in the first language- where t h ere is broad 
agreement on reference , sense, denotation and connotat ion , etc - it may seem 
to be irrelevant , having the ste.tus of the unvarying constant . But in ESFL 
teaching , meaning is of the ess:ence . 
The work of Fries , as summarized above, contributes greatly to planning and 
strategy inESFL teaching, tI'.rough such features as the emphe.sis on the pr i me 
importance of structure words, their open-ended substitutabi l ity, their 
combinatio:'l ~'i th "structural meaning" or "structural m&rkers lf in meaningful 
utterances ; and , regarding the function wo rds , through the emphasis on their 
gramm9.tical role and their correspondence in sets with structure words. 
However , t he distinct i on between "lexical o eaning" and "structura l meaning" i s 
f ar from being as simple as Fries suggests, and there is no doubt that, as with 
many pioneers , he has overstated the case. It is, for example , true that the 
func t ion 'Question ' is implicit in all Group 1 words (when , why , what , how etc), 
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and I<ithin the closed set as a whole ; but it is naive to ignore the strong 
I . ' f example , the pa'r _what and who (the suggestion of lexica meanlng ln , or ~ 
former referring to inanimate and animate non--human subjects ; the latter to 
animate human subjects) . 
I;yons states: 
" ••• linguist,g have come to doubt whether meaning can be studied objectively 
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and as rigorously as grammar and phonclogy , for the present at least~' 
This is supported by Leech, who refers to Bloomfield ' s claim that the study 
of meaning is the weak point in language study , and wi ll remain so until 
knowledge is much advanced from the present. ILl-
There is a large body of writing on the question of how to define meaning , or 
" the meaning of meaning" . It is unnecessary to summarize the present state of 
this continuing search; rather, the language teacher can fruitfully apply these 
hlo statments of Leech : 
" Our remedy . .• is to be content Hi th exploring what we have . •• to 
study relationships wi thin language ," and " ..• the ta.sk of language 
study (is) the explication of the linguistic competence of the native 
IS' 
speaker. " 
The latter statement is particularly relevant in viel< of the fact that the 
ideal end of ESFL teaching is full bilingualism. No considerations such as 
teaching strategies and tactics, student motivation, choice of ~odels , registers 
etc should obsure this fact. (\-Ihich is not rr.eant to suggest that they are not 
important concerns in ESFL teaching) . 
In pursuing this end, the language teacher must be armed "lith more than 
structuralism and/or good grammars. An error such as *He built a tent 
(see the Error Analysis findings later) in place of He erected/put up a tent 
cannot simply be explained or remedied via sytactic relationships, or by 
reference to collocational restrictions . Other , more important , considerations 
are ;_nvolved , such as "'hether the correct lexical item is avail,,,ble to the 
lean1er, and whether he has a grasp of the full range of lexical expressions 
involved in the field of meaning - relationships referring to ' erection of 
habi tations r • It may be presumed that the 
mental distinctions are being made ; but it 
concepts are available ; 
cannot be presumed that 
that the 
the 
lexical items , or the language - specific distinctions, are available. 
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In this connection, ~ons notes that, in natural languages, the vreferential 
boundaries" of lexical items are often different from language to language, and 
r" often " indeterminate " within a particular language. As an example of the 
latter ; he quotes !£ll and mountain: one can begin filling in this" semantic 
area" ,lith , for example , ~, ridge and koppie. Regarding different 
"referential boundaries" in different languages, the well-kno~m investigations 
J7 into colour and kinship-terms can be cited . ~ons comments, 
"It is characteristic of languages that they impose a particular 
' lexical categorization' upon the ,",orld and draw boundaries 'arbitrarily', 
as it were , at different places •.• this is one of the reasons l.hy it is 
often impossible to establish lexical equivalence between different 
18 languages" • 
Nor can it always be assumed. that the 'concept ' is knO\Olll to the ESFL l earner. 
This is particularly the case where the culture of the learner is greatl3' 
different to the culture of the majority of speakers of the target language: 
it is, for example, possible that many people in isolated regions of, say, 
t he Transkei, have never seen a tent and so--would not have avai lable the 
concept of a distinction bet'.'men building and putting up . Thus , if for 
whatever reason it was necessary to teach the 'semantic area', the learners 
would first have to be introduced to the various activities involved. This is 
a different matter to that where the culture or experience of the learner is 
such that he is acquainted with the concepts of and differences between 
building (a house , a model) and putting up (a tent, a flagpole). In this 
case, the learner needs to be introduced to the lexica.l items in English with 
adequate explanation of their meanings and sense-relations (see the follo,ling 
chapter) and a contrastive study of the two languages could be used to 
determine whether or not there is lexical correspondence, as this could affect 
the relative difficulty of learning the ne'''; items. 
~ons says , 
" •.• entry is made into the sema.ntic structure of another language in the area 
of cultural overlap ••• we can gradually develop and modify our knowledge of 
the rest of the vocabulary [fe-m within , by learning the reference of 
the lexical items and the contexts in which they are used. 
I~ 
bilingua.lism implies the assimilation of two cultures ." 
True 
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2 . 3. An Exa'nple _of the Limitations of the Structural Approach 
Before proceeding to a discuRs:Lon of vari?us semantic relationships betfl'leen 
words, and their relevano e for.' ES1?L teacb.-i.r'ler it is illuminating to examine ar 
example of how structural or sya~actic considerations can be inadequate in 
accounting for semantic differences. This liiscussion is -repeated at greater 
length l'loter , in the Notes on Pre- Test 4 (Compoun~_ Ve-rbs), and 1-1i II bA de'l.lt 
with here more bri efly. 
The question is whether 'compound verbs' in English can be identified solely 
and wholly on syntactic grounds. As «ill be seen ill thp. later, fuller 
discussion, Palmer;;l°constructs ' tests ' whiGh are ostensibly successfu] in 
distinguishing firstly between -verb + preposition and verb", adverb, and 
secondly between verb + adverb and a phrasal verb ( where the latter two are 
contained 1-1ithin the -initial distinction 'verb + adverb ' ) . His first ' test ' 
shows -that the adverb , and n;>t the preposi t inn, may occur after the noun phr'lose 
Prep.£~B.~'l: He pulled through the illness.(*He pulled the illness through) 
~rb: He pulled the rope through . 
In the case of the above eX1:1.JIlples, Palmer ' ssecond ' test ' reinforces the 
distincti.on: ;,.jhere -1;herp. 1'3 a pronoun obj ect J the Ildverb and not the 
preposition occurs only after the pronoun. 
Pre2£~i!i££: He puRed t hrough it (the illness) 
Adverb: He pulled it through (the rope) 
By a further test, pul!._!~~~l (the rope) -Nill remain Ii verb + adverb comb:i 'p:~ ; 
ana. -no ~ ":J(~ d.efined as a ·phrasal verb" . 
P3lmer begins by showing that various verb + particle combinations in ~1glish 
are Ifidiomatic 't; for example, there are collocB.tiona'. restci ..:~tions (~l 
1lE·.(:i.~G.l~.l.1J.~':'.~'!.t. *Pull into an illness ), there is often a single word verb to 
rejiace the compound i tern (p:!c:Q,.l.J.~~'!.u.~~. = survive ) and marv l1',we pass_;_ ire forma 
(altho'_lt;" ·rh<;..in'l".~s was pull".~ t.1~~'!.U;(rL~.y hi''!. is very odd, other examples 
provided by Palmer can passiviz:e, eg look after (=tend, care for)a'1d S::}£.9'. ,0 .11. 
( ,=c::mtirme) ) 
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Having acknowledgedthis , Palmer then rejects any considerati ons of idicmaticity ; 
"Yet idiomatici ty is essentially a lexical feature, something to be 
deaH with in the lexicon or dictionary rather than the gramr:lar . 
If this was all that had. to be discussed , there woul,l be no place 
for these forms in this book , But , as vie shall see, there a"e 
syntactic features that mark off some of these combina.t i ons as 
:),1 
close-knit grammatica l units." 
Later in the same chapter, Palmer does discuss idionaticity and the compound 
verb but emphasized the difficulty of deaning the term. He notes that, 
with reference to certain of his definitions , idiomaticity is "wholly a 
semantic, not a syntactic matter .•. Yet it has an effect an sytax" .~ 
However, he admits that the syntactic tests which can be applied are only 
partial in their effect i veness. 
Palmer's discussion of the syntactically·-determined distinctions bet\,een 
verb+preposition, verb+adverb, phrasal verb and prepositional verb is valuable, 
but does emphasize that 
"Discussions of idiamaticity are sometimes confused by introducing 
inappropriate grammatical ci teria into an area .Jhere considerations 
of meaning carry particular weight " .:1.3 
( in the words of Cowie and Mack:aV . A syntactic test "Ihieh shows pull through 
in He pulled through the illne:;;.s to be a combination of verb+preposi tion, and 
then claims that idiomaticity (as is undoubted in the case of pull through) 
is a 'semantic' matter and therefore not to be discussed , is not of mueh use 
for ESFL teacher and learner . 
2.4 . Reference and sense 
~y. 
In an earlier quatation from lifons we noted an enphasis on 
' '-learning the reference of the lexical items ,?nd the sense- rele.tions 
;;hat hold between them in ~he contexts in ,;hich they are used. " 
Wi th reference to vocabulai:;y teaching i n the ESFL situation , lifoRs ' use of 
"conte::c-t ft empha sises that the lexi cal item does not only have to be "made kno.n' 
to the learner, but that ,particulary in vievJ of the prima rily "non-isomorp:r..~ c" 
relationship «h::.ch holds between ~anguages , eaoh lexica l i tern I ~imately has to 
be learnt on its o"n terms an,1 wi thin it.s 0"'11 framework. (This ,;ill be expanded 
on later). 
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'Reference' and 'sense' are amongst the most important terms in discussions of 
meaning. -The first can be explained briefly, as the relationship ,.,hich holds 
bet 'leen words, and the things , event s , actions E.Jld qualities they stand for. 
This is sometimes also called ' denotation' . Although delt I'i th briefly here, 
the task of providing accurate-definitions is a complicated one, particularly 
as only a limited number of ' objects ', ' qualities', 'states ', ' events' etc are 
capable of ostensive definition. Even- in this c'3.se ; it is - :probably impossibl E 
to 'define ' properly without knowing the meanings of other, related words; and 
as has been noted, referential boundaries in natural languages are cften 
arbitrary , or , at least, language-specific. A consideration of the many 
devices used in di ctionary definitions will show how difficult it is to provide 
an adequate description of the reference of a ~ork: pictorial representation, 
scientific description, synonymy , ant onymy , contextualization, paraphrase, 
linguistically 'e~~anded' phrases, etc. 
'Connotation ' is mainly a cultural, not linguistic matter , and although 
important for ESFL teaching , will not be discussed here. 
2.5 Sense-Relations 
Vocabulary can usefully be discussed under the headings of three broad topics: 
(1) where the meanine in various senses, is paramount; (2) where -the form is 
of main importance and (3) where questions of usage , primarily non-linguisticallJ 
controlled, are important. 
The most important sense--relations under the first headinG are : oppositeness, 
synonymy , hyponomy, paraphrase, collocation and polys emy. 
Lyons claims that 
"binary opposition is one of the most importa'lt principles governing 
the structure of language, and the most evident manifestation of this 
:l.S principle , as far as the vocabula ry is " oncerned , is antonymy". 
A prime distinction is made bet'leen " gradable" and "non-gradable " opposites 
for example big/small and male/female-. The disti,"ction, of course, reflects 
a logical or 'real-world ' difference betIJeen the pairs. The former operate 
on a scale and the latter can be called "polar complementaries". An 
important aspect of gradable opposi t es is that their use always implies 
grading, in that -ohe scale 'shifts' or is relative : thus one can say "A big 
mouse is not really big". where oue scale operates for ~ and another for 
size in general . Also , ·the negation of one is the assertion cf the other: 
'not big' in the sentence used as an example , mea."lS that the mouse is 'small ' . 
It is a significant feature of English and other languages that the most 
common 'positives' of words in this set have morphologically unrelated. 
opposites : good/bad, tall/short, not *ungood , *untall , although in English 
morphological negation (eg friendly/unfriendly) is quite common in words of 
low frequency . Lyons explains thi s feature 8.S 
"a general human tendency to categorize experiences in terms of dichotomous 
contrasts • . it reflects a more complete lex.i.calization of polariz eO. 
cont rasts. 
necessarily 
In fact , it can be ar gued that oomplete 
:t" implies morphological unrelatedness" . 
lexicalization 
L,yons also refers to the fact that grading may be "semi- explici t il 
in that the standar d of comparison , although implied , may not be explicitly 
mentj.oned in the construction , as in "Our house is bigger" or "This pole is too 
';1.7 high". Finally , such gradable pairs are often focal points on a scale where 
every member of the set is gradaole , as in "excellent/good/mediocre/poor/bad" etc. 
The term anton,ym,y is no,] generally used only to refer to graded opposites , with 
contrast as the most general term, used ,lith no implication regarding the 
number of elements in a set. Opposition is used to refer to dichotomies or 
binary contrasts , and complementaries is used to refer to pairs of ungradable 
opposi tes such as 'male/female'. Another useful term j.s converseness , 
exemplified by such pairs as 'husband/wife', and ' give/take' . 
A further relationship of oontrast is that which may be called non-binary whe!'e , 
aG with other type of contraets , there is incompatibility within a set 
exemplifying s imi larity. The term ' rank ' is used here , to distinguish from 
the 'scale ' of graded opposites ; examples are the ranking of such contrasts 
as the days of.· ·tl'l."",we€*, positions wi thin an organization, etc. 
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Regarding synonymy , LYons makes the point that antonymy and synonymy were 
originally conceived as opposites , but that in fact all oppositions are 
~. 
drawn along some lines of similarity. It is common to find lists of alleged 
' synonyms ', such as those in well- known thesaures and even in many dictionar y 
definitions , but it i s by now a commonplace observation that in fact ' perfect' 
synonymy is rare . One need only consider the many ' synonyms ' for ' girl ', eg 
wench , lass , damse+ teeny-bopper , etc, to realize that considerations such as 
different grammars , different language varieties and styles, emotive 
connotations , variations in breadth or ' inclusion ', all operate to reduce the 
likelihood of there being ' perfect ' synonymity . In fact , if two items were 
ever -- perfectly synonymous , one would probably drop out of the language, or in 
some way have its meaning adjusted. A major consideration i s that two items 
may indeed have the same reference , but have very different senses . Jean, 
aged 13 years, i s a ' girl ', not a ' woman ', a ' girl ' not a 'boy '; a'teeny-
bopper'(or whatever) -and not a ' square'; - if respectfully regarded in a 
community where ' wench ' is disrespectful , a 'girl' and not a 'wench'; and at 
school she is a ' girl' , not a ' tea~her ', 'seeretary' or 'principal'. 
There are doubts whether synonymy has as much 'psychological reality ' as other 
sense- relations , such as oppositeness and hyponymy ; the above examples, 
although only cursory , would tend to support t his . In fact, the different 
terms for ' girl', and the very use of ' girl ' in superordinate position , 
suggests that a relationship of hyponymy is illustrated; ' girl/principal/ 
teacher' etc suggests a relationship of rank within non-binary contrast 
('functionaries within a school '). 
It has been suggested t hat 'synonymity' is to an extent a linguistic 
fabrication, possibly supported by mistaken readings of this apparent feature 
in dictionary definitions, and by the still- pr evalent tendency to include such 
lists in language textbao~s. ESFL learners should have their attention drawn 
to ways in which words are ££i synonymous , rather than the reverse , as is still 
often the practice. 
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Hyponymy can be referred to as a 'kind of' relationship , in that, for example , 
'rose' and 'protea' (the hyponyrns) are 'kinds oft flowers ~fIO\.er ' being the 
superordinate term). 'Flower ', of course, is itself a hypOnlfID of whatever 
superordinate term is used for 'flowers ', 'weeds ' , 'trees ', 'bushes' etc ; 
'rose' is a superordinate term for whatever sub- species (the hyponyrns) are 
distinguished by horticulturists. It is a feature of natural language that , 
while hyponymous relationships have definite psychological reality ( "itness , fo r 
example , young children using , say ' tea' to refer to cold drinks , cocoe_ , milk , 
etc) a superordinate term ~ay not exist: 'flooring' (the superordinate) has 
' carpeting' , 'tiles', ' wood l locks ' etc , but 'door' , 'l<indow ' and ' lintel' 
have no superordinate. In addition , a word may be both superordinate and 
hyponym , as in 'dog: dog/bitch' . Also , depending on the reference and sense, 
a !ord maJ' be both a superordinate (eg colour: whi te/brown/ green/blue etc) and 
one of a pair of opposites (eg ' coloured/white'). 
True hyponymy is an hierarchical or linear relationship , and although it does 
not cover all the lexemes of English (particulary parts of speech other than 
n01ills) , the concept is of great use in teaching vocabulary in ordered grouping , 
and as one ' psychologically real ' grouping within sense- relations. 
lijons says 
"The most important factor in the hierarchial orga.."lization of the 
vocabulary by means of a relation of hyponyrny is the structure of the 
cuI ture in which the language operates and in '.hich it serves as the 
a~ 
principal medium for co:nrnunication." 
Later he states that one m~y assume that the reference and sense of most 
items in SUGh a relationship is learnt (by native speakers) more or less 
simultaneously; he goes on to show that the same semantic distinctions can 
be made either paradigmatically or syntactically , quoting the example of the 
paradigmatic distinction of 'brother ' and 'sister'in English, where Turkish 
has the unmarked ' kardes' , which can , hO>lever , be syntagmatically modified.3D 
These obserations of LYons will be referre~ to again in the next chapter. 
At this point , it is useful to be reminded that the present discussion is 
concerned with what were earlier named as the most inportant sense- relations , 
nl . oppositeness , synonymy , hyp onymy , paraphrase , collocation and polysemy. 
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The first three having been discussed, the rema,ining three can be dealt with 
fairly briefly. 
Paraphrase can be defined as a linguistically or syn~agmatically expanded 
definition of a lexical item. It is an important aid to vocabulary 
expansion in both first - and second - language learning; in first-
language learning it is probably especially prevalen o in the €arlier states , 
when the learner himself nay i ntuitively oonstruct paraphrases on the basis 
of already- learnt vocabulary ("All I see that a colander is a pot with 
holes in it . Mom uses it to get the water out of vegetables'!) or may find 
his informant (teacher, parent , peer etc) using paraphrase to instruct him. 
In natural language learning, it is unlikely that paraphrase is used in 
isolation. Often a 'synonym' may be indicated, oontextualization may be 
provided, or (breaking the ciroulari t y ) definition rna;)' be supplied . It has 
already been stated that relations of hyponymy are psychologically ' real ' in 
language learning, and paraphrase often implicitly employs this by defining 
the new, more specific 'hyp onym , (eg '"beaver') in terms of the already learnt 
superordinate term (eg ' beaver : a furry , swimming animal'). 
It is obvious that any successful paraphrase depends un the learner ' s having 
already mastered the lexical items and structures used in that para~hrase. 
In natural language learnj,ng there is usually intuitive sensitivity to this 
on the part of the informant (eg "I can't say that a beaver is a furry, 
swillLming mammal because Susan doesn't lrnow that word yet, so I ' d better use 
animal '~1' or the relationship and urgency is such that confusion is soon 
clarified. In second-language learning this ideal state is seldom realized, 
and various soluti~ns have been proposed and, in some cases, implemented. 
All depend on the concept of 'coverage' which Mackey defines as 
"The coverage or covering capacity of an item is the number of things 
one can say \-li th it. 
3' it can displace" . 
It can be measured by the number of items which 
He names four types of displacenent: (1) inclusion , for example ' seat ' in place 
of 'chair, bench, stool , place' (eg a t a cinema) ; (2) extension, where words 
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whose meanings are easi:y extended. metaphorically , for example ' tributary ' 
(of a river) can be covered by 'br~~ch' or ' arm '; (3) combination, for 
example ' newspaper man' makes' jourClalis:t ' unneGessar y ; (4) definition, 
wher e i deally a basic, high-coverage voJcabulary should be used . 
Cons iderati on of t hese factors led Ogden in the nineteen-thirties to 
construct his ' i.s l and vocabulary' or Basic English, a self·-contained 
l anguage cf 850 words which ;~s clai med to be an irred.ucible core capable 
of defining all thE' other words in the language. It >las founded on the 
pr inciple of coverage and partial ly as a reaction to over-dependence on 
frequency counts. ~!ackay says that for Ogden 
"i t was not the frequency of a word which makes it useful ; i t ;le,S its 
, .. 
usefulness which makes i t f requent " . 
Amongst the many pr oblems in teaching only towards mastery of Basic ~glish 
ar e that f ine meanings cannot be covered , very cumbersome paraphrases are 
often r equired, and most important, that ordinary English cannot necessarily 
be understood by one who only has Basic Engl ish at his command. 
A f urther and more useful development has been the concept of a 'foundation 
vocabul ary ' list exemplified by Mi chael West ' s Th a lTew Method English 
.. 
Dictionary whi ch is devised with the ESFL learner i n mind. It defines over 
24000 'items ' by using a vocabulary of 1490 words . The author claims ' 
"Anyone who knows these 1490 words ,lill be abl e to imderstand every 
explanation given in this dictionary Moreover , by getting pracLi ce 
in this vocabulary the learner can convey the meaning where he d0 8s not 
knovi the English >lord and so get the English wor d from thB person he is 
,~ 
talking to ." 
Collocation is defined by Leech as 
" ",nat is communicated i;hrough association ,lith words whiGh tend to 
7S 
occur in the environment of another word . " 
Although semantic and factual collocation can be mentioned, it is more worth-
while to expand here br iefly on linguistic coFocation. With r espect to the 
more ' lexical' aspect of collocation, as exemplifed by ' pr etty ' co- occuring 
with 
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'picture' and ' handsome ' IVith 'man ', one can doubt !;hether at a 'deep' level 
the restriction is really lexical at all , but rather reflects a real 
difference in perception <l1l'mgst native speakers of the language. Nevertheless, 
for ESFL learners in the early stages , it is perhaps more convenien t to make 
the 'surface' asslllnption tr..at both describe the quality of 'being good to loo~< 
at ' and to teach by a good selection of contextualized examples . Most 
native speakers «ould choose ' grinned ' (not 'smiled ' ) to complete the sentence 
'The .du chess - at her guests' bu~ this does ·not imply that the t,..-o items are 
'synO!Wms', or that the choice is made entirely because Qf lexical restriction. 
'Grinnine' and 'smiling ' are not only rsferentially different, but have very 
diffe.1:'ent Lnp lications . 
Examples of this sort have led to the suggestion that 'collocation ' is in f,,-ct 
a red herring, to conceal the fact tha.t it is often difficult to define or 
teach fine shades of meaning. 
Ther e is a type of linbilistic collocation , which can be called' sYJ"tactic' , 
'''hich is being increasingly Nell dooumen~ed and ,.,hich has been proven to result 
in ESFL learner's err.)rs of tile 'overgeneralization t type. A wsll-kna'm example 
of this is the colloca+,iJu of cer·jj ,q,l.tl ve-rbs \rith to-·infini tive , and of others 
(a much smaller group) Ni th the bare im~ini tive·, eg *T:~e tea.cher let me to go out . 
Examples of ' iOJ,!,tactic collocation t seem to be far more war!;hwi le noting and 
teaching . 
Polysemy is conventionally linked Ni th homonym,)-, the fo r mer being roughly 
defined as 'one ~'lOrd having two 0:- more nelJnings' and the latter a,s ' t'/l:) or 
more \,ords having the samE! pronunciation or spelling'. It need h~raly be 
stE_ted that , although cases of ho!Ronymy are compari ti vely rare in Engli s h, 
they need to be taught esplicitly where they arise in the material being 
studied to clear up pos s i ble confusion immedia.tely. 
I~ech notes that Hwe recognize a case of polysemy if the senses are related. ft~e 
An example is tha..."1d of i). person ' and ' ha..Ylds of a clock ' 7 "the second. use arising 
':y metaphoric extension, which is in fact the most usual proc:eRs "hich gives 
rise to cases of polysemy. There is much debate about what constitutes a 
' lexical item' and what boundaries are to be drawn betIVeen ' meanings' , but , for 
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present purposes this can be ignored , and a further quotation from Leech taken 
as sufficient guidance: 
" .•• two lexical meanings are 'psychologically related' if a user of 
the 12J).guage is able to pos~ulate a connection between them eg by 
?>7 
the rule of metaphoric transfer. " 
Leech notes that when we ask what 'related' means, there are two ans'lers , one 
historic and one psychological. For purposes of practical teaching the 
historical approach must be rejected , although one suspects that many ESFL 
teachers allow their own private enthusiasm for etymology to overflow into their 
c lassroom pra.ctice .The diachronic approach has no place in the ordinary 
classroom. However, 'psyc!lOlogical relatedness ', i. e. a connection betl4een 
meanings as perceived by native speakers , is important for teaching purposes. 
It is uncertain I4hether all cases of polysemic meaning should be brought to the 
attention of learners whenever Jne of the meanings is encountered or introduced , 
as not only might this lead off into time-consuming sidetracks which have littl e 
relevance for the matter of the moment, but polysemy is largely an unproductive 
and idiosyncrati c feature. LearneJ's should rather be given a sound grounding 
in the concept, so that they themselves are a.ble to look for metaphorical 
relationships when new and unfamiliar senses are encountered.. The U.3e of a 
dictionary ,'hich groups all cases of polysem;l' under one heaflt-mrd , and uses a 
nel; headword for a homonym, can assist the lea.rner in becoming more a'lare of the 
process . 
2.6 . Lexis and Form 
A significant feature of the lexicon is that it is 'open-end.ed ' and thus , as 
Leech says, is 
"being continually adapted to ne',-; requirements by the addition of ne'l 
1 . 1 t· ,. 39 eXlca en r Les · . 
This l1 eenerative fl principle is accounted for by lexical rules, ".;hich, hoy/ever, 
are oriLy partially productive: that is, they apply tel only some of the cases to 
which they theoretically might apply. In this , lexical rules differ from 
grammatical rules , which theoretically apply to all cases to which the;)' might 
apply. (although partial productivity can be shown in the case of certain low-level 
granmatical rules) . 
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The entry of a new item into the lexicon, as with the continuing status of 
those a lready established, is determined by extra-lingui.sb.c considerations , 
namely the requirements of the users of the languaee in the light of the nature 
of a.ni changes in their 'real world ' . But a lexical entry , "hether new or 
established, has to conform to existing features of the lexicon , namely 
(1) morphological (2) synta~tic and (3) semantic . 
The word ' tollie ' (a castrated bull calf) can be used as all illustratj.on of 
the above. Its · entry to the S.A.English lexicon was fit'st cO"3iuitior.ed by 
'real world ' (semantic) coniiderati.ons, "hich created or dictated a 'spa.c e' 
for i t to exist. The neoessity for it to conform to morphological and 
syntactic features, dictated, amongst others, a new pronunciatim (to conform 
wi th the existing phonological featorres of English) ; the she,iding of the Bantu 
singular and pl ur'·al prefixes (irrel evant in English morphology) ; end the 
'addition ' of plu'cal /z/ to enable it to operate as a countable noun . Once 
e8tablished in the lexic8n , it has the potential to be operated on by ex.-Lst ing 
lexical rules , so that 'tollieness', 'tollier' (a person :,oaising tallies , 
selling them, etc) and the verh 'tallie' (eg "He tallies fot' th8 farmer's 
co- operative" = he raises tollies, sells t h em , etc) a ll become possjble . 
...,.I. 
Adaptation to existing phonological"syntactic rules is essential for an item 
to enter the lexicon: they are universally productive. But the current 
unaccep tablity of words like 'tollieness' , ' tollier' and ' to tollie ' 
illustrates the partial productivity of purely lexical rules . Valerie Adams' 
notes that all lexical rules are , in fact, potentially productive: 
" . • . the m<lst unexpected things - from the point of view of the 'rules'-
may happen and we may wonder :.hether all patter"ls , even those 1."i th very 
short lists of representative examples, shOUld not be described as 
potentially producti're. 'Dampth ' after all breaks 
of linguistic convention and i s moreover perfectly 
no rule except 0 :18 
,,"0 understandable~ 
Adams is of the opinion that one should not talk about 'unacceptability ' 
of fully-formed lexical items .,hich are not a ccepted in ge,~eral use , but 
r2.t~er of ' r'esistance to use' by the speech c ommunity . She states that 
" ... ne w words may arouse antipathy for various cu] tural and linguistic 
reas orlJ:: . But one of the more puzzling aspects of word-formation is the 
,cay in which apparently une:;..-pectionable words may be stubbcrnly snd 
If' 
silently resisted". 
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Leech shoHs that , apart from the entry of ne'" Hords f:com ~utside the lexicon, 
,,,ords may be formed in English by (1) derivation , ',hich includes affixation 
and conversion (zero affixation) and (2) metaphoric transfer (transfer of 
me8.ning) ~~ He distinguishes betHeen actual aGceptabi li ty ( which is a g r aded 
concept , because the lexico!l is continually in a 8tate of flux) , potenti9.1 
aceept9.bility (where the i tem is well-formed but not incorporated into the 
lexicon) and unaccept9.bili ty (as with * Hsheepable ft , where lexical rul E:s do 
!lot permit the addition of the affix ' - able' to a noun) 
Leech emphasizes that lexical I111es "re surprisingly pm,erful in their ability 
to generate ne''[ entries , ani that they have certain common properties, 'Ihich 
he names as (1) iiversity ; ( 2) semantic operl-endeiness; (3) recursi veness ; 
(4)bi-directionalityand (5) thFdr tenilenc;), to be distor ted by the " petrification 
'1-3 
of lexical entries . 
Diversity is obvious enough with regard to the 9.pplication of a lar ge number 
of lexical rules to one entry , eg man: manly , manliness , manhood, mannish etc, 
but it is less obvious that the rules of semantic t r ansfer have similar 
diversity and can lead to ambiguity eg o 
hwnan race .. oonsisting of humans 
huma..n oonsumption - E.r humans 
human experimentation - on h1L11anS 
The i mp l ications of ' sema..ntic open- endeiness ' are that the language-user often 
"has freedom 
necessary to 
to read -into a new lexical entry 
11-" 
~~hatever inf ormatt'Jn he finds 
the understanding of it." 
This is particularl y true of metaphor and metonymy. An exe.mple is ' shotgun 
wede.ing' which conventially refers to the bride's father threatening the 
prospective groom '·;ith a shotgun , but coul d, in theory , refer to a marriage 
between members of a hunting c:lub , a ,Iedding arranged very quickl y ( fo r whatever 
reason), one at which a murder takes place , etc. 
By r-ecurui ven6ss , Leech mea..l1S 
" the ability of a lexical entry "'hich is 
to be also the input to another lexical 
the output 
'+. rule 1 • • 
of one lexical rule 
He .gives as e:x:ample ' bag' , where the noun meanir:g , a limp rec9pta~le ' ( eg ' she 
put the groceries in-a bag ' ) produces b;r conversicn t~e verb 'bag" ( eg 'he 
bagged three ducks and a pigeon ' ) which , recur~ively, pr oduces a noun 'that which 
is put j_nto a bag' (eg ' hi s - bag-was three ducks and a pig(wn'). 
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Derivation is ccrrventionc.lly thought of as a uni-d.irectional process, operating 
alw<cys from otie part of speech to another. But Leech suggests tc,at it s hould 
properl.'l- be thought of as bi-directional, and that ~h" 
"p redominance of derivationc from simpler tc more comple:;c form (should If' be regarded) simply as a me.tter of historical probability" . 
There are many examples of 'be.ck-formation ', such as 'pedlar' giving rise to 
'peddle' and televisi.o," ' to ' 'televise ' (here, the more complex form gi'ring rise 
to or deriving tr..e s i mple!' f'erm) . 
Leech observes that 
" semantic t:cansfer by n:etaphor or metonymy . •. is a'1long the most important 
mechanisms by "hich in the ~istory of a langlla.ge like English, ;lOrds 
extend and change their meanings" «-' 
By petrification , he means the phenomenon of a more restricted mean ,ng arising 
than is t h eoretically allowed fo r by n .e lexical rule. Thus 'bag' (verb) 
tr: theory means ' to place anything at all i,n a bag ' but in praetice has 
become limited to a catct OI' to winnings . An e:ctension of petrification is 
Khen th" r"ference and grounds of comparison become li.mited by convention so 
that 'a fox' is a person who is cunning , and not a person "i tll. a long nose, a 
thief, etc . Later , the stage of absol'lte deadness i n metaphor can be reac~ed , 
where no cOITnection is seen between the literal and transferred meaning , 
possibly because the literal mea.l'ling has died 0111; ( eg. OE 'thrill ', to bor e 
or t ,) pierce). 
2 . 7 Non-linguistioally ControEed Usage 
The chief topic to be d i flcussed under ~his ll.eacling is that of word-frequency . 
This topic has an additional relevance because the items in the Tests l-lhich 
i'o:rm one part of the present researoh material, a.re all taken from a 
frequency lis t (!L West , A General Service List of Engli sh l,ord3) and because 
in commenting on tte Error Analysis, refer8nce is made to the same list. 
It is commonly observed that Snglish consists of a relatively small number 
of hieh- frequency "lOrds (the first 1000 to 1500 , ' by v arious estimates) aftBr 
>lhieh frequencies tail off very sharply and then become very unstable. Wi thin 
this collection of high- frequency i teme (the so-·called ' plateau' ) are the 
function ;;ords - refer to the findings of Fries, as reported. earlier in thi s 
chapter -- and a certa!,n muml1er of structurel cont ant words. 
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The recorded frequency of an item is totally dependent on >lhat is counted, hO'l1 
it is counted, and how it is recorded . The Thorndike Emd Lorge count, 
and the later General Service List !,ffiich arose from 'L t , counted five million 
rur.!l1ing word.s in va:.. ..... ious texts. Even then , certain anomalies \>Je:re noted i:2 
t~e original presentation , such as ' doorknob ' having the sa:ne frequency as 
' duGat', and ' damsel ' and ' doth ' having the same frequency as 'error ' and 
' encounter'. ' These ' reflect the literary basis of some of the ·material counted, 
and. point out that a word- count, to be most useful, needs to be done not only 
e.riensiv.ely , but with definite material for a defini ts purpose in mind . 
In presenting the "'esul ts, the basic question is: »hat is a word? 
iJicGregor list ten "problems· in presenting If words" in a frequency 
Bright 
11-9 
count. 
They note that inflectional · variatj,ons do not constitute extra lexical learni!lg 
bur'dens for studer:ts '''ho have mastered the basic rules , and so r.eed not be 
included as If separate " items ; t hat deri'Jational and ccnversion forms can be 
treated in the same way, assuming the learner has mastered ~he lexical rules; 
that cases of homonymy sho1:.1d dcini tely be treated separately; that wdead" 
derivati 0!lS , such as in English >lords from the Latin , constitute a definite 
learning problem if not presented separately (eg ';Jermit' and 'permissi.on ' as 
two distinct items) ; that compounds present a particular pl'obl"m ; tha,t compound 
verbs (of the verb+ particle type) are definitely new items , set apart from the 
root or base. 
CasE's of polysemy present particular prob~ems , particularly beca10se the m~st 
' frequent' words are generally the we'rds wi t:1 the most 'meanings ' (refer to the 
s'ection on high'-frequency verbs in the l ater Error Analysis ). This means that 
an apparently high- frequency 'word ' may in fact consist of many 'meanings', each 
of low frequency , and each of . lower ,frequen cy than a word of only one ' meaning'. 
This can be 8"en in the c&.se of ' block ' and ' barber' in the General Servi ce List , 
where the fcrmer has a frequency · of 184 , and the l atter 78. However, the 
various meani!lgs :If 'block' a re showr.. as: solid mass ( 34%), obstacle (1%), 
technical ( 6%), of houses (21%) , blDck up (28%) . Thus there is a ,lide 
diversity of meanings , and no one meaning is more frequent than ' barber' (78). 
It is instructive for the ESFL teac.her to examine the p r esentation of ' put ' in 
the General Service List . The verb has a :'elatively high .. frequency of 1602 , 
.:i th three general meanings accoUllting for 24% of the tot"l . . Then follo'",s, und"r 
' various ' , a list of 18 meanin'Is which carL'lot be defined or ca,tegorised , and 
"'hich a:>:'e perforce presented in context ; these h9.ve individual shares 0f the 
overall frequency varyi!lg from 1% to 8%. Thes e are mainly cf the compolLYJ.d 
verb type , and are fol101Wd by c, further six of the sarle , wher e frequency is 
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not giv'2n because they are not recommended for general teaching purposes. 
The most \;idely used ,lOrd GOUl1tS in ESFL teaching are Thorndike's 
The Teacher's Word Book of 30000 Words and M. VJest 's A General Service List 
of English Words .. .'l'hey represent. peaks in a long line of endeavour, 
beginning ,,<ith the pUblication of Thorndike's Te"cher ' " ,lord Book in 1921, 
a presentation of the most comraon 5000 ,",ords in 41 million VIo:c-ds of text. 
This was followed in 1926 by Ron's 10000 word list based on personal and 
business lette1's; in 1931 Thordike produced The Teacher's INord Book of 20000 
Words , and i.n 1944, Hith Lorge, The Teacher's Word Book of 3000:1 Words, 
'"hich combined the results of his earlier counts, of the Lorge !':agazine Ccunt , 
of Thorndike's Juvenile Count (based on a selection of apprcved read~ng for 
po_pils in grades 3-8) and of the Lorge-Thorndike Semantic Count. 
Other peaks of endeavo G.r in this field during th e 'thirties wer., the proc.uction 
of Ogden's BasiC' E."lglish , and Hest's He,., Method Eng~ish Dictionary (both 
referred to earlier). 
a~d simplified teA~s . 
Much \Cork ,ras also done in the production of graded 
A major effort to c orrelate this work was begun--'in a sense, oompleted, because 
it did not proceed further - .nth the Carnegie Interim Report on Vocabulary 
Selection and Control. A comprehensive accOlmt -of ·the ·aims ·and -methods -of · If' this commission can be found i.n Bl -ight and McGregor; it is suffioient to 
repcrt thai; B. deliberate effort was made to prod.ucG word l i st" !;hich were of 
greatest use for ESFL teaching . The basis of the complete wor,= , the General 
Service List , including Lorge's semantic count and >lith an appendix of 
scientific and technical vocabulary , ',;as incorporated in West's General Service 
List of English words (1953). To date, this represents the culmination of 
internationally-·known work in the field. 
Locally, the reader can referred to Michael Sadler's article "The Se"rch for a 
so 
Loxical Core: Selecting Vocabulary for School Readers for African Pupils~ an 
account of an attempt to formul"te a 1500 ,lord core by in r- orporating >lord lists 
used in three primary reaa.ers , items from the Teacher ' s Word Book of 30000 Words, 
and C.l'i.Wright's An English Word - Count(1965) (a Sou'\h African cOlmt.), and 
incorpora,ting knol'iledge of Basic English. 
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Before leaving the subject of 1.,ord-co11..'1ts, j t is useful to further consider 
West's General Service List because it is used extensively in this research. 
As noted, it is the culmination of the '1ork of a commiss;_on I.hich al.med at 
producing a l~st specifically sui ted fu r ESFL teaching , and incorporating the 
useful device of nho,ling various 'meanings' separately, wi th sepa:cate frequenci e 
and aa:vice on "'hat shoula be omitted in general teaching. Bright and McGregor 
noted that it has been 
" "vlidely usee.. by textbo0k \ .. -ri ~~rs f simplifiers , teachers and examiners , ff 
and point out that the tHrm ' 2000 head-words' is misleading , because there are 
in fact over 6000 entrees (in consequence of -the inclusion of the valuable 
semantic count) . It is their opinion that 
"any modern course will aim to include this vocabulary in addition to 
5";1. l ocal a:r.:Jl classroom words" 
an effective and practical anG\'ier to objections that \'mrd-countE: do nnt Q,l w2Ys 
include l.:orcls i/,:hich are l.1ucl:! used in common classroom si tuat.i.onal teaching. 
The ansl1er , of course , i s that no teacher i s restricted to using only a word-
count, and that intuition and situation ,Jill ,.hmys have a role. 
Brieht and McGregor comnent : 
" .. • I; ithin the words of the G. S.L . it i s pcssibl e to write books that read 
like ordinary English and. to do so after Borne practice with very little 
feeling of being uncomfortably limited . It is possible to rewrite 
even books about spp.cial subjects by adding only a very small nUl:1ber 
of extra words. This has b',-en proven in practice . 
The G. S.L contains, therefore , all the " od_s a pupil needs for speaking or 
I·Ti tting on a11Y common s-.tbject; on8e 9. pupil h E.s learnt them, there is no 
need t o teach h im c.ny ne'.: words for A,otive U8e. He already has a ,cay of 
saying anything he 'dants," 53 
The a.u thnrs th'm add t he telling comnent that the above hiO ·paragraphs a.re 
I.ri tten entirely ;Ii thin the vocabulary of the General Service List and ask 
h ON ma..'1Y readers noticed any d ifference in style . 
Further details regarding the composition and me~hoc_ of prp.sent2,tion of the 
Gener2.1 Service List "ill 11e f,'und in Chapter 4 ('Be,ckgr01':.'1d to the Tests'), 
OnIO of the "hi ef disadvrultages 0f frequenr.y counts is that they talce no account 
of si tUB,tions which might be .empl oyed in actual teachine;. ~hey are iimpersonal ' 
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in this regard. Mackey notes that a teach"'r sla.vishly following the Thorndike 
list would have to teach 4000 words before coming to c~, blackbcard, shelf 
~ ,. 
and dral<er. !:Ie a.l s o note", 
,,~ . ~i:t is the concrete nOlill that varies most from situation to s itufLtion 
and has consequently the narroKest ronge. And beo3.1).sG of this , the 
frec,llency of concrete nOllU8 varies a ;-reid dee.l from text to te.d ." S5 
ThUG the teacher is reminded that a frequency list is or.ly a sUfPleme'lt, a lbei t 
a valuable and 8ven essential one , to the requirements of the classroom . 
Maclcey a lso notes that frequency lists disrupt Hord 012-8>3e8. Thus, for 
instance, one might find SundEY in the f irst thous"'lJ. "crds, Tuesday not at all 
Eo"ever, if this 'rank' re1ation"hip of non-binary contrasts is taught 
intelli.gently (0f.2.5); the tAach8r>Jill "ertainly override the apparent 
dictates of the fr'equency COWlt. 
It has been noted -that 'range" i s an iraportant :nodification of freq:.tency counts . 
The imp!. :. r.ation is th~t "A >iOrd thm is found everY1<here if; more important th= 
one that can be found in a particular text or situation only , even though i. ts . 
freriuency there may be very high" .5''' It i8 noted that the i ';ems of widest ra.nge 
a:1.'8 generally the structure l,,"ords , certain types of adverbs , adjectives , ver.bs 
and abstract nOi.111·, .. TTl1fo rtllnat3:'.y no frequency COUllt k-U01<!l to the auth e." 
ma1:es provisi( .1 for this feature, so it mus ~ 1)8 noted a::: desi r able but at the 
moment imp osoibls to i.mplement on anything more than a.n intuitive b asis . 
It is suggested that ' availab-Llity ' and. T"ord familiarity' can be used as 
alternativc criteria to , or ",upplement3.ry to, frec;-uency counts. Ja.ck Riohards 
suggests that these may b " Jl2.rtiGularly app 1 [,,;;b le in the GEtse of ooncr .. te noun8, 
"Conorete nouns may have unstable and insignificant ranks in a word 
freqUlimcy list bu t signifioant and stable positions in a familia"i ·ty 
list 1<hich indioates the degree to which people expect to hear, see, or 
us e words" . >7 
An available '.-JOrd is one Which, although !!ot neoessarily frequent , is 
nevertheless always rea dy for use and oomes .,asily to mind . Suoh lists e.re 
usually derived by supplying a topio and requiring t:'lat the informants list all 
"JOrds that oome to mind, 1<i thin a given time. This also a.llows for the 
oompilation of various lists lrith respect to various oriteria appyinb to t h e 
informant s , eg age , sex, eduG.3.tion, etc . In word- familiarity elicitation, 
however, the l i sts of i>'Drds are supplied and the informants have to estimate, 
by ra11king on a scale, the degree to .hioh they "expeot t o he"r , see or hear 
words. " Al though perhaps cs-pable of being eoploye(l as a sur.-plement to 
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frequency counts , the weakness of these techniques is that a s ituation must 
first be chosen , and that the number of situations may be li!1li ted . 
The final topic to be mentioned i s ' coverage', tvhich refers to the munber :)f 
things one can say with e.n item , and can 11e measured by the number of ot!ler 
items which it can displace . This can be done by four means : (1) inclusion , 
where a Hard already includes the meaning of other >lords (eg seat : bench , chair 
stool) ; (2) extension , wher e words which are easily extended metaphorically 
can be useD. to eliminate others (eg 'tributary' can be covered bo' ' branch ' or 
' arm ' ) ; (3) combination , where simple '",ords can dis;olac e others by 
combin;,-ng togethe:o:- or with simple word endings eg ' handbook ' can cover ' manual ' ) 
and ( 4) definition , "her e certain ~Jords can be displaced by · simple definition , 
such as ' breakfa8t ' being displaced. by ' morning meal ' . 
Coverage has already been mentioned !.nth respect to Basic English end West's 
defi ning vocabulary , and wil l not be discussed further. It is worth stating, 
h O'lever , that statistics are lacking in thil, area . Frequency and coverage are 
not necessarily incompat i ble considerations in teaching; t he latter is to an 
extent provided for in the General Ser vice Li st , "here the many examples of 
the use of an item under the semanticaunt imply the coverage and provide 
explici t material for· vocabulary teaching. 
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CHAPTER 3: Audio-lingualism, Vocabulary teaching and Suggested Methods 
3.1. Controversy 
In Cllapter 7 of this work ("Error AY,alysi s") 80me space is given to a 
discussion of how ESFL teachers perceive error gravity , end hm.; native speakers 
perceive it. Carl James "'eports on an enquiry into the perc eptions of 
teachers in this rega.rd, and shOl,s that , of 10 categcries of errors presented 
to native- speaker and non-native-speaker ESFL teachers , the three categories 
of lexis errors were rated as being least grave.l On the other hand, 
Margareta Olsson describes an invest igation which enquired into t~e 
perceptions of native English speakers with regard to the gravity of passive 
transfornation errors i n English produced by SHedish pupils . The conclusion 
is that semantic errors procluce far greater problems and that 
" teachers should perhaps take a more lenient attitude to synt"ctic errors, 
all the more so as the satisfaction of being able to communicate, even 
wi th errors , far surpasses that of being able to utter perfect pat-~ern 
a 
drills". 
Robert Politzer reports that of six categories of errors produced by learners 
of German and judged by German-speaking high school pupils, vocabulary errors 
were rated as by far t.he most serious: 
" Not une:<pectedly , speakers of Gernan seem to kno .• quite intuitively that 
3 
using the right word is the most i.mportant aspect of language use". 
The same chapter quotes E.Leventson as attempting to account for this 
discrep :cncy in views by stating: 
" In part it derives from from the emphasis placed , both by language 
teachi ng methodologists and language acquisition researchers , on the 
If. 
beginning stElges • •• it has seemed ne.tural to concentrate on gramr.1ar ." 
3 . 2 . Fries , structuralism and language teaching 
As was mentioned in Chapter 1 of this work the dominant language- teaching 
method for well over two decades (and t he only one to have grolffl in ascendancy 
since the Second World War) has been audio- lingualism. Fro.es , Lad.j and 
Rivers have been amongst the chief proponents of this method , and some time 
vlill be gj.ven here to an e.ccount of the basic tenets of audio-lingualism, wi.th 
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partioular referenoe to "hat it has , or has not , contributed to the state of 
vooabulary teaohing . 
Fries's early oontribution to methodology, Teaohing and Learning English as a 
S 
Eoreign Language (1915) contains one ohapter on vooabulary teaohing 
( Chapter IV: "The tlords : Mastering Vooabulary Content"). HO'lever , the 
preoeding ohapter , the title of "hioh can stand as a maxim of fully- fledged 
audio-lingualism, is "The Struoture: Making i.utomatio the Use of the 
Devioes of Arrangement and Form." 
Most of the leading assumptions i n this ohapter are eohoed and devel::>pea. i n 
later works on audio-lingualism: for example, Fries says: 
"The devices of arrangement and form that oonstituie t he grammatical 
materials of a language ar', just as neoessary to express meaning as 
" are the words of Nhich we are more conscious. fT 
"To understand ai"";' Ihllgnage, therefore , it is not enough to kno," the 
't~ings' to which suoh words as table, ohair .• . (etc) ••• r efer ; or 
to blOH the ' actions t to which such -vlOrds as go, come . .. (etc) ... refer; 
or to know the ' qual i ties ' to whicL suoh words as blaok , easy .•. ( etc ) ••• 
refer . One ~ust also know very thoroughly the meanings oarried by the 
various devices which the language uses to construct uttera.'lces with 
such 'content ' words e.S these. This 'knowledge ' need not be 
con::::ciously formula-:ed in order to use a la.nguage; i t must hot,'\Tever, 
be so thorough that it functions automatically for a speaker or 
hearer in reaoting to the olues furnished by the forms and arrangements 
'1 
of ·,.:ords". 
"The first oonsideration , therefore, must be given to a seleotion of 
basio patterns essential to the produotion and reooguition of English 
g 
in the immediate situations in T.o.-hich J.;he language is being learned. " 
" ••• for recogni~ion , for understanding the language as used by English 
speakers, frequency of OOC;'lrrence is a fundamental ori terion of 
seleotion" :' 
"Ellen the basio struotural matte!'s, oarefully sel eoted so as to 
r epresent only the neoe"sary minimum for productive mastery and t he 
most frequent pattern for receptive reoognition , oannot all be learned 
at once" . 
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"The sequence of their presentation to a begilmer demands careful 
,. 
planning in order to make that learning as effective as possible" . 
Fries conGludes the chapter by emphasizing that grammatical mastery is not 
taught by setting out the rules w~th illustrations , but by incorporating the 
rules in sentences which are pract ised and repeated until they become 
thoroughly fixed . Vocabulary is to bs limited in tile earlier stages, and 
should be especially re~evant to the iIlLmec.iate situation in order to minimize 
the bUf'den . '1'horough nastery of vocabulary r equires much more time an,l 
special experience. He uses the term rtpat ter n Practice " and i n sists tha.t all 
" patterns " to be learnt should first be · encountered and practised orally . 
He notes that a scientifically desigEed language course has great advantaci" 
Gompared to naturc:l language learning (as 'fith a chi l d learning his first 
1a.'1guage) in that practice and .repetition ",re stressed through a systp.matically 
planned ",nd graded presentation "f structures. 
In t he fo llowing chapter ("The ,Jor'ds: Mast ering Vocabulary Content") Fries 
devotes considerable time to demolishing the i dea that a language consists only 
of its woy'ds, and attacks r eci ved lay opinion on th" matter. It is obvious 
here and elsewhere that the simplistic notion of a language cons i sting of it» 
' ",'ords ' only , is a chief tar get for attack by audio-l ingualists in their 
pursu ance of a scient i fic method for language teaching. He begin s by 
demolishing the ideas that a ' word ' has the same range of meanings in one 
language as i n another; that a ' word ' has only one meaning (here he gives 
examples of polysemy); and that the oldest meaning of a Hord is its only or 
correct meaning. II: ~he liltter case , the healthy emphasis on teae-hing only 
the sYflGhronic realizations of the language, which is a m"jor theme i n 
audio-lingualism , is expounded1 
" The only t rue c.n,l correct meanings of '"lOrds therefore are the si tuationR 
" j.n ... ,yhii"'!h they are used . It 
He rejects the notion of , . tying' an English word. to a ,lord in the ,mti ve 
l anguage , not i l'g that each languz.ge h e,s its aNn limitations on the range, 
context and situati on in which a l:mX'd is used. Then he proceeds to a 
reminder that English vocabular y i t.ems are of 'Tarious kirlds , ea.ch deme,nding 
seplrate dn;:;criptions and different treatments , with the n ote that the 
observation is made because the dist.inctions are often OV81':.00ked by textbook 
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'ITiters and teachers. He notes four kinds : (1) function words (auxiliaries, 
modals,prepositions, corrj¥nctions , interrogatives and articles); 
(2) substituttwords (personal pronouns, indefinites, negatives, expressions 
of quantity and number, 'do' and ' so') (3) distributions according to the 
presence or absenoe,·of negation; and (4) the large body of 'content' words, 
where he expounds on his classes I to IV (refer to Chapter 2 of this work) . 
Fries outlines "the four stages of the learner's progress in the mastery 
1:1-
of English" and the place of vocabulary in this scheme. The first stage, 
embodying the beginning to the mastery of the fundamentals of the structure 
and the sound system , will include almost a ll of the first three "types" of 
words outlined above, with a selection of "content" words decided by the 
requirements of sufficient number to exemplify the basic patterns , and the 
dictates of situations arising from the immediate environment. 
In the second stage, where vocabulary is still stridiy limited, the situations 
to be taught 
13 
"are those of some of the chief areas of living." 
The third stage embodies vocabulary mastery for recognition extended over the 
areas of the second stage, for limited production . The fourth stage 
necessitates the choice of special areas of experience because 
lifo 
"no one can master the total vocabulary used by speakers of the language". 
Finally, in a section which has limited usefulness , Fries expounds on some 
"sets " of content words, and (more useful) emphasizes the need for 
contextualization and whole utterances in teaching vocabulary. He also shows 
the value of a substitution frame. He concludes by showing that contexts are 
of two kinds : the linguistic (frame) and the situational. 
3.3 Lado's contribution 
Robert Lado (Language Teaching: A Scientific Approach , 1964) and Wilga Rivers 
(Teaching Foreign.-Language Skills, 1968) both expand on the general 
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p:cinciples an:J methods e:c-presse,:j by Fries, ,r.l th Lado ' S K"rk haviY'iS a !TIore 
scientifically theoretical base, and Rivers' longm:' work b8ine more (:r)IWeri.1ed 
~li t.h a detailed exposition of method ? where hp.r six central Gha~ters 
(Teaching Sounds; Listening Comprehension ; T he Speaktng Sl:ill; Funl(tllentals ; 
The Speaking Skill : Spontaneous Expression! The Readi n]; Ski 11; The <l1':L t.e nG' 
Skill ) lmve much of value for the classroom teacher. 
Lado states five "'h.\,]:>othe;;';"oal la· .. '8 of languaero learning\, these beil}g: 
1) Exercise, contiguity and intent; 
2) l"amiliari..ty of respon>le; 
3) Geometric increaee of per'nanence; 
4) Recall 1md,",,' sj ,nl I,~r set; 
5) Motivation through urge to Communicate: 
liThe exclu,::;:ive U~j(~ of the fm"'(~iE::."1'l languagf! ,'1,::; the vehicle of all communicati< 
du:('ing the learning periocl increases learning by -i.'lGreaS p.tl. motivation 
through the urge and need to c~millunicat6'! IS 
His termil1al og'J f. ~lnt·J8 t he s trong , although modified? association of audio·-
lingtul1 ism ~vi th the ps'ychologi cF~l t :tAory vf Behaviouris::-n . He gives over Ol1e 
chapter to th0 Principles of Langll1<,:;e Teaching, "'hiGh can briefly be 
s1.Un.marized as Speech before \',Ti tillg; (2) Basic sent <3:lces for 
hlemorization; Patterns as habits via pattern practise; (4) Teac'1 
soun'~ ",ystem 'oy aotive use ; (5) VocabularJ' control: vocabulary i~ onJ.~r to 
bA cX:~)H.n;l u'l ~'lhec basic pattm"'ns have bp.en mastered ; ( 6 ) Teaching the problem;.~ 
( elicited by Contrastive Analysis); (7) Speech is primary ; (8) Patterns 
should b e grafted ; (9) Practice in the 1 LlngtlP...3'e, not translation; aimi.ng at 
producin;; co-ord,,;,nate bilinguals; (10) Use authentio 18..."lguage ; (11) The 
necessi ty of practice ; (12) Sh",ping a response throllr;h ;>artial experience 
a:'ld props; (J.3) Linguistica.lly acoeptable and psychologically full 
experie:lce; (14) Immediate reinforoement; (15) Favourable a ttitude towards 
the tar get culture; (1 6) I1eaning content to be taught as it has developed. in 
the ta::"get l angU5,';'e ; (1 7) Learning is the crucial outcome of teaching. 
The latest C!oncern in ESFL methodology is to esto.blish wa;ys ancl means of 
tea.ching :': or 'communication·, a."'1d. in this regard reference ;..f._ll be: meiie 
to H. G. ' /iddoi"son ' s Te",,,hing Language a.s Communication ( 1978). In ,oomlection 
wi th this approach amI in the light of "hat wiE be said here, it is as well 
tc emphasize tha.t , vihile certfdn ~:a.rdinal prac tices of audio-li~guc.lism a:l'e 
being sover ly questioned and E,ome of i ts shor~comings exposed, much of value 
has been developed over the years. The baby should not be throvm. out .'i th 
the bathwater , in the surge of a n e '" enthusiasm. For example, fe'': of Lado's 
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seventeen priciples could be challenged by exponents of 'communiGative' 
language teaching. Those "hich would be challenged ",nd/cr rejected 
probabl;y include Principles 3,5 (partially) and 8, lihere the emphaGis oan 
be said. to be (in Hiddow8on's \ tel.'ms) more on usage than on ~. 
The most striking effect of audio-lingua,lism ~n classroom practice has been 
in the areA. of 'pa.ttern pr'actice! ~ At its best, and even the beslJ is being 
severely questioned , pattern practice if:. not simple mimicry ; but involves a 
·\'-.J.riety of substitutions, transformations 9l1d conversions, lfl t .h e.ontinual 
reference to props and !'e3-lia. A-o its ,wrst, it has given 1'eight to the 
use of " imple, extensive mimi. cry practice by thousands of 1L.'"linformed and 
unskilled teachers. This is certainly the case in the average classroom in 
Black primB.ry schools. 
In his chapter on "Pattern Practice", Lado gives many examples , !'anging from 
e.imple oral subsitution, eg 
Stimulus: Do you understand? 
Stimulus: Hear 
Response: Do you hear? 
followed by te2,cher,-stimulus and clB.s s-response : 
S: Understand 
R: Do you understand? 
S: T1ear 
R: Do y ·)U hear? (ETC) 
to tr conversationa.l 'I practice based on a set of pictures: 
(Points to the train in th" pict.u,' e) 
Do you see the t rain1 
R: Yes, I do. I see the train. 
(covers up the ship) 
Do you see the ship? 
R: No, I dortt . I don't see the sh5p. (ETC) 
aJ;.d tf e.ddition" pract i ce, as in: 
s: I must go to the bank. 
R: I must gc, to the bank. 
S: Before lunch 
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R: I must go to ',he bank before l1m~h. 
S: Tc cash a cheque 
R: I LlUst go to the baJ'll< before lunch to cash 3. cheque. (ETC) 
, b 
It is such drills which have earned an accumulation of rejection in the Tecent 
tine . 1'hey are , as Widdol'lSon says , excmpl es of uSage , not ~. "here 
fl The l ancuage is being mc:nifested bu-':; not realized as nonna] communicat i'Je 
1'7 
behaviour" . 
In her list of fifteen characteristics of a good pattern drill , Rivflrs states 
that drills should rot be p=ely imitative 
( fl .• • drills should be designed t o r equire t hought on the part of the 
student t but only at the point of teaching; in other \-Jords t extraneous 
complicationn Ehould b e elim:inated!! ) 
and should be 
flvarj.ed in type to alleviate the b oredom engerdered by one type of 
act i vi tytf . It 
Unfortun ately, nc number of caveats will change the fact that these (trills 
are largely irJitative , are boring , and, in addit i on, of very little conGequence 
for language learnint; for a real \vorld. 
3.4 . Audio-lingualism and vocabula ry teuching 
It must also be noted that prop::ments of b.udio-lj.ngu:;,lism continually 
emph".size that vocabulary ,,'ill a.t first be strict ly limited , and subser'rient 
-00 the structures . being taught. ,Jhile the princi.,le Gan porhaps be broa.<ily 
acc:epted , -ohe fact i s that no thought is given to "'hat precisely i s go"d 
vocabulary teaching. For example , in the l a st drill qucted from Lado ( above) 
cash is an example of !1oun-verb conversion but of a special kind : "hile you 
can PSI cash for anything, y ou cannot cash anything (eg cash a chair) a 
At the same time , Imi le a bank is a place where money is deposj ted , stored , and 
wi thdr a>m, to ban'< means only 'to deposit I. These facts , entirely "'i thin 
the domain of lexis, are of equal importance vIi -;11. the f stru()tural r or 
'pattern' a"lpect of lVo:ed order , which the 3-bove drill exem;Jli.fies. 
In a sense , audio- lingual manuals make provision for these c onsiderations by 
stz..t ing that vocabulary eJr...--p~nsion Hill talce pl3.ce during later stages ; but 
the problem is that the m8.nuals stop short , at least in meaningful detail , a t 
the early stages. GJ.assroom ;:; r actit ioners have generally stopped short there , 
too , even when they have before -them pupils \1ho are embarked on , or at some 
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s tage in, an e)l\t ensive COUT'se of , saYi ten years or more o-Z instruction in 
English. 
Rivers says, 
"Once c;tudents have acquired a small bas ic vocabulary, this can be used for 
giving ~) raotice in structural nanipu] ation which is fundalilental to any form of 
COITilllli...""1ication in speech ox' tllJI'i ting. Because 'che same weI l-kno ,Jr: lexica l items 
are used in c.ri lIs , students al~e able to concentrate on the structura=-
," 
elemente ~~i. thout distraction.1t 
The cartoon-strip savage who 1 lift i ng the flagon and belching 1 said, 
"Me ;lr'ink 1..;ine. TIle like", had, in perfor:!'ing hi8 act of communication, 
presumably not read his audio·-lingual r.lanual" on the primacy of devices "f 
arra..l1.gement and. fo:rm. Nor had Poli tzer' s German-speaking informants, who 
rated lexical erro:!."s -the most serious of all. 
In fact, a naive 'coTInmmicati ve ~ moc.el of language learning ',.muld probably be 
struc:.tured as f0110\-J8: GOTIL'11lU1icati ve need: Lexical items: Arrangement and 
form (I·:hich may be defectc.ve to a degree and yet Dot obstruct communication). 
Certainly, beyond the very early stages (especially in the case of young pupils) 
where most Hou1d agree -:,.ri th audiQ-lingual practice tit lAfou1d seem r l3aso!1able 
to allovl the pattern teaching to flow from the 80nununicati ve need. Br.Ld thp. 
appropriate lexical items. 
Those engaged in the search for ways and means of relati.ng ESFL teaching to 
GOilllnunicative needs will :rnake the fIDldamental objection that this is precisely 
the arE:a l·1ihich auciio·-lingual p:ract i tioners have completely ig.aored. 
A forceful attack cn pattern drills and meaningless 'activ';' tyi is found in an 
';<. 
article by H.14.Gi llespie ("Are We lI"aking Fools of Our Children?") and:i t 
is wo::cth quoting this in some detail. The autr_or c.i~cusse8 a. Hid.'3ly ur::ed series 
of text1::.ooks a:t1(1 the accompanying teacher's manual, published :Ln South .1:frica. 
He notes that the practice of a llo ',Ting a language learner tc listen 
Hto someone sa;ying a Nord, phi'ase or sentenr;e, '.hich he associates i~ his 
mind ....  '1. lih some object , action OJ' situation , is \o'.d.J..ely aGcepted" .~1 
And. a "strea:n of English ,,,oro.s" is generally provided . The author goes on to 
conunent thai: 
1IA second Htep v.rhic!l a chi ld has ~o take is to pract5_G8 saying the words, 
phra2:.es end sentences he has heard and., at the same '~ ime of' course j to 
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tmde:!:'stand \·rhat he is saying. Unfc "'t'J.:':atel~- this :,s a s tep '''hiGh the 
chi ld in the classroom is seldon! gi ve:2. r~erely to repec..t l:·Ji t~'l others 
i n charm: '.hat he h:ls heard the teacher say is not prp.ctice o.t a l l. .• " ~ 
The 2 ... uthor n~te .3 that the practice in speaJ<.ing l:!hich is ~:·rovid_ed is of t his 
order: 
" .•• the teacher is r Rquired to say •• I am drying ffiJr hands ;';ith the towel. 
l-.1Jlat am I doing chi lcl!'"n? and °oh" childr6..'l aI:., reply in chorus 
You a.re drying your hands with the to,·el". 
:<Ie 0or.unent s , 
nrrhis is riduculous. Why ask what you are doing im.rr..edi&tely f~f ter you 
have told the class \;hat you are doing?" 
:rt is the author ' G "pinion tha.t 
" . .. for speech practice to be truly acceptab l e , each "hi ld. , "ri thaut undul y 
vlasting 1.he time of otherG, would :1.aV8 to be g i V0n a tUIn both to perform 
an action and ask lvhat he or ahe ~'las doing and to rep l y to a q·~'..G~3t ion posed 
, . :11 
:)y &.noiher Chl1a.ff • 
As it is, the teacher-statement t pupils-~chorus-resp onse sequen,:;e requires 
merely a pronoun + be ch,mGe , and total repeti ticn. 
tiThe chi l dr en could be looking ou~ of a v:indoTtl a11(l do as WE.-ll. This is not 
educaticn. Are we not I!lalcing fools of our cnildren when we mal<:e them go 
:l, ... 
throLlgh v/i 'l.:11 this performance?" 
~he article coneludes with comm2nts made to the author by an i:n.forn3Jl·\; W1.1tJ hc:.d 
obse:('·,j"ed the sourse being u::.ed i n a farm sehoc] in K'.va Zulu and who had 
B.ss i stea. at neighbouring sGhaols. A."1longst the comments arc (1) A lot of 
ehar]'~ing is ~~i ne; Q('ne with great enthusiasm (Pavlovi an and ochoic l"'~sponHes): 
HPupi18 are gHne1"ally unable to t ransfer th~ ~ . .inguistic lmi te to ntH', 
contexts, thus deP.l'JllstJ:'J,;;cng tha"; productive l anguage skills ax'e not 
being acquired". 
(2) ~~he l'ea;-;on for t:19 oourse ' s p opularity is th~d, 
"an illue.ion of sp-oaking English ,has been created •.• Eut ';;he app<'arances 
c .e form of tusing f English is cUl1G.:::a.l Lng a very real lac!.c of c om:J1unica~ ive 
b 'l't It as all y . 
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'The t .. ~o points made above contain much oJ' I;~le : ~ ~lsence of the complaint against 
the praotices of classic,,-l audio-lingualis"" With regard to vooab"-lary 
( 1 ) by its teachir:.g in particular, it can be noted t~1at audio-·l ingualism 
insistence on the primacy of for:ns and arrangemer..i;s (the grammatical patterr.:.s) 
seems to ignore what everyone knows intuitively: name1_y, that 'i "tvords' ~ 
the h'J.ilding-b~_ocks of la...""1guage, th~t commuuio E..tion is impossible T;-Ji thout the 
'words' , cJ1d possible to qui te an extent with them only, wherea,s forms and 
arrangements can communionte noth:i.ng on their own; . ) \ - the oonoentration on 
rapid, habitualiz i ng drills "ith the vooabulary serv~ng ",ainly to faoilitate 
the patterns , has led to carelessnf~ss regarding whether or nO-G i;he :neaningE' ::>f 
ne'" items are fully understood (too often, the lexioal items are onl;\' 'props' 
in the drills); (3) thereby , muoh of the exoellent advioe and knoHledge 
offered by such as Fries and Lado, is ienored in pursuance of universa.l 
pattern drilling; (4) the strong oonoe.ntration on e~:rly learning (partly 
because of the Americ.an si t ·il-at .ion of limited +, ime in FL cO'll'ses, partly 
beoause the beginning stages offer the best opportuni.ties for neatly paokagE>d 
methodologioal prooedures) has dr9.wn attention "way from what the audio-
lingual manuals themselves suggest, namely expansion of vocabulary in later 
stages and increasing special:L ·.~at ion. 
In the cOITL'TIents earlier in this chapter, it was noted that Fries says much th:tt 
is useful for good vocabul~ry teaohi ng, In readir.,g what he has to S'1Y? one 
is reminded that muoh of value has oome into langua"e teachi"'" via 
structuralism and audio-lingualism, sU:Jh as the in3E/;ence on teaching 
authentio language (synohronic realiz9.tion), the distinotions made between 
fUXlot:l(lTI and structure words, and t'oe remina.er that content ani f::>rm a,ce 
inseparably linked in ~~ expre'3sion. 
Lado, too, offers a v"ry comprehensive ohapter on vocabul9.ry teaohin{;, and 
in rea::li~g it 1 one is re'!linded h,l hil~ comments on thE~ ease and difficulty of 
learning vocabulary, t.hat no Contrastive A.l1alyses based. on vocabul aries hav'8 
y8t been attempted l ocally and th"t they could I{ell be highly suooessful in 
this area. The heart of Lado's chapter is IiHo l'l to teach vocabulary" and 
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contains a basic and very comprehensive list of 'how-test ('What every teacher 
is liable to forget ' , could be an alternative t itle): 
(1) Recognizing d.egrees of difficulty; (2) Hearing and pronouncing ths word; 
(3) Grasping the mea.,.,ing by using (i) se1.f-defining context (ii) definitIons 
(iii) opposites (iv) synonyms (v) pictures and diagrams (vi) dramatization 
(vii) realia (viii) series, scales and systems; (3) Compon ent parts of words 
(4) Practice from meaning to expression; (5) Reading the word, writing it, 
using it mor e freely; (5) Expanding Vocabularies by ( i ) reading (ii) patterns 
of fo co'El (iii) families of \;ords ( i v) programmes of frame . ("One frame defines, 
the others reinforce by eliciting a recall'~ ) 
3.5. Shift of interest towards vocabulary teaching 
With the shift towards 'communicative' ESFL learning/teaching over the last 
decade, there have been a significant number of articles published which deal 
with the middle to advanced stages of target language acquisition. 
Inevi tably, it is stressed that the expansion of voca.lmlary control is Ec major 
feature at this lev81 and for this purpose . A.Kruse notes: 
"Once t he student is past the i ni tial stages of reading, he spends a 
large percentage of his time encountering new vocabulary" and 
"The student ca'lllot begin to rea" 1;;' th full oomprehension until 
he has been taught to conquer the unknOTNrl ;lOrd by using contextual 
:u. 
aids. , . there is a deart h of suggestions as to methods of developing it." 
His suggested programrne is teo detailed to smnmarize here, but it does 
empha8ize the enormous variety of 'clues' which can be utilized in a well~ 
organized progrcunme. I t also implies the necessity for linguistic knowledge 
on the par t of the teacher, coupled with the ability to anticipa.te not only 
problem areas, but also wa.ys in "hich preparation and exploitation can take 
place, and in "hat manner. 
The emphasis in many articles over the last decade, ',.-hich purport to be 
concerned with 'communicative' language skillS, has been on finding 
• si tuations! and then expJ oi ting these wi t h a greater or lesser amount of 
graded structureE and vocabulary. Those which seem to come closest to real 
'co!lllllunicati ve' languac;e use emphasize ";he generat ;.on of si tua.tions T,1i thin 
the class, in which the targe~ language must be used to fulfil tasks or to 
a.chieve success. (A far cry from the sterile 'Going t o th" Post Office' or 
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'The Supermarket' type of 'Situational ' teaching which has afflicted 
latter--day audio-lingualism~ A useful artj.cle in this regard is 
Elizabeth J oiner ' s "Communicative Activi t ies far Beg.Lrming Langaage Student s " 
in which she deserj.bes acti vi ties ~1i th ad'll t learners of English Moo are 
French-speaking. The writer implies the liideni r,g gUlf bet;Teerl tr"di tion2-l 
audio- l ingualinffi a.nd ' comnlUnicative' te.-,ching when , in t alk:'-ng of the tr"nd 
to>lards t he latter app r oa ch , she says 
"The language teacher sees this as a rather 'lre.st i c departur e f rom the goals 
~? 
and p r ocedures associated wi th the audiO- lingual method ••• " 
She sugGests a number of techniques , invol ving generating situations within 
the class, of 1-Thich two of particular interest Acre guessin g games 8nd ,;hat 
she call s a ' rr,ixer ' , "here each student is given a list of facts that he/she 
must find out and '. ri t e do=. No hlO lists are the same , and the class must 
mix to fir.d the allswers and t hen report thei r findings. 
There is some c onfusion of definit i ons when talking of 'cornmlmicative' 
teaching Joiner , for example , defines ~communicative competence ft as 
" the abi lity to transmit and receive messages",";l' 
which cannot b~ denied, but offers temptine possibilit es for linguists and 
applied linguists to begi n a Great Debate on ,.hat constitutes a ' message ' 
and Moat constitutes 'transmission' , etc . 
Widdo.lson avoids def inition but, i n r eject i ng the convent i ona l notions of 
gradi ng and selection (Lado ' s u 'lGientific approach") suggests 
" ... lie should think of an area (or areas) of use right from the 
-o eginning and base our selection, grading and. p resentation on t hat. One.O' 
in this way • • • can we ensure that '<Ie are t eac"ing language as communicatiorJ 
and not as a s tock of usage which may never be realized in a.ctual Wee 
:l'l 
at all. " 
1fi'9 a pp roe,ch i s ene of ' nee:J.s-ori entati o~·, ' or 'teaching for perceived an'l 
felt needs' (my words ) ano. his ans'ler is 
" •• , the most likely areas are those of the other subject" on the SGhool 
ill> 
curricul" .. un" . 
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This approach is by no meafJ.s ne\'l . The enormous interest and, endeavour in 
-the f i eJ.d of English fo r Speci al. Rurposes , which over ~he last yean; bas 
produ"ed mu ch theoretical Ivri ting , suggestions for methodological procedures 
a"ld many te:>.-tbooks for students embarking on the study of particular subjects 
througn the medium of English , is precisely ' curriculum- orientated ' . 
Locally, there h"s been some ir..terest in what "an be called ' curriculwo 
language teaGhing ' . Gillespie implies this ,men he tal ks of the needs of 
>I 
pupils to ma~ter the terminology of s.ubjects such as ari thmetic. ::.V . Rod seth 
says , 
"EngliHh--medium content- sub j eet lessons ;;rovi de opportunities to teach 
language u se . A pupil-centred , prad i "al course in , sey Soci al Studies 
(invol ving in8truction in the use of published courses and requiring 
students to be productive in class ) could provide 0, lot c f lani,TUag', 
~a. 
training _ • • A general poli.cy of language-in- education is required. " 
Chapter S of The Molteno Project Report is ,levoted to a consideration of the 
pr'os a'1d con s of 'English- acrcss-·the·-curriculU:,lt (RodBeth findH in favour of 
the approach) and offers a number of suggestions for implementation and for 
the >rri ting of naterials . 
3.6 . SU11l:neT,Y up to this point 
To s=arize the findings up to thi s point , it CFLn be said that €;ood 
vocabulary· teaching (1) does not assume that vocabulary is simply a prop for 
drills (-nce~p l t f y i ng usage viR forms and arrangements (structures ); ( 2) does 
recognize the primacy of vocabulary in a commtmicative utteran~e ; (3) 
recognizes that voce.bulary teaching is a study in i t.s 0"1'1 right, ,ri th much 
to su.pp ort it in '.hat has already been published; (4) that the 'Hcrd ' is 
pax·t of a f u l l er ex-,Jression ,)1' ,,:. :'6.",-nc8 , and that ;<h ile it might have 
primacy in langt;.:=v..:;'e nse, its :inguistic contexts (the forms and 8.rrangementB 
intc \-rhi ch it enters ) are of great ilnportance in t8aching A.nd learning ; 
(5) tr_a-t ' scientific v()cabulary teachi ng' ( via frequency counts and externally-
i!'oposed si tuati.ons) Gannnt simply replace or asswne a dominant ~osi tion over' 
' scieootifi,; teaching of patteI','8 • : the core of the search .:. s for tneeds-
orientat i on' or truly 'comrnuni cati ve language tea.ching . t 
3. 7 Widd..o',mon a.nd.. f ~reaching for Communication' 
Wi ddowson ' s Teachirg Lanl',Uiige as Comfirunication is a !nos1; significant work in 
this area ;..nd it i. s k: e ll -'.'~:Jrth :,Hll1unarizing his v':e'lm , be:i:'ore proceeding to the 
final > related part of this r;hapter . ( This '<ill consiGt of exa'''pleR of some 
material s "hich can be usea. i" ' curr.i'Oululn language teaching ' , ,,;i th pa,rticul3.r 
emphasis on vocabula:::'Y teaching. ) He begins b;,r dj Htinguishing between usage 
ani use : 
"Usage i s one aDped of perf ormanco , that aspect ,.ni ch me-lees eyident 
the extent to which the lanGuage user demonstrates h i s knowledge of 
lingui stio rules. Uge is another 23pect of p'erformance : that \'lhi ch maltes 
evident the e:~ !";ent tel ~ihi.ch the la.nguage user demnnstratec his abi~i"ty to 
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use hi!4 kn0~':1'~'lge of linguist i 'J rules for eff ective COmmUl1lcatlon . 
He comrnent" that the OO,,""O"J practice i n langu3.ge teaching is to 
Hselect E.nd o-~"gaJ1i"e lang'.1age items with a vieu to demonstrating hO"'i 
the ru18s of the sys tem can be mrulifesteo. '~;hrough sentences. There has 
oeen less concern with 
communica-t i ve pur'pos e s 
iemoTI.strating h('Hl f3ueh rules can be reu.l ized for 
llf-
as sl](~hlt . 
In o_t "cussing selection a..'1d grading as influenced by a communicative a.~p roach, 
\':i ddo'~lson SU5:5ests 
It 2." i terns \lIQuId be selected l::oi; becfl.usp. thej.' oceur frc!,ruent l y as 
i -"lstaYlces of usage but bec.::.us.e they have a high potential ;)Onllrenc~~ ;1/., 
instances of ~.l8e of re1.e~,rance :;') the l earner t s purpose i n learni ng" ? S 
Cle concludes th8.t a l'relirn.i.'.'8,ry in p l anni ng a language COClrs e i s to think of 
part:'olClar ':ypeG of c'JJl1'll'llication , and p articular ;cays of u s ing the languaze: 
" • • • Trle should t}'"J.inJc of an 3.r8a ( or areas ) of use r 19ht from the begi nni ng 
7~ 
and base our se l ection, grading a.nd. ppes entetion on that". 
His sugge8t i on is that the m,)st likely a r eas 9,"e those of t h e oth e r subjects 
on the school curri.cnlum . !:lere, lViddowson i8 thil"_'<:.ing of the foreign. 
langr:·.tge situation , Trlhere the 'other subject 3 f are taught tbrc.:..igh the .ned.ium 
of tve mother tongue : 
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"Subjects like history, geography, general science, art and so on draw 
upon the reality of the child ' s own experience and there seems no r eason 
why a foreign language should not r elate directly to the ' outside world' 
through them". ',3') 
It is obvious that the idea has even greater applicability where the second 
language ~ the medium of instruction in most subjects. It is also has 
applicability to a situation in which the medium of instruction is the mother 
tongue but where many of the prescribed teA~s and reference works are in the 
second/for eign language. 
Later , Widdowson advances a powerful argument for a 'curriculum language 
approach ': he points out that too often the second/foreign language is 
represented as a different kind of phenomenon from the mother tongue, and 
becomes " language put on display ." '!oS But he suggests that 
"By relating the teaching of another language to school subjects, t he 
l anguage teacher thereby extends the learner ' s knowledge into a different 
realization and so bases his teaching on the learner ' s own experience 
'3' of language." 
I n his chapter on Comprehending and Reading, Widdowson notes that the 
conventional passage which is extracted for reading might be ~sually is) a 
genuine passage but not an authentic instance of use , because authenticity 
arises 
"as a consequence of the reader's own interests and motivations .•• related to 
&/-0 
the context- of our own social and psychological reality" . 
He suggests that one way of giving extracts a communicative reality is to 
"combine them into a rhetorical whole whose topic relates to other areas 
of the learner's studies" .1H 
Widdowson r aises the problem that , although the reader may respond to such 
passages in an authentic manner , the linguistic difficulties may be forbidding . 
This is often the case , where texts in ·Science , Social Studies etc are written 
without much consideration of the linguistic capabilit i es of the pupils who 
must use them . (Hence Rodseth ' s suggestion that 
"Publisher s could assist in · pr omoting a language- in- educat i on policy by 
"a 
considering problems while compiling content- subject texts".) 
That this problem is a real one will be shown i n the latter part of this chapter , 
where an authentic passage from a text which is on the prescribed list for 
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standard 5 in Black~hools , is reproduoed, with some suggested materials for 
aiding in the oomprehension of the passage . 
Widdowson suggests that the approaoh to understanding of an authentio text is 
via "gradual approximation": 
"This involves the development of a series of simple aooounts of inoreasing 
oomplexity by referenoe to two souroes : a linguistio souroe in the form 
of a set of sentenoes and a non- linguistio souroe in the form of a 
diagrammatio representation of information. The sentenoes provide the 
.... 
usage base and the diagram provides the oommunioative oon:t;ext'.' 
He shows that 'simple aoooun-':;sfl oan be used , by whioh he means 
" the reoasting of information abstraoted from some souroe or other to 
.~ 
sui t a parti oular kind of reader". 
These are distingUished from "simplified aooounts" whioh are unnatural 
disoourses in that the emphasis is on linguistio simplifioation , not 
reformulation. 
The simple aooount oan lead to another of greater elaboration eto , the target 
being the understanding of the original authentio text. Widdowson stresses 
the use of visual aids (maps, diagrams, oharts , graphs , step-by-step 
illustrations, eto) whioh are very useful for developing vooabulary oontrol , 
and whioh are exploited in the simple aooount by the learner being able to 
oheok his deoisions made on the basis of the visuals (my word). He shows that 
before and after eaoh stage , a number of methods oan be used to ensure 
simple understanding, vooabulary mastery and grammatioal oontrol. 
Later, in the ohapter on Composing and Writing, Widdowson suggests that the 
terms "preparation" and .. exploi tation" exeroises be used. Preparation exeroise s 
"preoede the reading passage and 
learner to partioipate in aotual 
p;repare the 
'ri 
wri ting" 
way for it by getting the 
whioh oan be done by produoing sentenoes performing various oompletion, 
oonversion and transformation operations. Exploitation exeroises 
" should oapitalize in some way on the oontextualization provided in the reading 
passage , and use the passage as a basis for the development of the writing 
abili ty" . w, 
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Finally, Widdowson appeals for an integration of all language skills in 
this programme, stressing that although he has not dealt with the oral skills , 
they are not to be ignored. He says, 
"What the learner needs to know how to do is to compose in the act of 
of writing , comprehend in the act of reading , and to learn techniques 
of reading by writing and techniques of writing by reading" ':7 
Thus Widdowson proposes a 'curriculum language programme' as an obvious area 
for communicative language teaching , and suggests that the usage should flow 
from the use , and not vice versa, as is ho~ usually the case. He believes 
that by aiming the pupil at underst~ding of various texts , the pupil is 
embarked on a developmental programme of language proficiency: 
"Language teachers tend to think of grading in terms of usage control: 
teachers of other subjects are necessarily involved in the grading of 
language use , in an increasing elaboration of simple accounts" .6-' 
He also stresses in a number of places that knowledge of usage gained through 
authentic use can probably be employed in other areas of use; knowledge of 
usage, pure and s imple , cannot be. 
Widdowson points out that the concept of grading is implicit in the term 
"gradual approximation". It will have been seen in Chapters 1 and 2 of this 
work , and will be seen later , that the suggestion is made here that the word 
lists of frequency counts can usefully be employed in vocabulary teaching. 
Particular mention is made of M.West' s A General Service List of English Words. 
Further , it is suggested that such word lists , while forming the heart of 
the vocabulary development programme , should be used with caution and should 
be complemented by such register terms as are essential in particular areas 
of use. 
As will be seen, the suggestion is that the 'frequency lists' are most useful 
in guiding the materials' presenter as to which vocabul ary (and patterns , too , 
to an extent) to use in the visual presentations and the gradual approximation 
exercises (including the simple account or accounts) . Thus , by regular 
exposure and practice to,say, the vocabulary of the General Service List, 
increasing control can be built up ; and as Bright and McGregor show 
(see Chapter 2), a great deal can be said with the vocabulary of the G.S .L. 
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3.8 'Curricum language' programmes 
Widdowson's strongly motivated support for 'curriculum language programmes' 
to form a chief part of general hnguage courses, must be welcomed and 
investigated. As Widdowson and many others have shown, it is very diffictiTh, 
in a 'general' course, to ascertain the needs of the pupils with respect to 
the language they are using (hence, to teach 'communicatively'). It has 
been customary to argue that 'situations' can -be externally imposed, 
reflecting the child's immediate environment and experiences. This is 
certainly an improvement on classical pattern drilling, even if situationally-
orientated, but does not take cognizance of the fact that the child does not 
need, or does not perceive a need, to use the second language where his first 
suffices very well. It is probably fallacious to argue that Sizwe or 
Johannes will 'one day' need English for the Post Office, when they go to the 
big city. The teacher knows it; but the pupils, unless very exceptional, 
do not. If they do not perceive a need, then the language learning is 
unmotivated: and motivation is at the heart of 'communicative' or 
'needs-orientated' language learning. 
Pupils are motivated to succeed in their studies, and will surely perceive 
the value of 'curriculum language programmes' and respond to them. The 
pupil who does not respond in this area, is most unlikely to respond to any 
other type of language teaching, either. 
This does not mean that other 'situations' need be ignored. As the following 
specimen materials will show, in preparation for, and exploitation of, an 
'authentic curriculum text', many opportunities are revealed for exemplificatioy 
by referring to related 'situations' of perhaps a more general nature . 
3.9 Suggested 'curriculum language' exercises 
Reproduced below is an authentic text from a social studies book which is on 
the prescribed list for Standard 5 for Black education. 
Jan van Riebeeck's Early Career 
Jan van Riebeeck-was born at Culemborg in Holland on 21st April 1619. 
His father was a ship's surgeon and was often away from home on long 
voyages. His mother -died when Jan was 10 years old and he lived 
with his grandfather, who was mayor of Culemborg. At the age of 
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14 Jan also decided to become a doctor . He completed his 
training at the age of 21 . He was appointed shi p's surgeon 
in the service of the E.E . I . C. His first voyage to the East 
was on the Hof van Holland . In the East he realised that he 
could better his position. He worked hard and was made second 
in command of the trading station, at Tonkin . But , like many 
other officials, he took part in unlawful private trading. 
This was against the regulations and he was dismissed . On his 
way back to t he Netherlands , his ship anchored at the Cape . 
They picked up the crew of the Haarl em. 
In Holland he married Mar ia de la Quellerie. They settled in 
Amsterdam. Jan again became ship's surgeon. He sailed to 
Greenland and America . The fleet touched at the Cape twice , 
so he knew about conditions there . 
When the Company decided to found a refreshment statDn at the 
Cape , Proot refused the position of Commander. Jan was eager 
to go . He offered his services and theD.E . I.C . appointed 
him Commander . ~q 
The reader's first impression must be that this text , while conceptually 
fairly simple because it is merely an account of a sequence of events in time , 
presents a considerable number of linguistic difficulties. Many of these 
are lexical , and preparation exercises should concentrate on these. 
The materials which are presented below are suggested as examples of a 
'curriculum language' approach . They deal with only a few of the structures 
and lexical items which arise from the passage above , namely ; 
(1) passivization: always worth practising, particularly when , as here , 
the by + agent is omitted , thus concentrating attention onl y on the 
process : 
(2) lexical area of 'getting a job and losing it' , where the passage 
itself contains the items apPointed , dismissed and become ; 
(3) visual representation of the life of Jan van Riebeeck , leadi ng to the 
writing of a s i mple account. 
1 ) PASSIVIZATION: As the results of the Present Error Analysis will show 
( see Chapter 8 of thi s work) , the use of the correct part of the verb continues 
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to give t rouble far beyond Std 5 level . This is true for both regular and 
irregular verbs. The remedy seems to lie in (1) explicit teaching and 
(2) regular practice and exposure . For this reason , these suggested 
materials begin with the explicit presentation of certain parts of the verb 
(formed by affixation) . 
USING THE PASSIVE: A FURTHER EXERCISE 
HOW WATER REACHES A HOUSE IN TOWN: 
(1) THE PUPILS LEARN THIS TAllLE 
Past 
dam dammed 
catch caught 
pump pumped 
pipe piped 
store stored 
filter filtered 
(Present Participle) 
- ING form 
damming 
catching 
pumping 
piping 
storing 
filtering 
(Past Part i ciple) 
- EN form 
dammed 
caught 
pumped 
piped 
stored 
filtered 
( 2) EXPLAIN THE MEANING OF THE ABOVE VERBS BY REFERRI NG TO THE DRAWINGS BELOW 
TO HELP YOUR EXPLANATION. 
(3) PRACTISE PRONUNCIATION, ESPECIALLY OF THE PAST FORMS. 
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Water reaches a house in town 
I. The dam /~a.", / 
Water is dammed up 
is caught 
2. The pipe /pai p/ 
Water is piped 
It is piped to .•• 
3. The.' reservoir /res.v:>:/ 
Water is piped to the reservoir 
It is piped in the pipeline 
It is piped from the dam 
It is stored in the reservoir 
4. The filter /f1.lt" / 
The filter cleans the water 
is caught by the dam 
The water is filtered (it is cleaned) /kli :nd/ 
It is cleaned by the filter. 
5 . The pump /p"mp/ 
The water is pumped out 
It is pumped to the tank 
It is pumped by the pump 
6. The tank /t~nk/ 
7. Pipes /paips/ 
Pipeline /paiplain/ 
The water is piped under the streets 
It is piped to the houses 
It is piped in the pipeline 
It is piped from the tank 
Answer these questions 
Begin your answers with (It is .... OR 
(The water is ... 
1. How is the water caught? 
2. What happens to the water after that? 
It is pumped to the tank 
It is piped from the tank to the town . 
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3. Where is the water stored? 
4. How is it cleaned? 
5. How does the water get to the tank? 
6. What happens to the water in the tank? 
7. In what is it piped? 
Exercise: Write a paragraph 
First, the water is - (catch) in the -. From 
in a the - and also 
there, it is - (pipe) to 
(clean) there by the -. 
the -
It is - (store) in 
(pump) to the -Then it is - and from there it is - (pipe') to the - in the -. 
NOTE: Implicit in the materials above are : (1) the use of passi vization 
to focus on a process where the agent is not important ; (2) in situations 
where the by + agent feature can be employed , it is suggested by illustrative 
sentences which first are given in the 'agent-less' form, and then immediately 
following, with by + agent (see processes 1,4 and 5 above) ; (3) the process 
of conversion is illustrated implicitly , for example as in process 1 (the pipe: 
is piped) and process 4 (the filter: is filtered) ; (4) the illustrative 
sentences and the writing passage offer practice in the stylistic device of 
using It as a substitute ('pro'-) form; (5) the materials above, particularly 
when accompani ed by the composite drawing, are such as are often found in , 
for example, science texts, but without the linguistic expansion provided here. 
2)GETTING A JOB , LOSING A JOB 
(a) Torn , a ticket clerk 
~-o ~ @TIor4l#B7 
The station master appoints Torn 
He is appointed 
He is appointed by the station 
master. 
3) He steals money 
Tom becomes a ticket clerk 
Torn sells tickets 
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(b) Nomvula , a nurse 
The matron appoints Nomvula 
She is appointed 
She is appointed by the matron 
The wrong medicine 
She gives the wrong medicine 
Tom stole money 
The station master dismissed Tom . 
He is dismissed 
He is dismissed by the station master 
Nomvula becomes a nurse 
She is a nurse 
The matron dismisses Nomvula 
She is dismissed 
She is dismissed by the matron 
EXPLAIN THE MEANINGS OF appoint (to a job) AND dismiss (from a job). 
USE TRANSLATION IF NECESSARY. 
~r these questions 
l. Who appointed Tom? 
2. What work did he do? 
3. Why was he dismissed! 
4. Who appointed Nomvula? 
5. What work did she do? 
6. Why was she dismissed? 
Complete these statements 
l. Tom was appoint ed by ..• 
2 . He was appointed to work as a .... 
3. He was dismissed by .•• 
4. He was dismissed because . .... 
5. Nomvula was appointed by .•• 
6. She was appointed to work as a ..... 
7· She was dismissed by .• . 
8. She was dismissed because .•• 
1. 
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Wr iting exercise 
1) - wanted a job as a - He - _. by the station master and became a 
But he - money , and was - by the station master 
2) - wanted a job as a - She - - by t he - and became a -. 
and was - by the matron . 
But she - - -
NOTE : (1 ) Her e the vocabular y i tems a r e ' binary opposites ' and should be 
taught together; t hey do , in fact , both occur in the target passage. It is 
WGTth noting that both appear in the General Servi ce List . ( 2 ) It i s 
convenient to continue practi ce in passi vization , particularly as both i t ems 
are so used in the target passage . ( 3) The use of i l lustrations her e shows 
the super iority of t his method - as suggested by Wi ddowson - over the convention· 
al method of simpl y glossing a ' difficul t ' word . (4) Part i cular ly when 
lexi ca l items are gener ally useful , it i s -worth spending time on such 
materials and on such pr act i ce as will cl early establish their meaning and 
use i n the learner' s mi nd . Vocabular y teaching is ~ an inferior or 
subservient par t of the arts and skil l s of language teaching . 
3) Jan van Riebeeck ' s Early Car eer : a d~agrammatic account , with quest i ons 
to ensur e full under standing (without understanding of this , the pupil is 
ill- equi pped to tackle t he full authentic text ) and leading to t he \'iri ting 
of a simple account . 
.2.. 
MOTHER DIED. 
1t\N IO'tEARS 
OLD 
4-. Q I will be 
r1~ Q docior! 
Il 
3 . 
AT C.uLE.M~ORG-
cO~ 
~ 
LIVES \JITH GRt\NDFATHER 
5. 
~ 
BORN AT CULEMBORG- t\CxED lit-, HE DECIDES 
"Tb BECOME A DOCTOR 
AG-E.D :ll, HE BECoMES 
Po. DQCrOp.. 
::1.1 st APRIL Ibl9 
1... 
a. doc-tor on Q ~hipu o;u-rseon 
A ~HIP OF THE D.E.I.e. 
DOES 'W NCr DIS Issm 
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7. 
\'''~ --' - - - - ~ 
HE SAILS TO 111£ EAST. 
10. 
I 
/ 
, 
i 
/ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~ 
~ / , , 
, .-
-. ~ - BACK TO HOLLAND. 
'STOPS Ai THE CAPE 
13. 
VAN BEr5£€C-1<:. 
i~ tkA-
hed- MM. 
8. 
OEI.C. 
tYQdu·· ee.-rson who bu,~ & sells 
HE BECOMES A TRI\DER 
11. 
MARRIES MARIA de 10. QUElLERE 
ArI\O.k. the-it bOle 
I~the. ... 
THE.'I LIVE IN ~M5T£RDAM 
COMMANDER AT THE CAPE. THE D.E.I.e. APPOINT HIN. 
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS 
ASSIST THE PUPILS TO ANSWER ORALLY BEFORE WRITING . REFER 'ro THE DRAWINGS. 
1 . When was Jan van Riebeeck born? 
2 . Where? ( at - in - ) 
3. His mother died when he was - - old. 
4. He lived with his - at -. 
5. At the age of 14, he - to be a doctor . 
6 . A doctor on a ship is called a -. 
7. What company did he work for? (D.E.I.C. means?) 
8 . He went to the -
9. He then became a -
10. What happened then? 
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11 . He went back to Holland . Where did they stop? 
12. He married...... • in ..... 
13 . Where did they live? (Where did they make their home?) 
14. What did the D.E. I . C. want to begin at the Cape? 
15 . So Jan became the .••.• (He was appointed as the-) 
Exercise : Datesin the life of Jan van Riebeeck 
1. 1619: He was ..• 
2. 1629 : His mother . •• 
3. 1633: He decided .•. 
4 . 1640 : 
5. 1652 : He was appoi nted . •. 
Writing exercise : DO THIS ORALLY FIRST 
Jan van Riebeeck was born at - on 16-. His mother - when he was 10 -
14 he decided to - a - ~~d he ani he lived - his grandfather. At the 
his training at the - - 21 . He was appointed a - on a ship belonging to 
the - and his first voyage was - East. Here Jan - a trader , but he was 
because he was 
In Holland , he 
Indian Company 
He sailed back to - ani the ship - - the Cape . 
Maria - - - and they - - home in -. When the Dutch East 
to begin a - - at the Cape , J an was - as -. 
NOTE : All the difficult vocabulary has not been accounted for in the precedi ng 
' curri culum- based ' language exerci ses . Some of the items are unimportant 
( except for an understanding of this particular passage) eg surgeon, spices, 
anchored , and these could be dealt with in a ·prompting glossary· ( 'Wi~owson ' s 
term) which gives a ·value gloss ·, i.e. a syntactically appr opriate defi nition, 
in the mar gin at the appropriate place . It could be argued that surgeon 
is part of the l exical set of medical positions which is well worth teaching; 
but her e surgeon is literally a shi p's doctor, and does not have the mor e 
frequent signification as in ~~, matron, doctor , surgeon etc. 
Two aspects I<ell wort h exploiting i n preparation exerses are : (1) the lexical set 
of travel , which can be done with reference to lexical items in the General 
Service List and can involve class planning with the use of maps , di agr ams and 
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schedules (note that a trip is made by all modes of transport, but a voyage 
is only made by sea; and useful word formation can be taught eg fly-flight, 
Eurney (noun) -journey (verJj)) ; 
(2) the lexical set of ~, rules and regulations. 
However, the reader must be reminded that the preceding materials are only 
speci", .. "s and are not intended to be comprehensive. 
Nor has exploitation and follow-up been dealt with here. Such exercises as 
cloze procedure, writing a true account of the life of a fellow pupil, teacher , 
politician, etc, and various syntactical recombinations, would all be valuable . 
3.10 General comments on the above exercises 
The following general comments can be made on the materials presented here 
as examples of a 'curriculum language ' approach: (1) A study of the 
'authentic text' (Jan van Riebeeck's Early Career) will show that there are a 
number of linguistic difficulties for the average Std 5 pupil in Black 
education . Because there are few 
devices are kept to a minimum, the 
exclusively) lexical. 
complex sentences and sentence-connection 
difficulties are mainly (but not 
(2) There is no doubt that pupils need support in order to derive benefit 
from their study of texts in English which are prescribed for Social Studies, 
Science and Mathematics. (This comment is made on the basis of a careful 
look at six textbooks , two in each of the above areas.) 
(3) This support can and must be provided in the English classes. It is the 
most fundamental area in which ' communi cative ' or ' needs-orientated' teaching 
can be done. 
(4) Even although the suggested specimen materials presEnteo above are only 
partial as support for the ' authentic text ', they show that the 'preparation' 
exercises, if properly done; will often be quite lengthy. The objection 
might be made that, even if the pupils are motivated because of the relevance 
of the 'curriculum language' p.pproach which is being used, they might lose 
enthusiasm or direct jon because of the lengthy ' p reparation ' stage. HO\-Iever, 
while this might be true if pupils are only occasionally engaged in working 
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>lith ' curriculum l anguage ' materials , it should not be true if such an approach 
is one of the main bases of the course . Pupils Hill then over a time, 
percei ve the strong direction, and continual value , of >lhat they are doing. 
( 5) The chief difficul~ies at this stage are lexical , and these difficulties 
grow as more abstract concepts and finer distinctions are used in more advanced 
texts. Therefore good vocabulary teaching becomes more and more important. 
I t is as well to remember the Il.dvice offered in an. article by A.Cornu >lho says 
"Vocabulary Teaching encompasses two main aspects . First , a correct 
ru1d thorough presentation of the meaning of the words to be acquired is 
needed. Second , the organization of the teaching must be done i n 
such a way as to improve retention".'"o 
(6) The author also states that 
" . •• vocabulary teaching should also include associations , 
collocations and derivations" 51 and "The organization of words 
within lexical fields . . • is, we believe , very important for the 
S~ teaching of vocabulary" . 
Here , the use of a word list such as the General Service Li st can be 
invaluable in provi ding those items which can be taught for association and 
collocation and as part of the lexical field . 
(7) The suggested materials presented above show that lexical items should not 
only be correctly and thoroughly presented but should be presented Iii th regard 
to the forms and arrangements into which they enter . Here a good ' teachi ng 
grai1llnar' should all,ays be at hand . Wi th regard to " correct and thorough 
presentation", Lado ' s advice on uHow to teach vocabulary" ( see earlier in thi s 
chapter) should constently be borne in mind . 
3. 11 Summary of the chapter 
(1) Audio- lingualism has contributed much of value to language teachi ng over 
the last three decades , such as the emphasis on a 'scientific ' approach, on 
the var ious stages in language acquisit ion, the vital interaction between 
content , form and arrangement in good expression , the primacy of speech and the 
need to present language first and substantially afterward in only its 
ss~chronic real izations. 
(2) But the emphasis on forms and arrangerr.ents , on pattern drilling , and on the 
early stages of learning has (unHit tingly to an extent) produced a generation 
or more of teachers for "hom mimicry , sometimes conducted ,,'i th much gusto and 
activity , has become the chief activity . One ' good idea ' has corrupted the whole 
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(3) There i s. doubt whether forms and arrangements are ever more important 
than vocabulary acquisition: perhaps i t can be conceded in the early stages . 
But , as the chief proponents of audio- lingualicm -themselves stress, vocabulary 
extension becomes increasingl y important later. 
(4) The study of semantics is still largely undeveloped , but there is 
increasing publication, in both the theoretical and methodological areas , 
which is useful for the teacher. 
(5) There is increasing int erest in 'communicative' t eaching , with the 
realization that the externally imposed ' si tuations ' ;:hich have recently been 
in vogue are useful but not sufficient. ' Communicative ' teaching can perhaps 
more usefully be defined as 'needs-orientation' . 
(6) Language- across- the-curriculum is one of the chief areas in which 
'communicative ' teaching can be done, and it is ,.orthy of much investigation 
and endeavour . 
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CHAPTER 4 : Background to the Tests 
The General Service List of English Words is referred to and used in a number 
of contexts in this study and it is suitable to summarize those uses and 
contexts here. 
In Chapter I , it was explained that a ! control ! is necessary in establishing 
vocabulary proficiency . No formal standards of attainment ha-ve been set 
for the students who are the subjects of this study, and it was decided to 
employ -:'he G. S.L. in this role . The G.S.L. has the great advantage of be·ing 
both accessible and , because of the "semantic count" feature ana many clear 
examples , easy to use. It was also hypothetically suggested that control of 
the vocabulary of the G.S. L. "Jould meet most of the ordinary comlnunicati ve 
needs of these students. In addition , it is not unreasonable to expect 
mastery of the basic 2000 words in English (with derivations, and important 
semantic alter natives attaching to certain of the lexical items) from 
students who are in their eleventh and twelfth years of formal studies in 
English. 
With reference to the above , under section 2 . 7 ('Non-linguistically Controlled 
Usage') of Chapter 2 , there is a telling example of two paragraphs quoted from 
Bright and McGregor which show the quality of expression that can be 
achieved with cont r ol of the vocabulary of the G.S . L. 
~hapter I also states that the G. S.L. is itself under examination in this 
study , being evaluated as a 'teaching tool ' . The results of this 
investigation will be given in the final chapter of this study (Chapter 10: 
'Findings and Recommendations') but it vnll be seen that two methods are used: 
(1) All vocabulary tested in · the Pre-Tests and Final Tests comes from the 
G.S . L. and at various stages the vocabulary being tested is ranked according to 
frequency. If there is a correlation between frequency and performance , this 
could influence r ecommendations regarding the order of presentation of items 
in teaching courses . 
(2) In the lexical section of the Error Analysis, it is ShOl"fl whether or not 
target items are found in the G. S.L. A high proportion of such occurences 
would support statements such as that by Bright and McGregor , that once the 
vocabulary of the G.S.L. has been learnt, a student is well equipped for 
speaking and writing on any common subject. 
Chapter 3 deals with vocabulary teaching, and the concluding part illustrates 
how vocabulary teaching C8.Jl take place wi thin the necessary meani ngful context. 
It is suggested that the G.~.L. can be used as a 'prompt' by the teacher , 
to supply other frequent items within the 'lexical set ' which is being 
taught, and there is some exemplification of this. 
Section 2.7 of Chapter 2 places the G.S.L. within the context of word counts 
and compilations of lists , which began in the 'twenties . It is necessary 
to be reminded that one of the most useful aspects of the G.S.L. is its 
It Semantic Count" feature which shows " the frequency of the occurrence of the 
various meanings and uses of words. u West comments that the chief 
advantages of the list and its arrangement are that it shows how very heavy 
is the learning-burden of the major words compar~dwith all the others, and 
how the learner's task may be lightened by cutting out everything which is not 
essent i al; and how much less frequent and less important are the minor items 
of words than one might expect. 
The general usefulness of the G.S.L. and its 'semantic count' feature, as well 
as the manner in which the G.S .L. was used in the compilation of the tests 
which follow, can best be illustrated by supplying an example given by West 
himself with some of the comments that follow: 
GAME 638 (1) (amusement, children's play) 
Fun and games 
It's not serious; it's just a game 9% 
( 2) (with the idea of competion, e. g. 
cards, football, etc) 
A game of football 
Indoor games ; outdoor games 38% 
(3) (a particular contest) 
We won , six games to three 
I played a poor game 
Play a losing game (10.5%) 23% 
(4) (games : athletic contest) 
Olympic Games 8% 
? animals, 11% game-/, game-birds, 
etc. , 5% 
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=fun, Make game of, 0 5% 
This means: In a count of 5 million words the word Game 
occurred 638 times. In 9% of these occurrences it meant 
children ' s play , amusement : in 38% of the occurrences it 
had the idea of competition as in football, card games , etc . 
The sign ?( Jshows a suggestion on the part of the compi ler 
that the meaning Game = animals , ego Big game , which accounted 
for 11% of the occurrences, may be omitted by the teacher ; so 
also game- / as in game-birds , game- preservation, etc . 
The sign[ Ji s a definite recommendation by the compiler that 
Game = fun, as in such phrases as "Make game of", shoul d not be 
taught . 
On the subject of these suggestions and recommendations see the 
note on "Factors other than Frequency" below. 
(Certain minor meanings have been omitted , so the percentages 
j 
do not add up to 100) 
The above quotation shows why the ~. contains far more than the two 
thousand 'items' shown in thick type as headwords. For example , items 
(2) and (3) above are virtually distinct items and , with quite large 
percentage shares of the overall frequency , are worthy of inclusion at some 
stage (or stages) in a general language course . It is possible to use the 
G.S.L. for a strictly structured course of vocabulary presentation , 
analogous to the usage-based structured ',presentation of graIlLllatical 
' patterns' which has been the vogue for the past decades (see comment in 
Chapter land 3 of this work) ; but as suggested in Chapter 3, the G.S.L. 
is also useful as a prompt and a resource for ' use-based ' courses. 
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The basic procedure for using the G. S.L. in compiling the Vocabulary Tests 
(see Chapters 5 and 6) was ail follows: (1) Compile extracted lists for the 
four major parts of speech (these are supplied in Appendices to this work); 
(2) Compile lists of derivations which actually occur in the G.S.L ., the 
main types being affixation, conversion and compounding (tests based on the 
irregular inflection of verbs were also compiled , these being analogous to 
derivation in their feature of ' partial productivity '), (3) Search through 
the extracted lists for items which were considered useful in the tests , 
basically using intuition based on knowledge of the students' situation. 
In fact, as will be explained in the reports on the relevant test, r elevance 
was often consider ed in conjunction with various levels of frequency, to test 
the hypothesis that frequency in the G.S.L. might have a relat ion to the 
actual proficiency in vocabulary of the testees ; (4) A further hypothesis 
which was tested was that proficiency in aspects of word formation might be 
a significant indicati on of general proficiency in vocabulary; this 
necessitated , first, the careful compilation of lists of derived items 
actually occurring in the G. S.L., and then decisions on which derivations to 
include with which 'base items'. The procedure is explained in the reports 
on the relevant tests. The frequency of occurrence of affixations and 
compounds (as also types of irregular verb inflections) played a part in the 
selection of items, as a further test of the hypothesis that there might be a 
relation between frequency and proficiency. 
It will be noted that these tests only include items representat ive of the 
four major parts of speech , and derivations and 
from them. No items from the ' closed' classes 
irregular inflections arising 
of structure words (cf. the 
report on Fries's work in Chapter 2) were included . The reason was s imply 
economy: space did not permit the inclusion of further tests. 
For each item presented in the tests, the r elevant frequency of occurrence 
in the G. S.L. is given . While this has been done as accurately as possible, 
it is sometimes difficult to be precise . I n some cases, the semantic 
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distinction in the G.S.L . is not fine enough, or, as in cases where there is 
comp l ete conversion , the frequency may be given for the item as more than 
one part of speech. In such cases, the frequency gi ven in the tests is 
only approximate , and is indicated as such. 
Reference 
1) West (48) p . vii 
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CHAPTER 5: The Pre-Tests 
This chapter contains: 
(1) The form of the Pre-Tests, as presented to the testees j 
(2) Analyses of the results of each test, wi t h a prior discussion in each 
case of the rationale behind each test and various relevant factors 
which were considered in drawing up each test. 
Note : Tests 1,2,5,10, 11 and l~ were all presented in spoken form only , each 
item being presented twice , with a ten second pause between items . 
did not see a written form of these tests. 
All other tests were presented in written form. 
The testees 
The testees , one hundred in all, were chosen from students at Lovedale 
Training School (Alice, Eastern Cape/Ciskei) who in 1978 were in their first 
year of the two- year Primary Teachers' Certificate course. Selection was 
arbitrary . 
Testees for the Final Tests, derived from the Pre-Tests , were chosen from the 
same group, who by 1979 were in their second year of training (about fifty in 
all). This time they were more carefully chosen on grounds of (1) sex, to 
preserve the approximate one-third males to t wo-thirds females ratio, and 
(2) a spread of results of the Vocabulary section of the General Tests of 
Language, Arithmetic and Science (aTLAS) , which are administered annually 
by the HSRC . 
. 
THE PRE-TESTS 
TEST 1 
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE PROPER WORDS IN ENGLISH? 
A) YES- PROPER WORD 
C) MAYBE 
B) NO - NOT A PROPER WORD. 
D) DON'T KNOW 
SPOKEN - i~em repeated followed by a ten-second pause 
l. workman ll. clockwork 
2. deskman 12. rulework 
3 • app1 eman 13. bedroom 
4. chairman 14. suit work 
5. sportsman 15. woodwork 
6. playman 16. diningroom 
7. shopman 17. lounge room 
8. brickman 18. d6orroom (door room) 
9· tradesman 19· handwork 
10. chopperman 20. headroom 
TEST 2 
SAY WHETHER THE WORDS BELOW ARE, OR ABE NOT, PROPER WORDS IN ENGLISH. 
p) YES - A PROPER WORD Q) NO - NOT A PROPER WORD 
R) MAYBE A PROPER WORD S) DON'T KNOW. 
SPOKEN: each item re eated followed b ause. 
1) consideration 2) &xception 3) receivering 
4) containion 5) listenation 6) objection 
7) associater 8) printer 9) performer 
10) attender 11) statement 12) scarcity 
13) preference 14) insidity 15 ) amuseness 
16) faintity 17) sincerence 18) hinderment 
19) retirement 20) thoughtfulness 21) discovery 
22) scientist 23) dependant 24) refusal 
''> 
."\ 
" 
, 
... \" 
1. 
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25) brushery 26) deliverent 27) enemy ship 
28) surprisal 29) ownership 30 ) falsehood 
31) warmth 32) secrecy 33) museumist 
34) servancy 35) younghood 36) awakage 
37) middlth 38) breakage 39 ) hostess 
40) workeress 
TEST 3 
The time allowed is 25 mins . 
desk and wait . 
When you get to #:15, put this paper into your 
FROM THE LIST OF CHOICES , CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER IN EACH CASE: 
1. From Alice you get to Middledrift by goingj~the- of King William's Town. 
(A) side (B) dimension (C) posi tion (D) direction 
2. He was born in Durban, so he is a/an - of Natal. (He lives in Alice now~ 
(E) patriot (F) citizen (G) native (H) inhabitant 
3. From the bottom of the hill the - is not very good , but it is very good 
from the top. 
(A) sight (B) view (C) o'~tlook (D) de tail 
4. This jacket has a - of about R25.00 , so R12.00 is a very good price. 
(E) cost (F) value (G) tic,,=et (H) ;lholesa1e 
5. Saturday and. Sunday >Tere hot, but on Monday there was a/an - and it 
got very cold. 
6. 
(A) adjustment (B) 
The school sports day is 
change 
a/an -
(E) object (F) upset 
( C) alteration (D) influence 
which happens only one a year. 
(G) organization (H) event 
I >las riding with Themba in his car. I was going to t he O.K.Bazaars in 
East London. He was only going as far as Mdantsane . But he did me 
a/an - and took me all the way to the O.K.Bazaars. 
(A) favour (B) pleasure (C) helping (D) approval 
8 Port Elizabeth and East London are on the - but Johannesburg is not. 
(E) shore (F) shoreline (G) coast (H) water 
9. The shopkeeper paid RIO.OO for the jacket. He sold it for R14.00. He 
made a - of R4.00. 
(A) bargain (B) sale (C) excess (D) profit 
10 . It is easier to read by elect ric light +'han by candle light. So the 
student '<ho has electl-.l c light has a/an -
(E) possibility (F) advance (G) advante.ge (H) chance 
11. The team won the matoh. The orowd ran onto the field. They were 
very happy. Hundreds of pecple were running , shouting and oheeri~g. I 
oould not find my friend in all the -. 
(A) oonfusion (B) sooiety (c) anxiety (D) condition 
12. The Bible explains the - of the world. It says that God made t he 
Barth in six days . 
(E) start (F) invention (G) origin (H) outset 
13. I had a beautiful new telmis rac:<et. I lost it. Khaya found it. I 
g&ve him a/ fJJ.l - of R1. 00 for finning my raoket . 
(A) payment (B) compensation (C) bribe (D) reward 
14. Phumla found a RIO.OO note. She knew it belonged to Agatha. Phumla's 
- would not let her keep it. She gave the RIO.OO note back to Agatha. 
(E) applioation (F) conscienoe (G) mind (H) oonfid:enoe 
15. I ,Jas travelling in a bus. The bus was in an accident . The driver 
had to wait until the polioe came. He had to ,Jai t until the other 
vehicle was moved. Beoause of the - I was 40 minutes late for sohool. 
disturbance (D) misconduct . (A) delay (B) fault ( C) 
DO NOT PROCEED . WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS 
TESTER WILL SPEAK EACH SENTENCE , DEMONSTRATE EACH ITEM 
Note: Relevant items illlderlined only for the present reader. Did not 
appear on testee's form . 
16 . 
17. 
18. 
The m&n is talking i:'l 
(E) remark (F) breath 
Thi s is a ( an) -
a (n) -
(G) 
(A) flag (B) cloth 
This is a(n) - of money . 
(E) lump (F) heap 
19 . This is white -
(A) yarn (B) tread 
20 . This is the - of the tabl e 
(E) corner (F) side 
21. This is the - of the knife 
(A) edge (B) blade 
22 . The man has a loud -
(E) clearing> (F) sneeze 
whisper (H) hoarse 
(c) flash (D) guide 
(G) mound (H) pile 
(C) string (D) twine 
(G) join (H) square 
(C) point (D) sharp 
(G) sigh 
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23. This coldrink has an orange -
(1).) contBl1t (B) flavour (e) 80ndition (n) application 
24 . This is a - of clay. 
(E) ~ (F) pile (G) heap (H) mound 
25. I put the belt around my -. 
(A) thigh (B) hips (e) waist (n) stomach 
26 . The sun shines here, but under the tree it is cool in the -. 
(E) growth (E) shelter (G) frame (H) ~ 
27 . If I drop 
(A) print 
oil onto this , there is a -. 
(B) stain (e) show 
28. A man has a foot , but a cat has a -
(E) uaw (F) claw (G) hoof 
29 . This is a -. 
(A) pin (B) nail (e) screw 
30. I dry my face with a -. 
(n) mark 
(H) talon 
(n) hook 
(E) cloth (F) r ag (G) handkerchief (H) towel 
The time allowed is 20 mins . The space to be filled in is the one i n the 
middle of the 2nd sentence . 
TEST 4 
1 . I don ' t agree with him , but I don ' t like to say so . 
Well , if you don ' t speak -, you will not be heard . 
(A) up (B) off (e) towards (n) round 
2. John has worked in s ix jobs in two years . 
I wonder why he can ' t stick - one job only? 
(E) for (F) out (G) into (H) to 
3. That school has a lot of problems. 
Well , perhaps the new principal will bring - some changes 
(A) into (B) to (e) about (n) out 
4 . How do you like your new job? 
I'm still settling -, but I like it very much so far. 
(E) in (F) on (G) at (H) out 
5. Why has Sipho bought that old building? 
He wants to set - a factory to start making bi scuits and sweets 
(A) out (B) off (e) in (n) up 
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6. Why did the dog bite you? 
He looked friendly, but as soon as I entered the gate he turned - me 
and bit me. 
(E) off (F) at (G) on (H) up 
q. I hope I will pass my examinations. 
Just keep - your good work and you won't have any trouble. 
(A) in (E) at (e) up (D) to 
8. Are Mary's parents still alive? 
No. They died years ago, so her grandmother had to bring her -. 
(E) out (F) about (G) up (H) off 
9. There are a lot of new teachers this year . 
Yes, they have to draw - a completely new timetable because of it. 
(A) on (E) out (e) in (D) up 
10. Will you sell me your new car for ten Rand? 
Ha! You must take me - a fool . 
(E) for (F) at (G) in (H) over 
II. Have you met your new boss yet? 
No, he only takes - his position tomorrow. 
(A) in (E) to (e) up (D) through 
12 . M& car has broken down. 
You'd better send - Joe. He can fix cars . 
(E) about (F) for (G) in (H) before 
13. How can I find your house? 
Easy. It is painted red , so it stands - clearly. 
(A) over (E) out (e) for (D) by 
14. Did Thandiwe come to help you? 
No , she let me - badly, so I must ask someone else to help me. 
(E) out (F) off (G) down (H) in 
15. Did your soccer team really lose 13-0 yesterday? 
Please don't rub it -. We feel bad enough , al ready . 
(A) in (E) out (e) off (D) over. 
16. What a dirty old house! 
Yes , but they say that they are going to do it - and then it will look 
s;nart. 
(E) over (F) up (G) in (H) through 
17. Mr- Maselwa is in a bad mood . 
Yes, but just leave her alone and it will blow -.Soon she will be in a 
good mood. 
(A) in (E) out (e) up (D) over 
18 . I've got a big problem here. 
Let me help. Perhaps we can clear it - if we work together. 
(E) out (F) off (G) over (H) up 
19 . Did Mr Ehana punish you? 
No, he \fas in a good mood, so he let me 
(A) off (E) on (e) in (D) out 
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20. Did Mary say anyt h:iJ:g about the missing money? 
No, I forgot to bring - the matter, but I will ask her tomorrow. 
(E) off (F) up (G) about (H) out. 
TEST 5 
SPOKEN - item repeated , follo wed by la-second pause. 
ARE THESE PROPER ENGLISH WORDS? 
(A) yes (B) no (C) perhaps (D) don't know. 
1. unbutton 2. misdirect 3. misapprove 
4. disgovern 5. disregard 6. uncare 
7· misfinish B. mislead 9. discover 
10. di.sreport 11. unlock 12. unappear 
13. replace 14. imprison 15. enview 
16 . recamp 17. enclose l B. enarm 
19 · represent 20. enhouse 21. entrust 
22 . memorize 23 . scarcize 24 · freshize 
25. wai terize 26 . quieten 27. threaten 
2s. modernize 29· tasten 30. poisonize 
TEST 6 
The time allowed is 25 minutes 
1. A car must always 
(A) cOEll1landing 
stop at a red 
(B) according 
light , - to the rules of the road. 
(C) demanding (DJ following 
2 . He was drunk when he crashed into the other car. That - for the accident. 
(E) accounts (F) accords (G) determines (H) depends 
3. This box - glass , so be careful with it. 
(A) furnishes (B) handles (C) closes (D) contains 
4. A teacher must treat al l pupils the same, and not - one above the others. 
5. 
6. 
(E) sat i sfy (F) prejudice (G) point (H) favour 
She wi ll be very 
(A) include 
sad if ,;e do not - her in the party. 
(B) place 
We must stop the party, because the 
(E) argue (F) object 
(C) mention 
people next 
(G) aocuse 
(D) advise 
door - to the noise. 
(H) complai!l 
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7· Don't shout at him. If you - with him, he will understand why you are 
doing it 
(A) praise (B) charm ( C) reason (D) persuade 
8 These students have been chosen for the tennis team. They wi ll- the 
school in the match on Saturday. 
(E) ::epresent (F) appear (0) witness (H) compete 
9· I don't know t h e answer , but I - that you look in this book to find it. 
(A) consider (B) encourage (C) inform (D) s""gest 
10. We hope that the government wil l soon - free books for pupils . 
(E) provide (F) determine (0) practise (H) deliver 
II. The road is muddy and bumpy, so - travelling on i t, if possible. 
(A) regret (B) complain ( C) resign (D) avoid 
12. The post has arrived, so you can - your letters now. 
(E) discover (F) collect (0) express (H) greet 
13. No·-one else can do the job , so I - on you to do it. 
(A) depend (B) require (C) expect (D) intend 
14. I like apples but I - oranges because they taste nicer. 
(E) adopt (F) regard (0) prefer (H) compare 
15. If you pull on elastic i t will - , but if you pull on string it will break. 
(A) reach (B) stretch (C) thread (D) widen 
16 . The walls of a house - the roof . 
(E) depend (F) combine (0) er~end (H) support 
17. The boxer is tough , but his opponent was too strong and f i nally he had to-. 
(A) yiel d (B) waste (C) call (D) complete 
18 . I don't think I have time today, but I will tell you i f I - to get the 
job done . 
(E) check (F) afford (0) manage (H) prevent 
19. Ice will if it is l eft out in the sun . 
(A) bake (B) melt (C) crush (D) damp 
20 I have not seen him in class for a long time, so I - if he is still 
attending school . 
(E) concern (F) oppose (0) dismiss (H) wonder 
21 . Five marks out of ten in a test is not good , so don ' t - about it . 
(A) act (B) boast (c) claim (D) confess 
22 . The teacher did not punish me , but he did - me against doing it again. 
(E) direct (F) consider (0) correct (H) caution 
23 . It ' s raining, so we have to - the tennis match. 
(A) postpone (B) disappoint (C) pardon (D) hesitate 
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24 . Only the students with the highest marks can - for a prize 
(E) promise (F) propose (a) qualify (H) question 
25 Our class did not do well in the test, so we are going to - the work 
tomorrow. 
26 . 
27 . 
28. 
29· 
30. 
(B) remind (e) reflect (D) refresh (A) review 
Parents usually 
(E) remark 
- their children when they are naughty. 
(F) request (a) interfere (H) scold 
You are wearing white pants. Be careful that the oil doesn't - them. 
(A) apply (B) hinder (e) stain (D) disturb 
No, he is not happy. In fact, your words have - him. 
(E) upset (F) scratched (a) pinched (H) prevented 
She has worked hard, and she - a prize . 
(A) affords (B) deserves (e) succeeds (D) results 
You must corne to class on time . You are beinning to - the teacher. 
(E) damage (F) defend (a) annoy (H) suffer 
TEST 7 
The t i me allowed is 20 minutes. 
1. If you sit - me here, I can show you how to do it. 
(A) at (B) onto (e) about (D) by 
2 . He was very siok and died - great pain 
(E) in (F) by (a) for (H) at 
3. I have looked - many books, but can ' t find the answer. 
(A) on (B) after (e) out (D) through 
4. She is dead now, but people still speak - her kindness 
(E) in (F) for (a) of (H) up 
5. Many women can carry boxes - their heads. 
(A) on (B) in (e) up (D) by 
6. Place the stone - the newspaper , so that it does not blow away. 
(E) in (F) by (a) on (H) with 
7. The prices are high, so I do not buy - that shop 
(A) of (B) by (e) from (D) in 
8. I want to move - Durban because there is better work there. 
9· 
(El) to (F) in (a) along (H) by 
You must use a spade - digging, so don't try cutting 
(D) fo r 
gr,ass with it. 
(A) with (B) to (e) on 
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10 . Poor people have to spend most of their money - food 
(E) at (F) in (G) with (H) on 
11 . Sipho lives in Cape Town now , so I do not hear - him very often . 
(A) from (B) upon CC) by (D) after 
12. He is working - the car no \ .... , but you can have it at three 0 ' clock . 
(E) on (F) a,bout (G) over (H) at 
13. Rub t he polish - the floor to make it shine . 
(A) at (B) into ( C) down (D) with 
14 . If you search - the answer , you will find it. 
(E) for (F) through (G) at (H) on 
15 . If you thro;. the ball - the tree , it will be difficult to get it down. 
(A) onto (B) at (C) up (D) into 
16. Our victory was greeted - joy. 
(E) at (F) on (G) upon (H) with 
17. When I was sick, the doctor treated me - medicines . 
(A) with (B) by (C) upon (D) in 
18. You must try - the coat to see if it fits you. 
(E) into (F) out (G) in (H) on 
19 · We must arrange - a bus to take the tennis team to Graharnstown. 
(A) in (B) for (C) up (D) on 
20 . The old car was va lueD, - only R30 . 00 . 
(E) for (F) by (G) at (H) in 
2l. When we have the facts , we can act - them . 
(A) upon (B) onto (C) with (D) for 
22 . I have applied - another job so that I can get better pay. 
(E) for (F) about (G) in (H) at 
23 . He is a good runner and enters - all the races at the sports meeting. 
(A) for (B) at (C) of (D) by 
24. All motor accidents must be reported - the pol ice. 
(E) with (F) for (G) with (H) to 
25 . He was excus ed - attending class. 
(A) for (B) from (C) of (D) over 
26 . We must listen - the bell so that we do not miss our class . 
(E) for (F) to (G) at (H) with 
27. If there is no grass , animals will die - hunger . 
(A) by (B) at (C) for (D) of 
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TEST 8 
The time allowed is 10 minutes. 
l. Yesterday Sipho - to school late. (c~) 
(A) corned (B) came (C) come (D) cawm 
2. Last week Tandi - a R5 note in the road.(~) 
(E) founded (F) fond (G) found (H) finded 
3. Yesterday the children - with a ball all day. (~) 
(A) played (B) play (C) plied (D) plie 
4. Last night we - a trap for the mouse.(set) 
(E) sate (F) set (G) setted (H) setten 
5. Last month, Vusurnzi - to East London • (g~) 
(A) gonned (B) goed (C) wont (D) went 
6. Yest erday I - the answer. (know) 
(E) know (F) knel< (G) kuaw (H) knowed 
7. Last year the captain - the team to victory in every match. (lead) 
(A) lead (B) led (C) ledded (D) lid 
8 At 10 . 30 a .m. the bus reached the end of the run and - around to come 
9· 
10. 
11 . 
back. (turn) 
(E) turned (F) torn (G) torned 
Last year I - studying history and mathematics . 
(A) began (B) beginned (C) begin 
Last week, I ~ my work when I recovered from my 
(E) continued (F) continue (G) contanue 
Last year , bread 
(A) cost 
- 15 cents a 
(B) cast 
loaf, now it is 17 
(C) costed 
(H) turn 
(begin) 
(D) begun 
illness. (continue) 
(H) contanued 
cents. (cost) 
(D) cossed 
12 . When she was ill , she - the pain very bravely. (bear) 
(E) beared (F) bored (G) barred (H) bore 
13. Yesterday Purnla - in that chair , but today she is over here . (si! 
(A) sit (B) sat (C) sitted (D) sate 
TEST 2 
The time allowed is 5 minutes . 
l. Mary has - her breakfast , and now she wants a cup of coffee. (~) 
(A) have (B) had (C) hid (D) haved 
2. The bus has - around and now it is coming back. (turn) 
(E) turned (F) torn (G) turn (H) t orned 
3. I have - the new shoes that I want to buy. (~~ .. ~) 
(A) see (B) seed (C) seen (D) seened 
) 
4. 
5. 
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The students have - to study for the test.(begi n) 
(E) begun (F) began (G) begin (H) 
Vuyo has - that he wi l l come to the party. C~~) 
(C) sayed (A) say (B) sane (D) 
beginned 
said 
6. He has - to do wel l in his examinations . (continue) 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
(E) continued (F) continue 
She has - about it for a long 
(A) known (B) knOl,ed 
The carpenter has - a lot of 
(E) maded (F ) maked 
(G) continues 
time . (J<-..no,::!) 
(C) knew 
(H) continuen 
(D) knewed 
tables thi s year . (make ) 
(G) made (H) make 
The mealies have - tal l because of the good rains . (grow) 
(D) grew) (A) growed (B) grown (C) grow 
Themba has - in the same desk for two years . (.!!it) 
(E) sitten (F ) sitted (G) sit (H) sat . 
TEST 10: .· SPOKEN ONLY 
FOR EACH GROUP OF WORDS THAT FOLLOWS , SAY WHETHER IT: 
(A) CONTAINS ONLY PROPER ENGLISH WORDS 
(B) CONTAINS ONE INCORRECT ENGLI SH WORD 
( C) PERHAPS CONTAINS ONE INCORRECT WORD 
(D) YOU DON' T KNOW 
1. an existing building 2. a blooding cut 
3. a willing worker 4. a doubtful student 
5. a personal letter 6. an influencing man 
7. a bloody nose 8. a satisfied child 
9· an existful garden 10. a willy servant 
n. an influential book 12 a faithful friend 
13. a doubtal question 14. a national problem 
15 a healthy child 16. an advanceful army 
17. a cooked meal 18 . a blinding light 
19. a tinnal sound 20. an intentioning plan 
21. a truthful girl 22. an oily engine 
23. a searchful light 24 . an intentional mistake 
25 . the tinned fruit 26. a blindy corner 
27 . an oilful car 28. a dr eamy look 
29 · a truthed writer 30 . a searching question 
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'rEST 11 
SPOKEN - each item repeated, followed by ten second pause 
ARE THESE PROPER ENGLISH WORDS? 
(K) YES (D) NO (M) MAYBE (N) DON'T KNOI, 
1. 
3. 
5. 
7. 
9· 
11. 
13. 
15. 
a permanent position 
the foolent students 
a different car 
a sympathetish friend 
a violent attack 
a photograpr.ic studio 
a confident player 
a confidish friend 
TEST 12 
2 . a differish look 
4 . a goldent frame 
6·. a foolish answer 
8. the forbidd.en wo rds 
10. a syu.pathetic look 
12 . the rotten food 
14. a photographent book 
16 . a feverish sleep 
The time allowed is 25 minutes. 
WRITE THE LETTER OF THE CORRECT WORD, CHOSEN FROM THE LIST BELOW EACH 
SENTENCE. 
1. The - school was started over there, but we moved it to this buiding in 
1968. 
(A) original (B) proper (C) essential (D) right 
2. Because there were big stones in the road , we had a very - ride in the 
3. 
car. 
(E) destructive 
It is a very 
(A) lacking 
(F) heavy (G) rough (H) cushioned 
house, with a flat roof and only two rooms and a kitchen . 
(B) rude CC) quick (D) simple 
4. Tnis road is so - to me that I always know exactly where I am. 
(E) extensive (F) certain (G) actual (H) familiar 
5. The thief hid the goods in - places so that they would not be all in 
one place. 
(A) various (B) destructive (C) immense (D) extreme 
6 The feather is so light that it will blow away if there is even the - wind 
(E) least (F) most ordinary (G) most possible (H) likeliest 
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7. She is a very - person and does not like to hurt anyone. 
(A) painful (B) earnest (c) motherly (D) gentle 
8. The back of an ox is so - that it is very easy to sit on . 
(E) fat (F) broad 
9· The new shirts were so - that 
(A) fresh 
(G) graceful 
they were all sold 
(C) moderate 
(H) excessive 
out in three days. 
(D) ornamental 
10. Swaziland is not part of South Africa; it is a - country. 
(E) local (F) single (G) foreign (H) national 
11. Those are not real flowers ; they are - flo\ojers made out of plastic. 
(A) a r tificial (B) common (c) formal (D) accidental 
12. The prices at that shop are higher, but it is nearby, so it is -
to shop there. 
(E) orderly (F) fortunate (G) convenient (H) generous 
13. She is a very friend and always gives help when I need it . 
(A) original (B) loyal (C) bold (D) patriotic 
14. That teacher is very - and will never punish you if you do not deserve 
(E) reasonable (F) comfortable (G) educat ed (li) attractive 
15. She is so - that she always stops to see what I am doing. 
(A) exciting (B) personal (C) fanciful (D) curious 
16. The hill makes such a - rise that I never feel tired when I climb it. 
(E) gradual (F) prompt (G) needless (H) shallow 
17. I know you have waited for a long time, but if you can be - for a 
little longer, I will see you. 
(A) sincere (B) attentive (C) patient (D) steady 
18. His health is so - that he is very often sick. 
(E) mild (F) delicate (G) medical (H) childish 
19 She is so - that she has told nobody about the many prizes she has won . 
(A) peculiar (B) humble (C) ord.inary (D) deceitful 
20. The farmer's land is so - that it stretches much further than a person 
can see . 
(E) detailed (F) noble (G) eventful (lit . extensive 
21. He is very - and whenever he does a job he makes a mess or knocks 
something over . 
(A) heavy (B) pushing (C) awkward (D) shallow 
22. Mary is so - that is she is always telling people about how she won 
first prize . 
(E) boastful (F) ideal (G) gr aceful (H) misinformed 
it . 
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23 . Children must be very - when they cross a busy road which has a lot of 
traffic. 
(A) lucky (E) noble (c) polite (D) cautious 
24. Sipho was so - of Tandi's new pen that he took it from her desk, to use 
it himself. 
(E) cross (F) envious (G) glad (H) determined 
;:'5 · Only a - person goes on eating after he is full. 
(A) generous (E) greedy (C) determined (D) powerful 
26 . Students must be 
- so that the assembly can begin on time. 
(E) immediate (F) proper (G) r apid (H) punctual 
27 . If you have injured your leg , it is very - to play rugby because that 
might make the injury .:orse. 
(A) risky (E) afraid (c) coarse (D) extreme 
28 . The young lion is so - that it sleeps on its owner ' s bed and plays with 
the children . 
(E) fierce (F) exciting (G) tame (H) fearful 
29 She is very - and a lways sees that her room is clean and neat. 
(A) nice (E) tidy (C) detailed (D) fashionable 
30 . This letter is so I must post it right now. 
(E) unpaid (F) :aecessary (G) private ( H) urgent 
TEST 13 
SPOKEN: each ite~ repeated , followed by ten- second pause 
FOR EACH GROUP OF WORDS THAT FOLLOWS , SAY WHETBER IT: 
(A) IS ALL CORRECT ENGLISH (E) CONTAINS ONE INCORRECT WORD 
(C) PERHAPS CONTAINS ONE INCORRECT WORD (D) YOU DON'T KNOW 
l. t.he worked it out exactly 2 . he frequently came home 
3. he pass ed the test easy 4. the car fell apa rt 
5. the man died natural 6. the aeroplane flew abovely 
7. he arrived first 8. he hammered the nail hard 
9· he played the game properly 10 . the girl arrived recently 
11. the ball rolled backwardly 12. she did the work perfect 
13. she jumped quick 14 . the train travels slowly 
15 . the dog jumped highly 16 . the bus stopped sudden 
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5 .1 Notes on Pre-Test 1 
5. 1.1 Preamble 
It was decided to restrict only to Noun + Noun compounds - this eliminated 
noun compounds whi ch are definitely formed from Modifier + Noun such as 
mainland, half- hour, one- way. 
The complet e list of such compounds is: 
common sense lowland 
grand daughter madman 
~G.t:.he ... mainland 
mother mid-air 
son day 
half hour land 
pay night 
penny solaf syst em 
crown somebody 
highroad something 
highway undergraduate 
underground. 
In some cases of Noun + Noun Compounds the process of ' fusion' is complete so 
that the word is not recognized as a compound, because one or both elements 
no longer have current meaning. Examples are: breakfast , cupboard . Such 
items were not considered 
Not included in this study ar e those 'noun compounds ' which consist of 
H + PG (Head + Prepositional Group) such as chest of drawers. It is noteworthJ 
that many NOUN + NOUN compounds can be 'derived ' from H + PG (or alternately 
presented as such) . Examples are: horseback - back of the horse , hill side -
side of the hill. 
5 .1. 2 Compound entries in the List 
In the General Service List, West employs three methods of indicating 
compounds under the relevant headwords : 
( i ) The compound is included to illustrate a par ticular meaning attached to 
the headword, eg o under CHURCH is found: 
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CHURCH, n. 1879 e 
(4) (the parish unit ; the congregation; the serviGes) 
Is he church, or chapel? 
Go t o church, at church 
Church-workers 
churchyard 26e 
19% 
19% against the right- hand margin indicates that meaning (4) ac:>ounts for 19% 
of the total 1879 occurrences of CHURCH in the count , i.e . about 180 
occurrences. It is not stated how exact ly church- workers is to be regarded. 
Certainly , no figure for frequency of occurrence can be attached to it. Nor is 
it stated whether church-workers is included because it specifi cally occurred 
very often as an example of meaning (4), or was included merely as a ' typical' 
but not necessarily individually frequent example. 
Items under such entries are included here in the extracted list with the 
notice that the list of ' ext r actions of nouY< compounds ' mus t no t be t hought 
of as absolute, particularly in such cases as ' chu.rch--workers' which are 
included amongst a nUlnber of exe. '1lples of one overall meaning , h'i til no specific 
percentage or frequency attached . 
In his Expla..'1ation as forward to the C..S.L. , the edi tor s9.~-s the following: 
"",0 a~ tempt has been made to be rigidly cons:Bt ent in the method of displaying 
the words: each word has been trea ted as a separat e problem, and the 
sole aim has been c learness. The presence of a l<ord in an example 
(eg tyr~ under BURST)or in '-_ compound (eg marshal in field-marshal 
under FIELD) should not be t aken to justify free use of the word 
if it is not included in the General Service List in its own right". 
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(2 ) The compound is included a s clock- I in 1;:'18 following example : 
CLOCK 174e 
Clock , n . The ch:rrch clock 
The silver clock on my table 41% 
Phrase : 
Clock-I 
Four o ' clock by my 'oJatch 
c lock- ·fa ce 
54% 
3% 
• • • • • • • •• • •• • •••••••• • • •• c • •• •••• • •• • ••••••••••••• • •••• • •••• • •••••• 
Clockwork n . 10e A clockwork toy 
It goes by clockwor k 
Entries similar to c lock-I a r e often follNled by ~, presumab ly t o indi cate 
that the process is relatively prod.uctive. If etc had appeared after the 
example above , one \oJould presumably analogize further examples such as 
c lock~ial and clock .. spring. 
c.. 
The symbol ' ·-1' can be taken t o indieate"less 
advanced stage towards f ull comp oundine than , for ex?mple , chu!'chyard and 
clockwork in (1) and (2) respectively abe·re , which are accorded separate 
entries. 
Such entries are all hyphenated and while the hyph ell often indicates a process 
of ' lesser compounding ', it can not always be accepted as universal ly val id . 
It seems that the hyphen can sOilletimes be inser,ed to make a compound 
orthographically less awkward . 
( 3) The compound is assigned a specific frequency and given t he status of 
a separate entry under the head'lOrd , as with church,yar d and cl ockwork. 
These entries are seldo7l ")ph,mated . 
being ' more firmly compoll."lded '. 
Presumably they are thought of as 
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5 . 1. 3 What is a (Noun + Noun) Compoun<l? 
At the beginning it must be said that there seems to be no c omprehensive 
analysis available of the various ' degrees' of compounding from a loose 
association suob as gold mine to complete fusion such as in cupboard 
where the average speaker presumably does not think of the Nord as being a 
compound. 
T'ne orthography u sually represents compounds in three ways: wi th space 
bet weer. the \vords ; hyphena ted ; and juxtaposed . These features are 
presumably attempts to indicate various degrees of ' fusion ' of compounds , 
but they are subject to idiosyncratic variety and to orthographi c 
convenience, which , for eXa..r:lple, may hypenate simply because the 'word' would 
other wise be too long. 
Compoll.."lds can basically be descr ibed in two ways : ( 1) <wcording to form ; 
(2) according to meaning . 
Descriptions according to form pay some a-otention '00 crthography , but are 
primarily concerned "i th phonological form . Stress pattern s , intonation , 
juncture and pho"ernic modific;;.tion are chief considerations. It is noted 
that many 'true ' compounds have major dres s on the first element , with 
seconiary stress and falling intonation on the second. 
phonological juticture betl,een the elemen~s. 
There is usually no 
On the other hand , compounds which are less well·-as 3imilated tend to shol< 
significant juncture Hi th major ;. ord-stress on both elements and no 
significallt variation in intonation . 
It is noted that the definition of compounds by form must ta.lce acc01mt of the 
form changing according to sita ation, fo,," example with emphatic stres s , or 
constrastive stress. 
Descriptions according to meaning e.tte.'1lpt to define the extent to "hich a 
compound has becoCle ' idiomatic ', or to ;.hich sets a coropoll.."ld belongs. 
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Basic to both types of descriptions is the formal description accor ding to 
what part of speech is added to what , and the description of the 'extended form' 
from which the ' compressed' form of the compound has been derived , for 
example: 
the bell (at) the door = door ~ell 
(on) 
( of ) 
Valerie Adams notes that a noun may be premodified by: (1) a noun 
( 2) an adjective (3) a nominalization (or participle) . She says , 
" The resulting element may be a free phrase or it may be a compound in 
:I. 
which the premodifying elemen ·~ h(1s lost its independence." 
One useful test advocated for Noun + Noun Compounds , is '"hether a qualifying 
adjective modifies the »hole compound or only the f '.rst element . 
With rega rd to the deg~ee of fusion a~d the process leading to thiS , she adds : 
"any attributive- head noun group is potentially a compound and 
,Jill come to be felt as one if used often enough." 
She comments that " compound status " can be a matter of degree ; and notes that 
accent can be helpful in distinguishing compounds from free phrases , in that 
the former often have the nucleu s on the first e l ement . 
L.A.Hill, in " C'ompounds and the Practical Teacher", notes that one 
. ~ 
" should not expect a clear relationship between stress and mean1ng." 
He gives as example ' snow • "all and ' snow. ball , where the latter has the 
conventional stress of a compound , while ' snow ' wall has the stress pattern 
of fre e elements . However , the fact of the difference in stress indicates 
that leJIDlage users do not regard snol< NaIl and snow ball as being equivalent 
in mean i ng (no matter what their fo rm and identical pattern in 'extended fo r m' 
might suggest). The case of snow ball shows the truth of the quotations from 
Adams ( as above) : 
" any attributive-head noun group .is potentially a compouxld and 
~ 
will come to be felt as one if u sed often enough. " 
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While attempting to elucidate rules for compound formation is a necessary 
task of the wri.ter of grammars , it seerlS that there are liJ:li ts to .. hat these 
rules can achieve i n describing the 'psYvhological real- ness ' of compounds, 
or the degrees of fusion achieved . . St?ting that girlfriend is formed from 
The girl is a friend. is only minimally helpful. For instance, it gives no 
account of the connotations which surro~ad girlfriend. Presumably 
la~y friend is similarly derived. But the ' degree of compounding ' is not 
explained by showing both as being formed from such a superficial ~ul e '. 
Such 'rules ' are in any case the product of a closed circle of decisions which 
ultimately rest on intuition: 
" We have written a rule for forming Compound A because we have 
decided that A is in fact a compound". 
Frank Palmer says, 
"Although there are certain well-·trodden paths of connection , 
sufficiently clear to be formulated as separate lexical Y~les, 
for many ccmpounds X-Y it seems as if the most general rule X 
",hiGh has something to to with Y is the only one broad enough 
'+ to include all the idiosyncratic ree.dings that are possible. " 
5 . 1. 4. Summary (lVha tis a C omp ound? ) 
1) A Noun + Noun compound cannot be judged solely on or 't.hogl'aphic form 
2) lJltimately , intuition is the most valid means .of judging of ' comp ound-nes s 
3) One useful test of whether the construction is a comp ound or free phrase , 
is to enquire whether a qualifying adjective modifies the first 
element only or the whole construction . 
4) Most Noun + Noun compounds have major wo rd stress on the first element 
only , ~ith secondary stress on the second element . 
5) There is usually no phonological juncture. 
6) There is sometiJ:les phonemic modification . 
7) Sometimes , the meaning of a compound is not the simple sum of the 
l i teral meanings of i ts parts (i.e. ' semantic opacity') . 
5.1. 5 The list extracted from the G. S.L. of Noun -;- Noun compounds with 
- man, -work, and -room is given at the conclusion of this note. 
The Test items were chosen from this list , because the three elements 
(particularyly - man and -~) are relatively productive. Hot'lever , it is 
test2.ment to the idiosyncrat i c nature of many compounds that feN compounds 
,lith -man , for example , have the same ' process cf transformation ' . 
For instance: 
chairman man who is in the chair 
milJrJDan :nan who d.e l ivers milk 
salesma..'1 man >lho makes sales (sells) 
shOMnan man >lho l2resents a sho·,. 
5 . 1 . 6 The Test (Pre- Test 1) 
Ten ' accepta,ble ' compounds were chosen, 9 from West ' s List , ranging in 
frequency of occurrence from 6 to 240 ( ' headroom ' , while ac~eptable, does not 
feature in the G. S . L. ) A further 10 ' unacceptable ' compounds were created, 
all perfectly ' possi 'DIe' according to the many ' ru18s ' for fonu; ng Gompo11.."lds . 
G. Leech refers to 
"the powe:- of lexical rules to produce new entries •.. the gap of 
unused ' capacity ' between the th90retically enormous generative 
pONer of lexical rules , and the comparatively limited use that 
is made of them in practice. " S 
5.1 . 7 BasiS of the Test 
It is this " gap of unused capRci ty" "hich forms the hypothesis of Test 1 , 
namely that a testee ,lith native-speaker-like proficiency will be able to 
discriminate bet'oJeen those items where the lexical rule is actual l y applied in 
language- in- usa , and those i tems "here the rule merel y allo .. s a ' potential', 
,lith no realization in use. The hypothesis is further that the less the 
proficiency of the testee , the less able he/she wi ll be to discriminate 
bet .]e en ' act=l' and 'p at ent ial ' items . 
5.1 . 8 The Items 
The full test is printed bel o" . Items were presented orally to testees ; 
the written form was not seen. The tester called out each i terr. number , 
follo' .... ed by the i.tem (repe8.ted onc8) followed by a ten- second pause to allow 
the testees to select their ans wer. 
Four answer choices were available : (A) Yes (it is a corre:ot word in English) , 
(B) No ( it is not) ( C) Maybe (D) Don't know. 
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An explanation of the columns in the table below is as follows: 
1) The frequency of occurrence in West's G.5 .L, of items in the test. 
2) The item number i e. the order in which the items were presented to 
the testees. 
3) Item discrimination index: 97 testees wrote the test, and for analysis 
25% at each end of the range were used. (24 'high' scripts and 24 'low' scripts 
The Item Discrimination Index was calculated by finding the difference between 
the number of 'high' correct scores and the number of 'low' correct scores; 
the difference was then divided by the number of scripts in one group 
(here, 24). Below .30 was considered unacceptable, and the item therefore not 
included in the final test form. 
4) The items which were marked as acceptable words in English. 
5) Item discrimination index for the 'unacceptable' items 
6) The items marked as unacceptable. 
5.1.9 . Pre-Test 1 
1 
West 
frequ. 
240 
X 
X 
198 
12 
X 
X 
X 
30 
X 
10 
X 
58 
X 
10 
30 
X 
X 
2 
Item 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
3 
Discrim-
ination 
.1 2 
.12 
.08 
.20 
.20 
.20 
4 
Acceptable 
workman 
chairman 
sportsman 
tradesman 
clockwork 
bedroom 
woodwork 
diningroom 
5 
~iscrim­
p.nation 
.:..2.4. 
.25 
.66 
.:Jl 
.62 
ill 
.:.42. 
..:22. 
.04 
.05 
6 
Unacceptable 
deskrnan 
app1 eman 
playrnan 
shopman 
brickman 
chopperman 
rulework 
sui twork 
lounge room 
door room 
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(continuation , these being'acceptable' items) 
?6 
11 
19 
20 
. 12 
. 33 
hanciTtlork 
headroom 
5 . 1.10 Analysis of the pre- te s t: 
Of 20 items presented to th·" t,mtees, 11 "ere f~und to have an i -:; em 
discrimination index above .30. Of these, 8 were in the 'unacceptable' 
('not correct English') group and 3 were in the .; acceptable' ( , correct 
English') group. 
These findings accord well ,lith the hypothesis presented above , that ·the 
less proficient an ESFL user, the less he will be able to distinguish between 
'act ual' and ' potential' items of t he lexicon . 
Four answer choices were offered to testees, the last t,w , (C) ' ~Iaybe' and 
(D) 'Don't Know', serving purely as distf'ac-Gors. In view of the hypothesis 
presented above , a significant number of testees in the bottom 25% of the 
range responded to these two distractors, thus indicating the uncertainty in 
the minds of less profic i ent users of the: . language, regarding 'actual' and 
'potential' items of the ley~con . 
Bearing in mind that the ' ::>5% 101<' grou:;> c~ntains 24 testees , the follOlring are 
the numbers who responded to the 'distractor' items C and D (join~ total, for 
'unacceptable' items only): 
Item 2 14 
3 9 
6 13 
7 6 
8 14 
10 10 
12 10 
14 9 
17 2 
18 8 
Thus of 240 possible responses in the 'unacceptable' group of items , 95 
responses went t o the 'distra ct or ' items: about 39,5%. 
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A significant number of testees in the lowest range were.' therefore not able 
to di scriminate accurately between 'actual ' and potential' items of the 
lexicon , and showed their confusion by responding to the distract or answers. 
5.1 . 11 Analysis of Some Items 
Amongst the ' unacceptable' items , only two did not yield an item discriminatio 
index greater that 30. These were 
appleman 
lounge room 
For 'appleman', 19 ' high ' and 13 ' low' indicated that it is 'not an 
acceptable word in English'. I t is difficult to know why such a comparitively 
high number of testees answered the item correctly. Possibly i t is because 
there is no other similar pattern in English with which to analogize , i.e. 
no acceptable compound ' fruit/vegetable man' . For example , because of 
' workman' , the less proficient user can analogize * ' playman' ; because of 
'chairman ' , he can analogize . ' deskman ' . But there is no pattern from which 
'appleman ' can be analogized. 
Item 17 , ' lounge room ' , shows a 'rery low number of correct responses - only 
7 ' high' and 6 ' low' identified it as 'not a correct word in English'. 
Possibly the pattern of 'bedroom', 'diningroom' , 'bathroom' etc is -every 
powerful , forcing even those who are acquainted with ' lounge' to question it 
and , at least momentarily, replace it with 'lounge room" . 
Amongst the ' acceptable ' items , it was expected that high- frequency items 
would yield low item discrimination indices. In fact, 35 out of 48 responded 
correctly to 'workman' (240 frequency in West's &.S.~. ) and 43 out of 48 to 
'chairman' (198 frequency). These results would seem to wor k towards a 
validation of use of the list for teaching/testing purposes ( ' teach the most 
frequent items first' , etc ) but are partly offset by th results of 'sportsman' 
'bedroom ' and 'dini ngroom' . These are low-frequency items in West ' s G. S. L 
bu~ probably feature quite highly in the active vocabulary of the testees. 
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Tile case of ' handwork ', 45 out of 48 possible correct response s , is difficult 
to expla in . 
Of those 'acceptable ' items '''hich yj elded an item discrimination index of 
more than . 30 , both t tradesman ' and ' clockwork ' are not only low frequency 
in West's List , but also proba91y not common in the testee ' s s i tuation. 
The same hDlds for 'headroom ' , which is zero frequency i n the G.S.L. 
5 .1.1 2 Full list ext racted from the G. S.L of NOilll + Noun compounds with 
-man , - room , and - work . 
-man -room - work 
ch3.irman bathroom cl o"kwork 
fisherman bedroom framework 
middleman drawing- room handiwork 
milkman dining-room r.et-work 
nobleman printroom woodwork 
policeman salesroom 
pustman school- room 
salesman showroom 
seaman sittingroon 
showman store-room 
sportsman "/ai tingroom 
statesman 
tradesman 
worklnan 
5.2 Notes on Pre-·Test 2 
5 . 2. 1. Preamble 
In this test , 40 nouns derived by affixation are presented. Of these, 19 
are ' unaccepptable' items i . e . they are not ' prope::: '.,ords' in English. 
As in Pre-test 1 , the item" were preseEted verb3.11y, twice each, with a ten-
second inter-val to allow the selection of the answer . The written form ... as 
not seen by the testees. 
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The answer forms contained four choices for each item: 
'proper word' in English) (Q) Na (Not a 'proper word ') 
(S) Don't know. 
5 . ;2.2 . Be,s' s of the Test 
(p) Yes (i.e . a 
(R) Maybe 
In the notes on Pre-~est 1 , there appeared a quot3.tion from Leech in "hi ch 
he refers to 
"the po" er of lexical rules to produce new entries ... the gap of 
unused 'c2.paci ty' between the theoretically enormous generative 
power of lexical rules, and the compari t i vely limited use thai; 
, 
is made of them i n practice". 
As in Pre- Test 1, it is this 'gap of unused capacity' which forms the basis of 
the hypothesis underlying this test , namely that a testee with native-opeaker-
like proficiency "ill be able to distinguish between ' actual ' and ' potential' 
lexical items ; the less proficient a testee , the less able he will be to 
discriminate . 
It must be noted that in tlleory , '~acceptabili ty ' is , wi thin the limit of "hat 
can potentially be created In th r eference to the 'rules ', a very difficult 
matter to judge. Valerie Adams says , 
" ... a word, unlike a sentence, is an addition to an inventory and the 
more used to it ,Ie become, the more disposed ,Ie a::'e to accept i t . 
Moreover .Ie may cbserve that words not usable in everyday language 
7 
will ver y easily be found acceptable in specialized spheres". 
She shO,$ 'an interrupt', used in computer science, as an example of this 
specialized u se . 
'Acceptabili ty ' is partially a synchronic matter, for words drop out of the 
lexicon and re- appear from time to time. Presumably spealcers who are 
acquainted ,nth a specialized register (cf. ' an interrupt') would maintain hlG 
' intuitions ', one for that register, and one -for ' general ' language use. 
All 40 items in Pre- Test 2 were tested informally with comr,etent native 
speakers of English , and there was complete unanimity on all items . ( This '"as 
done ,n t!l all tests of this kind . ) An informal test with the author ' s two 
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sons , aged 9 and 6 years , shoc;ed. that the younger ;cas significant ly more 
inclined to indicate doubt as to accep~abili ty or 1l:'lacceptabili ty 0:' items, or 
to ass ign items to their incorrect categories. 
regarding the wider application of such tests. 
Adams points out that 
This raised possibilities 
"The incogr1;lBnc e of grammaticali t.y and acceptabil i t;r .•• is far 
greater where words are concerned thAn v-lhere sentences are 
concerned . It is so great , in fact , that the exercise of 
setting out the 
of questionable 
'rules' for forming words has so far aeemed 
g 
usefulness." 
She notes fu~ther that 
"Where almost every sentence we use i s com~osed. ad hoc to suit 
the occassion and is thus a 'new sentence ', it i s relatively rare 
for us to form a 'neld ''lord' and. when ,Ie do our hearers . • • are more 
., 
or less con soious both of i t s newness and of its rarity .. • " 
A wcrd considered 'unacceptable ' may have imr .. eccable ' references': it may 
have semantic affinity ,rith 'accept~ble' words formed. on the same pattern , its 
stem and. affix may sho« the saIDe ph ono:"o/Sical "ffi.ni ty and, most important , 
it may fill a real gap in ihe vocabulary. As an eX'-' 'llple of this, Adams cites 
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"persis-!B ,nt attempts to nominalize the verb rcespise" 
Vlhioh she ha,s attested from observations of writing by students and from 
colloquia.l speech where use of a nominalization such as despisal or despi~~ 
is usually followed. by a de~recatory gesture or laugh. Yet nom;.nalizations 
of t,2 despise have been i n and out of the language from t h e 15th to 19th 
cent=ies. She concludes, 
"But Ol1e of the more puzzling aspects of 'Word-formation is the -way 
in which apparently unexc8p-"ionable wordB "",,y '.", stubbornly and 
silently resisted". 
Thus , Hi th reference to Tt.~ord-formation, acclUisi tion (If native-speaker-like 
profi ciency by ESFL l'Oarners requires more tllan an ab",tract knOl'lledge of 
the 'rules'. 
5.2.3 ~g:r·:.und to the r::'est Items 
Where word forr.!ation involving nouns is concerned. by far the mos t common 
process is conversion. An analysis of West ' s General Servic:e I,ist sho.ls 
noun/v erb conversion: 435 items 
noun/adjective conversion: 50 items 
It is possible to argue fo r the derivation by conversion of one item from 
another , on historical grounds , or because one item (eg noun bottle)is much 
more frequent in current use than t.he other (eg verb ~~). However, such 
argume:'lts do 
(synchron~c) 
not seem to have much releve.nce to the average uo3er 's 
intuitions about the language. As Leech notes 
"It is arguable that lex·i.,). ,l rules should ;,e formulated (for the 
purpose of representing linguistic competence) in 0. bi·-<lireGtional 
form, the predominance of derivations from the simpler to the 
mOT'e cOIDIllex form being regarded simply as a matter of h istorical 
II 
pro DB-bi:i ty" . 
He n .)tes that thi s also solves problems in conversion , 1'lhere there are hiO 
morphologically i. d.p :; ·;, i.cal i tellIS , one of which may otherwise be seen as , or 
hypothesized as , the ' base'. 
In t h e "ount of cases of ]faun/Adjective conversion in the General Service List, 
the follo ,-ling were not included: colours, materials , numbers , direction/place 
and seasons. 
Another prolific process in the formation of nOUTIfJ , .• 'J" ill)ouniing, "The:ce about 
440 cases of Noun ,. Noun lVere noted . In the lJotes on Pre-Test 1 the 
difficulties of identifying ' true' compoUL~dswere discussed . 
I attempted to I-Iri -!;e tes ts to 9.S3eS8 the learners' perceptions regarding the 
process of conversion , but this proved futile. Usually there i s a complete 
carry- oVei" of meaning; where there is not, the she-de of meaning is often so 
fine , or the possibilities so limited, that a. satisfactory :ml n i.p 1. ., -ch·oise 
tes L CB"IDOt be written . 
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Besides conversion and compounding, the third means by which nouns are formed 
i s derivat i on by aff ixation (prefixes and suffixes ) . I nfixes eg 'sing-song ' 
are rare in English , and were not considered. 
402 nouns derived by uffixat i on were attested in the G. S. L. 
The great majority (385) were derived by suffixation, and suffixes formed by 
far the largest t;'I'OUp of affixes involved in this process ( 25 suffixes , 
4 prefi xes ). 
A list is supplied below of all affixes by which nouns are der ived, and the 
numbers of items deri ved by each are noted (i. e . i n the Gener a l Service List ) 
Valerie Adams says 
n • • • the most interesting developments involve Juffixed elements 
r ather than prefixed ones . It happens that a gr eat many of our 
prefixes are of Latin or Greek origin , and are much used in 
forming scientific words , whereas our suffixes are more often of 
native origin , or have come into the language via French . They 
have been in the language longer and are more frequently employed 
., \ .... 
j " ~e"'4..("~\ voc..ob .... ' IlI'''Y. 
She notes t hat prefi xes show a 0_ifferent gener al pattern from suffi x 
sense-groups, indicating: 
negative, reversative eg a-, de-, dis- , ex-
£~ eg bi-, demi·- , poly-
time eg ante-, post-, pre-
size eg mega-, IDicro- , mini-
Elace eg ante-, ex-, mid-, supra-
These meanings are f airly '1ell defi ned and are less likel y to acquire extra 
nuances. 
For the reasons noted above , Pre- Test :2 contains only nouns formed by 
suffix~.tion. 
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5·2.4 A list of noun-formin~ affixe~ extracted from the G~ 
Affix Examples Source/Base No of GEI,ses 
"(n G. S"L. 
1 
-/fr/ e:xpreEsion~ objection fron: Verb SCi 
2 
-/-/ helper, teacher from Verb , HOlm, 
Adjective 74 
3 .-/t~ / cooking 1 lodging from Verb 46 
4 -/ms/ fitness, sadness from Adjective .. 36 
5 ._/(r. ) tr./ electricity , safety froC! Adjediv<, 32 
6 
-/m"nt/ dev elcpmrmt, exci temeni; from Verb 27 
'7 -I_nsf defference, res istance from Verb 26 
8 
-Ie;) I't/ b:!'BNery, poetry fron Acij. ,Noun, Verb 11 
9 - /(<J)1/ apPJ"oval, refusa.l fro:n Verb 8 
10 
-/9/ leng',h, \-larmth from Arl j . ,Verb 7 
11 
-/r. d3/ ·oreaka.ge , me.rriage from Verb, NOlm 5 
12 
-/t/ compls.int, descent from Verb , Adj. 5 
1 3 
-/Jtp/ fellowship, membership from Noun 5 
14 -/.mt/ defendant , servant fron: Verb 4 
15 -/SI/ agenGY , effi ci encJ' fr'1l~ Adj. ,Noun 4 
1.6 -fj~/ enolosure, faD ure from Verb 3 
17 -/hvd/ childhood , falsehood from NOim 3 
18 
-/r s/ 
(-/es/) hostess, l'lai tress from Noun :> 
19 -/i:/ employee,jealouay from I\.dj. ,Verb , Noun 3 
20 -Jr. st/ colonist, sdentist from Noun 2 
21 
-/r.m/ librarian From Noun 1 
22 
-/IT. B/ wireless from Noun 1 
23 
-/ z(a )m/ mechanism from Noun 1 
24 -/rtd/ hR.tred from ~oun 1 
25 /dIS/- discomfort ,displeasure from NOlm 7 
26 /mts/- mi scondud ,mi strust from Noun 7 
27 /tm/- immorali ty , impossi hli ty fr'om Nour. 2 
28 /M/-- uncertainty from Noun 1 
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5.2 . 5 Pre Test 2 
The table is printed under the following headings: 
1) Frequency of occurrence as given in the General Service List: for 
acceptable items only 
2) Item number : order in which presented to the testees 
3) Acceptable items 
4) Item Discrimination Index for the Acceptable items: number of correct 
responses for the lowest 25% group of testees, subracted from the 
number of correct responses for the highest 25% group ; the result 
then divided by the number testees in any one group. Discrimination 
of less than .30 is regarded as unsatisfactory . 
5) Unacceptable items 
6) Item Discrimination Index for the Unacceptable items: see (4) above . 
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5. 2.6 Results of Pre- Test 2 
Fr equency 
in List 
442 
234 
120 
58 
20 
¢ 
664 
76 
?234 
100 
64 
318 
108 
40 
62 
52 
50 
84 
14 
Item 
No . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
ACCEPTAllLE 
consideration 
exception 
objection 
printer 
performer 
attender 
statement 
scarcity 
preference 
retirement 
thoughtfulness 
discovery 
scientist 
dependant 
refusal 
ownership 
falsehood 
warmth 
secrecy 
Item UNACCEPTAllLE 
Discrim . 
Index 
04 
. 16 
receivering 
containion 
listenation 
0 
associater 
. 33 
.08 
- . 04 
0 
.16 
.45 
insidity 
amuseness 
faintity 
sincerenC8 
hi nderme"t 
.33 
.20 
. 04 
.08 
.20 
.13 
brushery 
deliverent 
enemy ship 
surpri sal 
.25 
.04 
. 16 
.08 
museumist 
, , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
I 
Item 
Discrim . 
Index 
.29 
.58 
.50 
.16 
.70 
-
.75 
.41 
.63 
.54 
.54 
.50 
. 66 
- -
.45 
.45 
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I 34 servancy .58 35 y~ungh~od .58 
I 36 awakage ·70 37 middlth .70 
8 38 breakage .54 
10 39 hostess .13 
40 \'1orkeress . 70 
5 . 2 . 8 Selection of Items 
The noun-forming affixes (see previous list) were divided into three groups , 
on the bases of the number of items occurring vii th each affix in the 
General Service List : 
Group 1 : 
Group 2: 
High nu~ber of items 
Medium number 
Group 3: LO>l number 
The follcwing suffixes were chosen as representative of each group : t he 
suffixes in group 1 were tested in item numbers 1 to 10 in an actual test , 
those in Group 2 in numbers 11 to 20 , and those in Group 3 in n~bers 21 to 40. 
5.2 . 9 Analysis of Pr e-Test 2 
In the analysis of result s, no significance attaches to the ordering of items 
as set out above. It >Jas previously hypothesized that the Acceptable items in 
Group 1 (item numbers 1 to 10) , representing suffixes which occur relatj_vely 
frequently , would produce l"t;er discrimination than those in Group 3 (item 
numbers 21 to 40) , on the ground s that the latter , representin.'i suffiJ:eg ',hich 
occur infrequently , would discriminate better between 'generally most proficient ' 
and ' generally least proficient ' testees. 
Sh01'I,this is not th", case . 
As the tables of i tem discrimir.at ion 
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As sta1;ed in the notes on Pre- -,;est 1, the testees ' ans'.-Jer forms were div~ded 
into t,iO significant groups for the )?urpose of item analysis: top 25% and 
bottom 25%. In this test, there were 24 subjeats in each group . 
Qf the 21 'Acceptable' items, only 4 items produced a satisfac~ory 
discrimination index of over . 30 . 
(19) retirement and (38) breakage. 
These were items (8) printer, (13) preference 
Of the 19 'Unacceptable' items , only one (item (7) associater)did not produce 
en acceptable discrimination index. 
These results fully support the hypothesis underlying this test , nl. that the 
lower the p!'oficiency of a. testee, the less he will be able to discriminate 
bet>!een acceptab::'e an,i una.cceptable i te:ns . 
Pre- Test 1 a lso supported this hypothesis. 
It was noted that t he results of 
An analysis of each item shows that of the 17 ' acceptable ' 1 tems which did not 
shot; iJositive discrimination (i.e. excluding the four items with a discrimination 
index above . 30) only 5 ite:ns did not produce an aggregate of 80% or over 
' correct' scores by the ' High 25%' group . In other words, for the bulk of the 
' Acceptable' items , the 10>1 discrimation ind.exes were caused by both ' High 
251o'and ' Low 25%' testees respondi.ng correctly to the item i . e . recognizing 
the item as 'proper English ' . For example , with 24 testees in each of the 
'High' and ' Low' groups , the correct ans'''ers to item (1) consideration ,.,ere 
respec t ively 24 B.nd 23 (1.. e . only lout of 48 testees , hiere, did not identify 
consideration as ' proper English') ; for item (31) warmth, the respective 
correct scores were 23 and 19 (only 5 ex 48 not correct). 
Excluding the four ' Acceptable ' items which produced discr;.mination indi ces 
above . 30, we consider the remaining 5 items where the 'High 25%' group 
produced less than 80% correct responses . These are (10) atte~der, 
(12) scarcity, (2) thoughtfulness , (30) falsehood and (32) secrecy. 
Attender does not feature in the G.S . L. It is significant that the remaining 
i terns have a low frequency of occurrence in West's Genera.l Service List : 
the respect i ve frequencies are 76, 64, 50 , 14 . . These are 5 of the last 12 items 
with respect to frequency cf occurrence. The pattern is ';;hus not clearly 
established , but it is notable that the top 3 items with respect to frequency 
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( (ll) statement (frequ. 664 ); (1) consideration (frequ . 442) .and (21) 
discov~(frequ . 318) ) produced the follo"'ing correct scores r espectively, for 
the 'High' and 'LON' groups: 24-·24 ; ?4- 23; 24- 23 . Thus of 144 potential 
correct scores for these items for the 'High' and 'Low ' groups combined , only 
2 incorrect respons es were scored ( .986 correct response for the three items). 
5.2 .10 Summary of Results 
1) The hypothesis that ' generally l ess proficient ' testees wil l have 
greater difficulty in distinguishing between 'acceptable' and 
'unacceptable' words in English, is supported by the results of Pre-Test 2 , 
in which only lout of 19 ' Unacceptabl e ' test items did not produce an 
acceptable item discrimination index, .nereas only 4 out of 21 'acceptable' 
items did produce such a result. 
2) Of those 'Acceptable ' items which did not produce acceptab le discrimination 
indices, a llajori ty shot,ed a high aggregate (above 80%) of correct 
responses for the 'High' and 'Low' groups of testees , taken together . 
A majority of testees of both ' greater ' and ' less ' proficiency , thus 
responded correct l y to a majority of ' AcceptabB' items. 
3) The three items Hi t'o the highest frequency of occurrence in the List 
produced .986 correct response for both ' High ' and ' Lol< ' groups taken 
together, whereas 5 out of 12 of the items with lowest f r equency in the 
G.<'; .I.. also produced the lowed number of correct scores . These f indings , 
while by no means concl usive , provide evidence towards support of the use 
of the General Service List in progr~~mes of teaching and test ing. 
5.) . Notes on Pr e- Test 3 
5.3.1 Select'on of Items 
West's General Service List contains 2000 ' wo rds '. These are actually 
' headwords ' , presented in thick type in the text. I'lith many of these 
headwor ds , tl10 impor tant qualifications attach to their presentation: 
1) derivations by conversion or affixation appear as a sub·-section under the 
headword , and are assigned their o.n separate figures reflecting frequency of 
occurrence in the count. Thus the fo l lo,",ing presentation is given for headword 
APPOINT : 
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APPOINT , v. 480 (seled for a post) 
a.ppointed him to do the work 
appointed headmaster 
appointed him tc be hearlmaster, 
applied for the job end was appointed 85% 
? ~ppointed time, place] 
appointment , n . 186 
6;e11 appointed : furnished] 
(1) (selection for office) 
(2) (fixed tiLle, ego with doctor) 
Make an appointment 
? [Break . .. J 
[rurni shings] 
2) For different 'meanings' of the 'word', there are separate entries a~d 
Reparate frequencies are indicated , as for example as under ' appo intment , nl 
above. 
In a note as forward. to the General Ser\'ice List , Dr Irving Lorge explains the 
basic for the Semantic Count, accordi ng to ' Thir:h the final selection "as !!lade. 
The semantic count is based on tile differentiation of meanings in 
The Oxford English Dictionary. In some cases , very fine distinctions of 
meaning vlere rejected and/or incorporated in coarser groupings. Some mear.ings 
are indi. cated ? _ .• . in the~, showing that they are of questionalili value for 
teachi r:g purposes (bec!ause of very low frequency f restricted usefulness, or 
becH-use t h ey ocm:.rred in only a small number of units amongs-!; the material from 
which the COli.'lt was made.); others are shoMl (. . .... J, indicating that, in the 
opinion of the compiler , they should not be ta:.lght 3.~ all. 
Geoffry Leech deals with the ques bon of homonymy and polysem..v, ;Thich he 
defines respectively as 
"two or more words having the sam" pronuncihtion a:D.d/ or spelling" and 
"one word having two or more senses. lI He continues 
H ;'18 recognize a case of polysemy if the senses concerned are related . 
But ~vhen we ask wha..t trela.ted t mea!lS, there arc two answers , one 
his~orical and one psychological, which do not necessa'ily coincide . 
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TI'iO meanings a re histcrically related if they oan be traced back to 
the same source , or if the one meaning c an be derived fro,o ~he othel'; 
t .... JO :neanj.ngs are psychological l y related i f prese~lt-day ilS(~:rS of t.:l.e 
] " lgll8€" fe .1 ;.ntui tiITely that they are r elated , and therefore t end to 
.3 
assume that ~heJ ""re ' different us es ' of the same Hord ." 
Leech shows that, with \oJords such as e ar ( , organ of hear:i ne.-') a.nd ~('of corn ' ) 
there is no historical related:n8s s _. thei r etymoiogi en , ~r'_~ e"ntirely different 
butllodern-day user s have seen a com1ect ion and ,nus the t HO are ini,',rpreted 
as a c~se of polysemy. 
He concludes , 
"two lexical meanings are 'psychol :)gically related ' if a U'1'9 l' of -c~1.e 
l"mguage is able to postulate a connection betHeen them by lexical rul <'8 
e& by the rule of metaphoric transfer . This d efini tior. gains substance 
from the :recogni tion that lexi.c~l rJ.l. es have psychological reality , to 
the extent tha'~ they are part of the t,< .:;ive-sl"""k.,, ,"s l Lrl,;.,istic 
~o'ap.,::ence j also , from the recognition th:J.t the i nterpret at ion of 
existi!1(f lex'i::al "ntries is as much a f untion cf lexical r u l e s as is the 
creatioYJ of new lex Lc:al entr-L8 .;:;·' . 140 
Tn the Genecal SBrvice List no distinctio!l is rnade bet'102n ::ases of hornynymy 
and polysemy . Rather, the prime defi!li t i on of a >lord is taken here to be 
its orthographic form ( i..e one headHoro. for all meanings) and t h e next major 
division is acoording -:;0 syntactic specification (i. e. ' parts of speech ' ) . 
Wi thin the latter divisions further divisions are madE a ccording to ' meani.ngs ' 
Hi th , aB noted, no account tci<:en of ho:nynymy and polysemy. 
5.3 . 2 Selection of Tes t Items 
Those us ing the Genera~ Servi Ge List ( teacher , tester etc) t hus have to deci.de 
on their o,m polici es >lith r egar d to sel ection. 
In selecting the items for Pre-Test 3 , the foll o>ling procedure was mied: 
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A li3t was rompilc,d of all nouns in the GeDeral Service Li st. Thi, separ ate 
list consists of all nOlms which feature against tho left-·hand margin , 
whether u.s headwords or as 3ub-entries . For example 'ACT,n ' is included, as we 
'o'iell as factor? nl , 'action, nl and tactivity, n t . The latter thr ee are 
sub- entries under - ' ACT'_ A total of 1720 nouns was &ttested thus. This 
list is induded. as Appendix 1. 
From these , a selection of about 190 (i.e . abcut 10% of the total) "as made , 
mainly on the ",rounds of their general usefulness , and especially because 
of the i r concrete referents (eg watch , \"h~p , clock , tap , towel , shelf, thorn). 
That is , SOfr,e 'lVords' had t',IO or more identifiably separate meanir:.gs which 
we r e considered useful in a test , eg play the p l ay of children 
El5r in the theatre 
The 204 'lexical items' chosen as ab oITe were then divided into three roughly 
eaual groups on the basis of f r equency of occurrence in the General Service 
~, as follo>1s 
Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
frequency above 400 
frequency 150- 400 
frequency 0- 150 
Ten items ",ere then selected from eO'.ch group to make up the 30 items for the 
test. For convenience of analysis, the items are arranged in the test form 
as above i . e . the first t en i tams are those with the highest frequcmcy in the 
G.S .L. and so all . 
The last 15 items in the test ( i.e . nunbers 16- 30) are all chosen "ecause of 
their specifi c , concrete referents and b ecause they seem to have general 
usefulnss8 , in spite of their low frequency of occurrence in the G.8.L. 
( eg f l ag , string , corner, blade (of a knife ), screw). 
The refrents for all of these 15 items were actuall;y demOl,s/;rated by the 
+,ester j for exampl e the tester .ould say: 
'IN-umber 17 ( Holding up a fbe , sj-,owing it to the testees , wav~ng it gently) 
This is a '? tI 
The testees would then consuH their written question form , «hi l e the tester 
would proceed: 
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"N11lllber 18 (Holding up a carefully stacked pile of coins , demonstrating 
them clearly , moving amongst the testees so that they could see the 
object clearly) . This is a . • . of money?" 
The same procedure was followed for all items 16-30 in t he test. 
5.3 . 3 . ~'he Items 
I-Ihereas Pre- Tests 1 and 2 >Jere spoken test s - that is, the testees did not 
see the written form - Pre- Test 3 is a conventional reading test , with the 
exception that the tester also speaks and demons trates items 16- 30 . 
The f ull test is printed below. 25 minutes were 
the test , and all testees completed in that time . 
allowed for completion of 
(The t~me allowed for each 
test was calculated by administering all tests to a simila,r but smaller group 
of students, and noting the time t aken to complete . ) For each item , four 
answer choices were presented i . e . three distractors. The latter were chosen 
from the complete list of nouns extracted from the General .Service List , and 
I often dre" on my experience with students in this course in :naking tl:e f.i.nal 
selection of distractors. 
Th e Pre- Test i.s set out in the table that follows in these columns. 
Item Number : as in the tes t form 
The Item 
Item Discrimi nation Index: Calculated by subtracting the correc:t scores for 
the '25% Low' group from those of the'25% High' group ; the result then 
divided by 23 , the llUl!lber of testees i l0 each of the 'High ' and 'Low' groups . 
An i.te!ll discrimination index of about .30 or above is considel'ed acceptable. 
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Frequenc.y: -; n the General Service Li 3t 
5.3.4 Pre-Test 3: NOUYJ !Simple Recognition! 
Item 
N-~ . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Item Item Discrim. Frequency 
Index 
direction .08 626 
native .08 356 
view .]1 1390 
val ue .16 noun 991 
nOlm + verb 1040 
change .16 nounl021 
nOUYl + verb 1811 
event 
.43 510 
favour 
.34 528 
coast . 30 446 
profit .08 noun 414 
I noun + verb 488 
advantage . 30 I 556 
----------.. ---- -------.-=---L----------------
confusion 
origin 
reward 
conscience 
delay 
whisper 
flag 
pile 
.26 
.08 
0 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
126 
300 
noun140 
noun + vel'b 186 
180 
noun 171 
noun + verb 260 
noun 64 
noun + verb 212 
327 
1l0Ull 71 
noun + verb 208 
string ~ 190 
_20 _________ '--_ _ ::~~~~_ ... ___ _________ ~_O.~ ----l--------~~~--.. -------
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21 blade .30 134 
22 co~.~h ·-0.13 Y!.Oll....l1 + verb 40 
23 flavour . 26 noun 58 
noun + verb 72 
24 lump . 13 33 
25 waist . 43 64 
26 shade . 21 noun 131 
noun + vert 154 
,~ 
""I stain 
.:J2 nOUl1 28 
noun -I- verb 88 
28 pat; 
.34 42 
29 sere,,] -0. 04 noun 12 
lJ.QUn + verb 28 
0 to'",el 0 22 
5 .5. 5 AnalysiR of the Pre-Test: 
Of the 30 items in this test , 15 produced an acceptable item discrimination 
index (. 30 or <cbove), As explained , tl:,e items were arrc.nged in thr"e group s, 
from those wi.th a compari tively high frequency of occur:cence in the 
General. Service List (items 1-10 in the test), to those lnth 10\': frequency 
(items 21-30 in the test), The exp'3ctation was that marlY more i temB in the 
latter group would. sho'" <CD accept"t::e item discrimination index than would 
those in the first groulJ , on the basis tbat the less co:mnon an item, the 
less likely it ,.,ould be that it \,as knc wn by the least profic.ien1;(25%10w) 
g,'oup of testees . 
In fact , this hypothesis ;;as not ' supported 'by the results. In the group of 
high- freq,,-ency items (1-10), 5 items produced an acceptable item discrimination 
index; but only 4 items did so iYl the low-·frequ8nc;y group ( 21-30) . 
Six items in the mid- frequency group (items ll- 20) produced an acceptable 
item discrimina.t iol1 analysi". However , it is note.-lorthy that 4 of the first 
5 items in the mid- fre::ruency group (items 11 1;0 15 ) produced except ionally 
low scores by the Lo'" 25% group . These items did not have concrete referents. 
It ,.as noted previously that items 1(, to 30 ,,11 have CO!1crete referents ; 
;!;hcy Here cieliberC1tely chosen for this reason , and because they seellled to 
have general usefulness . It should ,,-Iso be r~membered that, b r oadly , the 
aim of this series of Pre- Tests is three-fold, nl. 
n o 
1) Tv establish a s"ries of Final T5sts ,;hieh Hill provide valid statements 
of proficiency in vocabulary amongst the testees of 8i,nilar situation 
at thls level; 
2 ) To evaluate the usefulnees and validity .:)f the General Service List 
as a teaching too l in the educational pro ces s l eadi ng up to , and at, 
this level , and 
3) A cumulative account of vocabulary proficiency. 
In establishing the Final Tests , the item dil;criminat. ;' on indices a re thus 
crucial in assessing which items "'ill finally be included and in "hat form . 
However , aim (2) above (i.e. usefulness of t? e G.S.L.) is only partially 
reflectell in the findings leading towards the es tablishment of "the Final Tests 
( (1 ) above); it is also assessed 1::y a careful examination ,)f each it em in 
the test f aJ.'ld a separat e assessment of eaeh. 
produces the following results: 
For example, an i-:;em :hich 
Correct responses for 25% High grou!' ( 23 testees) : 3 
Correct responses for 25% Low g roup (2.3 l' estees ) : 1 
Result 2 
Item Discl'imination Index: c . 08 
cannot satisfactorily be included in the Fina l Test, but the analysis can 
nevertheless still be significant in for mulating a statement on the voca':lulary 
profioiency of this group of testees , and on the usefulness of the General 
Service List in vocabulary teaching . 
1) Such c. low numPer of Correct s cores as in the hypothetical case 8.bove 
would be significant ( a ) because the vocabCllary item being tested , even if it 
has a low frequency of occurrence in -the General Ser'l.rice List, and GVP-n if it 
was not itself a headword. in the G. S .L, is nevertheless by virtue of its 
inclusion :l relatively common item in the 70cabulary of English. Therefore 
it i s Horth;), of being contrclled by students in their eleventh year of c ormal 
instruction in English . (b) If 3. pattern emerges "hereby there is positive 
c orrelation between testees' performan ce and the frequency assigned to an item 
in the G. S.L., then it is legitimate to deduce that it is a useful tool for 
trie grading of v00abula.ry to loe tomeht at 'rarious level" of instruction ; that 
as students app'C'oach the level of instrucwn of these testees, a deliberate 
effort should 'oe made t o teach for control of lo;;er--frequency i telfls i:~ the 
General Servi ce Li st . 
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2) Con-versely , a hi6h number of correct scores in al'j, :hypothetical case , such 
a8 presented above, shows Gon-::'rol of the i te,TI by a nrunber of testeGl3. Thus 
the r8sul t can be significant in an assess"nent () f the General Service List 
as a tool for teaching, ana. an assessment of the relative proficiency of 
the testees, even if the item calL'lot be included in the Final Test~ because 
of its unaccp.ptable item discr imination index. 
5.3. 6 Analysis of test items 1 to 10 
These have a freq:uency of 6,bove .+00 in the General Sex'vice List , and five 
items are included in the Final Test because of an item discrimination index 
of .30 or above (see earlier tab] c) . Overall , 8 of the 10 items i11 this 
section show",<l evitlc11C>8 cf a high percentage of control by the '25% Hif;h' 
gr'oup i with correcl.; I'8sponses of above about 80% (t.~. 18/23 or higher) 
for these 8 items . In three caGe s , an acceptable item discrimination index 
was rJ01; PI'od.uced be"ause the '25% Low' group also sha,'red good cont r ol. These 
three items are shown below ~ ",Ii -th the correct res~:)Qnse3 respectively for the 
'25% High~ group , '25% Lo \\[' group and the total correct responses sholAm 
in bra.ckets . 
value (18,14 = 32 ex 46 CO('r(~(~t: 69%) 
chanb'e (=money) ( 21 J 1? .. 38 ~." 46 correct 83%) 
profit (22 , 20 .. 42 ex 46 correct: 91%) 
T"o i tems showed pcor GO'ltrol by both groups: 
~~ ( 5,3 8 ex 46 corree·, : ' 17%) 
vie;1 (9 , 1 10 ex: 46 correct: 22%) 
The latter produced an acceptable item discr imination index ( . 34). 
Native vias included 8X';>erimentally because (D.) in South Africa it ha.s for 
long had the meaning 'An Af'Y'i .!an , 3, Black pe!'son' (r:f 11 Di ctionary of South 
Afri cAn EngliS!l ) : 
" A membel' of any of the B;mtu (q.v) t:.' ibes of S,A. but never siG". a Coloure 
(q . v) Sout:~ African. Still jn~req . use esp. by elderly ,/bite sp eakers , 
thou,::':! supersed e d in Governmental use by 3antu .• " "nd .ill the PT'''"'' by 
African or Black (:~ro\V a pejorative ter:n to many s::,oak'3.cs bnt~1 'black 
15 
and white )." Thus, this group of testees {'!QuId be f:xpected. to have 
this m'3ani:1g in mind , largely to the exclusion c,.f the ioore general mef ... l1ing 
• ' ..L' 0. 1 S ' L' t "f +h 1 f t ' CO'<l~rl"~, rv.n' " glV~~:':i. IT. l,rH~ uenera erVlce 18' , 0 "e peop_e, 0 ne u 
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( b) This latter m!~aning SeeffiG to be dying ~Yllt Of' rarely u:~?:J., pel'hap3 
especially in South Africa..."1 Engl~sh, perhaps gener:1l :.~- i_n Standard English. 
Intui tion sUGgests t hi s , and also thA.:t i -:; he..s not been satisfactorily 
su'bs-~i t"Jted by a sing] e lexic'-ll ~ ::<3:1; .... .. -:. ther, ph.rases are used suer.. as 
fhe was borr, there' or ' h& h as livec. there a long tit,H,', Probabl.y the 
mefming ' no:t1- ,,'hi te · inha.bi tant ' has driven out the more· genera.l !!leaning. 
Of the distractors provided , ~~~ ,as chosen by 27 ex 46 testees: 59% 
('High' and ' Low ' groups together.) 
Vi~,::! prod""ed only 10 ex 46 = 22% correct responses. 
Of the dist r actors , the following correct responses were recorded (' High ' and 
'Low ' groups together): 
(a) .:;:,ight - 15 ex 46 33% 
(c) outlook - 21 ex 46 46% 
(d ) det a il 
---
- no response 
On reflection, outlook is acceptable in t.hi s context , although perhaps v i e>! 
i s m~re commonly used . Thus thi s item as it stands in the PO'e- Test is not 
suitable for inolusion in the Final Tests. It is worth speculation or why 
outlc'2.~ (66 frequency in the lli.) should :~ave attracted signifi cantly !!lore 
responses than ~~ (1390 frequency , or 570 if the meaning 'opinion' is not 
included). Probably outlcok ,ms recognized as a compound, the meaning of 
which is still transparent (look + ~). 
5 .3. 7 Analysi£ of te.st items 11 to 20 
These have a f r equency of 150 to 400 in the G. S:.h. Six items produced a 
favourable item discrimination irdex, four as a resul, of relatively high 
cor-rect 8<)or es (17 ex 23 or above: about 75% or above) by the ' 25% High ' group. 
These two i ~ems with acceptable item discY'imination indices did not show high 
correct responses for the 'High ' group (recorded as ' 25% High' group correct ; 
' 25% Low ' group correct ; t0tal ex 46): 
pile (14 , 5 = 19 ex 46 : 41%) 
s trin/( ( 12 , 4 = 16 ex 46 : 35%) 
Distractors to pile which attracted significant responses were (f) heap (14 
ex 46: 30%) and ( g) mound (10 ex 46: 22%). As this test item was accompani ed 
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by demonst r ation of a pi le of coins , and these ,,,e!'e showr. c learly a:'ltl 
deliberately stacked n eat ly in a pile , the responses to this i.te," can be 
analysed as showing definite confusion in this semantic area , 
The di stractors to string were ( a ) yarn (b) thr ead and (~)tw~ne, Th e forme!' 
t wo did not att r act significant r esponse , but tw.',ne sho",ed 29 ex 46: 63% . 
The object shown "as defi!li tel;)" a ball of string, not t\,~ne C£ Lon'-\'l1lan 
Dictionary of Contemporary Engli sh (1918) 
"str ong "ord or string made by twisting together t 'A'O or more t hreads 
or strings1!~ 
Of the items "'hich did not show acceptable item discrimination indices , the 
following is significant: in item ·12 , wh er e origin i s t he correct answer 
(24 ex 46: 52% correct) the distmc-i;ors (e) start (28% responRe) a.nd 
(f) invent ion ( 20% response) attracted significant response ; (h) outset 
proved a poor distractor (4% r esponse ). There is thus defi n i te confusion in 
this semantic a r ea . 
Item 16 whisper showed en equal namber of relatively high number of r esp onses 
in each group ( 16 , 16 = 32 ex 46 : 10%). While all di stractorR a t tracted 
responses , only (h) hoarse (17% re spons e) was SiVlificant . 
Item 17 f lag sho"led complete control by both groups , and item 20 corner 
nearly a s complete (9i'!fo correct r esponse ) 
5 . 3.8 ~nalysis of items 21 - 30. 
These items have a frequency in the G.S. L. of 0 - 150, and ,as with i.tems 16.-20 , 
all have concret e referents and ,/ere all demonstrated to the testees. Only 
f our items produced acceptable item discrimination i.ndi ces (bl ade , ~,.~ 
paw), all as a result of a high number of correct responl'es by the ' 25% High ' 
group. 
Of those items which did not produce acceptabl e i tom discrimination ind.ices , 
the following items sho.red. a relatively high nwnber of correct responses by 
testees i n both gr'oup s: ~. (85% ",it'l more correct responses in the ' Low' 
group); shade ( 89%); ~ (12% with more correct respons'lS 
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in the 'Low' group and responses to all distractors); towel (100%) 
Item 23 flavour (61% correct) showed responses to all distractors 'Nith a 
significant response to (A) content (24% response) . Some confusion in this 
semant i c area is indi r:a ted . 
Item 24 lump sho.led signifi cant responses to all distr2.ctors : ( f) pi~e (12%) 
(g) heap ( ll%) and (h) mOIl..l1.d (24%). There is definite c.onfusion here 
5.4. Notes on Pre-Test 4 
5.4.1 TIefining a Compound Verb 
The Compound Verb in English cannot readily be distinguished. by orthogr aphic 
form , al though there are certa in phonol ogi cal mar ker s (i. e . stress and junoture). 
Pre- Test <I is concerned only with sihlple compound verbs , tha t is , those 
consisting of verb plue one particle . F .R.Palmer uses the term ' particle' t'J 
includ.e "hat a re conventionally called ' ad.verbs ' and ' prepositions ', stating 
that 
" It might be plausi.ble to a rgue that English does not , in fact , have 
two ,<ord Glasses adverb and preposition , but a singl e cla ss ' particle', 
or pel'haps ' prepositional - e.dverb '. 
For there is cons'.derable similarity in their function . Often thp adverb can 
be replaced , Hi th little or nD change of meaning , by the preposition p lus a 
noun phr ase : 
He got acr oss 
17 
He c ot across tb.e riveI'.u 
Palmer proposes certain syntaci;:b tests to distinguish bet.Jeen verb + adverb 
and verb + preposi tion .1i The chief of these are 
1) Th e adverb, but not the preposition , may occur after the noun phrc.se : 
!ie r.an the flag up 
*He ran the hill up 
2) Where there is a pronOU::1 object , the anverb occurs only after the p r onoun 
( and the p reposition before) : 
He r an. it up (the flag) 
He ran up it (the hill) 
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Having distinguished between these two combinations he then propos es tosts to 
separat e verb + adverb into (a) verb -I- adverb and (b) phra"al verb. 
His proposal is that 
"The test to distinguish between pr.rasal ver1) and "lerb plus adverb 
is that the particles of the phrasal verb may pr€cede the object + noun 
phrase, "hen that phrase is a. simple definite noun phrase, as we have 
,q 
defined it:' (i.e. article plus noun , only) 
He proposes the following pair as ostensibly both verb plus adverb: 
(1.). He pulled t he rope up. 
( 2) He pulled tha rop e upwards . 
but in positioning the particles before the simple de:ini ~ ; e noll..Yl phriCse, he 
shows: 
(1)~(3) He pulled up the rope. 
(2)~(4)* He pulled upwards the rope. 
thus establishing only (3) as a phrasal verb: a further modification of the 
previously established distinc:tion of verb plus p rep osition/verb plus adverb. 
Palmer la-0 8r proceeds to a fourth distinction: that betweon verb plus 
preposition and prepnsi t ional ,,--arb , \'lher8 r ... e sees the particle b.S 
"closely associated with 'the verb as well a s the noun phrase , indicating 
motion and the same kind of locational characteristics as the adverb 
of the phrasal ver·b". .1.. 
These syntactic specifications are important both for the arivance of 
theoretical knowledge and for ESFL teaching methcdology. But they do not 
seem to account fully for whatever psychological reality the compound. verbs 
ht ve for users s.nd learners of English . Syntactic dis tinctions are, after all , 
presurnably the outcome of this reali ~y, not the cause of it . 
If the notion of ' C'ompound verbE '. has reality for users of the language 
it is not because -of sytac:tic specifications , but because of idioma'''ici t j· . 
In their introduction to the Oxford Dictionary of Current Idiomatj c· English , 
Vol.l, the editors eay 
"We can begin the discussion of idiomatici ty l<i th a simple and 
familiar ass'~mption : an idiom is a combinE~tion of two or more 
vlords 
~I 
I;hi c.h flwct i on as a uni t of meaning". 
n6 
They use step up , as in the f ollowing eXaJl1ple, to demcnstrate the validity of 
the above statemen~ : 
1) 
2) 
His pccomotion has stepped up their social status . 
I~ "is "" clearly idiomatic sirlee it is synonymous with 'improve ' , 'enchan:)e '." 
It has unity as an expression : " it should not be possible to br'eak that 
1mi ty e i "her by remo\'ing the particle component or by replaeing the verb 
component with other verbs of like mear.ing ." :» 
*His prom,}tion has stepped their social status. 
His pronotion ha.s stepped up their sccial status 
?pushed 
?bumped 
3) " The se:nantic uni ty l-Jhich is characteristic of id.ioms tend.s to make them 
:l.'< 
behave as sineile grar·1Jlla.tical words also". One evidence of this is that many 
can be converted.. in.to nO)luls ; eg_ 
She makes ~ her face 
- She uses the make-up 
It is sho·..m '"hat for draw out there is ClO corresponding nominf.lizatior.: 
He dra~s out the money 
*He cOIlY,lletes the .<k~,,;~ 
The writers add the wa.rning that idiomc.ticity is not a clear-cut case: 
uIn fact t the ,TIore incl.i vidua.l caSes ths.t v·.-e examine; the more doe~l it 
appears that the boundary betl{een highly idioJU!?tic i te!lls and the 
rest i s no-~ shar'ply drawn but ha:~y and imp~'eci R(~ . ~Ie shall do 
better to think in terms of a scale of idiomaticit.)', mth the 'truer 
idioITl2. ( stej) u'; I tak·a :)ff ( :.=mimic ) ) clearly established at the uPP9rend 
a:n:i ma:ny :.. temr.: .~' !~pres~nting varyL'lg d eg-.f'ees of semantic and grammatical 
uni ty spaced out in bet"een" ,1'5 
1.11G lrr.ri"ter' ;3 cbserve that 
"Discussions of idiomaticity arp. sometimes con.fused. l)y introd.l1oing 
inappropri ,g,tB gral'1.'1latica-l oi~i teria into an area tvhere cO!lEiderations of 
;to 
meanine carry p a rticular \1eight ll ~ 
They present turn on as in the fo!lo\,/iYi.g exam!)les: 
The ma chine turns (=rJtat.es) .£::. a central pi'Jot . 
The music turns on ( =excites) many young people. 
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and after examining v arious synt.actic functions t~hich are possi ole , they 
c:mclude ; 
" The evidence of S1;~h exam;lles poi.nts to the con~I1J~ion that "hereas 
the pnrticle/preposition contrast is a .,.~raJ.2.d and impcrtant one , it 
h~s .no bearing on 'flhether expressi r.ns ar e idiomatic or not. fI 
Using 1~2.l'];.: I have expanded on their proce8s and applied Pal'Tlerls tests 
(see ea,rl ier in this Rect ion) to demonstrate the vr'lidi ty of the conclusion 
above. 
(A) 
(B) 
( C) 
(D; 
Test 1: 
(A.l ) 
(B2 ) 
( C2 ) 
(D2) 
The machine t urnr; on a piv ot. (rot£.te f') 
T:o.e dog t"'~~?!2 the vi, s i tors . ( atte.cks) 
The musi.c t~_~ mary young p eople, (exci t es) 
He t~~ the light. (sh~tches on ) 
The advert , but n ,)t thn prc:~os'" tion, m-.y occur after the noun phrase. 
*The machine -turns a pivot .2£ .(Ereposition) 
*The dog t~~ the visitors .'2.'2 .(Prepos i ti,on) 
The 1!usic ~~ t"e people 2>2. ( Adverb) 
He tE.:~. the l iGhts on . (Adverb) 
Test 2: Where there i3 a pronoun object, the adverb occurs on Jy aft0r th8 
pronoun ( ~'1d the preposition ~efore ) : 
fA" \ J, 
(B3) 
( C3) 
(03) 
'1'hp- machi ne turnc,,!! it . ( " pivot) (Prepositi.on) 
Tile dog turTl;;~~ them . (the 'Ii sit 'lrs ) (Prep osi.tion) 
*The music turn~'?.~ them. ( the people) (Adverb) 
~'He '~.£n thp.m. (the lights) (Adverb) 
So by -these test 'l , (A) and (B) are establi.shed as v8rb + preposition, and 
(C) an!I (D) as verb + ad'.rer b. 
To didi ngllish bett<e(m phra~,al verb and, 'Terb plus "dv8'cb : t.he 
partir:le of the phrasal verb Il13.Y p!'tcecle th.e object r.cnm ph:r-.q,se , \.men t:!l':?t 
~)hra.se ls a :: i.mple -le:fini r.e n OlL1'l ~~)nI'as9 : 
(C4 ) ? The music ~!.:~212 the y()U~ .. :;sters . 
(r Gon(lUlted t.ll" t nt ' l .it ions of t1<O nfltive Gp9a'<:ers : bot;' found 
( CA.) rath8r odd.) 
(D4) He tU.rn8 on 101.8 lights . 
So (S) is p os si'~ly a phr3.sfll verb ( po'lsihly s imply vero + adverb) a nd (D) ~ 8 
" phrasal verb. 
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Yet (B) ~:.:r:! <o2!'=---:~ .... ~.tt.?:~}S: l..,rhi ah i 8 irlentified as ¥verb + preposition by these. 
tet~ts, is aurely more idiomatic than (D) !.:2:.~l2.Cill~~).ights.L 'tJhich i.s +'he 
only ~):2T'a.se defj.ni tely placed a8 a :yhT·,q~al ver"'.) b,Y ' .. heBs tests. 
The conclusi.ons of the ",ii r.o:c's)f the Oxfor(L~Ls1i~'l~.r.:y..of .. Q.'lY'.:C".'l:L ... ~.1~.o.'£'!t=h.s 
En~~lif;';:1' TtJhich N8r 8 q"J.ote(l abo'.J8; are thus Sl].pported. 
A compoll~d. verb is identifif':ll. :.?ri.rna-rily beCBU:.l8 of idj oi.,n,tici ty, and 
idinmati0i ty is not '1.1way::;: Gle~lr-cut) but rather funGt.Lont~ 'In a scale 
on e.ny b:;,si s. 
In r'\:re Ca'18S, a COill\;ow'1cl verb .qppears c! 8 a l':~epaT'at:e sub-entry unrle:r th0. 
"h.e9.d1:.;crrd8, as in trre case cf BW\,l, -.itp.r(~ the fol1nltnnt; :)ntrYJCCilrs. 
BLD':/ 353e 
A.blow, v 
(1) (of"in:'!.) 
TllB vlind j.s hl:Jwir.!.f~ from the n01"th 
The storm '/Jill 800n blo't\T ove.Y.' 
The ,·line. '01",·, t"-e tent over, t}1e roof off ,6% 
B.Blow '.1p, v (of expl.osi.ves) 
Blo:..r up -2. h-ridg8 
The gun ole',,] "11) 
C,blow, n (a stroke) 
(E'rC) 
(ETC) 
In the above, blow up is 'specifically singled out as a lexical item. 
However, the most common practice is to show compound verbs (along with cases 
of collocation of the headword verb "i th preposit ions and adverbs) under the 
heading of II Special Uses If. 
appear under Special Uses: 
An example is BRI~G, where the following entries 
Bring back (3.5%) Bring on ( the plates) (0.7%) 
Bring out (the detail s more clearly) (1.1%), Bring out (a ne w book) (1.1%) 
Bring up (a question) (0.5%) Bring up (a child) (2.2%) 
Bring about (=cause) (8.3%) Bring forth(young) (1.4%) 
Off all the entries shown above, only bring back does not have a degree of 
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idiomaticity; consequently all except that one , could be included in a list 
of compound verbs extracted f r om the General Service List ( excepting that 
the last two are suggested as not suitable for teaching purposes ). 
A list of compound verbs was thus extracted from the G.~.L . , using intuition as 
to idiomaticity as a guide i n each case . 330 items -were so extracted . 
A further selection was made of items which were considered suitable for 
testing purposes . Final l y 20 items were selected for inclusion in Pre-Tes t 4, 
arranged as follows : 
( a ) Test items 1 to 7: frequency of occurrence 120·-900 in the G. S. L. 
(b ) Test items 8 to 13: frequency 50- 75 in the G. S.L. 
(c) Test items 14 to 20 : f r equency 0- 20 in the G. S. L. 
5. 4.3 Resul ts of Pre- Test 4 
Fr equ . 
in the 
G. S. L 
911? 
76? 
211 
191 
174 
51 
121 
51 
72 
70 
70 
61 
54 
2 
1 
¢ 
not stated 
6 
6 
13 
Item 
No . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
The Item 
speak up 
stick to 
bring about 
settle in 
set up 
turn on 
keep up 
bri ng up 
draw up 
take for 
ta.ze up 
send for 
stand out 
let down 
rub in 
do up 
blow up 
clear up 
let off 
bring up 
Item Di scr im. 
Index 
.23 
. 38 
.43 
. 50 
.:.2l 
.62 
.09 
. 66 
.23 
. 71 
.19 
. 3tl 
. 3tl 
.43 
.09 
. 01 
. 33 
. 19 
.50 
. 33 
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5 . 4.4 . Analysis of the Results 
It was hypothesised that the group of items 14 to 20 ,/QuId yield the highest 
number of acceptable items discrimination analyses, because this group contains 
the items with the lowest frequency of occurence in the General Service List . 
However , in this respect there was no significant difference between the 
results for this group and the other two groups , which contain items with 
higher frequencies of occurrence . 
Nevertheless , as will be seen, significant conclusions can be dra', n from an 
examination of ,the. t ,otal number of correct scores for the items in each group , 
and from the spread of responses to the distractors. 
General Analysis: Item number 6 (turn on, frequ. 51) as incorrectly included 
here , and will be discussed ,:ith the items numbered 8 - 13. 
Items number 1 and 2 (speak up , stick up) are shown with question marks next 
to their frequencies . This is because speak up is included in a group 'Speak 
:",out , for, of , with , up, out' as 49% of 1860 frequency, and stick to 
amongst a number of examples of the meaning 'Remain as if fixed' (20% of 380) . 
The specific example given is ' stick to one ' s work ' . This item should 
probably be included i n one of the other groups, with regari to frequency of 
occurrence in the G. S. L. 
Thus items number 2 and 6 , for purposes of group analysis, will be included 
with items number 8- 13 (middle group reo frequency of occurrence ). 
A coarse measure of the testees' response to the items can be made by 
totalling the correct responses -to each item by the whol e group of testees 
here being discussed i.e. Low 25% + High 25% group = 42 testees . An average 
correct response for each of the two groups can then be calculated by 
dividing by the number of items in each group . 
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The results of this analysis are : 
GrouE 1 : (items 1 , 3 - 5 and 7) average 24 , 8 ex 42 correct : 59% 
GrouE 2: (items 2 , 6, 8 - 13) average 22 , 6 ex 42 correct: 53,Cl% 
GrouE 3: (items 14 - 20 ) average 13,3 ex 42 correct : 31 , 6% 
If mastery of the 2000 lexical items in the General Service List is postulated 
as one desirable outcome of ten years of formal instruction in English (the 
level of these testees), then acceptance of that proposal must be conditional 
upon proof that the G.S.L. has validity as a teaching tool . The results 
above point to this validi ty , suggesting that the lower the recorded frequency , 
the less widely mastered wi l l that item be : consequently, the more ' teach-
worthy ' it i s at t his level . 
Based on the same method of analysis as that above , a narrower selecti on of 
i terns produces a similar r an'<:ing of ' teach- worthiness .' 
items a r e selected: 
Here t hree groups of 
The 
GrouE 1 : The two it ems with the highest frequency: (1 ) sEeak up (911 freq.) 
and (3) bring about , (211 frequ.). 
GrouE 2 : The two items in the median position with regards to frequency 
(over 18 items, not 20 as the items (17) blow over (frequ. not 
stated) and (16) do uE (¢ frequency ) are not included in the 
ranking.) 
The two it ems in median position ar e (11) take uE ( 70 frequ) 
and (12) send for (61 frequ . ) 
Group 3: The two items with lowest recorded frequency (14) let down 
( 2 frequ.) and (15) rub in (1 frequ .) 
results for the three groups respectively are : 
(1) Average correct 27 , 5 ex 42 : 65% 
(2) Average correct 23 ex 42 : 54 , Cl% 
(3) Average c orrect 17 , 5 ex 42 : 41 , 6% 
These results are in accord with those recorded earlier, and support t he 
suggestion that the lower the frequency of an item in the General Service List , 
the mor e ' teach-worthy' i t would appear to be. 
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That the area of compound verbs (verb + particle) presents problems to 
learners at the level of these being tested is shown by the fact in the ' High 
25% 'group , only 7 ex 20 items showed a correct score of over 80% (17 ex 21). 
In fact , the average correct score for the ' 25% High' group (21 testees) was 
13 ,7 ex 21 : 65,2% (these results for the wheE test) ; 
This being so , given the comparitively high number of items which produced 
acceptable discrimination indices (13 ex 20) it can be inferred that a number 
of very low correct scores where returned by the '25% Low' group. In fact, 
over 20 items the average corre·,t score for the ' 25% Low' group (21 testees) 
was 6,1 ex 21 : 28 .8%. 
Further evidence of the lack of proficiencym the ar ea of compound verbs 
(verb + particl e) is provided by an examination of responses to di stractor 
items (There were four choices of answer for each item: one correct , thr ee 
di stractors~ Very few di stractors (only 3) attracted zero response , and 
generally there was quite s i gnificant spread of responses to these answer 
choices. This was particularly true of the last group of items (14-20) , 
those lowest in frequency i n the G. S. L. 
It has been noted that there is a significant difference bet .Jeen the correct 
responses of the ' High 25%' group compared with the ' Low 25%' group . Items 
where both groups fared particularly poorly were as follows (recorded as 
correct response ' High 25% group , correct response Low 25% groU~ j total ex 
42 possible correct responses j percentage): 
11) take up (9/5 ~ 14 ex 42: 33 , 3%) 
15) rub i n (4/2 ~ 6 ex 42: 14 , 3%) 
16) do up (5/ 6 ~ 11 ex 42 : 26 , 1%) 
17) blow over (10/3 ~ 13 ex 42 : 31%) 
18 ) clear up (7/3 ~ 
19) bring up (8/1 
5.4.5 I n Summary 
10 ex 42 : 23 ,8%) 
9 ex 42 : 21 ,4%) 
1) The results of an analysis of groups arranged according to frequencies , 
seems to support t h e use of West's Gener~l Service List as a teaching 
tool , in that the less frequent an item is in that list , the more 
' teach-worthy ' it seems to be . 
2 ) Generally , there i s low proficiency in the ar ea of compound verbs 
(verb + particle) . 
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5 . 5 . Notes on Pre-Test 5 
5.5.1 Preamble 
30 Verbs formed by process of affixation were presented to the testees, in 
spoken form only (the testees did not see a written question form). As i n 
other tests of this kind , the number of the item was given, then the item 
itself called out twice , followed by a ten second pause for the testee to 
select an answer . There were four choices of answer: 
(A) Yes - a proper English word 
(B) No - not a proper English word 
(e) Maybe (a proper English word) 
(D) Don ' t know. 
Of the 30 items presented in this test, 15 .:ere acceptable English words , and 
15 unacceptable (attested by consulting the intuitions of competent native 
speakers of English) . 
5 . 5.2 Basis of the Test 
The basis for this test is as explained in the notes on Pre- Tests 1 and 2 , 
where reference is made to 
" the power of lexical rules to produce new entries .•• the gap of 
unused 'capacity' between the theoret ically enormous generative 
power of lexical rules and the coml'aritively limited use that is 
made of them in practice. ,,~"1 
The hypothesi s underlying this test is thus the same as for Pre-Tests I and 2 , 
namely that the more proficient a testee , the more he will be able to 
distinguish between ' actual' and 'potential' items in the lexicon; and vice 
versa . 
In the notes to Pre- Test 2 , a summary is given of factors which influence the 
recognition of a lexical item as being ' acceptable' or not, and a statement 
is made of ho;, knowledge of acceptabil.i ty junacceptabili ty should reflect an 
ESFL learner's general proficiency . This background is fully applicable to 
Pre-Test 5, and will not be repeated here. 
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5.5.3 Selection of Test Items 
An analysis of West's General Service List shows that thee main processes 
operate in the formation of verbs: conversion , compounding an~ affixat i on. 
In the notes on Pre- Test 2 ('Background to the test items') it was explained 
why conversion , although a prolific process , is not much suited to being 
tested . (An analysis of the General Service List shows about 430 cases of 
Verb/Noun conversion, and about 50 cases of Verb/Adjective) 
Compound verbs are t ested in Pre-Test 3, and the notes contain a discussion 
of their nature . Of the compound pattern Particle + Verb ( eg outline) 
only 5 examples were attested in the G.S.L. 
Affixation as a process in the formation of verbs is much less prolific than 
in the case of nouns , and only 7 affixes were attested in the G.S.L. 
(5 prefixes, 2 suffixes) compared with 28 affixes involved in the formation 
of nouns . 
5.5.4 The Test and Results 
As explained, the basic plan in this test is as for Pre-Tests 1 and 2, nl. 
to present 'Acceptable' and ' Unacceptable ' items in arbitrary order (the 
'Unacceptable' items being potential but not actual words) and to enquire into 
the testee's intuitions concerning these items. 
~e 30 items in the test are arranged as follows: 
Items 1 -12: with UW~, MIS-, DIS-
Items 13 21: with RE- , rn - (IM-) 
Items 22 30: with -IZE, -~ 
The full test , frequencies of Acceptable items and item discrimination indices 
are set out in t he following table. 
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I tern Frequ. in Acceptable Item Discr . Unacceptable Item 
No. G.S.L Items Index Items Discr. 
---
Index. 
1 not stated i unbutton .20 
2 4 misdirect .08 
3 misapprove 
.48 
4 disgovern .48 
-5 146 disregard .20 
6 uncare 
.40 
7 misfinish .60 
8 36 mislead .20 
9 706 discover . 12 
10 disreport .48 
11 not stated unlock .08 
12 unappear 
..:...LS.. 
13 148 replace 
.04 
14 43 imprision .08 
15 enview .68 
16 recamp .36 
17 104 enclose .12 
18 enarm . 68 
19 750 represent .08 
20 enhouse .40 
21 56 entrust 
.36 - -
22 8 memorize .36 
23 scarcize .60 
24 freshize ~ 
25 v-Tai terize 
.:..22 
26 15 quieten .20 
27 294 threaten 
. 24 
28 12 modernize 
.36 
29 tasten .36 
30 poisonize .40 
-
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5 . 5 . 5 . Analysis of Results 
Of the 15 ' Unacceptable ' items , all pr oduced an acceptable item discrimination 
index (above .30) . Thus , as in the cases of Pre- Test 1 and 2 , the 
underlying hypothesis is supported here , nl . that the less proficient a 
testee , the less he will be able to discriminate between ' actual ' and 
'potential ' items in the lexicon. 
It is also noteworthy that the ' Unacceptable ' items have prod~ced r elatively 
high item discrimination indices , testifying -further to the great difference in 
intuitions between the ' High 25%' and ' Low 25%' group . A rough spr ead of 
indices for this group of items is as follows : 
above . ~ : 2 items 
above .40 : 7 items 
above . 50: 2 items 
above . 60 : 4 items 
wher eas the three ' Acceptable' items which produced acceptable discrimination 
indices are all at . 36. 
Further indication of the confusion existing in the intuitions of the ' Low 
25%' group i s provided by the figures for responses to the distractor 
answers (C) Maybe and (D) Don't Know. For the whole test , there were 182 
ex 750 responses to these t\,O distractor items ( 24% response) . However , 
for the ' Unacceptable ' items , the proportion of testees in the ' Low 25% ' 
group responding to these two distractor items rises markedly , showing 135 
ex 375 possible r esponses (36%) . Conversely , the proportion of testees in 
this group r esponding to (C) and (D) for 'Acceptable' i tems drops to 12% 
further testifying to the gr eater readiness to identify an ' Acceptabl e ' item 
as either (A ) Yes or (B) No. 
For the ' Unacceptable' items , 12 out of 15 items produc ed correct ( item (B)No ) 
responses above 75% in the 'Hi gh 25%' group , and there were very few responses 
in the test as a whole to distractor -items (C) and (D) (14 ex 750) . 
Similarly , for the ' Acceptable ' items , 12 out of 15 items showed correct 
( item (A) Yes) responses above -75% in the ' High 25%' group . 
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Of the 15 ' Acceptable' items , 2 have no stated frequency in the G. S.L 
(numbers 1;11). For -6 items , the frequency of occurrence is above 100 
(items numbered 5 , 9 , 13, 17 ,19 , 27). The remaining 7 have frequencies ranging 
from 56 dowrn;ards. It has been noted that 3 of these p roduced acceptable 
di scrimination indices (all at .36) : all as a result of a high number of 
correct responses by the ' High 25%' group , and , correspondingly, a relatively 
low number of correct responses by -the ' Low 25%' group . Of the remaining 
four items in this group, 2 produced a high number of correct r esponses for 
both High and Low groups t ogether . 
Item number 8 , mislead: 45 ex 50 correct : 90% 
Item number 14 , imprison: 42 ex 50 correct : 84% 
The remai ning 2 items in this lo\-J-frequency group produced a low aggregate of 
correct responses for both groups together: 
Item number 2 , misdirect : 26 ex 50 correct : 52% 
Item number ~ 6 , qui~en: 11 ex 50 correct: 22% 
Thus , in the cases of 5 out of 7 items in the low- frequency ' Acceptable' group, 
there was either a low correct r esponse by the 'Lo . 25%' group, or a low 
correct response for both groups of testees taken together . Whereas , in the 
case of the 6 'Acceptable ' items in the higher- frequency group , there was 
generally a high corr ect response by both groups of testees . 
Conclusions 
1) The hypothesis is supported by the results of Pre- Test 5 , namely , the lower 
the proficiency in E:<lglish of a testee , the less able he will be to distinguish 
between 'actual ' and ' potential' items in the lexion . (This hypothesis is a l so 
supported in Pre- Tests 1 and 2) · 
2) As in Pre- Tests 1 and ? , the results here support the use of tests based 
on this hypothesis in general proficiency testing . 
3) If mastery of the General Service List is considered desirable for learners 
at the level of these testees , then support is supplied by an analysis of the 
results of the ' Acceptable ' items , where both groups of testees showed receptive 
mastery (re. intuitions as -to acceptability) of all six items in the higher-
frequency range: however , one or both of the groups showed less master y of five 
of the seven 'Acceptable' items in the low- frequency range . 
5.6 Notes on Pre-Test 6 
5. 6.1 Preamble 
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This is a test of Simple Recognition of Verbs. The reader is referred to the 
Notes on Pre-Test 3 (Simple Recognition of Nouns), which initially deal with 
the ways in which nouns are presented in the General Service List, with 
questions of homynymy , polysmy and ' psychological relatedness ' of meanings , and 
with the extraction of a list of nouns , including those formed by affixes , from 
the G.S.L. All this is relevant to these notes on Verbs and the list of Verbs 
extr acted from the G. S. L. (see Appendix) . Compound verbs are not included in 
the extracted list, and cases of ' conversion ' are entered without comment . 
5 6. 2 Selection of Test Items 
A list of about 840 verbs was extracted from the G.S . L. Of these , about 10% 
were selected for final consideration and finally 30 were selected for the 
final test on the grounds of general usefulness. These are presented in the 
final pr e- test fo r m as follows: 
Items 1 10: above 600 frequency of occurr ence in the G.S. L. 
Item 11 20: 100 to 450 frequency 
Item 21 30: 0 to 100 frequency 
As in all tests of this sort all the distract or answers were taken from the 
extr acted list . 
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5.6.3 Results of Pr e- Test 6 
Item Item discrim. 
No . Frequency Item Index 
1 1272 according . 2i:l 
2 145 accounts 
. 48 
3 1030 contains . 20 
4 v and n 800 favour 
. 36 
5 924 incl ude ~ 
6 112 object . 2i:l 
7 v plus n 1404 reason 
. 4i:l 
8 245 represent 
. 21) 
9 620 suggest 
. 40 
10 690 provide 
.60 
11 316 avoid 
.1 2 
12 290 collect 
. 24 
13 25 depend 
.60 
14 260 prefer 
. 12 
15 342 stretch 
.16 
16 417 support 
. 20 
17 v p lus adj 416 yield 
.36 
18 1/)6 manage 
. 44 
19 190 melt 
.1 2 
20 287 wonder 
.12 
21 1)4 boast 
.28 
22 v plus n 61) caution 
. 24 
23 64 postpone 
.1 2 
24 54 qualify 
. 41) 
25 26 review 
. 32 
-26 20 scold 
.:.2S 
27 v plus n 1)8 stain 
.16 
2tl 58 upset 
.:.2S 
29 v plus adj 210 deserve 
. 24 
30 55 annoy . 20 
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5.6 . 4 Analysis of Results 
It will be noticed that the following items were, according to frequency , 
incorrectly included in certain groups, and should be considered along with 
other groups , as follows: 
Items 2 (accounts) , 6 (object), 8 (represent) , 29 (deserve) 
should all be included in Group B (items 11 - 20). 
Item 13 (depend) should be include~ in Group C (items 21 - 30 ) 
These discrepancies were discovered when Pre-Test 6 was checked after it had 
been written. The cause is that the more ' common ' an ' item ', the greater 
its probable number of ' meani ngs '; and so a nQ~ber of ' meanings ' were 
originally considered together in arriving at the frequencies, whereas a more 
careful separ ation of ' meanings ' was decided on with later reflection. 
Given the large differences in frequencies as represented in the t hree groups 
of i tems in the test , it was expected that Group 3 (items 21 - 30 excluding 
29 , frequencies 0 to 100) woul d yield t he highest number of items with an 
acceptable item discrimination index ( . 30 or above) , and Group 1 ( items 1 10, 
excluding 2 , 6 , e , frequencies 100 - 450) the lowest number , on the basis that 
the more cornmon/ frequent an item , the more it would be known . 
In fact , Group 1 showed the highest number of items with acceptable item 
discrimination indices (5 ex 7 = 72%) , and Gr oup 2 the least (3 ex 13 = 23%) . 
Group 3, expected to yield the highest number of indices above .30 produced 
5 ex 10 ,~ 50%. 
A feature of this test is the large proportion of correct answers by the 
' High 25%' group , with 25 ex 30 test i tems (8)%) showing above eO% correct 
responses. The only items '''hich showed significantly poor responses by the 
'High 25%' group were : 
Item 6 ( object) (9 ex 25) (112 frequency) 
Item 7 (reason) (13 ex 25) (1404 frequency) 
Item 22 (caution) (11 ex 25) (68 frequency) 
The conclusion is thus that at least 25% of the testees (the ' High 25%' group ) 
did well on this test ; that where there were poor performances , these seemed 
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to have no corr el ation with the frequencies given in the G. S. L. (Witness the 
frequencies quoted for the above 3 items). This runs counter to the tendency 
in previous tests . 
I t was the t hree items singled out above which produced by far the lowest 
correct scores for the 'Low 25% ' group . 
An additional problem in setting tests of verbs, and in assessing the results, 
is that often there is close collocation of verb and preposition , as in 
Item 1 in this test where according always collocates with 1£; or Item 2 , 
where accounts for is another such case . 
Collocation is a prominent feature of two of the three items given above 
as having produced low correct responses : these are object to and reason with. 
It is known that English prepositions are a notorioasly difficult area f or 
ESFL learners to master , and prepositions which collocate with ver bs are often 
additionally difficult because they seem to operate as mere appendages or 
conventional i ties , without a presence of thei r own. A learner who has 
difficulty in masteri ng English prepositions might thus easily inser t compl ain 
in Item 6 ('We must stop the party; because the people next door . •. to the noise . 
which is in fact what happened , with the di stractor item complain showing 
35 ex 50 responses (70%) for both High and Low groups combined . (15 ex 25 
60% for the 'High 25%' group) 
Possible reasons are : (1) the particles in object to and complain about 
both seem to an extent semantically redundant ; they are used/l earned in 
formulaic fashion; (2) COmplain followed by to is in any case quite a common 
construction i n English , as for example 'The customer comp l a i ns to the manager '. 
The tester thu s has reservations about such cases , as to whether the particle 
is a ' give- away ' or a hindrance to the testee . 
In Pre- Test 6 , six of the verbs to be chosen by the testers are followed 
by particles. 
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For the rest , i n light of the fact that there are 13 ex 30 items with 
acceptable discrimination indices, and that , as previously stated, the ' High 
25%' group produced a remarkably high number of correct responses for most 
items , it can be inferred by examining the discrimination indices to what 
extent the 'Low 25% ' group were successful in their answers. 
Items where the 'Low 25%' group produced a particularly poor number of correct 
r e:",ponses (below -40%) were : 
(2) accounts (for), (6) object (to), 
(13) depend (on), (22) caution, 
In Co,"clusion 
(7) reason ( with ), 
(28) upset . 
(10) provide, 
The performance of the te~tee5 orr Pre- Test 6 (Simple Recognition of Verbs) 
is better than on other tests, but the number of items producing acceptable 
i tern discrimination indices (13 ex 30) is testament that , given -the high 
correct scores by the ' High 25%' group , there is still considerable diversity 
of ability in this area . 
5.7. Notes on Pre-Test 7: Verb plus Preposition (Collocation) 
5.7 .1 Difficulties in testing prepositions 
It was mentioned in the notes on Pre-Test 6 that mastery of English prepositions 
is known to be notoriously difficult for ESFL learners : prepositions are 
also difficult to test. A'seanch thr ough the G. S.L. shows that by far the 
most common ' preposition' in English is £!with a frequency of occurrence of 
100551, but to make use of this knowledge in testing would require a very 
sophisticated semantic analysis of the 'word' of, as also a sophisticated 
analysis of the patterns and combinations in which of occurs. 
Unlike the compound verb, where verb and particle funtion as one unit (see: notes 
on Pre-Test 4) , or the verb + adverb where each unit seems to have independent 
existence, the preposition serves as a link between (generally) verb and 
nominal, but brings its own meaning to the construction. 
often elusive, eg o 
Yet that meaning is 
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(1) He died in pain/agony. 
(2) He died ~ dignity/honour/self-respect. 
(3) He died of blood- poisoning/pneumonia. 
The ESFL teacher , for instance , could deduce from above the lesson that 
die is follo~ed by ~ when we are talking about feelings ; but with when 
talking about a state (how to define this?) and by of when we talk of disease . 
Yet, this said , there seems no semantic preciseness that dictates that in 
should be used i n sentence (1) and with in sentence (2) and not , for example , 
vice versa. 
(3) 
(4) 
AnAhow to explain the difference between 
He died of pneumonia. 
He cOllapSed[ With lpneumonia . 
from) 
Is ther e a perceptible difference between the meaning which (apparently) 
attaches to in (sentence 1) and the meaning attaching to of (sentence 3)? 
Or are any 'differences' actually the condition ed reaction of the native 
speaker ; instinctivelyurnng ~ f or cases of die + physical/emotional feeling , 
and £ffor die + disease , conditioned by internalization of a set of rules 
which are as yet beyond the capacity of the linguist/grammarian to analyse in 
full? Are in and of in the above cases simply meaningless structural units , 
simply additional markers or signals to the difference between die + feeling 
and die + disease? 
Yet a r e prepositions entirely without meaning? Consider the fo llowing: 
(5) *He di ed through disease 
( 6) * He died about disease 
(7) * He died into di sease 
where the meaning of (5) can be deduced , even though unacceptable , while ( 6 ) 
and (7) are both unacceptable and without discernible meaning 
5 . 7 . 2 Prepositions and the General Service List 
The G. S.L. does not distinguish clearly between compound verbs, verb plus 
preposition and ver b plus adver b , although compound verbs are often found 
under the headings 'Figurative ' or 'Phrases '. Generally, what is important is 
that a wo r d count does see fit -to distinguish certain combi nations of verb + 
particle. Whatever the grammatical designations of such combinations 
included in the G.S.L., they obviously recur frequently enough to be worth notli19 ' 
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Ideally, in testing prepositions , the follo.~ng details would be available : 
(1) Results of a ' word- pattern' count in which the frequency of 
occurrence of particular verbs · ,;i th particular prepositions was 
noted ; 
( 2) An extension of this , whereby collocation of the above patterns 
with particular nouns was also noted. 
Such results are not available to the researcher or tester . 
Because it is obviously undesirable to test knowledge of prepositions by 
using combinations of verb + preposition + noun which are decided on 
arbitrarily , the mos t effective compromise seems to be to use the a .S.L. 
where it sees fit to show particular collocations of verbs and prepositions 
as being relatively frequent . 
5.7.3 Making the Test 
First, a list of verb plus preposition collocations was extracted from the 
a.S.L. , care being taken to ensure that compound verbs and verbs plus adverbs 
were not included . A further extraction was then made , of those collocations 
which seemed particularly important for the target group of testees. For 
testing purposes , the common pattern of verb + preposition + noun was used, 
with the noun being chosen (a) because it has high collocation with the 
verb and preposition and (b ) because it is a high-frequency noun. 
Where practicable , in all Pre- Tests the test items were presented in clusters 
according to frequency of occurrence as recorded in the a.S.L. The 
underlying hypothesis was that the less frequent an item, the less likely 
testees would be to show control of it. A corollary of this hypothesis is 
that , given the adequacy of the a.S.L.as a description of t he ' core' of 
vocabulary which should have been mastered by the target group of testees, the 
less proficient a testee is , the less likely he is to have mastered a low-
frequency item. To an extent , the examination of the results of the Pre-Tests 
are an examination of the usefulness of the a.S.L.in vocabulary teaching. 
A difficulty in appDrtioning ver~ + preposition collocations to frequency 
groups is that the a .S. L. does not always indicate a separate frequency or 
percentage for the collacation alone . For example, under clear ,v. the 
following is found: 
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(2) (free from obstruction, etc) 
Clear the road 
Clear himself of blame 
Clear away rubbish , tea things 
Clear out a room 18% 
Clear , v has a total frequency of 1053. 
It is impossible to determine the precise frequency of the verb -to preposi',i:m 
collocation clear of ("blame) in the above example; one can only say th&;t the 
whie of meaning ( 2 ) under clear , v has a frequency of 18% of 1053. 
This was taken into account in selecting items for the test ; wherever 
possible, items 'Nith easily determined frequencie s of occurrence ~ere selected, 
other requirements being equal. 
5. 7 . 4 Results of Pre- Test L 
Item 
No. 
3 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
Frequel1t~~r 
1000+ 
1000+ 
1000+ 
900+ 
900+ 
900+ 
650+ 
650+ 
650+ 
500+ 
500+ 
500+ 
80+ 
80+ 
80+ 
60+ 
60+ 
60+ 
40+ 
40+ 
40+ 
20+ 
20+ 
20+ 
10+ 
10+ 
10+ 
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J~am 
si t E,r :ne 
die in pain 
look through books 
speak of kindness 
carry ££ heads 
place ££ the paper 
buy at the shop 
move to Durban 
use for digging 
spend ££ food 
hear from him 
work on the car 
rub into the floor 
search for answer 
throw into the tree 
gr eet with joy 
treat with medicine 
tryon the coat 
arrange fo r it 
value at it 
act on them 
apply for a job 
enter for the races 
report to the police 
excuse from class 
---
listen for the bell 
die of hllllger 
Item Discrim. 
Index 
.l2. 
.:..~ 
.30 
.:..2.1 
. 26 
.04 
.43 
.:..4l 
. 17 
. 26 
~ 
.00 
~ 
. 04 
.13 
.04 
.26 
.:.2§. 
. 21 
.30 
.:..2.S 
. 13 
.21 
- 0 . 04 
.43 
- 0 . 04 
.04 
5.7.5 Analysis of Results 
Of 27 items , 12 produced acceptable item discrimination indices and were thus 
included in the final test . 
It will be noticed that there is a significant difference between the 
frequencies of occurrence of the first 12 items t500 frequency and above) and 
the last 15 items (below 100 frequency) . There is a fa.irly significant 
difference between the numbers of items showing acceptable item discrimination 
indices in the first gr oup (1 - 12) and in the second group (13 - 27), as 
follows: 
Group 1 ( 1 - 12): 7 ex 12 
Group 2 (13 - 27): 5 ex 15 
5e , 33% acceptable indices 
33 , 33% acceptable indices 
The difference between the two groups in terms of those items producing 
acceptable item discrimination indices can be analysed as follows : 
Group 1 (items 1 - : 12): all seven items producing acceptable indices showed 
high correct scores for the High 25% group: all correct scores for this 
group wer e 19 ex 23 or above (i . e . all above 80% Correct). The acceptable 
indices were thus occasioned by the Low 25% group producing comparatively low 
correct scores ; of the seven items concerned , the correct scores for the 
Low 25% group Here on or below 12 ex 23 (53%) for six items (1 , 2,3 , 7 , e , ll) . 
For the seventh item (no.12) the Low 25% group produced a correct scor e of 
15 ex 25 (65%)·. 
Only item 12 (work on the car) proved an exception , with both the High 25% and 
Low 25% groups showing poor control (6 ex 23 : 26% correct in both cases) . The 
majority of responses for the High 25% group (11 ex 23 : 4e%) went to 
distract or item (C) : 'work over the car'. In the Low 25% group , the majority 
of responses went to this same answer (6 ex 23) and to distractor item (D) : 
'work at the car ' (8 ex 23) . 
To sum up , the situation for items in Group 1 (item 1 - 12) is that, as could 
be expected because these items show a relatively high frequency of occurrence 
in the G.S.L., the High 25% group showed very good control of all except one 
item. However , as evidenced by the fact that 7 out of the 12 items showed 
item discrimination indices above .30 , the Low 25% group did not perform 
particularly well on the majority of items . 
Group 2 (i tems 13 - 27): this group contains items with a low frequency of 
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occurrence in the G.S.L. In contrast to the case in Group 1 it ems (above), 
where all items showing acceptable indi ces pr oduced high correct scores by 
the High 25% group , the case for Group 2 is that only 2 out of th~ 5 items 
producing acceptable indi ces showed high correct scores by the High 25% gr01.:'p, 
viz. 
Item 18 ( try ~the coat): 21 ex 23 CQrrect. 
item 21 ( ad !!2.on the facts ) : ditto result 
The other three items showing aoceptable indices in this group all showed 
comparitively low correct scores by the Htgh 25% group, viz . 
Item 13 ( x'ub into the floor ) : 13 ex 23 correct 
-
item 20 ( value ~i R30,00) 10 ex 23 correct 
item 22 ( excuse from clas s): 12 ex 23 correct. 
In the oases of these five items, the oorrect scores for the Low 25% group 
Here all remarkatly 10>', the highest correct score beinff in item 21 , showing 
9 ex 23:39%. For the remaining four items, t he correct scores for the Low 
25% group were 4, 8 , 3 and 2 ex 23. 
A significant feature of the fifteen items of Group 2 is that seven of them 
show good control by both groups of testees . These items are set out below 
with the results recorded ~s f ollows : correct soore for High 25~ group ; 
correct scor es for L01:; 25% group; t.otal corr·e c~ for both groups ; percentage 
correct for both groups together. 
item 14 ( search for an answer): 23 ,22 = 45 (98%) 
item 16 (greet with joy): 23 , 22 = 45 (98%) 
iteo 17 (treat wi~ medicine): 22,16 = 33 (83%) 
item 19 (arrange for a bUS): 22 ,17 ·- 39 (85%) 
item ?2 (apply for a job): 23 , 20 = 43 (94%) 
item 24 (report to the police) ': 21,22 = 43 (94%) 
item 27 (die of hunger): 22 , 21 = 43 (94%) 
In the cases of the rehlaini.ng eight items of Group 2, there was relatively 
poor control by both High 25% a.nd La,. 25% grO'.1pS in these six i terns . 
i~~3 (rub ~ the floor) : 13,4 = 17 (37%) 
item 15 (throw into the tree): 3,0 = 3 (7%) 
item 20 (value at R30,OO): 10,3 = 13 (28%) 
itee~3 .( enter !2£ the race): 13 ,8 = 21 (46%) 
item 25 (excuse !~ class): 12,2 = 14 (30f,) 
i tern 26 (liste!1 for the bell): 45 = 9 (2'C%) 
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The remaining two items in Group 2 showed good control by the High 25% group 
8.nd poor control by the Low 25% group : 
item 18 (tryon the coat) : 21 ,8 = 29 (63%) 
item 21 (act upon the facts): 21 ,9 = 30 (65%) 
A slight correlation between proficiency and frequency can be shown by 
consulting averages of the correct scores for both groups of testees , for the 
six items of highest frequency and the six of lowest frequency . For the first 
group , the average is 17 ,8; for the second group it is 14,41 . This in the 
direction of what can be expected. 
5. 7.6 General Summary of Results 
1) The items with high frequency in the G.S . L. (Group 1, nos. 1 - 12) sho"led 
very good control by the High 25% group and var iable control by the Low 25% 
gr oup. In general , this is what could be expected based on the hypothesis that 
the higher the frequency of an item in theG.S.L . the more likely is control to 
be shown over that item by testees at this level . However , the relatively 
large number of items (7 out of l ? ) where relatively poor control was shown 
by the Low 25% group is something of a surprise; based on the aforementioned 
hypothesis, one would expect a lesser control over Group 1 items by the Low 25% 
gr oup (com)ared with the High 25% group) , but nevertheless not so much less as 
to produce 7 out of 12 items in Group 1 with item discrimination indices abov.e 
.30. 
2) The furthe r implications of the aforementioned hypothesis are that the less 
frequent an item in the G. S.L , the less the conrol shown by the testees . In 
fact , this is only partly supported by the results: 8 out of the 15 items in 
Group 2 (nos . 13 - 27 , frequencies below 100 in G. S .L. ) showed poar control by 
both groups (6 items) or poor control by the Low 25% group (2 items). 
In the remaining seven items in Group 2 , good control was shown by both groups of 
testees here under consideration . 
3) Thus , in the case of the structures being tested here (prepositions via 
verb + preposition collocation), the most 'teach-lwrthy ' items are to be found 
amongst the lower frequencies of occurrence in the General Service List ; but 
the preliminary evidence of Test 7 is that o~ly about half of the low- frequency 
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verb preposition collocations conform with this statement. In the other cases 
in this group, there was remarkably good control across the board. 
4) This is perhaps not surprising when we remember that the word count from 
which the G. S . L. is derived was concerned with only the major parts of speech. 
A verb + preposition collocation is featured only incidentally in that it is 
a 'product' of the verb which features as a headword in the count . The G.S . L. 
does not pretend to provide the results of a frequency count of verb + 
prepositions collocations per se . Consequently, many verb + preposition 
collocations which have significant f r equencies of occurrence might not be 
fe atured in the G.S . L. , because they are not 'products ' of verbs which occur 
amongst the 2000 most common 'words' here recorded. 
Thus the aforementioned hypothesis may be considered to remain ' not proven' by 
Test 7, because the tester cannot be sure that he is testing across the whole 
range of occurrences of verb + prepositbn collocation. 
5) The great variability of control shown by testees is a significant feature 
of Test 7. In an area often considered to be notoriously difficult for ESFL 
learners , the number of items where good cont r ol is shown is significant , as 
is the number ,,,,here there is disparity in control between the 'High 25%' and 
'Low 25%' gr oup s . 
5.8 Notes on Pre- Test 8 (Irregular Verbs - ED form) 
5.8.1 Background to Test 
A survey of the G. S. L. shows 92 verbs that show irregularity in either the - ED 
form or the - EN form, or both. A full list is printed at the conclusion of 
these notes. The - ED and -EN irregular verb forms are notoriously difficult 
for ESFL learners to master ; it is also noted that full mastery often comes 
comparitively late to children whose first language is English . 
It is a teasing question as to whether consideration of these irregular forms 
properly belongs under a discussion of vocabulary, or under grammar. Certainly 
the functions expressed by these forms are grammatical, and they may properly 
be seen as inflexional and not derivational (in the 
suffix -/~I eg act-actor or the advective- forming 
accident- accidental, are derivational affixes). 
sense that the noun- forming 
suffix -/~1 / eg 
1~1 
However , it is ~ general characteristic of inflectional forms that they are 
totally consistent, as for example in the ' possessive - S', the ' 3rd person - S' 
or the employment of ' has/have ' in the various persons -and numbers of the 
Pr esent Perfect tense , I n the case of the inflectional forms for degrees of 
adjectives there is no irr egularity , but rather a determination of fo r m 
according to the number of syllables in the base form . 
In their broad conceptions , the -ED and - EN verb fo r ms are fully consistent 
and fully grammatical : specifically in the sense that lexical rules are only 
partially productive, but grammatical rules are fully productive in that 
they app l y to all cases to which they might apply. In its abstract conception, 
- ED is ful ly consistent , in that all verbs without exception , have a pastwnse 
(whereas only some verbs that might do so , actually form nouns by suffixing 
-/d / ; a lexical characteristic) ; similarly for the total consistency of t he 
' abstract ' grammaticality of - EN. 
However, in the actual realization of the form of 'abstract - ED ', the situation 
is 'l exical ' rather than ' grammatical ' . A significant minority of verbs do not 
conform to 
F .R.Palmer 
the dominant realization of - ED in practice , which is summarized by 
_ as 
ln three rul es : 
1) voiceless / t/ when the final element of t he simp l e f orm i s a 
voiceless consonant that is not an alveolar plosive eg l ike l iked. 
2 ) voiced /d/ when the final element of the simple form is a voiced 
consonant that is not an alveolar plosive or is a vowel , eg love - loved 
3) a voiced / d/ pr eceded by the vowel /x/ when the final element of the 
simple form is an alveolar plosive /t/ or /d/ eg hate - hated . 
A survey of the a .S. L. shows that , of the about 840 verbs listed , 92 have 
irregular realizations of the - ED or - EN forms , or of both , (i . e . about 11% of 
the total). 
Under the heading ~Secondary -ED formation ", Palmer lists a number of r ules which 
:l.q 
seek to impose regularity on the formation of irregular verb3. These rules are 
enunci ated in terms of phonetic features , involving chiefly vowel shortening and 
consonant reduction in the - ED form vis a vis the base form . A second 
category of his rules involves " back vowel formation. " He concedes that a 
number of cases can only be acceunted for in terms of -" idiosyncracy.' 
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In categorising the 92 irregular verbs attested i n the G.S. L. I have chosen to 
i gnor e Palmer ' s chtegories and to list only accordi ng to surface features 
(phonetic , not orthographic) . In my analysis of the resucts of Pre- Test 8 , 
some attent i on will be paid to the quedion of whether di f ferent categories 
of irregular ver bs present different degrees of difficulty for ESFL learners . 
However , the r estricted number of items presented in t he test, and the 
compl icating factor of frequency Jf occurrence wi l l make any definitive 
statement on this score impossible. 
This coul d be a subject for research , with a comprehensive test of irregular 
verbs a r ranged so as to elicit information r egarding learners ' difficulti e s 
with various categories of irregular ver bs . 
From the total list of 92 i r regular verbs attested in the G. S. L a selecti on 
was made of 40 , the root for ms of which have frequenc i es of above 1200 . These 
were then arr anged in broad categories according to surface phonetic ehanses , 
separ ate l ist s bei ng made f or - ED and EN forms . 
For Pre- Test 8 ten items wer e selected from the lar ger categories in the 
arranged list. A f urther thr ee ' give- away ' items were included: t ;,es e have 
regular - ED f ormations . 
The List : 40 I rregular Verbs , frequencies above 1200 (Past tense fo r m only ) 
1. Vowel change , no alveolar ,,10si ve is suffixed: 
ran , bore , b e came , began , broke , came , fe lt , gave , grew , knew, lay , 
rose , saw, spoke , took . 
2 . No change , where a l veolar j?losi ve final in base : 
co s t , put , set . 
3 . Alveolar plosive ~~ base , vowel changes: 
fought , found, got , held , l ed, sat, wrote , stood (note deletion of - /n/) 
4 . - /d/ in base cha n8e s to - /t/ : 
bui l t , sent 
5. Vowel changes , alveolar Flosi ve ,,,tffixed (where ,.ae does no ~ exist i n base) . 
felt , kept , told , sai d , hear d , di d . 
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6. (As .in (5) above) but final consonant of base deleted: 
brought , thought 
7. Complete change of f orm: 
went 
8 . Final consonant replaced by alveolar plosiX~ 
had, made 
9. Final consonant in base change.~ alveolar plosive suffix",l (with ~hanffe of 
vo . 'el) : 
left. 
5.8.2 Selection of Items 
Of the ten irregular items in the test (i.e . excluding the three 'give-away' 
r egular items, 3, 8 , 10) , the following of the above groups ar e reppes ented: 
Category 1: 4 items (1 , 6, 9, 12) 
Category 2 : 2 items (4 , 11) 
Category 3: 3 items (2 , '7 , 13) 
Category 7 : 1 item (5) 
Frequencies accor ded to the Present TenRe forms in the G.S.L are noted in the 
table of results . 
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5 . 8.3 Results of Pre-Te ;3t Il 
Frequency I Item No. Item Item Discrimination 
in 2.:§..:l! Index 
(Present Tense form) 
7337 1 came • Oil 
3874 2 f01Eld .13 
X.X (give-away) 3 played XX (.04) 
1938 4 set . 56 
11760 5 went 0 
5489 6 knew . Ots 
1654 7 led .17 
XX (gi 'fe-away) 8 turned XX ( . 13) 
241ll 9 began . 30 
XX (give-away) :~I) continued XX (.04) 
1262 (n . +v) 11 cost .£2. 
980 12 bore • 34 
1422 13 sat . 30 
5 . 8 . 4 Analysis of Results 
Items 3 (played), ts (turned), and 10 (continued) , are excluded from this 
analysis, being ' give- away' items. 
Of the remaining. ten items, 5 yielded item discrimination indices above .30 . 
It is noteworthy that 9 of the 10 items ,,'lOwed very good control by the High 
25% group: all irregular items except item 12 (~) showing correct scores 
for the High 25% group of on or above 20 ex 23 (87%). 
~ne exception is i~em 12 (bore) which was in fact incorrectly included in this 
t"st , as it actually has a frequency of occurrence of 9tsO as a verb in the 
G.S.L. (This error being caused by bear = animal not being pro:ninent~y 
displayed in the list , but rather being shown under a long list of 'special 
uses l ) . In fact, it is doubtful whether bear (v) is really as common in modern 
Eng~ish as its inclusion in the G,S. L. and its comparatively high frequency 
would suggest. This would seem to be another indication of the extent to which 
.0rd-c ()untf3 mUBt be viewed in light of the material on which they are based. 
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~Ies i; himaelf doubt s the general usefulness of bear (v). as shown by his 
inclusion of one caveat that 
"Tile meanings and uses of this word are many and difficult , bUG a:::e 
nearly all easily replaced by other words in meanings nearer to t~eir 
root-meanings. ~ may usefully be restricted to Bear pain , Bear-Lr:~ 
, . 30 I chlldren ." 
In the case of item 12 (bore) the High ?5% group pr oduced 10 ex 23 correct 
answers , and the Low 25% group 2 correct answers: an :'.tem discrimi.nation index 
of .34 . 
A general summary of results for Pre- Test 8 is thus that the High 25% group 
showed very good mastery of 9 ex 10 items, and the Low 25% group showed 
reasonable to good mastery of these items: 
item 1 (came) 21 ex 23 correct 
--
item 2 (found) 20 ex 23 (87%) 
- --
.li!::,-!!,.2 (went) 23 ex 23 (100%) 
item 6 (knew) 21 ex 23 (91%) 
item 'I (led) 17 ex 23 (74%) 
(91%) 
In the foll:lwinB' cases, the Lo ); 25% group sholied less than good control: 
item 4 (set) 9 (39%) 
item 9. (began) ~6 (7CI/o) 
item 11 (cost) 5 ( 22%) 
item 12 (bore) ,2 (910) 
item 13 (sat) 16 (70%) 
~ne scores of 16 ex 23 (70%) are only ' poor' in comparison to the 100% Correct 
scores of the High 25% groups in these items . 
Another general statement which can be made about the results of Pre-Test 8 
is that there is a positive correlation between success in this test and the 
frequency of occur rence of items as reflected in the G.S .L. If the ten 
• irregular verb' items are ranked for", lo'''est to highest 'tccording to frequency , 
the following items in that rank order ~how acceptable discrimation indices: 
1 , 2 ,3, 5 , 6 . 
Generally, then, the less frequent ~n item is shown to be in the G.S.L. the 
less mastery of it by the whole group of testees. This adds further we ight 
to the evidence which has been collected of the usefulness of the G.S.L. as 
a • tool for tea.ching' at this level. 
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No general statement can be made about which type of irregular verb proves 
most difficUtt to control . 
5.8.5 General Summary 
Taking into account the whole group of testees (High 25% and Low 25% groups 
together) , there is good ma.stery of the irregular verbs . In only lout of 
10 cases i~ there less ";han an 87% correGt score by the High 25% group ; 
in only 3 out of 10 cases is there leos than eo 7afo correct score by the Lo ·" 
25% group. 
Of course , tile Gontrol "ould probably decrease if the 18ast fr equent 
irregular verbs in the special list ,,,eYe '!lsed. for testing pUTj)OSes . 
The less frequent an item; the lesE: the control over it is likely to be: 
a justificati:m for using the G. S . L. in diagnosing, tes"ti:'1.g and teaching 
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5 . 8.6 Irregular Verbs: Listed from G. S.L. 
1226 bear/bore (born) 52 grind/ground (groill1d) 
338 beat/beat (beaten) 1255 grow/grew (grown) 
3232 become/became (become) 618 hang/hung (hung) 
3026 begin/began (begun) 43432 have/had (had) 
314 bend/bent (bent) 2298 hear/heard (heard) 
310 bind/bound (bOillld) 379 hide/hid (hidden) 
n6 bite/bit (b~tten) 166 hit/hi t (hit) 
1414 break/broke (broken) 2481 hold/held (held) 
2547 bring/brought (brought) 190 hurt/hurt (hurt) 
2170 build/built (built) 2415 keep/xept (kept) 
242 burst/burst (burst) 5489 know/knew (known) 
72 catch/caught ( caught ) 
604 choose/chose (cho~en) 1654 lead/led (led) 
7337 come/came (come) 310 lean/leant (leant) 
1262 cost/cost (cost) 1625 leave/left (left) 
140 creep/crept (crept) 142 lend/lent ( lent) 
1173 cut/cut (cut) 1595 lie/lay (lain) 
891 deal/dealt (dealt) 793 lose/lost (lost ) 
142 dig/dug (dug) 9600 make/made (made) 
12840 dO/dia (done) ? meet/met (met) 
12840 draW/drew (drawn) 330 mistake/mistook (mistaken) 
875 drink/drill1k (drill1k) 180 overcome/came (overcome) 
1096 drive/drove (driven) 1802 put/put (put) 
889 eat/ate (eaten) 1393 rise/rose (risen) 
1869 fal l/fell (fallen) 1870 run/ran (run) 
346 feed/fed (fed ) 12278 say/said (said) 
1615 feel/felt (felt) 7048 see/ saw (seen) 
1652 fight/fought (fought) 960 sell/sold (sold) 
3874 find/found (found) 1530 send/sent (sent) 
805 fly/new (flown) 1938 set/ set (set) 
162 forbiQ/forbade (forbidden) 460 shake/shook (shaken) 
736 forget/forgot (forgotten) . 438 shine/shone (shone) 
184 freeze/froze (frozen) 690 shoot/shot (shot) 
2183 get/got (got) 228 shUt/shut (shut) 
2184 gi vel gave (gave) 700 Sing/sang (sung) 
8760 go/went (gone) 1422 Sit/sat (sat) 
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726 sleep/slept (slept) 
136 slide/slid (slid) 
1860 speak/ spoke ( spoken) 
638 spend/spent (spent) 
104 spli t/spli t (split) 
570 spread/spread ( spread) 
2680 stand/stood (stood) 
1184 strike/struck (struck) 
222 swear/ S:\lore ( sworn) 
300 sweep/swept ( swept) 
250 swing/swung (swung) 
7008 take/took (taken) 
496 tear/ tor e. (torn) 
3550 tell/told (told) 
3566 think/thought (thought) 
836 thro>Ijthrew (thrown) 
1026 understand/~tood ~stood) 
236 wake/woke (woken) 
784 wear/wore (worn) 
804 win/won ( won) 
1548 wri te/wr-ote (written) 
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5.9. Notes on Pre- Test 9: Participi~l -EN fo r m 
5.9 .1 Background to test 
The appellation '-EN form ' alludes to that 'part ' of the verb which stands in 
the X place in such frames as these : 
1) 
2) 
Hel has..! the 
It l 
bread 
He/ was! by the dog. 
It l 
A small number of verbs will not fit frame (2) because they do not passivize . 
In fact , only a minority even of the verbs which have irregular participial 
(Abstl'act - EN) forms actually conclude with -/nl or orthogr aphic -(E)N. 
A check of the 92 irregular verbs attested in the G. S.L. shows that 32 of those 
actually have -/nl realizations i.e. about 35%. Verbs with -/nl forms are 
thus about 4% of the total of about 840 verbs attested in the G. S.L. 
In the notes to Pre-Test 8 the question was discussed of whether the 
phenomenon of the - ED suffix was actually a ' grammatical ' or 'lexical' matter ; 
it was shown that in its abstract realization , '-ED suffix' is of course 
grammatical (i.e. all verbs form the Past Tense) but that in its actual 
realizations it is ' lexical ' i n its feature s , in that not a l l verbs form the 
Past Tense by adding an alveolar plosive , or by adding it to a phonetically 
unchanged base. 
The same argument holds for the - EN form, except that here there are less cases 
of irregul arity if we take as the rule for forming the par ticiple ' that the 
same form is used as for t he Past Tense '. Then, although the Past Tense 
itself may be irregularly formed from the base , the great majority of al l 
verbs are regular in 'participial -ED' form in that they do take the same form 
as the Past Tense . It has already been noted above that only 4% of verbs 
listed in the G.S. L. have an -/nl affix in the -EN form ; this 4% also 
compr ises all "ll'erbs which do not have an alveolar plosive affix in the -E 
form i.e . do not have -/dl or -/t/ . 
Although in one sense the - EN form is thus easier to control for ESFL le~rners 
in that if the Past Tense form is mastered , then 96% of - EN forms are mastered, 
control of the remaining -/nl forms is actually potentially more difficult . 
This is because .Ihile the vast majority of Past Tense - ED forms can be seen 
as variants of the Present Tense base , the -/nl rea lization of - EN can be a 
derivative of either Present Tense base or Past Tense base . For example , 
broken is a derivative of Past Tense broke, but fallen is a derivative of 
Present Tense fall , while done is a deri vati ve of Present Tense do with vowel 
change. 
5 . 9 . 2 Basis of the Test 
A categorization was made of the 92 irregular verbs attested in the G.S . L. 
( see list at end of notes on Pre- Test 8) and a further categorization made of 
the same 40 highest- frequency verbs from that list which were also used as the 
basis of Pre- Test 8 (see list at end of this section for the - EN categorization 
of those verbs). 
Pre-Test 8 contains 10 items , of which t wo ( item 2 turned and it em 6 continued) 
are ' give- away items' in that they are regularly formed. The remaining 
eight irregular verbs were chosen from the following categories: 
Category 2: 3 items (~, known , £:own) 
Category 4: 4 items (had , said, made , ~) 
Category 5: 1 item (begoun) 
Full Categorization of 40 I rregular Verbs 
l. 
-I..n!.. added to Past Tense fo r ms : borne, broken , spoken , lain. 
2. 
-!..n!.. to Present Tense form : fallen, grown, known, seen , taken. 
3. 
-in!.. is added and vov181 changes (from base): done , gone , risen, 
wri tten . 
4. Takes Past Tense form : brought , built , felt , fought, found , 
got, gave , had , heard , held , kept , led, left , made , ran , said , 
sent, sat , stood, told , thought . 
5. Vowel change before the -!..n!.. of base: begun 
6. Takes Present Tense form : become , come , cost, put, set . 
5.9· 3 Results of Pre- Test 9 
Frequ. in Item 
G. S. L No. 
Present Tense form 
43432 1 
XX (give-away) 2 
7048 3 
Item 
had 
turned 
seen 
Item Discrim . 
Index 
·52 
xx (.43) 
. 08 
15l 
2481 4 begun .82 
12278 5 said .dl.. 
XX (give-away) 6 continued XX ( . 78 ) 
5489 7 known ~ 
9600 8 made .30 
1255 9 grown .47 
1422 10 sat .60 
5.9.4 Analysis of Results 
Of ten items in the test , nine produced acceptable item discrimination indices 
(this includes the two ' give- away' regular verbs) . These facts show the 
amount of uncertainty which exists amongst ESFL learners regarding the -EN 
form . All i tems were presented in the Present Perfect frame, with lexical 
verb missing , for which four alternatives were provided in each case . 
These alternat i ves were usually ' possi bl e ' - ED formations, ego growed , ~ 
but s ome 'impossible' cases were included in the form of (7)(D) knewed and 
(8)(E) maded. (Impossible because there are no recorded cases of the - EN form 
being derived by adding an alveolar p l osive to the Past Tense base). Nei ther 
of these dist r actors attracted any answers , suggesting that these students 
recognize the rules by which - EN is actually formed , but have trouble in 
sorting their way through those rules. The number of high item discrimination 
indices will show that , in this test, there is considerable difference between 
the results of the High 25% and Low 25% group. In fact , in 7 out of the 10 
cases the High 25% group produced 100% correct answers . The three departures 
from this also showed high · scores: 21 , 22, 19 ex 23 (91%, 96%, 8)%). 
The only item which did not show an acceptable item discrimination index was 
item 3 (~). This case cannot be explained in terms of frequencies of 
occurrence as recorded in the G. S. L. See has a recorded frequency of 7048 ; 
on either side of it in the test , i f ranged according to frequency, are known 
(5489) and ~e(9600), :;hich respect ive l y showed discrimination indices of 
. 52 and .30 . Obviousl y , in the case of ~, other factors are at work to 
produce such an out- standingly different . result. Possibly the frequency 
recorded in t he G. S. L. is much lower than that with which it is used in the 
testee ' s milieu: or perhaps it is particul arly memorable . 
It is difficult to show a definite relationship between frequency and item 
discrimination indices, but a signi f i cant result can be seen if the eight 
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irregular items are grouped as follows : 
Group 1: items 9, 10 , 4 , 7 : frequencies 1255 to 5489 : .60 average of item 
discrimination indices. 
Group 2: items 3, 8 , 5 , 1 : frequencies 7048 to 43432 : . 33 average of item 
discrimination indices. 
Fr om the above result , it can be inferred that there is a relationship 
between frequency of occurrence and the success shown by testees in 
recognizing the correct form . In other words , the less frequent an item, 
the less the number of testees ·,ho w"ill recognize it . BU.t a more comprehensi ve 
test is needed. 
The con£usion over the - EN form amongst testees at this level is emphasi zed 
when we remember that the verbs tested here have high frequency amongst the 
irregular ver bs. 
5 . 10 Notes on Pre-Test 10 
5 .10 . 1 Basis of the Test 
A list was extracted from the G. S. L. of all adjectives appearing there which 
are formed by process of affixation . 
this section of notes. 
A summary appears at the conclusion of 
The affixes forming degrees of comparison ( - ER , -EST and MORE , MOST) are not 
sho.n in the list . They are applicable to 
In this test, the most frequent affixes are 
-/ T./ -/0>1/ and -/ F ...l /. 
all ' gradable ' adjectives. 
employed , being - / a d/ , -/ID/' 
Two affi xes require cooment. They are the ' participle- based ' -ED and -ING 
forms. In this regard , Valerie Adams notes the 
tlcharacterizing significance l1 
of adjectives as opposed to the 
"referenne to time .• activity and changing conditions" 
of verbs. She refers to Jespersen's distinction of 
" two kinds of verbs , ' conclusive verbs ' .,hich denote the action of a 
mogent or one that is begun in order to be finished , and 'inconclusive 
verbs ' , denoting feelings or states of mind - acti vi ties not begaun in 
order to be finished. " She continues "Participles of the 'conclusive ' 
kind of verb retain in attributive position the verbal feature of reference 
to time: playing children (children who are playing now), appointed time 
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(time ,"hich has been appointed). Attributively - used participles of 
'inconclusive ' verbs are more like adjectives in their characterizing 
significance : a pleasing prospect , an 
participles may not always premodify 
admired colleague. However , 
nouns. We may speak of a 
drunaging remark ..• but not of a damaging incident , corresponding to 
the accident damaged his car. " ~ I 
She continues further 
"We may distinguish two - ED suffixes, the past participal ending , and the 
adjective - forming suffix added to no~~s as in talented (=having talent), 
~.t honeyedf!. 
A later statement of Adams is significant for the distinction made immediately 
above bet"een ' two -ED suffixes', when she says: 
"Examples like scathing , grasping , calculating, charming, demanding , agitated , 
detached , elated, "hich behave in all respects like orthodox adjectives , and 
in which senses markedly distinct from those of the underl ying verbs have 
developed , are most obviously contributions from the class of verbs to that 
~; 
of adjectives." 
The above references to Adams' accounts of t h e - ED suffix in adjective-
formation are in order to help clarify the question: Ho," are - ED and -ING 
derived ' adjectives' to be regalued? 
Adams correctly distinguishes between adjective-forming - ED suffixes which are 
derived from participles , and those which are affixed to nouns. But she seems 
to claim that - ED suffixes ;,hich form adjectives and which are "par ticipial-
are not "in all respects like orthodox adjectives. " This must be questioned: 
for example , -ED participially - der ived adjectives may be gradable (i.e . may 
take - ER , - EST etc and very , so , extremely and other markers of gradability) ; 
they may be both attributive and predicative. (eg. the married man or the man 
looks married) . Further, following the detailed list of syntactic functions 
of predicative adjectives given in R.~irk and S.Greenbaum's A University 
Grrunm11r of English 'participially - derived ' - ED adjectives (also - ING derived) 
can be (1) subject eomplement (the man looks married) (2) object complement 
(he made the dog contented.) and (3) complement to a subject Nhich is a non- finite 
clause (Considering the other person is civilized).'3't-
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The follo,rrng summary of Adams ' position regarding -ED and -ING in adjective 
position is useful in answering the question already put: how are -ED and 
- ING derived ' adjectives ' to be regarded? 
Adams sta.tes (1) that participles of 'inconclusivf! ' verbs in attributive 
position are more like adjectives in their "characterizing significance" 
(conversely, that participles of • conclusi ve" verbs retain "the verbal feature 
of reference to timen)l (2) that the participial -ED ~an be distinguished 
from the -ED affixed. to nouns to form adjectives; (3) ttat participially -
derived -ED and - ING forms 
" in which senses markedly distinct from those of underlying verbs have 
developed" are " like orthodox adjectives"; and (4) that participles 
"may not always premodify nOill1e-. II 
The latter is, of course , a distinctly lexical characteristic, in that 
idiosyncracity is common, or in that only one 'sense' of a 'word' might be 
attached to an affix in forming another part of speech , cf. 
(1) He acts as manager when Mr Jones is away. 
(2) He acts Mercutio in 'Romeo and Juliet '. 
where only ( 2) has the affix -/~/ to form actor. 
The major consideration is whether or not -ED and -ING formations in adjectival 
positions can be regarded as adjectives . It is my contention that, because they 
obviously fit into the adjectival ' slots' not only in the obvious ' attributive 
to head ' posi tion and predicative position after eg a linking verb , but also 
function , as has been shown , in other positions , they can be regarded as full 
adjectives . The fact that the participially - derived adjective is not 
' formed' by affixation , (i . e. the affix has already been added in transition 
from lexical verb to participle) makes it equivalent to a case of conversion 
(zero derivation) ; it can be hypothesised that language users see it as such. 
It is unlikely that the semantic or formal considerations sta.ted in the summary 
of Adams' position (above) have much or any ;nfluence on the user's intuitions 
about the 'adjective-ness' of the participially~erived - ED and - ING forms. 
However, the ' conclusive/inconclusive ' distinction i s useful in teaching 
participle~erived adjectives. 
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5.10.2 Results of Pre- Test 10 
Item Frequency Acceptable Item Disc. Unacceptable Item Dis 
No I n G.S .L Index Index 
1 1I8 exi sting .43 
2 blooding .:2 
3 245 willing .22 
4 122 doubtful . 39 
-
5 634 personal .34 
6 influencing .0'3 
7 86 bloody .26 
8 243 satisfied ..:l2. 
9 existful .43 
10 ,lilly .47 
11 68 i nfluent i al ..:l2. 
12 200 faithful .13 
13 doubtal .43 
14 1620 national .47 
-
. 08 15 llO healthy 
16 advanceful .26 
17 
, 
cooked . 26 I 0 
18 8 blinding .:2 
19 tinnal .1 3 
20 in-tentioning .:.li 
21 10 truthful • 30 I 
22 4 oily . 22 
23 searchful .:.li 
24 16 intentional .:2§... 
25 8 tinned .26 
26 blindy .26 
27 oilful .:.li 
28 12 dreamy .:2 
29 truthed .:2 
30 9 searching .43 
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5 10 . 3 Analysis of Results 
In the three other Pre- Tests based on the same ' gap of unused capacity ' 
hypothesis the results were all remarkably similar, i n that the unacceptably-
formed ('potential word ') items showed acceptabl e item discrimination indices 
(above . 30) i n almost every case , and the acceptably- formed ('actual word ') 
items did not. In this test, 66 , ~6% of the ' potential ' /unacceptable words 
showed item discriminati.on indices above . 30 , -and 55,5% of the 'actual/ 
acceptable' items did so. 
A possible factor in pr oducing thi s result was the frequency of occurrence 
attaching to the actual/acceptable items , where the frequencies range from 4 
to 1620 . But ranki ng these items in order from lowest to highest according 
to frequency shows no significant patterns. There is an even spr ead of item 
discrimination indices above . 30 throughout the list thus ranked Fr equency 
of occurrence does not seen to have played any part in determining the 
recognition or not of an ' actual/acceptable item' , as r eflected in ,he item 
di scrimination indices as such 
A closer examination reveals little significant difference if correct scores 
are taken into account by totalling correct scores for both High 25% and 
Low 25% groups. Of 18 actual/acceptable items, the six with 1000Jest frequency 
of occurrence produce an average correct score per item of 29 ex 46 (=64%) 
and the six items with highest frequency pr oduce an averag8 corrAct score 
per item of 32 ex 46 (=70%). 
What is significant in this test, especially when compared with the results of 
the other , previous tests employing the potential/actual baSiS , is that the 
Low 25% group has overall produced a very low average correct score 
(186 ex 414 d5%). Compared with the gener ally hi gh scores of the 
per item 
High 25% 
group, this accounts for the comparitively large number of items discrimination 
indices above .30 for the actual /acceptable items in the test . 
Thi s can be summed up as shOwing a wide divergence of proficiency amone;st 
testees in recognizing whether or not items are 'actual liords ' in English. 
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The arrangement of this test differed from the other, previous tests of this 
type in that each test item ;,as presented as attributive adjective in a noun-
head phr ase. The nouns concerned were all high-frequency items , each one 
( ;lith the exception of student , i n any case prominent enough in the testee's 
experience) appearing as either a head- word in the a.S . L. or as a prominent 
derivative. 
It can be inferred that the significant difference in performance between the 
High 25% and LO;l 25% groups can be accounted for by this feature , nl. each 
i tern being presented in context of a noun··head phrase eg 'an exiRting 
building: a 'personal letter! Perhaps the effort required to rece; ve (ie . hear 
and under stand) and evaluate a phrase (as compared ~th 'single ;lords ' as in 
the previous tests) i s such as to effectively distinguish t estees of hi gh and 
low pr oficiency. 
That each phrase cons i sted of an ' acceptable' adjective ~th a noun- head of 
cornparitively high frequency (all present in the G. S.L) and that the Low 25% 
group fared poorly in recognizing these as acceptable items in English, is 
comment on t he low proficiency of many of the testeGs . The confusion existing 
amongst the Low 25% group is further evidenced by the compari ti vely large munber 
of response s throughout the t est items (both ' actual' items and ' potential' item, 
to the distractor answer choices of (C) Ma,ybe (they a.re proper ;lords) and (D) 
Don ' t kno w. Amongst the Hi gh 25% group , very few responses we~e made to these 
distractor answers . 
Turning to the 12 ' unacceptable/potential ' test items, we have noted that 8 of 
these (66 , 66%) showed item discrimination indices above .30 , which is a result 
more in accord with the results of the other tests employing the same basis. 
For these 12 items , there is a remarkably low average correct score for the 
L01; 25% gr oup (5 , 75 ex 23 = 25%) and a low average correct score for the High 
25% group (13,75 ex 23 = 60%). 
For the Lo\; 25% group, a significantly large number of responses went to the 
distractor answers (C) Maybe and (D) Don't kno w: close to half the answers , in 
most cases. Very .. few of High 25% group-of testees responded to these distractor 
answers , thus sho~ng a greater reliance on their intuitions as to the 
'acceptability ' or 'onnacceptability' of an item. 
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It can be hypothesized. that the compari tively 1o\< aggregate of correct 
scores by the High 25% group is not onl;)' because of fuul ty int uition, but also 
because of the effort in remembering a noun-head phrase ><bile at the same tim, 
assessing acceptability or Ilnacceptability. In these results , no particular 
significance can be attached to the ~ED and -ING item~ , either separately 
or 9.S a group. 
Summary 
A wide range of profi ciency is shown in the ability to asses the 
acceptabili ty of these items. The Low 25% group generally perforIh.el poorl y , 
especially on the 12 I una,Gcept!3.ble/potential I items, but also (to a lesser 
extent) on the ' acceptabl e/actuf.l
' 
items. It is suggested that the effort 
of remembering and assessing a phrase partiall y accounts for this: in 
itself an i ndication of low proficiency in the receptive skill. 
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5 10 4 Ad " t " vlord Formation Pr ocesses (from the a.S . L) •• Jec lves : 
Type from examples no. 
Conversion N01111 favourite , public 59 
Conversion Verb complete, spare 48 
Conversion Adverb broad , inside 35 
-/~d/ Verb contented, skilled. 61 
-/m/ Verb charming, fading 58 
--/I/ Noun cloudy , noisy 41 
- / :i}l/ Noun commercial , presidential 40 
-/fa l/ Adj/Noun careful, peacefu l 36 -If~~ ( - / d s ) Noun cautious , mountainous 20 
- /11.s/ Noun homeless , thoughtless 18 
/fln/- Adj. unkind , unpleasant 16 
-/b./ Noun justly , orderly 14 
-/oM/ Noun favourable , pardonable 12 
- /IV/ Verb destructive , extensive 11 
- /ant/ Verb/Noun different, violent 10 
-/.~n/ Noun golden , wooden 9 
-/n / Verb imaginary , literary 6 
/m/- Adj . incorrect , impossible , 0 
- hk/ NOilll poetic , sympathetic 0 
-/I) / Noun foolish, selfish 4 
/dI s/- Adj/Noun 
Verb dishonourable , disrespectful 4 
/mr.s/- Mj/Verb misguided, misinformed 2 
-/~a. ik/ Nuun childlike 1 
-/'d / Noun cirGular 1 
- /It/ Noun fortunate 1 
Note : -/03/ and -/Ist/ (more, most) are not i!1cluded in the above list. 
5 .11 }Totes on Pre- Test 11 
5.11.1 Preamble 
'l'his test employs t.he 'actual/pot ential' word meth0d, as in Pre-Tests 1 , 2 , 5 
and 10 . It is a oon"tinuation of Pre- Test 10 , in that it tests 11djective-
forming affixes. Here the less frequen t affixes -/;mt/ , - /1 /, -hn/ and 
-h.ic/ are tested. 
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As in Pr e- Test 10 , the test item is include.l in =_ simple n Clrn- head phr3,se . 
This was necessary in Pre- Test 10 becauso an -/1~ / or -/~d/ adjective which is 
un.acceptable coultl be accep"G2.ble a s a participle. 
necessary to ShOl, the s;yntactic context . 
Consequently it was 
Sho\,ing the test item in &. nOIffi-he8.(1 phrase was not necessary in this present 
test . Reference has 
feature (see notes on 
already been 
Pre- Test 10) 
made to the possible effects of this 
and the feature is possibly a weakness of 
this present toest: or, at least a complicating factor. 
Pre·-Tests 10 and 11 both concern affixation to form ad.jectives . Pre·-Test 10 
uses the affixes - ING, - FlJ[" - AL, and - ED "'Ihieh are the most prolific 
adj ecti ve- forming affixes , and. Pre-Te:d 11 uses affixes which are amongst the 
least common . Thi" divi sion is macle experimentally , wi·th the expectation that 
the relative productiveness of all ~ffix may be subordinate to considerations 
such as the actual frequency of an affi x-·formed .,ord. 
Both tests are based on the prinGiple which has been previously enlfficiated , 
that because the vocabulary allows gaps (i:'.iosyncraci tY/'potential "ords' / 
partial pToducti vi G.y ) , the :nore profi.cient a learner , the more he will be able 
to disting\:.ish b etween • a.ctual' and ' lffiacceptable' 1<or ds . 
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5.11.2 Resul ts of Pre- Test 11 
Item Frequency Item Item Discrim. Item Item 
No . in a . S.L Ac ceptable InJ.flx Una,::cel-, table Discr. 
Index 
· . . - -. 
1 372 permanent . 26 
2 differis h · 52 
3 fool'mt .60 
4 goldent .69 
5 1226 different .=J2. 
6 112 foolish 
.=J2. 
7 sYIDj:athetish . 60 
8 36 forbidden 
..:..41 
9 180 violent . 34 
10 88 sympathet i c 
.:.l9.. 
II 46 pho-tographic .34 
12 26 rotten 
..:..41 
13 62 oonfidAnt . 2l 
1.4 phot ogr;~pl". ent .69 
15 confidish 
..:...2 
16 24 feveri sh 
.:l4. 
.. _---_.-.. ~ ._--- - ".--_. _-
5 . 11. 3 Anal,y<' :i. s of lie sult s 
In Pre-~.lests 1, 2 , and 5 J lihi Gh used thf! ~lame process of ~~~8ting kno--;.vledge of 
' actual' and ' potential' i "terns, a si[,"Jlifinan t pat t ern e:nerge:l: the ' potential' 
i terns showed item discri:ninati ~n indi<oe , '_bove ,30 almcst ".-i "thuut exception , 
while the ' actual ' it ems did not ( with fe>1 excepti .)ns ). 
In P r'e-Test 10 , wh:' ch ha s t he same basis as this pres ent test , the results were 
nut nearly as Ct1l1{; lusi ile: 6() , 66% of tpotential ' items showed discrimination 
indi ces abo'"'' .30 , and 55 , 55% of ' actual' items. 
Pre- Test 11 i" more in accord wi 'eh , he p attern of Pre-'r "",,!, 3 1,2 and. ~i i 11 that 
all si.x ' potential ' items show discriP.lination indices abo-"e . 30 .. HoweV8r , 
the majority of ' aetu~.l· i.tems do so as well (8 ex 10): thi s is significantly 
alOr e than the 55;55% of · ' :octua J. ' items .in Pre-Test 10 w'ith indices above. 30 . 
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The re.;ults of Pre-Tests I, 2 and 5 sho(;ed that dech'ic:ns ahmt i lem" ,,'heeL 
are in fact ; potenti&.l/unacceptaole' provided an abs01ute distinr.ii"Yl bet-,_een 
testees of highest and lowest profieiency. The results of Pre-Test 10 were 
I'ather mixed in this regard , because not all ' unac.:Jeptable/pot.ential ' items 
provided this distinction (66, 66~b did) while -a complicating factor crept in: 
55 , 55% of actual/acceptable items a l so provided this distinction. 
In this test there is once mcre return to the pattern whereby the 'potential/ 
unacceptable ' items provide absolute distinction between testees of highest and 
l owest proficiency , but 80% of ' actual/acceptabl e' items ha7e provided the 
same distinction . 
A study of the distribution of answers 
proper words (L) Not all ( ~l) M"ybe 
~~ongst t he four choices (K) Yes - all 
(N) Don't KnON shows that the High 25% 
group scored very >lell i n both types of items. Of the total of ten 
Acceptable ,items, seven items showed correct scores of 21 ex 23 and above (91%), 
two items scored 18 ex 23 (78%) and one scored 15 ex 23 (65%). Of the six 
Unacceptable items, 5 scored 20 ex 23 (87%) and one scored 18 ex 23. 
In summary , the Hi gh 25% group showed much success in correctly identifying an 
i tem as either acceptable or unacceptable. 
Some significance can be attached to the fact that the three acceptable i tems 
showing the lowest correct scores f or the High 25% group are amongst the five 
it ems with lowest frequel1cy of occurrence in the G. S. L. 
As can be inferred from the preponderance of item discrimination indices above 
. 30 , the Low 25% group generally retu.rned low scores (respectively , 17 , 14 , 13 , 
11 , 13, 14 , 10 , 12 , 14, 7 for the ten Acceptable items ) . Much lower correc-, 
scores (8, 4 , 5, 9 , 7, 10 ex 23) were returned for the Une,c(;eptable i tcll's , 
showing that even more uncertainty existed here ( as was ;,ypothesised when t his 
type of test was devised ). In fact , t he c:xt~nt of the uncertainty EU!l:)Ylgst 
the le ',,' 25% grC:lp \,·1 th r8£;ard to the Unacceptable i teGlE i~~ further borne out by 
the s igni:j 2ant spread. of responses e."mongst thp. (M.) Maybe o.nd (~) Dcn' t Know 
ans'VlGr choiues (dis -,~ r p..e t..J!· items ). 
5·11. 4 SU;IlIflary 
'fhe hypo ';hesi s that being ab18 ;;0 i de!1tif y " potenti al/unacceptable 11;em ,-" 
such wi l l separate test ees of high ?:nd 1 ow proficiency , 
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already borne out by the results of Pre- Tests 1 , 2 and 5 , is further borne 
out in this present test. It is significant that t h e High 25% group 
retur ned high cor rect scores on these i tems, while the Low 25% group 
retUTT..ed low c;orrect sccres and showed their uncer tainty with significant 
responses to the distract or answer items. 
An unexpected result of this test was that 8 out of 10 Acceptable items 
showed item discrimi nat i on indices of above .30 , mOBt reflectj.ng very h i gh 
correct scores by the High 25% group and middling to l ow scores by the Low 
25% group. 
As .Ii th Pr,,- Test 10 , it can be hypothesised that this unexpected result is thE 
product of the extra burd en placed upon "eaker testees of having to remember 
and assess a ,)hr3-se rather than a '·Iord . 
Pre··Test 11 testifies to th" considerable range of p r ofioiency amonst thi s 
group of testees. 
5 . 12 Notes on PI'e- Test 12 
5.12 . 1 Preamble 
Thi s is a test of ' simpl e recognition ' of adjectives. 
A liBt was extracted from the Gener al Service List of all adjectives 
occurring there : about 730 in all (see Appendix ) . 
From this extracted list , a selection \1aS mode of adjentives which seemed use· 
ful to the testees in t heir situation. The test was finally presented w~th 
the items arranged acco r ding to frequency of occurrence in t h e G. S . L. as 
follows: 
Items 1 - 10: above 400 frequency 
I tems 11 - 20 : 100 .- 300 frequency 
",I .;;t ",em""s::.....;2:..:1=--....::30;:;.: 0 - 50 frequency 
The i tems were so a r ranged because , aB has been discussed previously , it is 
one hypothesisa~~ests that the frequency of occurrence of an item in the 
G. S . L. might be reflected in the degree of control which testees sho l ove,' 
that item. In other word , 3-ccepting that testees at this level should have 
control over 2000 headl;ords and thf'ir derivatives in the G. S . L., the 
effectiveness of the G.S . L. as a ' teachin,g tool' is being 
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evaluated as s subsidiary task in this section of cests. 
It is common to talk of adjectives as having both attributive and predicative 
posi tions, with most but not all appearing in both positions . P. Christophersen 
and A.Sandved construct the following frames for the respective positions: 
1) Attributive: The •.. car seemed good 
2) Predi,cative: The car/man (etc) is very ... 
rouch ~ .. 
aui te ... 
with very/much/guite included to preclude, for example, nominals ~hich can also 
, th t 't' 35 appeal' ln a POSl lon . 
These are, besides being definitive positions, probably also the most common 
positions , in which adjectives occur. However, as any grammar will show, 
adjectives can occur in a number of other positions . 
or in combination, intermediate in so ... that . 
ego the box is so heavy that I can't lift it. 
One position is, alone 
In retrospect, this is possibly a particularly difficult structure for testees 
at this level, who commonly substitute ill so much that for so •.. that. 
eg *The box is heavy in so much that I can't lift it. 
The substitution is, of course , in productive speech/writing. It is not kI10wn 
whether the tendenoy not to use so ... that in f~ct reflects '" receptive 
'blind spot' (an interesting subject for research) . 
These comments are apropos of the type of structures used in Pre-Test 12, 
where 10 out of 30 sentences place the item to be tested intermediate in the 
so • . . that structure. In addition, one sentence uses the correlative 
subordinator such ... that . There is no doubt that testees at this level should 
be able to understand this structure, certainly receptively; but, since it is 
not known ho'" exactly they perceive it, the chance is that the regular use of 
this structure could interfere with the ,est results (since it is adjectives 
that are being tested, not correlative subordinators or syntax). The 
structure was used unwittingly and its possible significance was only noted 
durning the writing of these notes. 
A structure which occurs nine ti~es is that with the adjective in predicative 
posi tion , sometimes immediately after the linking verb, sometimes preceded by 
very or such a. 
a problem. 
However , it is not expected that this structure should prove 
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In all remaining sentences, the omitted item occurs immediately before a 
noun . In most of these sentences , the omitted item is preceded by an article 
or very. These structures should not cause any difficulties for these testees. 
5.12.2 Results of Pre-Test 12 
Item 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Frequency 
in G.S . L 
468 
480 
736 
420 
1032 
1140 
480 
2803 
566 
1014 
145 
146 
120 
136 
258 
119 
282 
168 
150 
244 
47 
8 
18 
22 
22 
4 
2 
35 
14 
36 
Item 
original 
rough 
simple 
familiar 
various 
least 
gentle 
broad 
popular 
foreign 
artificial 
convenient 
loyal 
reasonable 
r.urious 
gradual 
patient 
delicate 
humble 
extensive 
awkward 
boastful 
cautious 
envious 
greedy 
punctual 
risky 
tame 
tidy 
urgent 
Item Discrim 
Index 
.13 
.26 
.2 6 
.39 
. 17 
. 52 
. 43 
. 22 
. 30 
.2£ 
.22 
.60 
.56 
. 08 
.26 
. 43 
.30 
.34 
- 0 . 04 
.34 
.30 
.04 
.34 
.43 
. 22 
.17 
. 26 
. 22 
,17 
.52 
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5.12.3 Analysis of Results 
50% of items (15 ex 30) produced item discrimination indices above . 30 . 
Generally this was a result of "the good control shown by the High 25% group , 
where , out of 30 items , 23 items showed correct scores of 18 ex 23 and above 
A further 3 items showed correct scores for the High 25% group of 
17 ex 23 (73,91%). 
The four items where the High 25% group did not perform particularly well '''ere: 
Item 2 (a very rough ride) : 12 ex 23 (52%) 
Item 6 (even t he least wind) : 13 ex 23 (57%) 
Item 9 (shirts were so EOEular) 15 ex 23 (65%) 
Item 19 (she is so humble that) 16 ex 23 (26%) 
The Low 25% group performed correspondingly poorly on these items , the 
respecti VB correct scores ex 23 being: 6 , 1, 8 and 7 . 
Earlier , it was stated that sentences using the correlat ive subordinators 
so .•• that and such . .. that l'Jere unwittingly included , and that, when these 
notes were written , it was hypothesised that these structures might interfere 
with the test results (this Pre- Test being a test of adjectives , not syntax) . 
However , the resul ts do not seem to show any significant interference by these 
structures . 
Of the 30 items in the test, 12 showed particularly poor control by the LOVJ 25% 
group i.e . correct scores of 10 ex 23 or less (43 , 47% or less) . These 12 
items are: 
Item 2 (a very rough ride) 6 ex 23 (26,08%) 
Item 4 (so familiar to me that) 10 ex 23 (43 ,47%) 
Item 6 (even the least wind) 1 ex 23 (4 , 34%) 
Item 7 (a very gentle person) 7 ex 23 (30,4~) 
Item 9 (shirts were so Eopular that) 8 ex 23 (34,78%) 
Ioem 10 (it is a foreign country) 7 ex 23 (30,43%) 
Item 12 (it is convenient to shop there) 4 ex 23 (17 , 39%) 
Item 13 (a very loyal friend) 5 ex 23 (21 , 73%) 
Item 16 (such a gradual rise that) 7 ex 23 (30,43%) 
Item 19 ( she is so humble that) 7 ex 23 (30,43%) 
Item 24 (he was so envious .• . that) 7 ex 23 (30 ,43%) 
Item 30 (this letter is urgent) 10 ex 23 (43,47%) 
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It will be seen that 5 of the above items have the correlative subordinators 
so . • • that and such . .• that. This is in slightly higher proportion relative 
to the above 12 items , than the proportionate repreHentation of such structures 
in the test as a whole , but not such as to be Significant. In fact , the Low 
25% group scored well on three items using the so . • • that structure , namel y 
items 8 , 15 , and 22 (respective correct scores of 18 , 17 , 22 ex 23) . 
The connlusion is that , .,hile so .• • that is often replaced productively with 
in so much that, it does not s eem to interfere with receptivity (understanding) 
It was noted that the test items are presented in thre", groups , ten items to a 
group , according to frequency of occurrence in the G.S . L. This grouping does 
not llave significance in ~he distribution of items with 'acceptable' 
discrimination indices (i . e . above .30) , being 5 for the high frequency group , 
6 for the middle group , and 4 for the low group. A totalling of correct 
scores for both groups of testees , for the three groups of items , shows a 
slight l y inverse relationship between proficiency and frequency. 
In the follo"ing items, there was a significant response to the following 
distractors (combined correct scores for both High 25% and Low 25% groups 
i.e . 46 testees or 46 maximum correct scores) : 
Item 2 (a rough ride) · : destructive (11) , heavy (11) 
Item 6 (even the least wind): most ordinary (14 ), most possible (7) 
Item 7 (a gentle person) : motherly (1 3) 
Item 9 (so popular that): moderate (19) 
Item 12 (convenient to shop there) : fortunate 
Item 13 (a loyal friend): bold (10), patcriotic 
Item 16 (a gradual rise): prompt (12) , shallow 
Item 19 (so humble that): peculiar (22) 
(14) 
(8) 
(8) 
Item 24 (so envious that) cross (10), glad (9) 
Item 24 (letter is urgent) : necessary (11) 
5.12 . 4 Summary 
1) Once again , the great disparity in proficiency amongst this group of 
testees is revealed by the test results. 
2) A matoer for resear ch arising from this test is the nature and role of 
'recepto.ve' and ' productive ' j:roficiency. 
3) The [l..ypothesis that the G.S,L is a ,eaching tool at this level is either 
discredited or not proven by these results. 
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5.13 Notes on Pre-Test 13 
5.13.1 Preamble 
This test , as w~th Pre Tests 1 , 2 , 5 , 10 and 11 , contains both 'acceptable' 
and. ' unacceptable' items: in this case , adverbs. The items differ from 
those in the other afore-mentioned tests in that , in t his test, the critical 
items which are unacceptable cannot be ·calied 'potential ' . In fa0t, all 
items are ' actual words ' in English: the di stinction is that the unacceptable 
items are that because they do not fit into the adverbi al slots in the form 
they take in the tests. 
ego Item 12 : She did the work perfect 
where perfect is accept9.ble in an adjectival slot , but not here as an adverbia 
A list of adverbs extracted from the G.S.L. sho\;s about 340 , of which about 
190 take the -LY affix. Thi s is a test of competence in recognizing adverbs 
which properly take -LY and those '"hich properly do not , with a converse 
mixture of 'unacceptable items' , i . e. items which should tak", -LY but are 
presented without the affix, and item which do not take - LY ',;hich are 
presented with it . 
All acceptable items are above 200 frequency of occurrence . The same is true 
for the bases of the unacceptable items, e.g. perfect i n item 12 (see above) 
ha.s the acc'~ptable base perfectly , which has a frequency of 240 in the G.S.L . 
I t is commonly stated that one- Hord adverbials can occupy three positions, 
these being the end-position the front position and the mid- position; see for 
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example Christophersen and. Sandved. 
All the cr itical items (i. e . one·-word adverbials) in this test are present ed 
in end- position, that is fol l owing the verb. As will be seen in the test form 
each item i s presented in the context of a simple sentence , i.e . subject + 
verb + (object) + adverb. 
As with Pre-·Tests 1, 2 , 5 , 10 and 11 , the items were all spoken , each item 
being given twice with a ten-second pause for the testees to select their 
answer from the choice available. The testees did not see the ,~itten form. 
5.13. 2 Results of Prf'-Test 13 
Item Frequency Acceptable Item Di.scrim Unacceptabl e Item Discr 
No in a . S .L Index Index 
1 290 exactly .21 
2 443 'J..jme . 54 
-
3 easy ~ 
4 270 apart . 25 
5 natural . 25 
6 above l y 
.:..Xl 
7 740 first . 25 
8 237 hard .4 2 
9 234 properly . 29 
10 496 recently . 08 
11 backwardly 
.:A2 
12 perfect . 66 
13 qui ck . 66 
I --14 436 slowl y .21 , 
15 sudden .16 
highly .~2 
5.13 . 3 Analysis of Results 
It· will be seen that there is a signi ficant pr eponder ance of 'unacceptabl e ' 
items with item discrimination indices above . 30 , in that 6 ex 8 (75%) fal l 
into this category , while only 2 ex 8 ( 25% ) of ' accept oble' items have indices 
above .30 . The original hypothesis is thus support ed here, n l . that 
proficiency in di stinguishing ' acceptable ' from ' unacceptable ' items wil l be 
crucial in di stinguishing testees of hi gh and low ability. 
A possible di fference here is that the unacceptalie items can only be called 
' potential ' if one accepts t hat all adverbs have the potential to take -LY. 
This is difficult to accept , i f on ly because there are a number of examples 
of adverbs without -LY (where a partictihr meaning attaches ) which co- exist with 
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the -LY form, but with different meaning (eg deep - deeply: late - lately). 
Nevertheless , whether one is considering 'unacceptable/potential' or simply 
'unacceptable ' items the reason why such items distingush bet :·;een levels of 
proficiency is quite clear: no rules are readily to hand by which the learner 
can assess acceptabUity or not in these cases. It is only 
acquaintance with the language which can build up the necessary intuitions. 
A feature of the results of this test is the variable performance of the High 
25% group, who generally returned consistently high correct scores for both 
acceptable and unacceptable items in other tests or' this kind. Of the 16 
items in the test , 7 showed correct. scores for the High 25% group of 16 ex 24 
(66,66%) or less. These items were (scores for the Low 25% group in brackets) : 
Item 3 (easy): 14 ex 24 (2) 
Item 4 (apart): 11 ex 24 (5) 
Item :2 (natural): 16 ex 24 (10) 
Item 1 (first): 15 ex 24 (9) 
Item 10 (recently) 14 ex 24 (12) 
Item 1:2 (highly): 16 ex 24 (6) 
I tem 16 (sudden) : 7 ex 24 (3) 
All other scores for the High 25% group are 19 and above ex 24 (79% and above). 
It is difficult to account for the variability of scores amongst the High 
25% group as reflected in the above analysis . No particular pattern seems 
obvious (eg one might expect that adverbs which are acceptable without -LY 
might feature strongly amongst the low-scored items, or adverbs which take -LY 
but are presented without it). Perhaps the most that can be said is that the 
variability of scores emphasises the relative redundancy of - LY as an adv8rb affi l 
(eg witness the trend in American English to discard it). This combined with 
the idiosyncratic nature of -LY, produces confusion amongst even relatively 
proficient l earners . 
The results show particularly lows::ores amongst the Low 25% group , where 11 out 
of t he 16 scores are 10 or lower ex 24 (41,66% or lower). The remaining five 
scores range behmen 12 and 16 ex 24 (50-:-66 , 66%). A count of correct scores 
for the Low 25% group shows an aggregate correct score for the eight acceptable 
items of 92 ex 192 (28%) and an aggregate of 53 (28%) for the unacceptable items. 
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Both aggregates ~re low, but one is justified in concluding that the Low 25% 
group had significantly more trouble in identifying unacceptable items . 
Once again , it is difficult to establish a pattern , but it can be pointed out 
that of the six lowest correct scores for the Low 25% group (6 or lower ex 
24 : 25% or lower) , four were for items that are acceptable with- LY, but were 
presented without - LY. 
1) The results of Pre- Test 15 support the hypothesis that the more proficient 
a testee is , the more able he/she will be to distinguish between acceptable 
&ld unacceptable items . 
2) The great range in proficiency amongst testees at this level , is once 
again revealed. 
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CHAPTER 6 '['he Final Tests 
This chapter contains: 
1) Comments on the final tests , and the form of the Final Tests as presented 
to the testees : 
2) Analyses of the results of each of the final tests; 
3) A Summary of results ; 
4) A Post-Final Test form , containing only those items which produced item 
discrimination indices of above 0.30 in the Final Tests. 
Selection of the Testees : was according to the results of the Vocabulary 
section of t.~" GTLAS which \Jere administered , on behalf of the HSRC , to the 
group while in their first year of study (1978) . 50 testees were chosen to 
form a sample representative of the spread of Vocabulary section scores across 
the whole gr oup. In Qddition, the male- female ratio (approximately one- third 
to two- thirds) is reflected in the composi ti.on of the final group of testees . 
Because of the normally chaotic state of the school , reflected amongst others 
by chr onic absenteeism expecially in the second half of the year , a variable 
number of' testees were represented at each test. Where the number is 
significantly less than 50 , this is noted in the analysis of results of the 
relevant tests . 
'rhe Fi nal Tests 
Spoken tests : Tests 1 , 2, 4, 5 , 7 and 8 on this form were all spoken on tape. 
Students/testees received only the answer forms . The wri tten form was not seen 
by the testees. 
In all spoken tests , the follo~ng choices were given: 
Which of the following are proper words in English: 
(A) Yes - proper word (B) No - not a proper word (C) Maybe (D) Don ' t Know . 
1) deskman 
6) tradesman 
11 )*dininr, room 
1) *excel2tion 
5) listenation 
9) amuseness 
TEST 1 
2) playman 
7)* bedroom 
12)*headroom 
TEST 2 
2) receivering 
6) preference 
10) f'aintity 
3) *chairman 
8) chopperma.n 
4) shopman 
9) clockwork 
5) brickman 
10) rulework 
3) .* 12 erf ormer 4) containion 
7) insidity 8) *statement 
11) sincerence 12 ) *scientist 
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13) hinderment 14) retirement 15) brushery 16) *discover;r 
17) deliverent 18) enemy ship 19) surprisal 20) *ownershiE 
21) museumist 22) servancy 23) younghood 24) awakage 
25) *warmth 26) middlth 27) breakage 28) Ttlorkeress . 
*Note : Items underlined above are GIVE - AWAYSj i.e. they are only inserted 
to maintain a balance of types of answers. They did not discriminate 
successfully in the Pre- Tests . 
TEST 3A 
In tests 3A and 3B choose the best form to complete each sentence. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Last night we - a trap for the mouse. (~) 
(A) sate (B) set (e) setted (D) setten 
Last year I - studying history and mathematics. (be/:l:in) 
(E) began (F) beginned (G) begin (H) begun 
Last year bread - 15 cents a loaf , now it is 17 cents.(~) 
(D) cossed (A) cost (B) cast (e) costed 
4) Wnen she was i~ she - the pain very bravely. (b~) 
(E) beared (F) bored (G) barred (H) bore 
5) Yesterday Pumla - in that chair , but today she is over here. (.ill) 
(A) sit (B) sat (e) sitted 
TEST 3B 
1) Mary has - her breakfast , and now she 
(A) have (B) had (e) hid 
(D) sate 
wants a cup of coffee. (have) 
(D) haved 
2) The bus has - around and now it is coming back. (turn) 
(E) turned (F) torn (G) turn (H) torned 
3) The students have - to study for the test. (begin) 
(A) begun (B) began (e) begin (D) beg-inned. 
Vuyo has - that he will come to the party. (says) 
(E) say (F) sane (G) sayed (H) said 
5) He has - to do well in his examinations. (continue) 
(A) continued (B) continue (e) continues (D) continuen. 
6) She has - about it for a long time. (~) 
(E) known (F) kno,,,ed (G) knew (H) knewed 
7) The c8,rpenter hac - a let of tables this year . (make) 
{A) maded (B) maked (e) made (D) make. 
8) The mealies have - tall because of the good rains . (EITow) 
(E) growed (F) grown (G) grow (H) gre1" 
9) Themba has - in the same desk for two years . (.ill) 
(A) si tten (B) sitted (e) sit (D) sat 
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TEST 4 
SPOKEN only - each item repeated, with ten·- second pause bet'deen items. 
1) *unbutton 2) misapprove 
5) *disreB;ard 6) d;.sreport 
9) reeamp 10)*replace 
13) entrust 14) memorize 
17) freshize 18) wai terize 
21) *rel2resent 22) poisonize 
TEST ..2 
SPOKEN only 
1) . * .she 1-lorked. it out. 'lx3.ctl;r 
3) he passed the test easy 
5) "he arrived first 
7) he played the game properly 
9) the ball rolled backwardly 
u) she jumped quick 
13) the dog jumped highly. 
TEST 6 
3) lfficare 4) misfinish 
7) unappear 8) enview 
u) enarm 12 ) enhouse 
15 ) scarcize 16)*unlock 
19) modernize 20 ) ia.sten 
2) he frequently came home 
4) the aeroplane flew abovely 
6) he hamered the nail hard 
8)*the B;irl arrived recently 
10) she did the .. Iork perfect 
12 )'*lhe train travels slowly 
SPOKEN only - each item repeated, followed by ten-second pause. 
1) an existing building 2) a blooding cut 
3) a doubtful student 4) a personal letter 
5) s, satisfied child 6) an existful garden 
7) a willy servant 8) an influential book 
9) * a faithful fr iend 10) a doubtal question 
u) a national problem 12 )*a cooked meal 
13) a blinding light 14) an intentioning plan 
15) a truthful girl 16)*an oil.z enB;ine 
17) a searchful light 18) an intentional mistake 
19 ) *the tinned fruit 20) an oilful car 
21) a dreamy look 22) a truthed writer 
23) a searching look 
*Note: Items underlined above are GIVE-AWAYS 
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TIST.l 
SPOKEX only - 13ach item l'epe2.ted: followed. by a ten-s econd psuse. 
1) a differish look 2) the fODlent students 
3) ,- e;:)lde:'lt frarflG 4) a differ/~rt car 
5) a fooJ.ish a.r!SW8r 6) a s~"thetish fr iend 
7) the forbidden (fIOrds 8 ) a violent 8.ttack 
9) ,~ s:1Pathetic look 10) :::t. photographic studio 
11) the rotten food 12) a photographent book 
13) a confidish friend 14) a. feverish sleep 
TEST 8 
L This road iR so - to me that I always know exactly where I ",11 
(A) extensive (B) certain (C )aciual (D) familiar 
2 . The feathe r :LS so light that it ' ."ill blc,/ l1I'1ay if there is even the - wina 
(E) lea.st (F) rna st ordinary (G) cost possible 
(H) likeliest . 
3. She is a very - person and does not like to hurt anyone . 
(A) painful (B) earne"t (c) motherly (D) gentle 
4. Tne new shirts '"ere so - that they " ere all sold out in three days. 
(E) fresh (F) popula" (G) mOll.erat e (H) orn2.Dlental 
5. Swaziland is not p"-rt of Soutb ,Afri QJ;l: it is a country 
(A) local (B) single (c) foreign (D) national 
6 . The prices at that shop are higher, but it is nearby, so it is - to 
shop tl:.ere . 
(E) orilerly (F ) fortunate (G) convenient (ll) generous 
7. She is a very - friend and a l ways gives help when I need it. 
(A) original (B) l oyal (c) bold (D) patriotic 
8. The hill makes such a - T'i se that I never feel tired when I climb i t . 
(E) gr"-<iual (F) prompt (G) needless (n) shall a I '; 
9· I know you have waited for a long time , but if you can be - for a li ttie 
longer , I .'ill see you. 
(A) s:i..ncere (B) ~.ttentive (C) patient (D) steady 
10. His health is so - that he is very often sick. 
(E) mild (F) delicate (G) nedical (H) chldish 
n . -The farmer t 8 land is so - that it s t retches much further than a person 
can see. 
(A) detailed (3) noble (C) eventful (D) extensive 
12. He is very - and whenever he does a job he makes a mess or knocks 
something over. 
(E) heavy (F) pushing (G) awkward (II) shallow 
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13. ehildr'en must be very - \:hen they cross a busy road. hich has a lot of 
14 · 
15. 
1. 
2. 
traf'fic . 
(A) lucky (B) noUe (e) polite (D) cautious 
Sipho was so 
it himself. 
of Tar.di's new pen that he took it from her desk, to use 
(E) cross (F) envious 
This let t er is - so I must post 
(A) unpaid (B) necessary 
TEST 9 
From the bottom of the hill the 
from the top. 
(A) sight (B) view 
The school sports day is a/an 
(E) object (F) upset 
(e) glad 
it right now. 
(e) private 
(H) determined 
(D) urgent . 
is not very good , but it is very good 
(e) outlook (D) detail 
,'hi ch happens only once a year. 
(e) organization (n) event 
3. I "as riding l<ith Themba in his car. I was going to the C.K.Bazaars 
in East London . He wa s only going ar; far a s Mdantsane- ,; But he did 
me a/an - and took me all the way to the O.K. Bazaars . 
(A) favour (B) pleasure (e) helping (D) approva.l 
4. Port Elizabeth and East London are on the - but Johannesburg i.s not. 
'5 .. 
(E) shore (F) shoreline (e) coast 
It is easier to read by electric light than by candle light. So the 
student who has electric light has a/an - . 
(A) p03sibiity (B) advance (e) advantage (D) chance 
6. The team won the match. The crowd :ran onto the field . They !;ere very 
7. 
happy. Hundreds of people "ere running , shouting and cheering. I 
could not find my friend in all the - . 
(E) confusion (F) society (e) anxiety (H) condition 
I had a beautiful new tennis racket. I lost it. Khaya found it . 
gave him a/an - of Rl , OO for finding my racket. 
(A) payment (B) compensation (e) bribe (D) re\;ard 
I 
8 . Phurnla found a RIO , OO note. She knew it belonged to Agatha . Phurnla's 
- would not let her keep it . She gave the RIO , aO note back to Agatha. 
(E) application (F) conscience (e) mind (H) confidence 
9. I was travelling in a bus. The bus was in an accident . The driver had 
to " a i t until the police carne. He had to wait until the other ',ehicle 
\·:as moved . Because of the - I "as 40 minutes late for school. 
(A) delay (B) fault (e) disturbance (D) misconduct 
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10 . This is a(n) - of money . 
(E) lump (F) heap (G) mound (H) pile 
11. This is white - . 
(A) yarn (B) thread (C) string (D) twine . 
12. This is the - of the knife . 
(E) edge (F) blade (G) point (H) sharp 
13. I P1it 
(A) thigh 
the belt around my - . 
(B) hips 
14 If I drop oil onto 
(E) print (F) sta'.n 
15. A man has a foot , 
(A) pal'! (B) claw 
(C) waist (D) 
this , there is a -
(G) show (H) mark 
but a cat has a - . 
(C) hoof (D) talon 
TEST 10 
1. John has worked in six jobs in two years. 
stomach 
I wonder why he can ' t stick • •. one job only? 
(A) fo r (B) out (C) into (D ) to 
2 . That school has a lot of problems. 
Well , perhaps the new principal will bring .•• some changes. 
(E) into (F) to (G) about (H) out 
3, How do you like your new job? 
I' m still settling . • • , but I like it very much so far. 
(A) in (B) on (C) at (D) out 
4. Why has Sipho bought that old building? 
He >Tants to set ... a factory to start making biscuits and sHeets . 
(E) out (F) off (G) in (H) up 
5. Why did the dog bite you? 
I1e looked friend.ly, but as soon as I entered the gate he turned ..• me 
and bit me . 
(A) off (B) at (C) on (D) up 
6. Are Mary ' s parents still alive? 
No. They died years ago , so her grandmother had to bring her . • • 
(E) out (F) about (G) up (li) off . 
7. Wi l l sell me your new car for ten Rand? 
Hah! You must take me ..• a fool 
(A) fo r (B) at (C) in (D) over 
8 My car has broken dOl.",. 
You ' d better seln Joe . Hs can fix cars. 
(E) about (F) for (G) in (H) before 
9· How can I 
Easy . It 
(A) over 
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find ycur house? 
is painted red , so it stands . .. clearly. 
(Jl) out (c) for (D) by 
10 . Did Thandiwe corne to help you? 
No , she let me, • • badly , so I must ask someone else to help me . 
(E) out (F) off (G) down (H) in 
11 . Mrs Maselwa is in a bad mood. 
12 . 
Yes, but just leave her alone and it will bl ow .• • Soon she will be in 
a good mood . 
(A) in (B) out (C) up (D) over 
Did Mr Bhana punish you? 
No, he was in a good mood , so he let me ••• 
(E) off (F) on (C) in (H) out 
13 . Did Mary say anything about the mi s sing money? 
No , I forgot to bring .•. the matter, but I 1-lill ask her tomorrow. 
(A) off (B) up (c) about (D) out 
TEST 11 
1. A CQ.I' must always stop at a red light , . •• to the rules of the r oad . 
(A) command.ing (B) according (C)r1emanding (D) follol-ling 
') He was drun..1c when he crashed into the other car. That • • for the accident . 
(E) accounts (F) accor ds (C) determines (H) depends 
3. A teacher must treat al l pupils the same , and not ... one above the other. 
(A) satisfy (B) prejudice (C) poin~ (D) favour 
4. She will be very sad if we do not .. . her in '~he party. 
(E) include (F) place (C) mention (H) advi se 
5· We must stop the party , because the people next door ... to the noise. 
(A) argue (B) obj ect ( C) accuse (D) complain 
6. Don ' t shout at him . If you 
doing it . 
wi th him , he >lil l understand why you are 
(E) prai se (F) charm (C) reason (H) persuade 
7 These students have been ohosen for the tennis team . They will • •• the 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
school in the 
(A) repr esent 
I don ' t know 
(E) consider 
We hope that 
(A) provide 
No- " one else 
(E) depend 
The boxer is 
to •• • 
(A) yield 
match on Saturday . 
(B) appear (C) "i. tness (D) compete 
the answer, l)ut I .. . that you look in this book to find it . 
(F) encour age (C) inform (H) suggest 
the government will soon .•• free books for pupils . 
(B) detemine (C) pr actise (D) deliver. 
can do the job, so I .. . on you to do it . 
(F) require (C) expect (H) intend 
tough , but his opponent "'as too strong and finally he had 
(B) waste ( C)eall (D) oomplete . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
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I don!t think I have time 
the job done. 
(E) check (F) afford 
Five marks out of ten in a 
(A) act (B) boast 
Only the student·s Id:th the 
(E) promise (F) propose 
today, but I wi l l tell you if I ... to get 
(a) manage (H) prevent 
teBt is not good, so don't .. . about it. 
(C) claim (D) c0ni'ess 
high8st marks can ... for a prize. 
(G) qualify' (H) question 
15. Our class did not do ,,,ell in t he test, so we are going to .•• the '"ork 
tomorrow. 
(A) review (B) remind 
16. Parents usually ... their 
(E) remark (F) request 
(c) reflect (D) refresh 
chilo_ren when they are naughty. 
(a) interfe~e (H) scold 
No, he is not happy . In fact, your words have him. 
(A) upset (B) scratched (c) pinched (D) prevented. 
Test 12: See Appendix 5, page 342. 
6. 1 Notes on Final Test 1 
6.1. 1 Preambl e 
This test was extracted from 'successful' items in Pre-Test l. It is a 
'Spoken t test, based on the prj.nciple of the 'partial producti vi ty of lexical. 
rllles'. Reference to the Note" on Pre--Test 1 ,,'ill show that the test was 
successful e.S pro:cif of the hypothesis that the effect of the 'partial 
produotivi ty' rule " ould be to disthlguish olearly bet. Jeen -testees of high, ·. ~ 
and testees of 101"1, proficiency. In PrG-Test 1, 7 out of 10 'Unacceptable' 
items returned item discrimination indices of above 0.30 ; onl.y 3 out of 10 
'Acceptable' items did so. 
6.1. 2 Results 
Item 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
, 
D 
7 
8 
a 
/ 
10 
11 
p 
Frequ. in 
G .. S.L 
X 
X 
X 
198 
X 
30 
58 
X 
10 
X 
30 
¢ 
Accepte.ble 
chairman 
tradesman 
bedroom 
clockwork 
:iinine; room 
headroom 
Unacceptable Discrim. Index 
d.eskman .31 
.playman .46 
shopman .54 
(.15) Gi ve-.Awa,Y 
brickman .31 
.46 
( . 23) Give-A~!a;y 
chopperman .31 
. 08 
rule\;1ork .85 (-::23) Gi ve-A"'8.:t, 
( .15) Give-Awa'?! 
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6.1. 3 Analysis of ResCllts 
Of 6 ' Unacceptable ' items , all retur·ned item discrimination indices above ,30 
Thus the h;ypot'hesis underlying this sort of test is su!,portcd in this ins-:03J1c e , 
as it was in Pre- Test 1 . Three of these items shOl'led hi!;'h correct scores 
(on or above 11 ex 13) for the High 25% group and correspondingly 101, correct 
scores for the Low 25% group (High 25% Correct; Low 25% Correct ): 
item 1 (deskman) 22/15 ex 24 (Pre-Test : 19/6 ex 24) 
item 3 (shopman ) 20/7 ex 24 (Pre-Test: 19/9 ex 24) 
item 10 (rulework) 22/2 ex 24 (Pre-Test: 18/7 ex 24 ) 
(The Final Test scores have been adjusted by a facto r of 1 , 85.) 
'l'he other three it ems showeil a relatively low correct score fo r the High 25% 
group , with 10"' correct sco:~e for the High 25% group . 
item 2 (playman) 15/4 ex 24 (Pre-Test 1: 21/5 ex 24) 
item 5 (brickman) 15/7 ex 24 (Pre- Test 1: 15/0 ex 24) 
item 8 ( chopp erman) 15/7 ex 24 (Pre- Test 1 : 17 / 6 ex 24) 
The figures in brackets for the related score~ on these items in Pre- Test 1 
show sooe correlation; the first group of three items above , those with 
the highest correct scores for the High 25% group , also produced high SCOres 
in the Pre- Tes"'; f01' the same group. However, there is a ~arked decrease in 
the relative number correct in i teo: 2 (plaY!!lan) compared t u the Pre- Test , \,.;. th 
item 5 (b~an) and item e (choPKerJJ1an). producing roughly the same result . 
Of t.he AcceptaU:e items , item 6 (tradesman) shows a roughly similar 
discrimination index when ~oGlpared with the Pre-Test results (.46 here , 
compared to . 41). The remaining Acceptable item showed an index ,,,11 belo w 
. 30, a result of a significant decrease in correct scores (item 9, clockwork) . 
Interestingly, the four ' Give-Away' iteGls in this test showed' very Ligh 
correlation i n terms of the Eem discrimination indices and correct scores . 
They are recorded below, \fl tll the respective indices for the Pre-Tee--, "nd 
?inal Test given , in that order , followed by High and Low corre0t ~cores 
for the two tests, in the same order ; 
item 1 ( e51ai rman) : 12, . 15 (23/2C ex 24 ; 24/20 ex 24 ) 
item 7 (bedroom) : . ~O, .23 (2t,/19 ex 24; 24/19 ex 24) 
item II (d'r"1" -00-)-..... .. . .. J 6';. IU. _ 20, .23 (24/19 ex 24 ; 24/19 ex 24) 
item 12 (headroom) : .15 , . 15 (5/1 ex 24 ; 4/0 ex 24) 
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This last item , ;>lhich ~':(hO viS very 10 '..: correct scores in bo"th te:?ts , is of 
course not featured. in thA Ci . S~L . (zero frequency) . 
The conclusion is thE..t there has been a high deGree of co~rela.tion bet.ween 
the results of Pre- Test 1 and this Final 'res" ie' terr.lS of (1 ) a varying 
but positive relationship in terms of actual Gorrect scores and ( 2 ) more 
espec;.ally, as shown by the fact tJ:at, of 8 test i t.ems , only or..e did not 
again shew an acc-eptable i tern discriminatio:2 index. In addition , the four 
' Give - A ... lay ' items shoVled ver:r high correla.tion of indic8s, a.s 'tiell as of 
absolute SC0res for botl'. the High 8nd Lo", groups. 
6.2 Notes on Final Test 2 
6.2.1. Preamble 
This test was ext r acted from the ' successful ' items in Pre- Test 2. ~'l'e notes 
on Pre- 're st ;::> sho", that the hypothesis underlyine this sort of test, based 
on the 'partial prcduotivi ty ' ;>rinciple, ,·JaS successfully proved . In Pre- Tes"! 
2, only one out of 19 'Unacceptable ' items did not produce an item discr iminat-
ion ir..dex of .30 or above (allovling the inclusion of recei ver ing at .29) 
whereas only 4 out of 21 'acceptable' items did produce such a discriminati on 
index. Of these 44 items, one (p r int er ) Has mistakenly omitted from the 
Final ~est . 
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6.2.2 . Table of Hesults 
Item 
No 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
~8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2{) 
27 
28 
Fre~en . A00eptable 
in G. S . L 
234 exception 
20 :eerformer 
?234 preference 
664 statement 
108 s~ientist 
100 r etirement 
318 discovery 
52 o"nership 
84 vlarmth 
8 breakage 
Una0ceptable Item Discrim. 
Index 
(0) Gi ve- A l-Ja'y 
receivering .31 
( .15 )Give-Awa;)!: 
containion .70 
listenation . 39 
. 39 
i:'lsidity .77 
- -
(0) Give- Away 
arnuseness 
- 0.07 
f aintity .62 
sincerence .62 
(0) Gi ye- Awa,Y 
hinderment .38 
. 15 
brusher:;- .62 
( .15) Cive-Away 
deliverent .39 
-
enemyship .70 
-
surpri sal . 54 
-( • 07) ~!viay 
mUG eumi st 
.54 
servancy . 54 
y01lO1ghood 0 
a"akage · 92 
( .15) Give-A,,'a'y 
middHll .62 
--
. 23 
v,'orkeress .62 
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6 . 2.3 . Ana lysis of Results 
The foll \.lwing number of r successful ' i terns were carried ov er from Pre-Test 2 
to form this present test : 3 'Acceptabl e ', 18 ' Unacceptable' . In addition , 
7 fGi-,.re-At-J2Y' i terns were carriec' over , to -provj de a balance t'lf typ es of 
ans"VJers . The se "e"e all t Acceptable ' items fr om Pre-Tes~ 2 "Ihich hOO 
produced 1 0 \') item di scri mination indiees . 
Overall, the followi!1g is the result of Final Test? : 1 6 out of 18 
' Unacceptable' ite;ms produced discrimination indices above .30 , while lout 
"f 3 ' Accept".bl e ' i terns did so . If the ' Gi v e- A«ay Acce:)tabl e ' items are 
;.ncludnd·, then lout of 10 'Acceptable' i -tems produced indice,, ' of above . 30 . 
Thus , as ...-ith Pre- Test 1. , Final Test 1 (derived. fro]1 the fo r mer), and Pre-Test 
2 , the results of this test support the hypothesis that tests based on the 
principle of the ;:>artial productivity of le~:i "al rules , wil l successfully 
di scriminate between testees of high and l~w prof iciency. 
An examinati.on of t he results cf ' Unacceptable ' items p rovides the follo;;ing: 
These items showed high correct s e-ores for the High 25% (on or above 11 ex l3) , 
and the result s are recorded as: correct "core for High 25% group , correct 
score for Low 25% group , and , in brackets , the comparable result" from 
Pre- Test 2. ( 'rhe Final Test figures have all adjuGted by a factor of 1.85 to 
provide for case compari son~ 
item 2 (receivering ): 24/17 ex 24 (21/14 ex 24 ) 
::.tem 4 (contabion1): 20/4 ex 24 (20/6 ex 24) 
item 5 (listenation ) 22/1 3 ex 24 ( 23/1 2 ex 24) 
ite;]'.7 (insidity) 22/4 ex 24 (21/4 ex 24) 
i tem 10 (faintity) : 22/7 ex 24 (16/ 5 ex 24 ) 
item 11 ( s incp.rence): 20/6 e)( 24 ( 20/5 ex 24) 
item 15 (brushel'y):24/5 ex 24 (19/6 ex 24) 
item 18 (enemyship ): 22/6 ex 24 (,23/7 ex 24 ) 
item 21 (lI!useurnist): 22/9 ex 24 ( 20/9 e e< 24) 
i tem 24 (awakage ): 23/ 2 ex 24 (23/6 ex 24 ) 
ite~ 26 (middl t h): 22/7 ex 24 (23/6 ex 24) 
i tem ;>8 (workeress) : 24/5 ex 24 ( 22/5 ex 24) 
We note that the figur es above shm: a great correlation between the r esu lts 
of the t,IO tests , for the scoreE of both the High 25% and Low 25% groups . 
The following 'Unaccep1;able ' items produced correct scores for the Hi gh 25% 
group in the 10l<er ra:cge (about 10 0:' less ex 13): 
item 9 (ar.:Olseness): 0/2 ex 24 ( 22/4 ex 24) 
i tem 13 (hinderment ): 19/9 ex 24 ( 20/7 ex 24 ) 
item 17 (deliverent ) : 17/7 ex 24 ( 18/ 6 ex 24 ) 
;tem 19 (suprisal) : 13/0 ex 24 (19/8 ex 24) 
item 22 (servancy): 19/6 ex 24 (19/5 ex 24) 
item 23 (younghood ) : 11/11 ex 24 (1 6/2 ex 24 ) 
Here there is reasonable correlat i on bet,,'een the results of Pre-Tes t 2 and 
Final Test 2 , in respect of item 13 ( hinderment) , 17 (deliverent) , 22 (ser'Vancy 
and, less so, item 19 (surpr isal ) . However, the results of iter" 9 
(a.<1l'.Lenean) and item 23 (younghoo<!), are difficult 'r,o explain , In the case 
of the former , the E,udi tory rruality of t he ta,pe :nay have interfered ( -,.':l th 
regard ~o the similarity of /n/ and /m/): \,hatever the reason , it is impossible 
to exp 1 ai:c. "hy there should be such a cO!llplete reversal of results with 
r egard to the correct score fo r the High 25% group , while the score for the 
Lo w 25% group remains rela.tively consistent. In the case of item 23 
(younghood ) the rela.tive score- of the High 25% group dropped sli€;htly , 'Ihil e 
ther e has been a signi ficant rise in the corr ect score for t he La,,, 25% group. 
Once again , it is impossible to acco,mt for this. 
For the three ' Acceptable' items in the test, t h e r e sults are: 
item 6 
i tem...l4 
item 27 
(preference) 20/11 ex 24 (21/10 ex 24) 
( r etirement) 22/ 20 ex 24 ( 23/ 15 " X 24 ) 
(b r eakage ) 11/6 ex 24 (19/6 ex 24) 
The results for item 6 are consistent , ~hile those for item 14 show a 
relative improvement in the correct score for the Low 25% group, and for 
item 27 , a relat i ve decrease in the scor e of the High 25% group . 
For the ' Aceeptable Give--Away ' items , the resutls a re : 
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item 1 ( exception) 24/24 ex 24 (24/20 ex 24) 
item 3 (performer) 22/19 ex 24 (24/22 ex 24 ) 
item 8 (statement) 24/24 ex 24 (24/24 ex 24) 
item 12 (scientist) 24/24 ex 24 (24/24 ex 24) 
item 16 (discovery) 24/20 ex 24 (24/24 ex 24) 
item 20 (ownership) 19/17 ex 24 ( 02/16 ex 24 ) 
it en 25 ( .armth) 24/20 ex 24 (23/9 ex 24) 
There is gre~t correlation between results here , with any movenent being in 
the direction of some improvement in the scores of the LvN" 25% gr oup. 
It is worth noting "that the two Aooeptable items whioh dicl not pr oduce indices 
above .30, and "hioh .,ere also the items showi,ng relative iT,stabili ty of 
results, have comparitively low frequenoies in the G. S.L (retirement 100 , 
breakage 8) . Amongs t the 'Acceptable Give- Away ' items , t"o ite!Js with 10" 
freq:uenoy (performer 00 and ol;nership 52) showed the lowes', ccrrect scores 
for both groups , although in absolute terms , the total scores ar,,, high. 
6.2 . 4 Gonclusion 
1) Hi th the exception of a fe" items , there is great correlati.on between the 
results of Pre- Test 2 a~d Final Test 2 ; 
2 ) the underlying hypothesis ref,arding the partial p-oductivity of lexical 
rules and the usefulness in proficiency tests , is once again proved valid. 
6. 3 . Notes on Final Test 3A 
6 . 3 . 1 Preamble 
The items in this test "ere derived from those which were • successful ' i n 
Pr e·-Test 8, and concern the Irregula.r - ED form. Of the 13 items in Pre- Tsst 8, 
3 were ' Gi ve--A"ay' . Of t he re'naini ng 10 'valid' i temD, 5 ,<ere included in 
this test by vi.rtue of item discrimination indices on or above .30 . Tests 
3A and 3B (ex Pre-Test 9) were 'Nri tten <>8 a unit cJ the testees, and were 
affected by absenteeism. Only 32 answer forms are aVlli12.b le! thus , the High 
25% and Low 25% groups consist of only 8 testees/anS>ier forms each. 
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6.3 2 Results 
Item 
No 
Frequency Item Item Discrim. 
in G.S.~ Index . 
1 1938 set 0 
2 2481 bega:a ·50 
3 1263 cos t .12 (v and n ) 
4 980 bore . 12 
5 1422 sat :19.. 
6.3 . 3 Analysis of Results 
In the notes on Pre·-Test 8, it ,Jas shown that the items selected there for 
testing were drawn from the 40 items wj.th highest frequency in the a.S .L. 
(above 1200) from a total group of 98 items which feature in the a.S.L. 
It was also shown that, notwithstanding the relatively high frequency of the 
seleoted items , there is a direct relationship betHeen the frequency of the 
item and. performance in the test . 
Item 4 ('v/hen she was ill, she bore the pain bravely') (item 12 in the Pre-Test ) 
\\'8.s ineorrectly included in the Pre- Test, having a frequency of 980 . 
Nevertheless, i~ has bee!} cG.rrled through to the Final Tests , as it is a 
useful item . 
A full 'l.ccount of results for the items above is now presented in this order: 
High 25% and Low 25% correct in the Final Test; in brackets , the corresponding 
figures for the Pre- Tests ; Final Test and Pre- Test item discrimination indices, 
in t hat order. (The Final Test items have been adjusted by a f",ctor of 2,88.) 
item 1 ( sat) 20/20 ex 23 (29/9 ex 23) 0, .56 
item 2 (began) 2 3/12 ex 23 (23/16 ex 23) .50 , .30 
item 3 (cost) 6/6 3 .•• 23 ( -0/5 ex 23) .12, .65 
item 4 (~) 3/10 ex 23 (10/2 ex 23) .10 , . 34 
item 5 (sat) 23/12 ex 23 (23/16 ex 23) . 50, .30 
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In the case of item 3 (cost) and item 4 (bore) there is a significant decrease 
-- --
in proficiency in the Final Test. These items are also those with the 
lowest frequencies. This retrogression is difficult to explain . ~ is 
probably less frequent i!1 current use than indic,ted in the G. S . L. and the 
Pre···Test results were thuG not surprising. But ho" can the re";rogression 
in results be explained? COGt is surely a corlllDon item in both speech and 
li t erature. 
It is significant that (trueing High and Lo ,,, groups together) the Qver;;helming 
response was to the distractors costed (8 out 16, or 9 out of 16 if the 
similar cossed is included) and beared (12 out of 16 responses). With 
thi. s in mind, the follOwing factors can be mentioned as possible explanations: 
in the lower standards, there j.s a consciousnes of' correct English' forms 
as the only model; hoolever, at training sohool there are many s-';udents who 
have developed greater poli tioal a,,,d social a wareness , and a greater 
awareness of the role which English plays in their identity (it is increasingl;) 
'their thing' , nut just a possession of the English- spealcing h'hi te South 
Africans VIho no longer provide the only model); casted and. beared, as a 
result of the processes of generalization of patterns or reduction of 
redundancies I-Ihich are common in mo ,.t ESFL situations, have 801 "ays been 
prominent in the repertoire of the students, cut are nOl< given freer play 
as they feel more secure in asserting 'their owT. Enb'lisht. This latter 
point could explain the apparent anomaly of the 'decrease in proficiency' by 
the High 25% group over one year, d"ring ,!hich instruction in English 
conti:Ccues iE the classroom . 
This hypothesis is perhaps not sufficient to explain the consistently high 
scores on ~et, sat and began. It could be argued that these have higher 
frequencies of use and thus, no matter what the st-t.ments t OWYJ practice , are 
su:ffic~ently in the foreground of a,;areness to 'ce utilised in a test l,here 
'proper English' is obviously the model; t hat the a wkwardness of followi ng 
si t "-nd. sat by the Itdl form is Bl1 .cddi tional spur to memory . While 
proficiency in began cannot be 9X'vlainec in terms of the preced.ine point , it 
does have a frequency which is considerably higher than the o-:;hers; thus t 
perhaps it is further J.n the foreground of the s t udents' repertoire of 
'proper English t • 
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6. 3. 4. Summary 
The difficulty which the ! il""regular -ED ' form presents for ~nany ESFL learneJ's, 
l,here there is a great variety of results, and Fhere, no di3cerni1Jle trend can 
be established (in c::>ritras-c ~Nl th man;)' other tests) J is emphasized both i!J tIle 
Pre- Test and F'inal 'rest results. 
6 .. 3.5 Notes or. Final Test 3B 
6~ 3.6 Preamble 
This test is concerned >lith the --EN Participial form (past participle) and 
contains -the 'SUGCE:ssful' items from Px'e- Test 9. In ~he notes on that -test 
i t >la~ shol-m tllat the base fQ r ms of these verba are all plaGed in the group of 
40 with hie-hest frequencies in the G. S . L. Neverth"less, 9 out of 1 0 i tems 
sho1fled i tf-ill di scr imination indices -of above . 30, including the "t\vO 'give~al.oJay' 
r eguJ.ar i temB (turned , con-ti.:n~;~) which have forms identic al ..... -..i.. th the Past 
'llellse form . A significant feature of this test was the very high correct 
scores by the High 25% group , 7 out of 10 items sho,ii"'-g 100% corr ect , and 
the remaining three shol-iing 90%, 91% and 83%. 
The two 'give- a"ay' items (which did not prove to be ":o l ) ;Tere included in 
thi s Final. Test , too. 
6.3 . 7 Results · 
Item 
No 
1 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
G 
7 
8 
9 
H'requer:.cy 
in G. S.L 
- -
43432 
2538 
2431 
12278 
2136 
5480 
9(00 
1255 
1422 
Item Item Discrim. 
Index 
had .62 
turned 
. 37 
begu;l 
.75 
said ~ 
continued .50 
knov.':l -:ss 
made .12 
grown . 37 
sat 
.75 
Once again , the items are marked by high correct scores in t he High 25% group, 
with 7 out of the 9 items showing 100% and the remaining two showing 7 out 
of 8 correct (87 , 5%) . 
There is a remarkable consistency of r esults when compar ed with Pr e-Test 9 . 
The two items which did not show 100% corr ect for the High 25% group , were 
amongst the three which did not do so in the Pre- Test (begun, ~) . 
The i tem said, which showed 22 ex 23 (95,72%)in the Pre- Test , here shows 
8 out of 8 (100%). 
In the correct scores for the Low 25% group , there is also fair correlation. 
This group consisted of 23 testees in the Pre- Test , and 8 in the Final Test; 
a division factor of 2 , 875 . Adjusted fo r this factor , the resul ts are 
(actual scores ex 8 given in brackets) : 
Pre- Test Final Test Actual 
item 1 (had ) 11 8 . 6 ( 3) 
item 2 (turned) 1 3 15 (5) 
item 3 (begun) 2 2 · 9 (1) 
item 4 (said) 12 18 (6) 
item 5 (continued) 5 12 (4) 
item 6 (known) 11 2 · 9 (1) 
item 7 (made) 16 21 (7) 
item 8 (grown) 12 15 ( 5) 
i tem 9 (sat ) 5 2 · 9 (1 ) 
The correlation is reflected if the items are ranked in two lists , one for 
each test . In comparing the lowest four items in the Pre- Test list , we find 
three re-appearing in the Final Test ; the highest four in both lists are the 
same . Thus , although there has been some change in actual correct scores 
among the Low 25% group , the relative difficulty of ite~remains almost 
unchanged. 
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If the items are ranked in ascending order according to frequency of occurrence 
as in the G. S . L., no great correlation is found between this list and a l ist 
of items ranked according to difficulty as reflected in the scores of the 
Low 25% group . In the bottom 5 items in the first (frequency) list , three 
items of the second list appear ; in the top four of the frequency l ist , two 
items of the second list appear . However , some correlation coul d be claimed 
on grounds of item discrimination indices for the top and bottom of the 
frequency list. The four items with lowest frequency produce an average 
index of .59 ; the four items with highest frequency show .57. This is what 
would be predicted on the hypothesis that f r equency would be reflected in 
relative dif ficulty , although the differ ence for the two groups is not very 
large . 
In view of t h e fact that these are all high frequency items amongst thei r 
group , p erhaps no valid statement can be made on a corr elation b etwe en 
frequency and perfor mance . 
6. 4 . Notes on Final Test 4 
6.4 . 1 Pr eamble 
This test , presented in spoken form only , is based on the principle of the 
' partial pr oductivity of lexical rules ' and on the hypothesis that test items 
whioh were unacceptable words in English would discriminate effectively 
between testees of high and low ability. 
The results of Pre- Tests 5 (preoursor to t his test ) showed that the 
hypothesis was proved correct . Of fifteen 'Acoeptable ' items , only three 
showed item discr imination indices above 0 . 30 ; whereas all fifteen 
' Unacceptabl e' items did so. 
The items in this test are all verbs formed by affixation . 
To provide a balance of tJPes of answers, five ' Give- Away ' items were included 
in this test . These were all ' unsuccessful ' items in the ·Pre- Test . 
This test was affected by absenteeism , and only thirty- six out of t he 
desired fi f ty sat for the test . 
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6.4 . 2 Results 
Item Frequency Acceptable Unacceptable Item Discri m. 
No in~ Index 
1 not stated unbutton (.22)Give-Away 
2 misapprove .Jl 
3 uncare . 2? 
4 misfinish .44 -
5 146 disre€;ard ( . ll )Gi ve- Away 
6 disreport .55 
--
7 unappear . 55 
-
8 enview .33 
-
9 recamp . 33 
10 148 r eplace (0) Give-Away 
11 enarm .22 
12 enhouse .77 
13 56 entrust . 44 
--
14 8 memorize .ll 
15 scar cize .77 
-
16 not stated unlock (~) Give-Awa,Y 
17 freshize ·M 
18 waiterize :.11 
19 12 modernize .22 
20 tasten . 66 
21 750 represent (0) Give-A:·.a;z: 
22 poisonize ·99 
6 4 3. Anal;z:sis of Results 
It will be seen that , 
item 11 ~)did not 
of 14 ' Unacceptable items only 2 (item 3 uncare j 
show item discrimination indices above .30 . Of the 
three 'Acceptable ' items , two showed below . 30 and one(item 13 entrust) showed 
above . · In addition , one of the ' Give-Away' items (item 16 unlock) showed 
above . 30 , although it did not do so in the Pre- Test. Taking the ' Give- Away ' 
items into account, only 2 out of 8 ' Acceptable' items thus showed successful 
discrimination between testees of high and low proficiency . 
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The hypothesis underlying this test is thus successfully proved. 
Of the fourteen 'successful' ' Unacceptable' items which were included in this 
test , eight showed high correct scores (on -or above 22 ex 25) for the High 
25% group in the original test . They are set out below, with the correct 
scores for the High 25% and Low 25% groups in this Final Test given first, 
then the comparable scores for the item in the Pre- Test in brackets. 
The Final Test , cores have been adjusted by a factor of 2 , 78 , for ease of 
compar ison . 
item 4 (misfinish) : 25/4 (25/10) 
item 6 (disrej2ort ) : 25/11 (25/12 ) 
item 7 ( unaj2j2 ear) : 22/8 (25/12 ) 
item 8 (enview) : 11/3 (22/5) 
i tem 11 (enarm) : 14/8 (22/5) 
item 12 (enhouse) : 22/3 (22/12) 
item 15 ( scarcize) : 22/3 (24/9 ) 
item 18 ( waiterize ): 25/6 (25/11) 
It can be seen that there is reasonabl e correlation in the scores of the 
High 25% groups in the two tests , with the exception of items 8 enview and 
11 enarm . There is less correlation with regard to the Low 25% scores, with 
a downward trend in the Final Test being more marked . 
The remaining 'Unacceptable ' items reflected the following results : 
item 2 (misaj2j2rove) 25/17 (19/7) 
item 3 (uncare) 17/11 (21/11) 
item 2 (recamj2) 8/0 (12/3) 
item 17 (freshize) 22/11 (19/11 ) 
item 20 ( tast en) 19/3 (15/6) 
item 22 (j2oisonize) 25/0 (16/6) 
In this group , there is less correlation, with a more marked upward trend in 
correct scores for the High 25% group in the Final Test, and variable results 
for the Low 25% group . 
The three ' Acceptable' items refl ect as follows: 
-item 13 ( entrust ) : 17/6 (18/11 ) 
item 14 (memorize): 25/3 (25/16) 
item 12 (modernize): 25/20 (22/13) 
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Here there is close correlation in the results for the High 25% groups on the 
two tests, with two items showing a significant downtrend for the Lo w 25% 
group and one an upward trend. 
In the case of the five 'Acceptable Give-Away' items, there is significant 
correlation in all cases; except for the Low 25% score for item 1 unbutton, 
where there was a much lower score . 
Overall, there is thus good correlation of scores for the High 25% group, with 
higher scores in some items in the Final Test . The scores for the Low 25% 
group show varying correlation . Here, as with the results of Final Tests 1 
and 2 the hypothesis that tests based on the ' partial productivity of lexical 
rules' will discriminate effectively , is once again proved correct in this test 
6.5 Notes on Final Test 5 
6.5 . 1 Preamble 
As with Final Tests 1 , 2 and 5 this test is based on the principle of the 
'partial productivity of lexical rules' . Here knowledge of the -LY form of 
the adverb is tested , with four variables involved: plus - LY (correct use), 
plus - LY (incorrect); minus - LY ( correct) , minus - LY (incorrect). The notes 
on Pre-Test 15 show that one cannot here speak of 'actual ' or ' potential ' 
items per se, because all are actual words in English; it is only in the 
adverbial position that the item is acceptable or not (although backwardly 
and abovely , both plus - LY (incorrect use) do not feature in any position in 
an English sentence~ 
The results of Pre- Test 13, the basis for this test , supported the 
hypothesis underlying this type of test . 
Only 36 testees sat for this test. 
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6 . 5 . 2 Results 
Item Frequency Acceptable Unacceptable Item Discrim. 
No i n G. S.L Index 
1 290 exactly ( . ll )Gi ve-Away 
2 443 home .22 
3 easy . 77 
-
4 abovely .22 
5 740 first ( .ll )Gi ve- Away 
6 237 hard .77 
-
7 234 properly . 11 
8 496 recently ( . 33)Give- Away 
9 backwardly . 33 
--
10 perfect .66 
11 quick .33 
-12 436 slowly (.22)Give-Awa;l:: 
13 highly . 77 
-
6.5 . 3 Anal ysis of Results 
Of six ' Unacceptable' items , five produced item discrimination indices of 
above . 30 . Of three ' Acceptable ' items , only one did so . If the four 
'Acceptable Give- Away ' items are included in the reckoning , the full r esul ts 
is that only two out of seven 'Acceptable ' items produced item discrimination 
indices above .30. 
This test and the Pre- Test form from which it is derived , support the 
hypothesis underlying this type of test. 
A comparison of the correct scores for the High 25% and Low 25% groups for 
this Final Test and Pre- Test 13 , in respect of the five 'Unacceptabl e' items 
with indices above .30, is given here. The results are -noted with the 
correct scores for the High and Low groups , respectively , adjusted by a 
factor of 2,67 for ease of comparison , followed by the compar able scores 
for the Pre-Test in brackets (here all ex 24 maximum) . 
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item 3 (eas;z:) : 19/0 (14/2) 
item 2 (backwardl;z:) : 24/16 (21/10) 
item 10 (j2erfect ) 21/5 (19/3) 
item 11 (guick) : 24/16 (22/6) 
item 13 (hiB:hl~) : 19/0 (16/6) 
There is a correlation between the scores for the High 25% group , with all 
relevant Final Tests higher but related . There is no correlation in the 
scores of the Low 25% group for the two tests, with three items showing 
hi gher' scores , and two lower . 
The one 'Unacceptable' item which was not ' successful ' is recorded below: 
item 4 (abovel;z:) ' : 24/19 (22/13) 
Taken together with the results of the items reported above , this shows (1) a 
definite correlati on between the correct scores of the High 25% group in the 
two tests and (2) a trend (not unqualified) towards higher scores by the Low 
25% group . 
The two ' Acceptable ' items which produced indices above .30 (item 6 hard 
and item 7 j2roperly) both show very slightly higher correct scores for the 
Hi gh 25% group and significant decreases for the low 25% group . The one 
'unsuccessful ' item , item 2 home shows a decrease of 4 points for the High 
group , and .m increase by the same amount for the Low group . 
The four ' Give-Away ' items confirm the trend of higher correct scores for the 
High 25% group in that each item shows thiS , with item 5 first and item 8 
recent I ;\' . showing increases of 6 and 7 points respectively . Every correct 
score for the Low 25% group shows an increase as well , with item 8 r ecent l;z: 
showing a significant increase of 10 points. 
Conclusion: 
1) The hypothesis underlying this type of test is once again proven. 
2) There is an absolute trend towards higher scores for the High 25% group, 
when the results of the two tests are compared . 
3) There is a general trend in this direction for the Low 25% group , with 
four out of thirteen items showing lower scores. 
6.6 . Test 6 (ex Pre-Test 12) 
6 . 6.1 Preamble 
In this test , also based on the principle of 'the partial productivity of 
lexical rules', the most frequent adjective- ferming affixes are employed , 
these being -/ d/, -/i~/, -/I/, -/al/, and -/fal/. 
All items are presented attributively in simple noun-head phrases . 
The notes on Pre-Tests 12 (original of this test) show that the results 
departed from those in other tests of this kind . The ability of ' unacceptable/ 
potential ' items to discriminate effectively between testees of high and low 
proficiency , was not as marked. Only 66 , 6&,10 of 'unacceptabl e/potential ' items 
showed item discr imination indices above .30, whereas (a further departure 
from previous results) 55 , 55% of ' acceptable/actual ' items did so. 
It was noted that , while the High 25% group continued to show a high average 
of correct scores , the Low 25% group produced a comparitively low average 
for both 'acceptable' and 'unacceptable' it-ems . This was explained in terms 
of the difficulty of remembering a phrase and not just a single word, while 
at the same time evaluating. Although the test results did not provide 
clear support for the hypothesis underlying this type of test , they do 
provide evidence of the wide range of proficiency amongst the testees. 
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6 . 6.2 Results 
Item Frequency Acceptable Unacceptable Item Discrim 
No in G.S.L Index . 
1 118 existing . ]§ 
2 blooding . 07 
3 122 doubtful .38 
4 634 personal . 61 
5 243 satisfied .30 
6 willy 
'2 
8 68 influential .J§. 
9 200 fai thful (0) Give-Awa;y 
10 doubtal .69 
-
11 1620 national .30 
-
12 6 cooked (.38)Give-Awa,y 
13 8 blinding .38 
-
14 intentioning .69 
-
15 10 truthful . 30 
16 4 oily 81·23) Give-Awa;y 
17 searchful .38 
18 16 intentional . 30 
19 8 tinned ( :l§) Give-Awa;y 
20 oilful 0 
21 12 dreamy . 30 
22 truthed .J§.. 
23 9 searching .53 
-
6 . 6.3 Analysis of Results 
In Pre-Test 10, the original of this test , the hypothesis underlying this type 
of test was not successfully supported, although the !unacceptable! items 
did show superior ability to discriminate. A feature of the test, ,however , 
was that 55,55% of !acceptable! items also did so. 
In this Final Test, 6 out of 8 (75%) of ' unacceptable ' items have produced 
item discrimination indices on or above .30 but all 11 'acceptable ' items 
(100%) have done so If the ' give-aw~ ' items (amongst those which were 
' unsuccessful ' in the Pre-Test) are included in the analysis, then a total 
of 13 ex 15 (87%) of ' acceptable ' items have produced indices above .30 . 
This is a very significant reversal of the r esults of previous tests of this 
type , includi ng Final Test 5 ~here the test items are also included in phrases. 
The notes on Pre- Test 12 stated that the nouns used as head were all high-
frequency items in the Q. S. L. and all the ' acceptable' items (adjectives) 
featured in the a . S. L. In the light of this , it is difficult to explain 
why this test should show such a reversal of results, expecially when 
compared with Final Test 5, where phrases were also used, some of them more 
complicated in that they involved three of four elements , nl. subject + verb + 
(object) + adverb . 
However , the r esults do prove the wide range of ability amongst the testees , 
especially i n view of the fact that in 16 ex 23 (70%) of the items 
(acceptable and unacceptable) the scores for the High 25% group were on or 
above 10 ex 13 (77% and above). 
The large number of item discrimination indices above . 30 are a product of 
• consi~ently low scores by the Low 25% group. The aggregate correct f or 
this group is III out of a possible 299 (37%) as compared with the aggregate 
for the High 25% group: 228 ex 299 ( 76%) . These figures include the scores 
for the four ' give- away ' items , which di d not pr ove consistent in this 
capacity , as two showed item discrimination indices of . 38 (item 12 cooked 
and item 19 t~) . In Pre- Test 12 , these ' give-aw~ ' items all produced 
very low discrimination indices . 
With the scores for the ' give-a ;ay' items removed , the results are : 
High 25% group 190 ex 247 - (77%) 
Low 25% group 80 ex 247 (32%) 
The notes on Pre- Test 10 stated that , for the ' acceptable ' items , no 
significant cor relation could be found between-success and frequency in the 
a . S. L. However, with the ' unsuccessful ' i tems now removed , a correlation 
can be shown . If the 11 ' acceptable' items (not including the ' give- away') 
are ranked from lowest to -highest according to frequency in the a . S.L., and 
aggregate scor es for the total group of testees here consi dered are not ed, the 
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following is the result: 
Correct scores, five items of lowest frequency : 56 ex 130 (43%) 
Correct scores , five items of highest frequency : 80 ex 130 ( 62%) 
This is fairly significant , in view of the fact that eight of the ten items 
are in a relatively small range of G. S. L. frequency, from 10 to 243 
(the remaining two items wher e results are not markedly different , when 
compared with the other three items in their group , have frequencies of 
634 and 1620) . 
6.7 Notes on Test 7 
6. 7.1 Preamble 
This test is a continuation of Final Test 7 (ex Pre- Test 10) in that, whereas 
t he latter employed high-frequency adjective-forming affixes , the present test 
(and i ts original, Pre- Test 11) employs low- frequency affixes, nl. -/~nt/, 
-/r) / , - / a n/ and - / Ik/. 
These -.are tested in t he context of noun- head phrases . The notes on Pre- Test 11 
state that while this was necessary in Final Test 7/Pre- Test 10 because of the 
presence of - ED and - ING forms , i t was not necessary here . Placing the items i r 
a phrase is , in a sense , a compli cating factor, and E is significant that 
the results of such tests diverge from those of tests which have the same 
basis ('potential/actual' items) but which present the item in isolati0n . 
Where the item is presented in isolation , the result is clear-cut ; the 
' potential/unacceptable ' items discriminate effectively almost without 
exception , while the 'actual/acceptable ' items do not ( wi th few exceptions , 
which can often be exp l ained in ter ms of low frequency in the G.S . L.). 
Final Tests 1 , 2 and 4 are of this type . 
Where the items are presented in a phrase , as in Final Tests 5 , 6 and 7 , 
the result is not so clear- cut. Generally , the ' unacceptable ' items sti ll 
provide clear discrimination, but there is a marked increase in the ' acceptable' 
items which do so . 
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6 . 7.2 Results 
Item Frequency Acceptable Unacceptable Item Discrim . 
No in G.S . L Index 
1 differish ,]l 
2 foolent .60 
3 goldent . 85 
4 1226 different 0 
5 112 foolish .39 
6 sympathetish .69 
7 36 forbidden .15 
8 180 violent .]2. 
9 88 sympathetic .23 
10 46 photographic . 62 
11 26 rotten .39 
-
12 photographent . 77 
-
1 3 confidish .69 
-
14 24 feverish .15 
6.7.3 Analysis of Results 
In Pre- Test 11, the original of this test, all six 'potential/unacceptable' 
items showed item discrimination indices above .30. This result is repeated 
here, which is successful proof of the hypothesis on which this type of test 
is based. 
In the Pre-Test, a large number of 'actual/acceptable' items also discriminated 
successfully (eight out of ten) which is a feature of this type of test 
where the items are presented in phrases and not in isolation . For this 
test, the results show that four out of eight of these items have produced 
indices above .30. These items are : item 5 foolish, item 8 violent , 
item 10 photographic and item 11 rotten . 
Some correlation between performance and frequency in the G.S.L. can be claimed 
because three of the above four items are in the lowest half of 'acceptable' 
items (a group of four , according to frequency). In addition , different, 
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which has a very high frequency in comparison with the other items, shows a 
marked increase in correct scores for the Low 25% group, compared with the 
result in Pre-Test 11. 
There the respective results for the High and Low 25% groups were 23/14 ex 23; 
now both groups have returned perfect scores. The second-most frequent item, 
violent, shows a significant rise in correct scores for both groups (adjusted 
by factor of 1,76 for the Final Test), the Pre-Test and Final Test correct 
scores for the two groups being 13/8 and 23/14. Two other items (rotten, 
forbidden) show a marked increase in performance by the Low 25% group - these 
are low-frequency items - but no other shows significant improvement for 
both groups. 
The position for the 'acceptable' items can be summed up as: With the 
exception of feverish - (15/7 ex 23 in Pre-Test) and violent (13/8), all 
items show high correct scores for the High 25% group in the Pre-Test (all 
others on or above 22 ex 23, with the exception of photographic, 18 ex 23). 
In the Final Test, all high correct scores are repeated, but fully scores are no· 
recorded for photographic and violent. The only item in which there is a 
poor result is feverish (15/7 in Pre-Test; 12/5 in Final Test). It is 
perhaps significant that this is the item with lowest frequency (see above). 
The smaller number of items with indices above .30 in this test, as compared 
with the Pre-Test, is explained by the improvement in the correct scores of 
the Low 25% group, notably in the following items (Pre-Test and Final Tests 
scores given): 
item 1 (different) : 14 23 
item 7 (forbidden) : 11 18 
item 8 (violent}: 8 14 
item 11 (rotten): 2 12 
Other scores for this group are substantially the same. 
In the case of the 'potential/,Ulacceptable' items, the situation is that there 
is no significant change in the correct scores of the High 25% group when the 
two test s are compared. These scores are in both cases at a high level. 
The correct scores for the Low 25% group 
(1 differish) sho ,ling 
are substantially the same, with the 
score for one item an improvment of 8 points in the 
Final Test, and one item (13 confidish) showing a drop in 5 points. 
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In summary ( 1 ) the hypothesi s underl ying ' unacceptabl e ' items i s once again 
proved ; ( 2) as with this type of test in which the item is placed in a 
phr ase , a signif icant but relatively lesser number of ' acceptable ' 
discriminate successfully ; ( 3) there is no substantial change in the 
performance of the two groups of testees for the ' unacceptable ' items ; 
(4 ) t her e is significant improvement in the scores of the Low 25% group on 
a number of items in the ' acceptable ' group; (5) there is some indication of 
a relationshi p between frequency and -performance ; (6) the range of ability 
amongst the testees is once again shown. 
6. 8 Notes on Final Test 8 
6 8 .1 Preamble 
This is a test of ' simple recognition ' of adjectives , and t he fifteen it ems in 
this test r epresent the ' successful ' items from the original thi r ty in Pre-
Test 12 . It was noted that the ori ginal items were ranked in three groups 
according to frequency in the a .S. L. but that no evidence of a corr elation 
between f r equency and pr oficiency could be found , whether from an analysis 
of the items showing successful discrimination , or by a crude count of correct 
totals for both groups of testees . 
In fact in the latter case , a slightly inverse relationship was found 
compared with what could be expected . 
6.8 .2 Results 
Item Frequency Item Item Discrim. 
No in a . S . L Index 
1 420 familiar .31 
2 1140 least .62 
3 480 gentle . 31 
4 566 popular .A§ 
5 1014 foreign .46 
6 146 convenient .54 
7 120 loyal .77 
8 119 gradual .39 
9 282 pat i ent .31 
10 168 delicate . .£2. 
11 244 extensive ~ 
12 47 awkward .08 
13 18 cautious . 23 
14 22 envious .31 
15 36 urgent .46 
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6.5.3 Analysis of Results 
Of the fifteen items in the test, three :lid not p roduce item discrimination 
indices above .30 . These are: 
i!.e!!!..lQ (£ili~) : 
item 12 (~ward): 
item 13 (cautious ): 
( 20/12 ; 23/21) 
(20/13; 21/l8) 
(22/1 4 ; 15/12) 
The former two result s were because of high cc'rrect scores by both t h e High 
25% groups of testees; the l atter because of a relativel y poor performance 
by both groups (10 , 7 ex 13). The information in brackets represents : correct 
scores for the High and Low groups ex 23 in the Pre-Test; correct scores for th 
same groups in the Final Test , adjusted by a factor of 1 , 77 to accoQ~t for 
the different numher of testees. 
I t will be seen that the correct scores of t h e LOI; 25% group i mproved 
significantly in t he Final Test for the first two items , bue; that there was 
a falling-of- in performance by both groups on the third i tem . 
In assessing whether or not there is a relationship between proficiency of 
the testees and the frequency of an i tern as r ecorde(l in the G. S.L., the 
' successful ' discrimination of i tHms is not always a reliable guide. One 
could h;ypothesise -that items with 10,Jer frequenc i es would produce more mar ked 
discrimination between testees of high and low proficiency , whereas in fact 
a low item discrimination index might be a re sult of both groups , iiaring poorly 
(as is,to an extent , the case with i tem 13 cautious, as sh own above) . 
This type of result can be more revealing than a ' successful' i tem discrimina-
tion i_ndex. 
Very l ittle of the expected relationship betl'leen proficien cy and freql.lency can 
be shol'/Tl in the results of this test. For purposes of this anal ysis , the 
items can be divided into two groups : 
1) i tems 1 5 : above 400 frequency in G.S.L. 
2) items 6 15: be l ow 300 frequency (many considerably below that) 
In group 1, every item has produced an item discrimination index above .30 . 
In group 2 , three items haye not done so , but two of these are as a result of 
good performance by both groups ( a result count er t o \,'hat one Hould. 
h;ypothesise fo -r l ow- frequency i tems). 
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If a crude average of correct scores for both groups of testees is made, the 
average for group 1 items is 16/1 ex 23 and for group 2, it is 15/3 ex 23. 
This result is in the direction of what could be expected , but hardly 
s i gnificant . If the very low-frequency items are separated (items 12 - 15, 
below 50 frequency of occurrence) , 
(average for thi s group is 15/6 ex 
the result still remains insignificant 
23) . Similar calculation of results 
for the Low 25% group only , shows nothing of significance . 
With regard to the three items discussed at the beginning of the section of 
notes, it was shown that in two cases there was Significant improvement in the 
scores of the Low 25% group, as compared with the Pre-Test results. Excluding 
those three items , the results for the remaining 12 i tems show that correct 
scores for the Low 25% group have increased in six cases , compared with the 
Pre-Test . Results are here given in the form of Pre-Test results for High 
25% and Low 25% groups 
item 1 (familiar): 
item 2 ( least ): 
item 4 (popular) : 
item 5 (foreign) 
item 8 (gradual) 
item 15(urgent) 
respectively , and Final Test results: 
19/10 ex 23 ; 
13/1 ex 23 ; 
15/8 ex 23 ; 
20/7 ex 23 ; 
17/7 ex 23 ; 
22/10 ex 23 ; 
21/14 
21/7 
21/11 
23/12 
20/11 
23/12 
(The Final Test results have been adjusted by a factor of 1 , 77) 
It will be seen that the High 25% group has similarly improved its score in 
every case. It is probably Significant that the biggest improvements are in 
the first four items, all high-frequency items in the G.S.L. (frequency above 40( 
No clear pattern can be found in the remaining six items in the test, where 
there is generally a similarity~ results , with small movement in individual 
scores. The only significant change i s a drop by 7 points in the Low 25% score 
for item 11 extensive (12 to 5). 
In all Final Tests , care must be exercised when comparison is made with results 
of the Pre-Tests. The testees for the latter wer e chosen arbitrarily , 
and numbered about one hundred; the testees for the Final Tests were selected 
with r eference to the results of the English Vocabulary section of the GTLAS. 
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6 . 8.4 Summary 
1) 12 out of 15 items produced item discrimination indices above .30 , 
testifying to the range of ability amongst this group of students; 
2) which is further emphasised by the fact that the High 25% group overall 
produced high correct scores; 
3) there is a marked trend towards an improvement in scores by both groups , 
which might reflect an actual improvement , or might be as a result of the 
more careful selection of testees (it is unlikely that this accounts for 
all improvement by the Low 25% group); 
4) there is little evidence here of a relationship between proficiency and 
frequency , although it is perhaps significant that the greatest 
improvement is scores for both groups vis a vis t he Pre- Test results , 
occurred in four high- frequency items, which are part of a group of six 
in which there was significant improvement . 
6. 9 Notes on Final Test 9 
6. 9.1 Preamble 
As explained in the notes on Pre- Test 3 (the original of this Final Test) , thi s 
is a test of 'simple recognition' of nouns . The items wera presented in three 
equal groups of ten each according to frequency in the G.S . L. 
1) frequency above 400 
2) frequency 150 400 
3) f r equency 0 - 150 
The last fifteen items in the Pre- Test were low- frequency items chosen 
because of their general usefulness and concrete referents . The objects 
pertaining were all demonstrated by the tester. No definite conclusi ons 
could be drawn regarding a relationship between proficiency and the 
frequency of an item in the G. S. L. and it was suggested that the results may 
have been 'skewed' by the inclusion of items with concrete referents in 
items 16 - 30. It was perhaps significant that four of the first five items in 
the mid- frequency group (150- 400) produced amongst the lowest correct scores 
for the Low 25% group . These items did not have concrete referents. 
There was no definite correlation between frequency and the number of items 
producing item discrimination indices above .30 . 
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6.9.2 Results 
Item Frequency Item Item Discrim. 
No in G.S . L Index 
---
1 1390 view .29 
2 510 event ~ 
3 528 favour .14 
4 446 coast .22. 
5 556 advantage ·57 
-
6 187 confusion .21 
7 140 reward .07 
8 180 conscience 
..n 
9 171 delay .64 
10 71 pile .43 
-
11 190 string .14 
12 134 blade .29 
13 64 waist . 14 
14 28 stain .29 
15 42 paw .43 
6.9 .3 Analysis of Results 
The overall results of this test can be summed up as: The High 25% group shows 
good command of these items, with eleven out of the fifteen items showing 
correct scores on or above 18 ex 23 (78%) (scores adjusted by a factor of 
1,64 for ease of comparison with Pre-Test results ; actual score in the 
Final Test is on or above 11 ex 14) . For these eleven items, there is close 
correspondence with the results for the High 25% group in Pre-Test 3. 
The results for the r emaining four items are now given, with correct scores 
for High 25% and Low 25% groups in the Pre-Test , followed by the equivalent 
score s in the Final Test (adjusted by a factor of 1 , 64): 
item 1 (view) : 9/1 ex 23 ; 12/5 
item 2 (event) : 20/11 ex 23; 16/8 
item 10 (Eile) : 14/5 ex 23 ; 15/5 
item 11 (string) : 12/4 ex 23; 0/3 
The last result is the most notably inconsistent of the whole test , ,nth 18 out 
of a possible 28 testees for both groups together choosing distractor (B)thread. 
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A further 3 responses went to (A) yarn and 5 to (D) t~. In Pre-Test 3, 
a great majority of responses (29 ex 46 : 63%) went to (D) twine. Based only 
on the Pre-Test results, one could hypothesise that twine , from English, 
had been taken into the testees ' first language (Xhosa) or into student jargon 
as synonymous with string or ts cover the general semantic area of ~ 
and string (perhaps thread, too). But, with a different distractor item 
showing prominently , it is difficult to find an explanation. 
The result does, however, emphasise the necessity of teaching a vocabulary item 
wi thin its r:elative field , wherever possilili. 
Of the remaining three items referred to above, it can be said that item 10 
pile shows consistent results , while the remaining two show somewhat 
significant movements in opposite directions. In the notes on Pre- Test 3, 
it was shown that distractor (F) heap attracted 30% of total responses, while 
(G) mound attracted 22% of responses. The relevant figures for the Final 
Test are 36% and 14% respectively, showing reasonably consistency of ~esult, 
and also showing that confusion remains in this area . 
Regarding item 1 v~, responses to the distractor items in the Pre-Tests 
were to (A) sight (32%) and (C) outlook (46%) . The relevant figures in the 
Final Test were 21% and 39% respectively. Thus , although the correct answer 
attracted a higher proportion of responses in the Final Test, there is still 
a significant response to two distractor items. This item has by far the 
highest frequency of any item in the t est (1390 in the G.S.L.)and the 
relative lack of success by both groups, with significant responses to distract , 
items which also occur in the G.S.L., is thus wor th noting. 
Regarding item 2 event, distractor items (A) object and (B) upset attracted 
small response in the Pre-Test (4% and 2% respectively) and none in the 
Final Test . But distractor (C) organi zation attracted 26% response in the 
Pre-Test, and 46% in the Final Test . The correct answer attracted 70% 
response in the Pre-Test and only 5~ in the Final Test. 
It was stated that the remaining items showed great consistency of results for 
the High 25% group. Regarding the Low 25% group , 5 of the 11 items show such 
consist ency , with 2 of these items showing markedly low scores for t he Low 25% 
group, nl. 
item 8 (conscience) 
item 9 (delay) 
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3 ex 14 (5 ex 26) 
3 ex 14 (5 ex 2&) 
It is perhaps significant that these are part of a group of four low- frequency 
items (below 200) which do not have concrete referents. In item 8 , no 
responses from the Low 25% group went to distractor (A) application , but 57% 
went to (e) mind and 21% to (D) confidence. The related results for item 9 
were (B) fault (0%) , (e) disturbance (57%) and (D) misconduct (21%) . 
The most significant improvement in results for the Low 25% group was for item 
7 reward , where the correct score increased from 6 ex 23 in the Pre-Test to 
16 ex 23 in the Final Test . Other significant improvements for the Low 25% 
group were 
item 3 (favour) 15 ex 23 , to 20 
item 12 (blade ) 11 ex 23 , to 15 
item 13 ( waist ) 12 ex 23 , to 20 
item 14 ( stain ) 12 ex 23 , to 16 
There was a marked decrease in correct responses for the Low 25% group in item 
5 advantage where distractor item (B) advance and (D) chance attracted 36% 
and 29% respectively. 
No correlation can be found between proficiency and frequency in the G.S .L. 
except perhaps in that two low-frequency items whi ch do . not have concrete 
referents showed very poor control by the Low 25% group. However , as pointed 
out in the notes on Pre- Test 3, the preponderance of items with concrete 
referents migh have 'skewed ' any possible result in the direction of such 
correlation . 
6.9 . 4 Summary 
1) The High 25% group continued to shol·' good control over a majority of i tems 
(here , eleven out of fifteen); 
2) nevertheless , the results for t wo high- frequency items show gaps in this 
control, and the results for pile and string show considerable confusion 
within these fields of meaning; 
3) the Low 25% group showed significant improvement in control over four items, 
compared with the Pre- Test result, with other results being relativel y 
stable (with the ex~ption of one decline) ; 
4) the very low scores by the Low 25% group on two low- frequency items which 
do not have concrete referents , compared with the relative success shown 
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in controlling those with concret referents (string and pile excepted) 
i $ an indication of wher e the stress might be placed in vocabulary teaching. 
6 . 10 Notes on Final Test 10 
6 . 10 . 1 Preamble 
This test contains compound verbs (verb + particle) . The notes on Pre- Test 4 
(original of thi s test ) show that idiomati city is considered to be the p r ime 
marker of this type of lexical item , not syntactic features as , for example , 
expounded in F . R. Palmer' s The English Verb . 
The anal ysis of the results of Pre- Test 4 show that there is gener al l y low 
control in this ar ea , particularly amongst the Low 25% group . It is also 
shown that a case can b e made for a correlation between proficiency and 
frequency (as recor ded in the G. S. L. ) 
6.10.2 Results . 
Item Frequency Item Item Discrim. 
No in G. S. L. Index 
1 76? stick to 
.:..2± 
2 211 bring about .77 
3 191 sett le in .23 
4 174 set up 
.:..l2. 
5 51 turn on 
.:..l2. 
6 51 br ing up .:..4§. 
7 70 take for 
.:..2± 
8 61 sent for . 23 
9 54 stand out ~ 
10 2 let down .30 
11 ~ot stated blow over 
.:.l1. 
12 6 let off . 30 
13 13 bring up . 15 
6 . 10 . 3 Analysis of Results 
Of thirteen items in the test , ten produced item discrimination indices on 
or above . 30 . This shows the wide range of proficiency amongst this group 
of testees with r egard to compound verbs . The thr ee items that did not 
discriminate ' successfully' are shown below, with the correct scor es fo r the 
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High 25% and Low 25% groups in the Pre-Test recorded , followed by the 
equivalent scores in the Final Test (adjusted by a factor of 1 , 62 to take 
account of the different number of testees in the respective groups) . 
item 3 (settle in) 
item 8 (send for) 
item 13 (bring up 
15/5 ex 21; 
20/12 ex 21; 
(a matter) ) : 
10/5 
21/16 
8/1 ex 21 ; 5/2 
As can be seen the first and third items show very poor performance by both 
groups of testees , with some diminution in performance by the High 25% group 
compared with the Pre- Test results. The remaining item (8 send for)is an 
exceptional case in this test, where both groups have fared well . (Only 
item 14 let down (=disappoint) had produced A similar result : 21/15 ex 21 
in the Final Test .) 
Regarding the remaining ten items (those which produced item discrimination 
indices above .30) the analysis shows that : 
1) In five cases , the correct score for the Low 25% group has increased by 
between 4 and 6 points over the Pre- Test results (items: 4 set up, 
6 bring up (child), 7 take for, 10 let down and 12 let off) , 
2) The remaining five items show stability or insignificant decrease- in 
scores for the Low 25% group . 
3) The Low 25% group performed particularly poorly in 2 bring about 
(2 ex 21) , 5 turn on (=att~ ck) (0 ex 21) and 11 blow over (0 ex 21) . 
In Pre- Test 4 these items also showed very low scores for the Low 25% grou] 
4) The overall results for the Low 25% group are very poor , with only one 
item (10 let down , 15 ex 21) showing a correct score above 11 ex 21 =52%. 
5) In cGmparison with the Pre- Test results , there is general stability in 
the correct scores for the High 25% group , with 5 turn on (=attack) 
showing a significant decrease of 5 points (a low 8 ex 21) ; 2 bring about 
and 11 blow over show significant increases of 4 and 6 points (to 18 ex 21 
and 16 ex 21, respectively) . 
6) The performance of the High 25% group is not as uniformly good as in other 
tests, with only six of the ten items with indices above . 30 , showing 
correct scores on or above 18 ex 21 (86%). These 6 are: 3 settle in , 
2 bring about , 6 bring up (child), 7 take for, 9 stand Qut , 10 let down. 
Items 4 set up and 11 blow over show correct scores for the High group of 
16 ex 21, and items 5 turn on and 12 let off show low scores of 
respectively 8 and 13 ex 21 . 
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No significant correlation between performance and frequency can be found here , 
Taking aggr egates into account , the average correct score for the three items 
with highest frequency , for both groups of testees together, is 11,8: for the 
four items with lowest frequency, it is 9,63 . This result is in the 
direction of what could be expected, but hardly significant . On the other 
hand , it must be pointed out that a case for a correlation between 
proficiency and frequency possible remains 'not proven ' in these test results , 
because all items ar e taken from a narrow range of frequency (bn ly three items 
have a frequency of over 100 in the G. S.L . ). 
6 . 10 . 4 Summary: 
1) As in Pre-Test 4 , the original of this test , a wide range of proficiency 
is shown with respect to compound verbs ; 
2) the Low 25% group performed particularly poorly, with two items show nil 
correct , and only one item showing more than 11 ex 21 ~ 52%; 
3) the High 25% group did not perform as well as usual, with only eight out 
of thirteen items showing a correct score on or above 18 ex 21 ; 
4) the remaining results fo r the High 25% group show, in order: 16, 16 , 13, 
and 5 ex 21; 
5) there is no significant correlation betwe~n proficiency and frequency in 
these test results , but the case here possibly remains ' not proven' 
because of the narrow range of frequency of the items. (.60.1 though 
analysis does show a result which, while not significant, is in the 
direction of correlation.) 
6.11 Notes on Fi nal Test 11 
6.11 . 1 Preamble 
8 
This test involves ' simple recognition of verbs ', as explained in the notes on 
Pre-Test 6 , the original of this test. From the Pre-Test , seventeen of the 
original thirty items were taken over for this Final Test , but four of those 
had item discrimination indices of . 28 . These will be discussed later. 
The original items were presented in three groups accor ding to frequency in 
the a .S. L., viz up to 600 , 100 - 450 and 0 - 100 . The notes on the Pre- Test 
stated that no obvious correlation could be found between performance and 
frequency. 
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6.11.2 Results 
Item Frequency Item Item Discrim. 
No in G.S.L. Index 
1 1272 according 0 
2 145 accounts .62 
--
3 800 favour .31 
(v & n) 
4 924 include .31 
--
5 112 object .15 
6 1404 reason .31 
(v & n) --
7 245 represent . 08 
8 620 suggest .38 
-
9 690 provide .62 
10 25 depend .38 
11 416 yield .15 
12 186 manage .15 
13 84 boast .15 
14 54 qualify .69 
15 26 review 
.54 
--
16 20 scold .38 
-
17 58 upset .69 
6. 11.3 Analysis of Results 
Of seventeen items , eleven items produced item discrimination indices above 
.30 . Amongst the six which did not feature in this manner are the four items 
which , in the Pre-Test, produced indices of only .28. These items are (1) 
according, (5) object, (7) represent I (13) boast. Of these, object showed 
very low scores by both High and Low 25% groups in the Pre-Test (9/2 ex 25) 
and even lower scores in the Final Test (4/0 ex 25 ) (adjusted by factor 1,92 
to account for the different number of testees) . The other three items all 
showed high scores by both groups in the Pre- Test , and these have improved to 
perfect or near perfect scores on all items by both groups in the Final Test. 
The remaining two items whi ch did not show indices above . 30 are (11) man~~ 
and ("12) yield . Compared with the Pre- Test scores (24/13 ex 25) the former 
showed a decrease in score by the High 25% group (17/14 ex 25) and the latter a 
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significant increase in the LO~I 25% score (Pre- Test 19/10: Final Test 21/17). 
Of the remaining eleven items, those with item (1iscriminati~n i ndices 
above . 30 , a comparision with the Pre- Test scores reveals the follo ,nngl 
1) Stabi l ity of correct scores for the High 25% ~roup , with little 
significant movement, an':' that mainly in the direction of slightly higher 
scores. The scores are all very high (on or abcve 19 ex 25; 76%) with only 
one outstanding exception. Item ( 6) reason , which pr oduced l ow scores in 
the Pre- Test (13/1) shows a significant decrease in the FL'lal Test (8/0 ex 25 ) 
2) For six of the items , there i s stability of scores for the Lo,. 25% group 
when compared with -:he Pre-Test . These items are (Fi.nal Test score ex 25 
for the Low 25% group given in brackets): 2 accounts (8); 6 r~ (0) 
8 suggest (15 ) ; 9 provide (3) ; 10 depend (10) ; 17 upset (8). The 
variety of scores will b e noted. 
3) In the ca Re of t'No items , there i.s a si,5llificant 
compared ,>lith the Pre- Test , for the LO>I 25% group. 
decrease in scores ~en 
score ex 25, foll owed by Final test score ex 25) : 
These it ems are (Pre- Test 
14 qualify ( ,'3 t o 12 ex 25) 
15 review (14 ~I) 8 ex 25); 
4) In the caG e of three items , there i s a si.gni.ficant increase for the Low 
25% group. These are: 3 favour (5 to 15 ) ; 4 i nclude (12 to 17) and 
16 ~ (11 to 15) 
An analysis of the results of the Final Tests pr ovides positive evidence of a 
correlation between performance and frequency as ShO~l in the G.S.L. if 
aver ages of t he item discrimi nation indices are taken into account . For this 
analysis , t l1e l ve of the s event een items are placed into three groups, viz . 
1) 4 items , frequency 800 1404 (reason , according , i ncl u:ie , f avour) 
2 ) 3 items , frequency 112 186 ( mana~e, account, ob,ject) 
3) 5 items ; f r equency 20 .. 58 (upset , S[ual if,/:, r eVie'it12 deEen:i , scold) 
The averages of it em discrimination indices for the three groups are , 
respectively . 23 ; . 31 and.54. This result i s fully i n accord 1>1ith the 
hypothesise that low- freqllency i ~em3 .n 11 discri minat e more effecti vely t han 
hi gh-frequency items . 
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It is also significant that group 1 includes three items in which substantial 
improvements in scores , to a high level , are recorded , compared with the 
Pre- Test results ; however , reason shows very low scores for both groups 
(8/0 ex 25) . 
Group 3 includes two items in which there was a significant decrease in scores 
for the Low 25% group compared with the Pre- Test result ( qualify and review) 
and one in which there was a slight increase in score (scold, 11 to 15 ex 25). 
The remaini ng two , upset and depend , show stability with scores at a low level 
(8 and 10 ex 25) . 
These results are generally in accord with expectations , but individual 
variations carry the warning that frequency of occurrence , while absolutely 
reliable, must be considered in conjunction with many other factors . 
6. 11. 4 Summary 
1) The score s for the Hi gh 25% group are generally very good, while the Low 
25% group scores are variable, with many at a low level , as witness the fact 
that eleven out of seventeen items showed item discrimination indices above 
. 30 . The wide range of ability is once again emphasised . 
2 ) Compared with the Pre- Test results , t he High 25% group results are general l 
stable at a high level , while there is fluctuation in the Low 25% group scores. 
3) There is definite evidence of a correlation between proficiency and 
frequency as recorded in the G. S. L. This is additionally significant in view 
of the comments on Final Test 11 , where the case was considered ' not proven ' 
on account of t he small range of frequenci es . In this test , however , there 
is a suffi ciently wide range of frequencie s for a definitive statment to be mad 
6. 12 Notes on Final Test 12 
6. 12 . 1 Preamble 
This test concerns verb + preposition collocation . The notes on Pre-Test 7, 
original of this test , show that there was generally very good c.£lntrol by the 
High 25% group with variable control by the Low 25% group , with these scores 
ranging across the whole spectrum of possibilities , from nil to near-perfect . 
On the other hand , only seven out of twenty- seven scores fo r the High 25% 
group showed less than 19 ex 23 : 82%. 
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Same correlation could be shown between the frequency of an item and success 
in the test, by averaging all correct scores for items in the highest and 
lowest ranges of frequency . Here the respective scores (average for 6 items 
each) were 17 , 8 ex 23 and 14, 41 ex 23 , which , if not conclusive, is in the 
direction that would be expected . However , an average of item discr imination 
indices for these groups does not reveal that the low frequency group 
provided greater discrimination ; the evidence is to the contrar y. 
6. 12 . 2 Results 
Item Frequency Item Item Discrim 
No Index 
1 1000 sit by . 15 
2 1000 die in .62 
3 1000 look through . 15 
4 900 speak of . 07 
5 650 buy at . 23 
6 650 move to .15 
7 500 hear from . 53 
--
8 80 rub into . 62 
9 60 try on . 38 
--
10 40 value at . 15 
11 40 act on . 62 
12 10 excuse from .23 
6.12 . 3 AnalYSis of Results 
It wi l l be seen that five out of the twelve items have ' successfully ' 
discriminated with indices above .30 . 
In comparison with the results of Pre Test 7 , these results show a s ignificant 
i mporvement in the scor es of the Low 25% group . The items where improvement 
took place are noted below, with the figures showing: Pre-Test scores for 
the High and Low 25% groups respectively , and the equivalant scores for the 
Final Test (adjusted by a factor of 1,77 to account for t he different number 
of testees .) 
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item 1 (sit b;Z:) 21/12 ex 23; 21/18 
item 3 (look thro~h) 19/12 ex 23; 20/16 
item ~ ( sl2eak of) 23/15 ex 23; 23/21 
item :2 (bu.!:: at) 20/10 ex 23; 20/14 
item 6 (move to) 22/12 ex 23; 23/20 
item 2 (tr;z: on)· 21/8 ex 23 ; 23/14 
It will be noted that the improvements in the Low 25% group scor es are in many 
cases substantial. For the remaining six items , regarding the Low 25% group 
scores , the situation is that five show stability vis a vi s the Pre- Test 
results , and the remaining item ( 2 die in) shows a decrease (10 to 7 ex 23). 
The five items showing stability all show very low scores for the Low 25% group 
They are given below with scores showing: Pre- Test High and Low 25% group 
scores ; equi valent scores for the Final Test. 
item 1 (hear from) 21/3 ex 23 ; 18/5 
item 8 (rub into) 13/4 ex 23; 20/5 
item 10 (value at) 10/3 ex 23 ; 7/4 
item II (act on) 21/9 ex 23 ; 7/2 
item 12 (excuse from)12/2 ex 23 ; 7/2 
Items 7 , 10 and 12 (above) are the only ones where there i s a noteworthy 
decrease in the scores of the High 25% group. The latter two items show by 
far the worst performance by both groups taken as one. 
A summary of performance in general is thus that there is very good performance 
by the High 
on or above 
25% group, with 
18 ex 23: 78%. 
ten out of twelve items showing correct scores 
The remaining two 
above) show very poor 
Low 25% group . 
performance by the High 
items , h·owever (see immediately 
25% group as well as by the 
The Low 25% group scores show great variation , with clusters as follows : 
2 - 7 ex 23 6 items 
14 - 16 ex 23: 3 items 
17 - 22 ex 23: 3 items 
A definite correlation can be seen between proficiency and frequency as recorded 
in the G.S.L . For this purpose , two groups of items can be distinguished: 
1) items 1 
2) items 8 
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4 in the test: fre1uency above 900 
12 in the test: frequency 10 to 80 
An average of the item discrimination indices for the t wo groups shows: 
group 1 (highest frequency) .30 
group 2 (lowest frequency) .40 
which difference, although not as great as could be expected, is significant. 
An average of the correct scores for both groups shows a similarly significant 
trend. The averages are given for the correct scores for the Low 25% group, 
with the averages for both groups, respectively, given in brackets: 
group 1 (highest frequency) 15,5 ex 23 (18,4 both) 
~rouE 2 (lowest frequency) 6,4 ex 23 (n,o both) 
It i s notable that both items in which there was very poor performance by 
both groups, fall within group 2 (items with lowest frequency) and that four 
of the six items with the lowest correct scores by the Low 25% group also fall 
I·Ti thin thi s group of items. 
6.12.4 Summary: 
1) Regarding the Low 25% group, a signifi cant improvement in scores is noted 
in six out of the twelve items, when compared with the Pre-Test result. 
2) Nevertheless, the Low 25% group scores are spread across a wide range; 
3) with the exception of two items the High 25% group scores are all at a 
High ,level. 
4) There is a correlation between proficiency and frequency of an item, as 
notes in the G.S.L. 
6.13 Summary of Results of All Final Tests. 
6.13.1 Tests based on the ' 'Partial Productivity' hYpothesis: 
The basis for these tests was explained at length in the notes on Pre-Test 2, 
and variously referred to in the notes on the relevant Pre-Tests. It is worth 
re-stating here, briefly: Where grammatical rules are, in theory, fully 
productive (that is, they apply to all the cases to which in theory they may 
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app l y ), l exi cal rules are onl y ' partially productive '. Ther e is thus , i n 
the lexis of English , a ' gap of -unused capacity ' in whi ch a word , while 
fully for med accordi ng to the rules , i s held to -be ' unacceptable ' by 
native speaker s. Because the rules cannot be uncritically applied , 
discrimination between ' acceptable ' and ' unacceptable ' items (the latter 
nevertheless cor rectly formed ) reqHires a certain and -relatively large amount 
of exposure to the language . Thus it can be expected that low proficiency in 
English will correlate with relative inability to distinguSh between 
' acceptable ' and ' unacceptable ' items ; by the same token , that ' unacceptable ' 
items will disc r iminate more effectively in tests . 
The hypothes i s is i n fact borne out by the results of the tests , specificall y 
Fi nal Tests 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 and 8 . In these tests certain ' acceptabl e ' i tems do 
provide effective discrimination , but they are much i n the minority ; whereas 
the vast majority of ' unacceptable' items provide effective discrimination . 
The exception is Final Test 6 , where , although 75% of ' unacceptable ' items 
provided effective discrimination , 100% of ' acceptable ' items di d so . It 
was suggested that this r esult might have been brought about by the fact that 
the test item was included in a phrase (instead of being spoken i n isolation); 
the effort of remembering a whole phrase , or of assessing more than one 
lexi cal item at once , producing this exceptional result . Certainly, there 
is evidence that the i nclusion of an item in a phrase might be the 
relevant difference , because Final Test 7, where phrases are spoken , shows an 
unusually high number of ' acceptable ' items which provide effective , 
discri mination (although here 100% of ' unacceptable ' items do so , which is in 
accord with the usual results of this sort of test ). 
Tne conclusion is thus that tests based on the ' part i al productivity' 
principle seem to provide for effective discrimination between t estees of 
high and low proficiency. 
6. 13 . 2 Actual Pr ofici ency of Testees : 
At the outset it must be pointed out that the group of testees in the Fi nal 
Tests were more carefully selected with regar d to sex and proficiency (the 
latter on the basis of the vocabulary components of the GTLAS , issued by the 
HSRC) , whereas testees for the Pre- Tests were a larger group sel ected at 
random . Nevertheless , both gro~ps were selected from students in the same 
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entry- year , the difference being that the Pre-Tests were administered at about 
mid-way in the students' first year , and the Fi .nal Tests a ~-ear later . 
In analys i ng the Final Tests , comparison was made , item by item , with scores 
in the Pre- Tests . It is significant that there is generally very high 
correspondence of scores for the High 25% group in all tests , with a degree 
of correspondence for the Low 25% group accompanied by a measure of 
variability . The conclusion is thus that the group of testees for the Pre-
Tests in fact was close to a fair reflection of the total range of proficiency 
amongst this total group of students, which would not be surprising in view 
of the fact that the Pre- Test group, about one hundred students , represented 
almost one- third of the total group. 
Overall, the results of the Final Tests show a great range of proficiency 
amongst these students. This is particularly significant when we remember 
that ( a) the test items are chosen from the General Service List , 
which purports to be an account of high-frequency lexical items according to 
an extensive count of contemporary and relevant material; (b) the testees 
are in their eleventh and twelth years of formal instruction in English ; 
(c) the testees are studying for the Primary Teacher's Certificate , after 
the attainment of which they will be eligible to teach English in the primary 
school , and (d) the tests involve receptive skill , where proficiency is 
always higher than in production. 
Overall, the results show considerable proficiency amongst the top quarter of 
the testees (the High 25%) group where results are consistently high over a 
large range of items. In addition , this is the same picture as emerged for 
the comparable items in the Pre-Tests. 
However , the picture for the lowest quarter of the testees ( the Low 251.group) 
is generally differ ent and more variable . There is far less correlation with 
the relevant Pre- Test results , although in general such correlation is about 
of the order of 50%. Where there is variation the trend is to improved 
scores by the Low 25% group , although this trend is by no means applicable to 
all items. In some tests , as Test 11 (Compound Verbs) there is consistently 
poor performance by the Low 25% group ; in others such as Test 13 (Verb + 
Preposition Collocation) there is a great variety of scores , with one- quarter 
of the scores notably higher , and half of the scores in 'he ' poor' range . 
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Comment in this regard oan be made on the results of Final Tests 8 , 9 and 11, 
beoause these involve lexioal items (respeotively adjeotives , nouns and simple 
verbs) whioh either ooour as headwords in the G.S.L. or as signifioant sub-
entries (derivations). 
In Final Test 8 , whioh oontained 15 items , 12 items disoriminated suooessfully 
whioh is an indioation of the range of performanoe. In the oase of eight 
items , there was definite improvement by the Low 25% group over the Pre-Test 
soores , with two items showing lower performanoe. The soores for the High 
25% group were at a high level, and most showed some improvement over the 
Pre-Test results. With the exoeption of three items above 500 frequenoy in 
the G.S.L. , the range of frequenoies is not lar ge and eight out of fifteen 
items have frequenoies of below 200. Thus in this, as with most other tests, 
the High 25% group shows good profioienoy even for low-frequenoy items. 
In the oase of Final Test 9 (nouns), seven out of fifteen items show 
satisfaotory disorimination. Onoe again , there is notably good oontrol by 
the High 25% group, even over items with a frequenoy of less than 100 in the 
G.S.L. However , in four oases there is poor oontrol by this group, and two 
of those i tems are 'oonerete ' nouns with relatively low frequenoy (pile and 
string). However , other low frequency 'conorete ' nouns produoed good 
performanoes overall. Concrete nouns are amongst the earliest , and most 
consistently, taught , and this result suggests a notable gap in vooabulary 
even at this level It is also significant that both nouns exist within 
semantic fields of much gradation. In addition , there was very poor 
performance overall on two low-frequency 'abstract ' nouns (oonscience and 
delay) pointing to an area in whioh there is possibly a need for well~planned 
teaohing strategy . 
In Pr e-Test 11 (simple verbs) , eleven out of seventeen items showed 
acceptable discrimination . Once again, there is generally good performance 
by the High 25%.· group. It is significant that the High 25% group shows good 
control even over the six items with lowest frequency (below 100 in the G.S.~) 
while the Low 25% group shows definite falling off in performance as the 
frequenoy decreases. 
In general , the range of proficiency amongst this group of testees is shown 
by the fact that , of 211 items in all Final Tests , aoceptable item 
discrimination indioes were produoed in 134 cases , i.e. by 64% of all items. 
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This result is especially significant when it is remembered that, as has 
previously been emphasized , the items are chosen from a restricted list of 
relatively high- frequency vocabulary , with selection made with the ESFL 
situation in mi nd. 
6.13 . 3 Correlation between Frequency and Performance : 
It has been stated that the General Service List as a ' teaching tool ' is to 
some extent under examination here . If one accepts that command of the 
contents of that list is desirable after ten or eleven years of formal 
inst r uction in English 
opinion of this author 
a reasonable and practical requirement , in the 
then a high correlation between low fr equency and 
low perfor mance in the tests will show that , even at this level , the G.S . ~ 
can be usefully employed . It would also seem to suggest that , however 
imprecise the relationship , there is a correlation between the contents of 
the G.S.L. and the 'expanding core ' of us eful vocabulary to which the . learner 
has been exposed over the years and to which , in addition , his own ' buil t -in 
syllabus ' has responded . 
Wor d counts are , of cour se , notoriously subject to limitations. The type 
of material consulted is important ; the situation of the learner and his 
needs with respect to , and made of , communication are relevant factors 
It is important to emphasize onoe again that these tests are receptive and 
that it is never possible to predict the actual vocabulary requirements of 
learners beyond the basic function and structural words . It is really only 
the academic credentials of the General Service List and the tester ' s own 
intuition that dictate the inclusion of an item like foreign i n Fi nal Test 9. 
Intuition here supports the evidence of the wor d- count that foreign is 
r elatively frequent and useful. 
urgent ( frequency of 36 in the 
also included. 
In the same way , the far less frequent 
G. S.L . as compared to 1014 for foreign ) is 
It is int ended that the results of these receptive tests will b e compared with 
the results of the error analysis (see next chapter) where active · production 
is required in a familiar situation (writing a composition). It cannot be 
expected that the error analysis will ~ld a large number of the i tems actually 
tested ; rather , the error analysis might show that a large number of the target 
items actually exist in the Gener al Service List , and possibly that there is 
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some posit ive correlation between the number of occurrences of certain errors , 
and frequency in the G. S. L. 
The question remains: do the results of this series of test show any 
correlation between frequency and performance? 
The results of the tests based on the hypothesis of the ' gap of unused 
capacity ' are not greatly significant in this regard, the chief reason being 
that the majority of items are ' potential words' and thus are not in the 
lexicon. The ' acceptable ' items are small in number and often reflect a smal l 
range of frequency. 
The tests concerned here are numbers 1, 2 , 4 , 5, 6, and 7. Of these , Tests 
1, 4 and 5 are inconclusive as a result of insUfficient information. Test 2 
showed some evidence of a correlation between performance and frequency , in 
that two 10w-frequency items showed significant variation of results compared 
with the relevant Pre- Test , and a further two showed t:le lowest aggregates of 
correct scores . Test 6 contained eleven ' acceptable ' items and a greater 
range of frequencies , and positive evidence of correlation is found , in that 
averages of aggregates of scores for both groups of testees (i.e. High 25% and 
l~w 25% groups) for the five items with highest frequency , and the five with 
lowest frequency, showed respectively 62% and 43% correct. Test 7 contained 
eight ' acceptable ' items , covering a much smaller range of frequency 
(24 to 180 , with one item at 1226) but yields some evidence of correl ation. 
Three of the four items with lowest frequency produced item discriminat ion 
indices above . 30, while only one of the group ' with -highest frequency did. 
In addition the item different, which has an exceptionally high frequency 
of 1226, showed an extraordinary increase in scores for the Low 25% group , 
compared with the Pre- Test results. 
Both of these latter tests contain the test items in phrases , not in isolation, 
and it is impossible to say whether this is a significant variant. Test 5 
also has this feature, but there are insufficient items for a valid statement 
to be made . 
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The re,naining te;; GS to be consilered are Final Test 3A , 3B, 8 , 9, 10 , 11 and 12. 
Tests 8 , 9 and 10 do n ,YG pe'YiTide positive evidence of correlation, In Test 8 
there are fifteen items with 2, iride range of fre ,!uencies . There is sl i ght 
evidence of correlation in that four of the six i. telJl~ ~h01ring '-!.1[,1'0Verl0nt bJ' the 
Lo,; 25% group over the Pre-Test re3ul ts, 8,re in the highest f.reruency ;:l'_.'oup . 
But this evidence is not conclusive. Test 9 shO\-IS no conclusive reGults, 
al though th" ,c-_'~dence .is probably skewed by the deli berate preponderance of 
' concrete' nouns i "l the 1"", frequency group, The two low frequency 'abstract' 
nouns shoTtl markedly poor perf·:>rnvu ... oe . ~he Pre-Te ~1-t origi.n.!;!. l of Final Test 10 
showed correlation, but the range of frequencies in Teel," 10 is not large enough 
for a conclus i ve result. 
Test 3A and 3B each ~ontain a small nu~ber of items. In the for~er, where 
there are only five items , the two items "Ii th lo'"est frequencies showed ehe 
lowest scores and also marked decreased <)ompared with the Pre-Test re8ul t. 
Test 3B sho>1eo. slight correlation on the basis of 9-VerDges of item discrimi nation 
indices. 
Tests 11 ffild -12 provide the most conclusive evidence for a. correlation between 
performance and frequency. Both have a large enough nu~ber of items , ,rith in 
addition a wide ~ange of fre~~encies, from close to nought to over 1000. 
Test II 8hOl-;S a positive correlation in averages of item discrimination indioes 
(. 23 for the high group , .31 for the middle group , . 54 for the low group) 
and in a.ver age scores fo r the [""" 25% group (18 ex 25 for the group of high 
frequencies, 8, 6 for the lowest group ; but the middle group is 7 , 3) . It is 
also significant that the group with high frequencies shows three items with 
substantial improvements in sceres to a high level ; the group ,nth lowest 
frequency shows two items in which there "as substantial decrease in scores by 
the Low 25% group. 
In the cnse of Test 12, the group Iii th highest frequency Rho .. IS en average of 
item diserimination indices of . 30; thp. g :::-oup with l owest freq'lency 8ho;;8 .40. 
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There is a more significant result if averages for correct scores by the Low 
25% group are considered (the average scores for both groups are given in 
brackets) . The average scores are , respectively, 15 ,5 (18 , 4) ex 23 and 
6, 4 (11,0) ex 23 . Both items with the lowest aggregates of correct scores for 
both groups fall within the group of lowest frequency , as do four of the 
six items with the lowest scores for the Low 25% group . 
Before summarizing the evidence with regard to a case for correlation between 
frequency and performance , it must be stated that these Final Tests are 
the result of a process of selection of items which successfully di scriminate 
between testees of high and low proficiency. This has been the main thrust 
of the work , and a statement on the aforesaid correlation is only of 
secondary importance (useful as it might be). For this reason , there has not 
been enough material in some of the tests for a conclusive statement to be made 
More important , the items included in these tests have emerged from a series of 
Pre- Tests , i n some of which , in opposition to the related Final Test, no 
correlation bet ween frequency and performance could be shown. 
Thus , it must be stated that a relatively random selection of items yields 
little evidence of correlation between frequency and performance , but where 
there is discrimination , there are positive signs of such correlation 
(varying in type and degree). 
In summary, bearing the above in mind , the Final Tests yield some evidence 
which is inconclusive , but where there is significant evidence , it is on the 
s i de of a positive correlation between per formance and the frequency of an 
item in the G. S.L. 
6.14 The Post- Final Test Form 
This sect ion contains those items which successfully discriminated in the 
Final Tests. 
The nomenclature 'Test l ' etc refers to eqivalent in the Final Test form 
(see the beginning of this chapter). But the numbering of items only has 
relevance here ; the numbering does not refer to the numbering of items in 
the Final Test form . 
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6 . 14 . 1 The Spoken Tests. 
This section contains items from those tests which were presented in spoken 
form i . e. the testees did not see the written forms. These are the tests 
containing ' acceptable ' and ' unacceptable ' items , based on the principle 
of 'the gap -of unused capacity in the lexicon' . 
Test 1: deskman 2. playman 3 . shopman 4 . brickman 
5. chopperman 6. rulework 
Test 2: 1. receivering 2. containion 3. listenation 4 . insidi ty 
5. middlth 
10 . brushery 
14 . servancy 
6 . fainti ty 7. sincerence 8. awakage 9. hinderment 
11. surprisal 
15. enemy ship 
12 . museumist 
15. workeress 
13. deliverent 
Test 4 : 1. misapprove 
5. enview 6 . recamp 
2 . misfinish 
7. enhouse 
3. disreport 
8 . scarcize 
4. unappear 
9. waiterize 
10. tasten 11 . poisoni ze 12 . freshize. 
Test 5: 1. He passed the test easy 
3. The ball rolled backwardly 
5. She jumped quick 
Test 6: 1 . an existing buiding 
3. a personal letter 
5. a willy servant 
7. a doubtal question 
9· a blinding light 
11. a truthful girl 
13 . an intentional mistake 
Test 7: 1. a differish look 
3. a goldent frame 
5. a sympathetish friend 
7 . a photographic studio 
9. a photographent book 
2 . He hamered the nai l hard. 
4. She did the work perfect 
6 . The dog jumped highly 
2. a doubtful student 
4. a satisfied child 
6. an influential book 
8. a national problem 
10 . an intentioning plan 
12 . a searchful light 
14 . a dreamy look 
2. the foolent students 
4. a foolish answer 
6. a violent attack 
8 . the rotten food 
10 . a confidish friend 
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6. 14.2 The Written Tests 
Test 3A 
1. Last year I ... studying history and mathematics (begin) 
2 . 
(a) began (b) beginned (c) begin (d) begun 
Yesterday Pumla . •. in that 
(a) sit (b) sat 
chair , but today she is over here ( sit) 
(c) sittend (d) sate 
Test 3B 
1. Mary has . •• her breakfast , and now she wants a cup of coffee . (have) 
(a) have (b) had ( c) hid (d) haved 
2 . The students have .• • to study for the test. (begin) 
(a) begun (b) began (c) begin (d) beginned 
3. He has .•. tp do well in his examinations. (continue) 
(a) continued (b) continue ( c ) continues (d) continuen. 
4. She has .•. about it for a long time . (know) 
(a) known (b) knowed (c) knew (d) knewed 
5. The mealies have .. . tall because of the good rains. (grow) 
(a) growed (b) grown (c) grow (d) grew 
6. Themba has ... in the same desk for two years . (sit) 
(a) si tten (b) si tted (c) sit (d) sat 
Test 8 
1. This road is so ..• to me that I always know exactly where I am. 
(a ) extensive (b) certai.1· ( c) actual (d) familiar 
2 . The feather is so light that it wil l blow away if there is even the . • . wind. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
(a) least (b) most ordinary (c) most possible (d) likeliest 
She is a very . .. person and 
(a) painful (b) earnest 
does not like to hurt anyone. 
(c) motherly (d) gent le 
The new shir ts were so .•• that they were all sold out in three days. 
(a) fresh (b) popular (c). moderate (d) ornamental 
Swaziland is not part of South Africa; it is a country. 
( a) local (b) single (c) foreign (d) national 
6 . The prices at that shop are higher , but it is nearby , so it is . .. to shop 
there. 
(a) orderly (b) fortunate ( c) convenient (d) generous 
1. She is a very 
( a) ori ginal 
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friend and always gives help when I need it. 
(b) loyal (c) bold (d) patriotic 
8 . The hill makes such a . • • rise that I never feel tired when I climb it. 
(a) gradual (b) prompt (c) needless (a.) shallow 
9 I know you have waited for a long time , but if you can be .• for a 
little longer, I will see you. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
(a) sincere (b) attentive (c) ·patient (d) steady 
His health is so ..• that he is very often sick . 
(a) mild (b) delicate (c) medical (d) childish 
The farmer's land is so 
can see . 
that it stretches much further than a person 
(a) detailed (b) noble (c) eventful (d) extensive. 
Sipho was so ... of Tandi's new pen that he took it from her desk, to use 
it himself. 
(a) cross (b) envious (c) glad (d) determined 
This letter is . . . so I must post it right now . 
(a) unpaid (b) necessary (c) private (d) urgent . 
Test 9 
1. The school sports day is 
(a) object (b) upset 
a/an . • . which happens 
(c) organization (d) 
only once a year. 
event 
2 . Port Elizabeth and East London are on the .. . but Johannesburg is not. 
(a) shore (b) shoreline (c) coast (d) water 
3. It is easier to read by electric light than by candle light. So the 
student who has electric light has a/an .•• 
4. 
(a) possi bili ty (b) advance. (c) advantage (d) chance 
Phumla found a RIO.OO note. 
. •. would not let her keep 
She knew it belonged to Agatha. Phumla's 
it. She gave it back to Agatha. 
(a) application (b) conscience (c) mind (d) confidence 
5 I was travelling in a bus. The bus was in an accident. The driver had 
to wait until the police came. He had to wait until the other vehicle 
was moved. Because of the . .. , I was 40 minutes late for school. 
(a) delay (b) fault (c) disturbance (d) misconduct. 
DO NOT PROCEED. WAIT FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS. 
6. This is a(n) ••. of money 
(a) lump (b) heap (c) mound (d) pile 
1 . This is the of the knife 
(a ) edge (b) blade 
---
(c) point (d) sharp 
8 . A man has a foot, but a cat has a . . • 
(a) paw (b) claw (c) hoof (d) talon. 
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Test 10 
1. John has worked. in six jobs in two years. 
2. 
I wond.er why he can't stick .. , one job only? 
(a) for (b) out (0) into 
That schocl has a lot of problems. 
Well, perhaps the new principal h~ll 
(a) into (b) to (c) about 
bring •.. some 
(d) out 
changes 
3. Why has Sipho bought that old building? 
He wants to set .. . a factory to start making biscuits and SHeets. 
(a) out (b) off (G) i n (d) up 
4. Wh;\' did the dog bite you? 
He l ooked friendly, but as soon as I entered the gate he turned .•• me 
and bit me. 
(a) off (lo) at (c) on (d) up 
5. Are Mary's parents still alive? 
No. They died years ago, so her grandmother had. to bring her • •• 
(a) out (b) about (c) up (d) off. 
6. Wi ll you. :3ell me your new car for ten Rand? 
Hah! You must tak8 me ... a fool. 
(a) for (b) at (c) in (d) over-
7. HOI; can I find your hous e? 
Easy. It iB painted red, so it stands . •• clearly. 
(a) over (b) out (c) for (d) by 
8. Did Thandi I;e come to h·elp you? 
No, she let me .•• badly, so I must ask Romeone else to help me. 
(a) out (b) off (c) down (d) in 
9. Mrs 1·I"tselwa is in a bad mood. 
10. 
Test 
Yes , but just leave her alone and it will blow .. . Soon she will be in 
a gooa mood . 
(a) in (b) out (c) up (d) over 
Did Mr Bhana punish you? 
No , he was in a good mood, a.'Od so he let me •• ~ 
(a) off (b) on (c) in (d) out 
11 
1. He WE..S c.runk when he crashed into the other car. That •• . for the 
accident. 
(a) accounts (b) accords (c) determines (d) depends 
2. A teacher must t reat a.ll pupils the same, ana not ••. one above the 
other. 
(a) satisfy (b) prejuclice (c) point (el) favour 
3. She will be very sad if we do .not •.• her in tha party. 
(a) include (b) place (c) mention (d) advise 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11 . 
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Don ' t shout at him. 
are .doing it. 
If you . .. with him, he will understand why you 
(a ) praise (b) charm (c) reason (d) persuade 
I don ' t know the answer, but I that you look in this book to find it. 
(a) consider (b) encourage (c) inform (d) suggest 
We hope that the government will soon .. . free books for pupils. 
(a) provide (b) determine (c) practise (d) deliver 
No-one else can do the job , so I on you to do it. 
(a) depend (b) require (c) expect (d) intend 
Only the students with the highest marks can . . • for a prize. 
(a) promise (b) propose (c) qualify (d) question 
Our class did not do well in the test, so we are going to ... the work 
tomorrow. 
(a) review (b) remind (c) reflect (d) refresh 
Parents usually their children when they are naughty. 
(a) remark (b) request (c) interfere (d) scold 
No , he is not happy. In fact , your words have . .. him. 
(a) upset (b) scratched (c) pinched (d) prevented. 
Test 12 
1. He was very sick and died ••. great pain. 
(a) in (b) by (.c) for (d) at 
2. Sipho lives in Cape Town now , so I · do not hear .• . him very often. 
(a) from (b) upon (c) by (d) after 
3. Rub the polish the floor to make it shine. 
(a) into (b) out (c) in (d) on 
4 You must try . . . the coat to see if i t fits you • 
(a) into (b) out (c) in (d) on 
5. When we have the facts, we can act . .. them. 
(a) upon (b) onto (c) with (d) for 
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CHAPTER Error Anal wi th concludin 
remarks on the Error Cate orizatio~ 
~l Preamble 
f E An 1 · ·t problems procedures and implications A description 0 rror a YS1S , 1 S 
cannot be separated from 1) the enormously enhanced interest in second 
language teaching , theory and method during the last decades ; 2) t he 
growing attention during this same period to linguistics in general, and 
particularly to the development of truly descriptive , synchronically based· 
grammar s ; and 3) the impetus to Cont r astive Analysis , primarily generated by 
the publication in 1958 of Robert Lado's seminal work , Linguistics Across 
1 
Cultures . 
The first two factors, while of great significance , can be dealt with briefl y . 
With regard to the first , it must be pointed out that it was not until second 
language learning was beginning to be recognized as a discrete process , not 
simply an inferior version of first language learning , that the teaching of 
second and foreign languages could emerge from the shadow of conventional 
first language teaching. This emergence was contemporaneous with an enormous 
expansion in terms of numbers, domains and facilities , in SFL teaching , 
primarily after the Second Wor ld War, and brought about by a complexity of 
political ,historical and cultural factors . With this expansion , with the 
recognition of the discreteness of ESFL teaching and learning , with the 
expansion of manpower and facilities , time and attention were given to those 
aspects of the field in which particular investigation was required. 
Analys i s was one of these. 
Err or 
Regarding the second factor , the development of truly descriptive , 
synchronically - based grammars , it must be noted that Error Analysis proceeds 
with regard to a model , which is normally that of a native - speaker grammar or 
pr oficiency. For first language teaching, the written grammar or the analytic 
exposition of native-speaker competence , hardly matters, despite protestations 
to the contrary . Both teacher and learner normally operate within the same 
framework of competence ; it is exposure, reinforcement and extension which are 
of the essence , not the acquisition of a new and different system ( as in second 
language learning). Thus whatever the hidden reality , the necessity for 
teaching of a true description of the target language was not perceived while 
second language teaching remained simply an appendage of first language teaching . 
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That the situation has changed radically within a short time can be shown by two 
quotations : In 1949 , F . G.French (Co~~on Er=ors in Ehglish ) ,rrote : 
"Errors defy classification for one kind merges into another as grey 
shades off into blue ." Errors , he said , are " the most disorderly of 
all (the teacher's) problems".:l. 
Yet, only twenty-two years later , Carl James stated confidently, 
" The alternat ive that linguistics holds out is an apparatus to fixate 
any given error , by incorporating it in a general framework , and 
thereafter suggesting a list of poseible causes 
error , with perhaps some implications for their 
for given types of 
3 
remediation". 
The intervening period was marked by enormous and growing interest in ESFL 
learning , and by endeavour in specific related fields. But it is not only 
this which enables James to speak with such confidence; it is the provision of 
good descriptive grammar3 . 
7 . 2 Contrastive Analysis 
Contrastive analysis has probably existed , in its crudest form , ever since there 
have been bilinguals; this finds expression in statements such as "The 
Transylvanians say de instead of the in English because they don ' t have th 
in their language". But the i mpetus towards scientific study of such 
phenomena was provided by the publication of Robert Lado's Linguistics Across 
Cultures , in which , with the apparatus of modern phonological descriptions 
at his disposal, the author provided a principled and detailed study. 
Char les Fries , in his preface to the wo r k , outlines the basis of Contrastive 
Analysis; it is founded on " the assumption that we can predict and describe 
the patterns that will cause difficulty in learning , and those that ,nIl not 
cause difficulty, by comparing systematically the language and culture to be 
learned with the native language and culture of the student. . . " He calls 
for " • • •• materials based upon a scientific description of the language to be 
learned , carefully compared with a parallel description of the native language 
of the learner. " H~ then proceeds to a statement of the transfer effect: 
"Those elements that are similar to his (i.e . the learner ' s) native language 
Q~ • 
... "ill be simple for himAthose elements that are difficult will be difficult." 
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It is significant that Lado discusses the phonological implications of 
Contrastive Analysis at length and most successfully for it is in this area that 
the greatest success has been achieved . The reasons are obvious; the sets 
of sounds in each language are finite and limited, the terrain can be investiga-
ted with relative confidence. 
However , even in the area of phonology , where CA has achieved greatest success , 
there are limits to its power of prediction, as , for instance , E.M.Anthony 
shows in his article "On the Predictability of Pronunciation Problems'! Here, 
discussing the distribution of /1/ in English and Thai , the author sho"s that 
while areas of difficulty may be predicted accurately , the actual realizations 
may not be. He shows that it can be predicted that Thai- speakers will have 
difficulty with wor d-final English /1/ because this does not exist in Thai , 
whether as a single consonant or in combination. But it is only possible to 
predict a range of possibilities "hich the Thai-speaker might employ ; i t is not 
possible to predict the actual realization of /n/ i n place of word- f i nal /1/ . 
Nor is it possible to explain it (although advances in the interim may have made 
!i 
this possible) . 
Thus , in a sense , Error Analysis is contained within the concept of Contrastive 
Analysis; at many points , one can only proceed by 
and try ing to account for it (i . e. identification 
7. 3. Deficiencies of Contrast i ve An~lysis 
observing actual 
and Jiagnosis). 
performance 
Contrastive Analysis has not been effective over the whole range of vocabulary 
and syntax . For example , it is relatively simple to predict that Afrikaans-
speaking students learning English will have no trouble with WH- word and 
auxiliary- head question forms, because these exist in Afrikaans and are 
'tr ansformed ' by the same process from the statement form ; and that they will 
have trouble with ro·-operator questions, because a comparable operation does not 
exist in Afrikaans. It is also possible to predict that the sa~e learners will 
have difficulty with the word order of statements in the past , where the SVO 
order of both English and Afrikaans in Present Tense statements is replaced in 
Afrikaans by a shift of the verb to word··final , with operator RET in the place 
of the lexical verb. Yet Afrikaans-speaking learners of English seem to have 
trouble with DO-operator long after they have mastered SVO in past as well as 
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present statements. An hypothetical diagnosi s comes to mind very quickly: 
DO- operator has no comparable struQture in the first language , while SVO in 
English past statements simply requires the extension of an already- learned 
pattern . 
Yet the point is that, while CA predir.tions could be made with some confidence 
in such relati "ely simple cases as the above, there are no reliable devic8,1 
for measuring or predicting degrees of difficulty or the frequency or manner 
in which actual realizations might occur. 
At present , there is caution regarding the predictive power and use of CA , 
especially in areas other than phonolo~s. Larry Selinker describes five 
processes which he c'l118iders central to second language learning , of which one 
is languae" ~.T"ansfer.( " If it can be experimentally demonstrated that 
f') ;3S.l l .i. ~>;a.ble items , rules and. subsystems which occur in interlangLln&:2! 
P91':")rmance are as a result of the native language , than we are deali'1g with 
" the process of language transfer',') His other "processu ;:-;" ; :~ .:. , ~ ~;:'::':_:' .. lsfer of 
training, strategies of second language learni ".5, .'Jt , ·'~tegies of second 
language (; ":"'l;mi cation , and overgeneralization of target la.'lguage linguistic 
material . He also mentions other, less important processes : spelling 
pronunciation , ' ognate pronunciation, holophrase learning and hyp<{correction . 
7.4 Other factors beside interference 
An account of an error analYSiS, in which the author specifically set out to 
investigate the nature and extent of language transfer amongst post-graduate 
Czech students of English (L.Duskova, "On Sources of Error in Foreign Language 
Learning; concludes that " .• . while interference from the mother tongue plays a 
role , it is not the only interfering factor . There is also interference 
between the forms of the language being learnt , both in grammnx and lexis. In 
grammar it is the other terms of the particular language subsystem and/or 
their functions that operate as interfering factors , while in lexis , words and 
7 
phrases are often confused as a resul-'; of formal similarity" . While not 
rejeoting the usefulness of predictive contrast analysis in preparing 
materials , the author ' s opinion is tha, error- based analyses are also important. 
This conclusion is supported by Ghadessy who states, "We disagree , however , 
wi th the two extreme positions that (a) teaching materials must be based only 
on the re "i~li;s of contr9.stive analysis and that (b) the Contrastive AYlalysis 
Hypothesis is of no value in the preparation of t eaching Daterials. We believe 
that while, in the earlier stages of language teaching and learning , the 
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Contrasti_ve Analysis Hypothesis can be of ~ use, especially in phonology , 
the preparation of materials in the latter stages should be based on other , 
criteria , e . g . an error analysis of a student ' s performance". 
Problems also occur in ,Jhat may be called ' shifts of level' wher e new 
complexi ties enter. English , for example forms the Simple Past by the 
inflection - ED (ideal realization) but some languages add a word at the same 
,lace in the sentence (perhaps initial) and not attached to the verb. 
Difficulty can be predicted; but the actual r ealization cam10t ~e. (Will 
this learner of English simply ignore - ED ana use the Simple Present in past 
contexts; will he intrude his own past marker into English, etc?) 
It has been stated that meaning is the constant in Contras~i'"e -"-t .. lysis. 
Thus the prerequisite is a competent analys.i8 0f I-'le semantics of both 
languages before a comprehensive Can t'>''''-Ji;i-ve Anal;\'sis can be attempted. 
Reality lags far behind the ideal , and analysis can , at present , only be 
piecemeal . 
7.4 Error Analysis and Contrastive Analysis 
Increased interest in Error Analysis is thus not only a result of the 
recogni tion that ESFL is a discrete f i eld which exists in its own right; "ot 
only a resul t of increased manpower and effort ; not only a product of 
improved tools of linguiRtic :lp. -'-::I· Lption . It is also a result of the 
increasingly revealed reC' t-,. ;_d ·,· l ' ."lain of Contrastive Analysis , a pragmatic 
desire to at least deal with the observable . 
For this reason , Cont:'a', Give Analysi s and Error Analysis are often referred to 
an, re"l" ,_, t'i '; ~, -':'y, 'strong' and ' weak ' forms wi thin the same fie ld. 
>1'he appell-'lt i. ')n 'weak' is misleading if applied to the whol.; field of Error 
There are areas where Contrastive Analysis is ineffective or 
inapplicable : i n predicting grades of difficulty, where an Error Analysis 
which is based on a really comprehen Jive corpus can at least begin to offer 
valid statements ; in pre(l·j.'~-ti.:l'; 'avoidance strategy ', where the learner 
circumlocu-te ,.' " a l F:"icul ty (Error Analysis can show act ual performance) ; and 
in those cases where difficulties are intra- lingual (i e . arising from the 
nature of the target language itself). With regard to the latter , the objection 
might be raised that this is not really within the field of Error Analysis 
itself; that perhaps there are two 'strong' versions , namely Contrasti-ve 
Analysis and Intra-lingual Analysis, with Error Analysis as the ' weak ' 
version of each. 
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Nevertheless, it is true that there are areas where Contrastive Analysis is 
inapplicable or, at prese:1t, does not have full facilities; and that Error 
Analysi" either exists in its own right or has the advantage with 
observable phenomena . 
7.5 Error Analysis 
What is Err or Analys i s , and what are the problems an"- impli()ations'( J,.mes 
states: "Linguistics provides a framework of categories wi thin which we can 
locate a given error . TIlis framework is of course the linguistic 
descri ption "f the target language (TL) . We shall wa."lt to demarcate 11 gi ve'l 
error by extracting it from t he ' corpus' (the foreign-langu~ge l earner' s bit 
q 
of perfor mance ) and relating it to the overall system of the TL". 
For the exponent of Error Analysis , it is thus necessary (1) to have 
available a good "linguistic de ,:nription of the target language" and ( 2) to 
relate error " to the overall system of the TL". At the moment , Stam'_ard 
&lglish is the model used in all analyses known to the author ; although with 
the recognition of various 8econd-lang~age variAties , and the cont inuing 
descri ption of these , it is conceivable that other models might be adopted. 
For the ESFL t8acher , whose own proficiency in &1glish is presumably high , 
atte!llpt ing an error analysis can be both sobering and illuminating. The 
exponent has continually to refer to a good "linguist i" description of the 
target language" in assigning errors to levels, scal"" "",1 categories . In the 
process , the exponent ' s own knowledge is teste-I &n1 expanded; the complexity 
of the 1a,.,~<;uage system is rev,,), ,1.<1""1 (perhaps for the first time) and im:ight is 
developed into the problems and strategies of the learners. 
By level , is meant phonology , lexis , )'ntax (and graphology) : by ~al.e, 
morpheme , word , group , clause and sentence ; by category, the actual 
arrangement or grouping of errors in an asstmi lable and meani ngful manner in 
the light of a valid description of the tfCrget language. With regard to level 
and scale , it must be stated that allocatim of an error is generally fairly 
simple, but that even here problems exist and decisions have to be made . For 
example, the learner who writes t~ in place of this mig~t seem to have made 
a graphological error (spelling) but it probablJ' .... "fle ,'i; s an und<lrlying 
pronunciation problem, i . e . the common use of /i :/ in place of /r/. Thus a 
decision has to be taken concerning how to arrange graphological errors in 
",eaningful fashion; in addition , the exponent requires knowledge of the 
phonology of the t '"o lC'nguages . 
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ml'ght be considered le~ical (eg _which An error involving a relative pronoun 
f ' D anl'mate sUbJ'ects! but who in place of _"hom can be in pla(!8 0 ~, .L or , 
consi dered an error of syntax, involving, as it does , recognition of the 
i"slo.t., ..... ~ f t h 
relative pronoun~to ~he object in the subordinate clause. Omission 0 e 
, _ :::; Genitive' , or use in inappropriate context, might seem to be simply a 
morphological error ; but it might have relation to <.n 'OF- Genitive' phrase 
(correctly or incorrectly used) or to an incorrect tr~~sformation from another 
type of phrase. 
With regard to categor y, there are various possibilities for arrangement, 
depending on the insight of the exponent and the e;mount of i nformation ,,,hic;l 
j.s sought. For instance , the oa.t"gory 'Inapproptia.te Plural' could be 
sub--divided aOGordinl:: to the oomp lexi ties or typ es of the noun- head. phrase 
involved, or according to the phonetic relationshi;:>s. It is for the 
expone'Clt of the error analysis to decide ,,:hat categories to use, and in what 
detail , accord.ing to what seems most useful. It j s also possible that a 
lat.er reviewer might make changes tc the arrangement in the light of 
additional. in"ights or descriptions. (As l-lill be seen, the author' admits 
Gome of hi s own o.oubts and inadequaci,~s vn th respect to the error analysis which 
is presented later.) 
The -'}:)rpus chcsen as the basis of 4;he analysis is~ of course, crucial in 
determining the :natur6 Jf the errors l-.rhich are found . It is axionatic that 
\'1h81:'8 Kiele-ranging competence is the aim of teac}-Jing , anc~ '.:herefore of 
analysi s, the corpu3 should. be la:cge and representative. .I~'l thi s , the 
strength of Error Analysi.s, namely its ability to deal with observable 
phenomena, is also its weakness , in that the errors are attested fron 
performance in a ctual situations . Th-ese situations might be lirni ted a..11.d I 
in any ~ase , in mO . .'t I general' school langua..;e cour"es, there i s little 
agreement about the situations for which the learner should be prepared. 
By implication , the mcre clea::-Iy defined the target situations, the more 
useful the ert'vr analysts 'li ll be. 
It is stated that Error Analysis is not an eC1d in ' .tself , but rat.her 9. means 
to'loJards remediat:: on. Here the cr1.lGial question is hot'\! ';;;0 determine th8 
gravi ty of E:{J '~rror. It :l.s sllg3'entAd tha·t; a grEUrur4at i cal error is by 
defini tio:n iJOI'2 se.r'i .:)us than a lexica.l erroT , the one being r glol:)al ' end. 7,he 
·)ther 'local'. Yet , a<" GeoffI'Y Broughton cays, lexical errors may prove 
to be the greatest barriers to actual cain.:'!lunicati on: 
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"WheJl linguis':; ic theory seems to be moving to broader abstractions, 
seeking linguistic universals, shi.fting from the internal structure 
to sentences to inter-sententia l relationships in discourse and 
a.ialogue, one cannot help suspecting that the day-t o-day problems 
of learners are frequently lexical: the faux arnis , the give-away 
markers of compound bibnguals ... registral enooding and decoding , 
to 
and technical Jsngu.age ." 
There is consi derab l e interest in t h e que stion of e:'1'or gravity , partly the 
result of investigat ions l-lhioh have ChOI'ill that great differences of opinion 
exist on this score . Well-motivated suggestions have b een made that the 
amount of tnati ve-spe·'3.ker irri ta.tion ' a.t an error can be used as a guide , 
but to date very fe" results 8.r e 8Nailabl e. I t has been pointed out that 
up until now ·te~oher irri tation ' has often been the only guide to error 
gravi ty, in t hat tea chers are understandably annoyed when the '.eE.rner fails 
to perform well in an ar8a ,'hi ch has just b een taught in ,,18.83. 
7.6. Gravity of errors 
A remarkable divergence of ori.nion as to error gravity is r evealed by a 
study of results in three different reports. In the first, Ca rl. J ames 
pr esented 50 error itrnns to 40 ESFL teachers, 20 being native speakers of 
English, and twenty being non-·nat ive speakers. The 50 items r epresented 10 
categories, namely tense , negation, order , concora. , transformation , l exis 
(noun) , lexis (verb), lexis ( adjective) , lexis (preposition) ani articles. 
The teachers were a.sked to indicate the gravity of each error , on a scale 
0- 5 (the latt er indicating 'very serious ' ) . He c on cluded t hat , generally , 
native- speakers tend t o mark ,nore lenient ly t han non- nat ive speIC..ker s , and 
that t h ere is a hi.gh de",'J",e of consistenoy by individual assessors. 
Although there I-Ier", some d:i ~feren0es bet"een the two groups , a frequency 
weight ing p r esf-mts a clear heir.;?rGh,Y of judgements on error gravi t.y for 
both groups together; '!:he leY.ical errors fi ll the last three p ositions. That 
is , Jamets 40 i.nfor:nants .5(~neral; ,y ::-onsi dered lexical errors to be least 
seriou s of all.lt 
Consideration can now be given to t':10 reports which at t empt to assess , not 
"hat ESFL teach e!'s think about error gravi 7.y , but "'hat nativ e speakers 
themselves think. Margareta Olsson describes an e1tPeriment in whj eh ,,\ 
selection of the most fr equent deviant form s attested in an Engl ish 
pa~sive transformation exercise by Swedish students , were tape-recorded 
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and played to English-speaking informants. One class of error responses 
was syntactic , involving such phenomena as regular formations for irregular, 
and the use of the infinitive instead of the past participle (eg 'He was 
beat by me' ). The second class involved semantic deviancy , such in 'The 
thief catch by the policeman' and 'He is telling to work more by his teacher.' 
The English-speaking informants were tested by being asked to make various 
sJ~tactic transformations of the deviant forms which they heard, thus 
successfully concealing the true purpose of the exercise . ~redictably, far 
gre'ater problems were experienced with forms which were semantically deviant. 
The author ' s conclusion is that " • . • the marking system in Swedish s 'chools ••• 
is founded more on an estimate of the pupil's ability to produce correct 
sentences than on his speaking and '1l'i ting intelligible sentences" and 
" . . • teachers should perhaps take more lenient attitude to syntactic error s, 
all the more so as the satisfaction of being able to communicate , even with 
I!l. 
errors , far surpasses that of being able to utter perfect pattern drills •• • " 
Robe!'t Politzer reports an investigation into " a classification of errors from 
13 
the point of view of their effects" . Six categori.es of error frequently 
produced by English- speaking (American) learners of German were played to 
German- speaking high school informants in three different areas (Germany and 
Switzerland). The 6 categories were: phonology , case endings, wrong verb 
morphology , gender confUSion, word order and vocabulary. The informants 
were asked to indicate the relative seriousness of the 60 errors , on the 
grounds that the findings would be used to establish priorities in Ger man 
FL teaching. The results ShOH that vocabulary errors were rated as by far 
the most serious ; the author's comment is "Not unexpectedly , speakers of 
German seem to know quite intuitively that using the right words is the most 
important aspect of language use. Correct pronunciation and the use of 
/'f" 
correct case endings . • • are of relatively lower priority." 
Perhaps this vast discrepancy between the opinion of James's ESFL 
teacher-informants, and the opinions of the "ordinary native speaker" 
informants in the other two studies , as to the relative gravity of 
vocabulary and other errors , can be explained in the words of E. Leventson 
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" In part it derives from the emphasis placed , both by language 
teaching methodologists and language acquisition researchers, on the be-
ginning stages . .• it has seemed natural to concentrate on grammar . Certainly 
the interesting problems in lexical acquisition begin to arise with inter-
mediate to advanced learners .•• The linguists prefer grammar and phonolgy 
since these can be analysed scientifically, as structured systems, unlike 
vocabulary which until very recently has ... almost defied systematic 
structural analysis" 15 
7.7 Error Analysis,Conclusion 
There is a crucial distinction between an 'error' and a 'mistake: where 
the former reveals a basic lack of competence . -Particularly in -an analysis 
of lexical errors , which yield a large amount of ' nonce ' items , it is 
impossible to say which one is dealing with , unless the learner can be 
consul ted within a short time. This is seldom possible. 
Recent interest in 'Interlanguage' has focussed attention on errors as 
revealing the state of an individual learner's 'built-in syllabus ' at any 
given moment; cf. Selinker 
" .one ,lOuld be completely justified in hypothesizing, perhaps even 
compelled to hypothesize , the existence of a separate linguistic 
system based on the observable output which results from a learner' s 
attempted production of a target language norm. 
I" 
we will call interlanguage." 
This linguistic system 
The implications are that Error Analysis is more effective when dealing with 
each individual separately , whether studying performance developmentally or 
at any one time . It is suggested that , rather than yielding some small 
evidence of system and large evidence of 'nonce' or low-frequency errors as is 
now the case with conventional error analysis , such an approach would yield 
evidence of a system and a 'built-in syllabus'. It is likely that a well-
conducted analysi s of a number of learners within a group, perhaps selected 
across a range of proficiency , could yield more valuable information than 
consul ting a corpus , large in ql,_ant i ty of material but limited by situation , and 
reflecting only a small output per student. 
7.8 The Present Error Analysis Cat egorization 
In this section, a tally is made of the number of errors recorded in various 
categories, and comparison is nade with the findings of an error analysis made 
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in 1969 , based on the written soripts of Czech postgraduate students. 
For a full picture of all errors involving nouns whi~h '.'ere elicited from 
t he corpus, it is necessary to refer to the following sections: 
Bl Spelling 
B2 Pronunci ation spelling 
Cl - Neologism 
C2 Style 
C3 Opposite is intended 
C4 - Meaning unknown 
07 ' I '" oonfusion 
c8 Idiomatic 
CI 0 - S G&nitive, OF- Genitive and related forms 
Dl Omj,s sion of plural 
D2 Inappr opriate plural 
D4 Laok of agreement, subjeot- verb 
D17 - Affixation ( Nouns , Dl7 , 1 . 1 to D17 1.10) 
The latter section alone contains 66 target items , and a total of 94 ' error 
items ' . 
Sections Bl and B2 ( Spelling) only r eccrcl spelling whioh produces another 
existing word in English , or olose to it. It is not a reoord of ~ spelling 
errors . He:re there a r e a further 18 noun t2.rget items and a total of 28 noun 
error items. 
lis will be sho,ill in the commentar,r on thi s section, i t i s difficu lt to say 
,Th ether these are purely spelli" g e r ro;,s - that is, ,mether the t a rget item 
and 8r r"r item exist as olea r ly defi ned ent i ties in the competence of the 
learner - or whether the tar get and error items have actually become ' fused '. 
For instance , is 'mass ' in place of ' mess ' simply a spelling error (undoubtedly 
caused by undiscriminating pronunciation) or do the two ha\re the same form cmd 
a fusion or relatedness of meaning for the learner? 
Seotions B1 , B2, C2 , C3 , C4 , CI and D17 add a. tot9.1 of 122 noun error items 
which definitely or probably involve lexical meaning , producing a -ootal of 356 
noun ' lexical meaning' error items for tl:e 300 scripts in the corpUEl. 
The reJIaining sections in which noun error items occur (see li"t above) contain 
' structural ' error s. 
In counting the nUJlb er of verb errors with respect to lexical mp.aning, the 
follo ;.<ing sections are considered: A3 to AIO , Bl, B2 , Cl to C3 , Cll and C12. 
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As in the case of noun lexical meaning, Bl and B2, errors in spelling, may 
be considered doubtful 
C2 (style) can also be 
(see above) but involve only 22 verb. items. 
considered a marginal case , but involves only 4 verbs . 
The total number of verb 'lexical meaning' error i terns i.s 759. 
In numbering error items involving the lexical meaning of adjectives and 
determiners, Sections All, A12, A15, Bl , B2 , Cl, and C6 , and D14 are taken 
into account. Section Dll, which contains adjectives incorrectly used 
with the -LY fo rm, has not been included in the count . The -LY affix 
is redundant , and does not affect lexical meaning. Sections C5 and CIO 
(incorrect form where comparitive and superlative forms are intended ) are 
perhaps morphological errors to a large degree; nevertheless , 'more' and 
' most' (or -ER, -EST) are units of meaning and not just structural markers 
(as with -LY). Consecluently, these Sections,28 errors in all, have been 
included in the count. One item is included f rom Section Cl (style). 
A total of 244 adjective 'lexical meaning' errors is attested. 
A significant omiss i on from the above are errors in the use of the articles , 
which have not been collected and categorized here. 
Sections A13 , A14, Bl, B2, Cl to C3 and C9 are considered in the count 
of adverb 'lexical meaning' error items. As 
omission or over- inclusion is not considered . 
'lexical meaning ' error is attested. 
h~th the adjectives, -LY 
A total of 162 adverb 
A further category involving err.ors in lexical meaning is that of conjunctions 
subordinators and conjuncts (Section A16). Here 165 items are attested. 
The full count of errors involving lexical meaning is thus : 
Nouns 356 
Verbs 759 
Adjectives and Determiners 244 
Adverbs 162 
Conjunctions, Subordinators , 
Conjuncts 165 
1 625 Total 
This total (1695) is spread e,mongst 330 scripts , glv1ng an average per script 
of 5 ,14. Each script (composition and letter together) contains about 
450 words , on average. 
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A comparison can be made with the findings of Libuse Duskova where a full 
error analysis is made of the scripts of certain Czech postgraduate students . 
There were 50- students involved, and each script contained about 170 words. 
Duskova shows 243 lexical errors in the 50 scripts , an average of 4, 66 per 
script . Ho wever , if adjusted by a factor of 2,65 to account for the 
differ ent number of words per script compared with the Present Error 
Analysis, the comparable figure per script for Duskova's analysis becomes 
significantly higher: 12 , 34 Duskova does not say how many years of 
instruction in English the Czech students had at that point . 
Being a full error anal ysis , not limited only to lexis , Duskova includes the 
following categories: morphology, modal verbs, tenses , articles , word order, 
syntax, construction and government , prepositions and lexis . 
Duskova's figures for morphol ogical errors can be compared with the Present 
Error Analysis. There are 180 recorded, which adjusted by the factor of 
2, 65 to account for the different number of words per script , produces an 
adjusted average of 9,54 morphological errors per script . Thi s can be 
compared with 2,8 morphological errors per script in the Present Error 
Analysis (925 aggregate) . 
It is interesting to note t hat a ccmparison of the two analyses sho,JS that, 
on the adjusted average , Duskova records 2,4 times more lexi cal errors per 
script than t he Present Error Analysis , and 3,4 times mo r e morphological error , 
These f igures must be treated with caution. It is not stated what level of 
instruction in English the Czech students had reached, or at what age or 
stage they had. begun; it is not stated from what type of writing task the 
errors had been collected. ( The corpus for the Present Analysis w~s a 
number of 'composi -lions' on the 
'A Story I Once Heard', etc). 
usual general topics: 'A Holiday Journey', 
Neverthele ss ,- the figures will serve to 
alleviate pessimism or despair when faced with the vast mass of collected 
errors in the following chapter ; it i s as "ell to remember that these 
studentS/informants , most of \~om have had almost no contact with authentic 
English-speaking environments , and who are products of an underfinanced and 
poorly- staffed educational system, have progressed in English to a point where 
most produce relatively few lexical and morphological errors per script . 
(Although it must be remembered that tense , construction and government , ffi1d 
prepositional use all produce a relatively large crop of errors, and are not 
included here , along with modal verbs, articles, and word order and syntax) . 
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On the other hand , the Pre-Tests and Final Tests (cf . Chapters 5 and 6) 
have sho ... m that there is a 'Iide range of proficiency amongst these 
informants, so that a substantial number of scripts can be expected to 
contain a distressingly large number of errors. This is particularly 
disturbing when it is remembered that these students are in teacher 
training , and that m~"'lY will ( if present trends continue) not obtain a 
further qualification. 
The tUffering degrees of proficiency can best be illustrated by three 
extracts of approximately equal length, all from ' compositions ' on the 
sub j ect of 'A Holiday Visit '. All three extracts -E.re part of the corpus 
from which the Present Error Analysis w~s made . 
Extract I 
Last year we took a holiday visit to the Kruger National Park. It was 
during June holidays . Our principal and staff made arrangements for us. 
We were a team of scholars . 
We made provision for the visit . On the appointed day the buses arrived 
early in the morning. There were three buses. Our journey was very 
pleasant. We arrived three early in th e following day. We slept the whole 
day because we were tired of the journey. 
Extract 2 
Last week my friend spent his holiday in IllY home. He was travelled by his car' 
Before he came -1;0 my home he wrote a letter Dj'"\(~ told <fie that he was on the "ay 
to my home. 
my home. 
He ordered me to :oe ,lai t in the bus stop because he did not knO'l 
On ~hursday I meet him to the hus stop and I come with him to my home. My 
parents we re very happy to see my fr'iend. 
the first day t-:> visit a person in my home . 
Extract 3 
It was a very day becE_use it "as 
Last good friday I was in East-London by my aunt. She is there at Mdantsane 
Township near East-London. That plal'e East-London is very interesting that it 
made me very interested because there " re such things that I did not see in my 
life before. 
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By the ti'1l~ I was there I was vf;ry surprized vThen I sa~! big buil:"li::.lgs like 
the.t. The next day I hired a taxi to town . I saw tra.ffics, trains at the 
. :t ation. I nearly got lost 118ca .: se of its biggest. I visit.ed the cineoa 
at nigl:t named 'Ylpohleni C'.nd it is a gigruroic hall a'ld I esti",aied -that the 
whole South Africa. t'.roulc~ en-I;er there. 
Extract 1 is I·art of a full corpus of about 320 ,;aced;, . In all, it contains 
4 identifiable vocab"J.ary err'ors , one in lll'lrpholcgy, 2 in articles, 2 
prepositional, 4 :ense errors, c,nd 2 8yntactical~ 
j<Jxtract 2 is part of ii full eorpus of abc-ut 200 words. In all, it contains 
3 vocabulary errors, one morphological, 3 in articles, 3 prepositional, 
5 tense errors, and 4 syntactioal. 'r,,,o of the l atter are particularly 
serious for com:.;1u.nication, being the confusion of active and passive voice 
in 'He was travelled by his c~r' (which is compo1h~ded by the incorrect use 
of a preposition) and the almost undefinable 'It was t he first day to 
viclit a person i n my home' in place of 'It was the first time I had been 
v is i ted by a per~on in my home' . In addition, the expression 'He ordered 
me to .•• ' is odd but not strictly able to be clasGlfied as a lexical error; 
ho;;ever , the reader suspects ~hat tbe mi lder 'a8ked ' or 'requested' is 
intended, suggesting lack of lexical competence in that semantic areo.. 
Extract 3 is part of a full corpus of a.bout 320 \"lords ( similar to that of 
Extract 1) and. contains at least 14 identifiable vocabul ary errors , 2 
morphological, 2 in articles, 6 prepositional , 4 in tense, and 5 syn"actical. 
The vocab~lary errors are partioularly interesting, as a number show that 
the target item was simply not available , ego 
not big as such not really b i g 
I visualized things = observed, sa\; 
the crowd of Sekgapane = the supporters 
that biten (sic) of Sekgapane = that beating 
it ended with war = violence (by the supporters) 
it was taxed by me it was hired by me 
it overturned, but we succeeded = we survived 
so at all = so all in all 
-_.-
I poked abou" that I had seen I spoke (boasted?) about what ... 
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Thus a comparison of the three extracts, particularly in the l ight of the 
comments on Extract 3, support the findings of the Vocabulary Tests , namely 
that there is a wide range of profi ciency in vocabulary amongst this group 
of informants. 
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CHAPTER 8: Categorization of the Errors 
LIST OF CONTEafTS 
A) LEXIS: PARTS OF SPEECH: One item substituted for another. 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
Nouns : 
Nouns : 
Verbs: 
Verbs : 
Verbs : 
Verbs: 
more than one occurrence 
nonce 
error items are high- frequency verbs: 
ditto : nonce 
more than one occurrence 
nonce 
more than one occurrenc 
A5 
A6 
A7 
AB 
A9 
AlO 
All 
A12 
A13 
A14 
Compound Verbs: 
Compound Verbs : 
bare infinitive instead of : more than one occurrence 
ditto : nonce 
Compound Verbs: 
Compound Verbs: 
Adjectives: 
Adjectives: 
Adverbs: 
AJverbs: 
A14 . 2 Adverbs: 
A14.3 Adverbs: 
A15 Determiners 
A16 . 1 ~onjunctions 
A16. 2 Conjuncts 
A16 . 3 Subordinators 
instead cf bare infinitive 
wrong part icle 
more than one occurrence 
nonce 
intensifiers 
adjuncts 
disjuncts 
zer o is target meaning 
(no t including articles) 
A17 Correlative subordinators 
AlB Pronouns 
B) ORTHOGRAPHY 
Bl Spelling 
B2 Pronunciation spelling 
C) LEXIS, OTHER 
Cl Neologism 
C2 Style 
C3 Opposi te is intended 
C4 Meaning unknown 
C5 Compari t i ve form is target 
c6 Superlative form is target 
07 IT Confusion 
c8 Idiomatic 
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C9 Direct/indirect speech 
CIO - 5 Genitive , OF-- Genitive and related forms 
Cll Preposition implies verb 
C12 C12 Preposition implies verb or larger unit 
C13 Over- inclusion 
D) MORPHCLOGY 
Dl Omission of plural 
D2 Inappropriate plural 
D3 Lack of agreement, subject-verb 
D4 Infinitive in place of participle 
D5 -ED Past in place of infinitive 
D6 -ED Past in place of past participle 
D1 Past participle in place of past - ED irregular 
DB Pa,st participle in place of present participle 
D9 Present particip l e in place of past participle 
DIO Present participle in place of infinitive 
Dll Adjective and adverb: -LY confusion 
D1 2 'Other ', errors in the use of 
D13 Irregular ver bs 
D14 Omission of 'Be' 
D15 Active and Passive : confusion 
D16 Affixation 
D11 Rel ative pronouns 
o 
NOTES; :F~gure •. in the nargin sl,o>l frequency of the target item in the G.S.L. 
In all s ections tc ,.hich this applies, the target item is placed 
first , fol10'''''o. by the error . Figures in br.ackets show the number 
of occurrences of the error in the corpus . 
A) PARTS OF SPEECH: One i ten incorrectly su1:,8i ti tuted for mlother 
Al Nouns : More than one occurrence 
640 
1360 
200 
0 
1372 
2~4 
0 
80 
0 
180 
2080 
2080 
0 
A2 Nouns: non~e 
275 
J.OO 
556 
279 
758 
135 
647 
o 
201 
79 
car- motor (11) 
end lE..s-ti (2) 
intention aif.1 ( 3) 
nationali ty nation ( 2) 
person (a person who is) 
( the) police police::an 
regi.stered post register 
rela tive blood ( 2) 
sea horse (a t ;ype of ~va".Te ) 
skin leather (2) 
tiPle (period, age ) life 
time (primi ti ve , earlier) 
traffic police traffics 
accident - danger 
account-'note we.nting money 
advantage favour 
advice - details 
affair thing 
aim object 
airport/runway square 
amount ( money) - parcel 
ar ea groilllds 
out lying 
80untry 
8,;oriva2. desti:1at:o.on 
attention - personality 
somebody (5) 
(3) 
(4) 
sea dog (2) 
(9) 
nature (2) 
(2) 
240 or less 
0 
544 
378 
80 or less 
345 
0 
0 
0 
0 
249 
0 
272 
0 
0 
446 
16~.various 
me l.ngs 
o 
174 
170 
5073 
o 
355 
339 
o 
302 
o 
516 
95 
~~q various 
:'I1eanlngs 
o 
o 
85 or less 
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balance (of nature ) nature 
bathing suit bathing 
beginning -next (of week) 
belief supersitious (sic) 
birthrate birth of babies 
box - cardboard 
breast -. maternal gland 
burglar smuggler 
cable car lif+. 
cable 
cuge ·:;amp ed ( si c ) 
(law) case trial 
cash - silver money 
chair ban1c 
cinema cinema room 
circumstance( s) 
coast shore 
condition - point 
whereabout(s) 
,Jay 
si tuation 
- position 
(lit tle) contact IC carci ty 
cousin - nephel< 
crtme rudeness 
(these) c.ays - no ,:d.uys 
deadline time 
deb+. guil ty 
decision - problem 
deficiency - need 
delight craziness 
dep"-rture - .'.eaving 
- travelling ( eg day) 
desire vJill 
discipli~e culture 
(heart) disease heart 
distr-actioY, - obstacle 
distress - d~mage 
(non .. ·alcoholi c) drink refreshment 
130 
0 
0 
510 
compound of 
882 
0 
240 
100 
190 
124 
0 
425 
112 
e 
500 
85 
0 
478 
0 
0 
0 
200 
0 
330 
0 
o 
375 
1384 
90 
i s noted 
farm I 
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efficiency 
escalator 
rate 
lift 
equal treatment - equality 
event ( occasion) holiday 
farmyard - Z DO 
fee (s) ( sohool) fW1d (s) 
school money 
(playing) f i eld - playground 
(second) floor - place 
film - prent 
food. basket - provision 
function - vacancy 
garden - plantation 
harm - funny things 
herd race 
hesitation - hesitating state 
home cOl.!.:.'ltry 
hooligan 
-
doubt 
husband. 
-
man 
image picture 
inci dent s t ory 
injury damage 
spoil 
intention desire 
interval mid time 
iron - iron ore 
job - place 
= t:~U~~Od work 
journey dest i nation 
- visit 
length (of dress) - size 
letter - post 
level surfae e 
3417 ,)hat%? 
1675 
126 
310 
250 
0 
20 
150 
160 
0 
0 
492 
1458 
(various%\ 
20c8 
2008 
0 
606 
508 
(what%? ) 
180 
135 
125 
0 
732 
? 
398 
0 
4450 
1390 
180 
95 
30 
202 
0 
92 
251 
life soul 
(electric) lights electric 
(trai n ) line station 
line(of trees) queue 
loan credit 
luggage 
-
parcel 
: cloths 
(boxing ) match - boring 
meal food 
(small) measure 
methcd form 
approximity 
microphone - micro 
middle half 
mind - mentality 
-view 
money (for journey) provision 
money salaries 
mound. peale 
music records 
necessity - must 
noise volume 
(take) notice care 
number( s) (of cars") fl eet 
(r,or~on) occurrence fashion 
offi cial (lao) 9nforcers) - lawyer 
(tioket) office - ticket room 
opport~~ity chance 
pants suit jean suit 
part (of) one of 
part position 
party (travelling) trip 
pass passport 
pattern design 
- model 
payrr,ent account 
pedestrian - passenger 
permission allowance 
1207 
1207 
2137 
1656 
215 
o 
o 
309 
890 
?38 
1150 
( ;,hat%?) 
o 
255 
216 
220 
225 
o 
1589 
140 
154 
700? 
o 
242 
o 
334 
54 
1l0l 
380 
o 
o 
o 
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person (in general) (other) 
(older) person ,- parent 
photograph card 
plaoe station 
(dirty) play , rudnnss 
pleading sympathy 
plot (of land) - play 
point (sports score) - score 
- mark 
wise 
problem - (a) trouble 
( "dithout) question 
rate - paoe 
doubtfulness 
reason - point 
( cash) register 
rent - house 
sailor sailorman 
sake - life 
salary - payment 
- paY"lip 
cash machine 
segregation substitutuion 
(other) side (other) hand 
(fine) sight - visual aid 
signal sign 
situation condition 
~ problem 
shin long bone 
soldier - person from army 
spark flash 
speed - high velocity 
stockings 
state-nature 
lady socks 
store - furniture (department) 
storey - building 
style (of dress) material 
suburb - small town 
fashion 
model 
737 
737 
O(but 
v and 
534-
8 
o 
o 
o 
o 
155 
2080 
5000 
166 
1500 
? 
230 
1:>0 
? 
50 
240 
38b 
180? 
85 
85 
o 
10 
o 
1)20 
o 
?715 
325 
422 
325 
422 
o 
253 
suff8ring pains 
suffering consequen~e 
support supporters _. pavi lion ; crowd 
n is 876)130 table - tafe~ 
tax payment 
taxi taxi -car 
d'.-':.ver - taximan 
teenager baby 
tel "scop e - binocular 
theft robbing 
(air)ticket money to fly 
time (period age) 
(spare) time 
- history 
opportunity 
time turn 
( a) time (after) all 
(ho~e) to,m (home) place 
train snake 
travel(s) patrol (s) 
treatwent inspection 
trick funny thing 
trip 'flay 
trouble sillyness 
unemployment lack of work 
van - van car 
vie'., sight 
vine grape fruit 
waiting room ticket room 
Vial '-cover teaching aids 
way solution 
-, thing(s) 
wheel .- vehicle 
whi t es ("hite people) blanke 
-Nill desire 
.. nndow - glass 
wine gra;>es 
(train ) .. nndow - glass 
zoo museum 
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A3 Error items are high-frequency verbs: . BE, DO. GET, HAVE, MA1'E, PUT, TAKE 
More than one occurrence 
397 
868 
960 
960 
626 
3852 
610 
10003 
500? 
5000? 
3000? 
13000? 
1 390Q? 
13000? 
13000? 
13000? 
13000? 
3360 
480 
480 
480 
93 
32 
880 
278 
273 
230 
1000? 
847 
arrive - be (there)(5) 
buy (grocEries) - make (5) 
cause (artificial breathing) - make (2) 
cause (damage) - ma.ke (4) 
consider - take (7) 
do (shopping , business) - ma.lee (3) 
enter - get inside 
get (obtain) - have 
go (home) - be (2) 
go (to !-Iork, t here) 
( 2) 
(2 ) 
- get (3) 
have (braaivlEis , party) "eke (20) 
- do ( 2 ) 
have (problem) - be in (4) 
have (trouble) - get (4) 
(difficul ty) 
(a chance) 
have ( accid ent et c ) 
- get (6) 
have (holi day etc) - get (2) 
have (a baby) - get (3) 
have (money , a book) - get (2 ) 
make (visit, tour , journey ) - take (20) 
- have (18) 
make (prepar ations) - dO(ll) 
malce (a road, trouble) 
- do (3) 
make (friends) - get (4) 
prepare (provisions) .. do ( 6) 
- make (2 ) 
put up/erect (tent) - make (2 ) 
receive (a letter) 
- have (2 ) 
stay/remain - be (2) 
stay/spend (some time ) - take (2) 
support 
- be with (2 ) 
use/conSUlt (beok) - take (2 ) 
.Tite (a lett~r) - do ( 2) 
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A4 Nonce Error items are high- frequency verbs BE , DO , :lET, l.lAKE , PUT, TAKE. 
365 
0 
? 
? 
338? 
2180 
1085 
no 
10552'{ 
abou"i:; 60 
910 
0 
625 
3720 
3720 
3720 
3720 
395 
0 
0 
465 
735 
? 
330 
330 
110 
330 
8760 
924 
180 
170 
5489 
1297 
775 
accept ( ;"s a friend) -- take 
bailout ( of jail) - ~ake out 
be (a disgrace) - make 
be ( t here) - have 
beat (at a fire) - put 
begin/s orike uI' (friendship) -. !!lake 
build (a house) - make 
bury - put in ground 
can/could not - have no chance 
catch (a train) - get 
cause (infection) - have 
- do 
commit ( cr ime) - do 
contai n - be ( the pot is samp) 
do ( a job ) - make 
do (harm) - make 
do ( shopping ) - have 
(business) 
do ( a daYlce) - make 
dri ve (off , a\oJay) .- put 
enrol - be there 
fetch/p i ck up - take 
find (a job) - have 
find (i t difficult) - get 
get (out of trouble) - take 
give (pleasure) - make 
give (lessons) - have 
ffive up (friends) - ha.ve (no friends) 
give/lend (a hand) - .put 
go (different ways) - do 
include - be there 
jump do 
keep (a promise) 
- do 
know 
- have 
learn - have 
- take 
live - be ( she is there) 
o 
3455 
3455 
3455 
1440 
3355 
? 
350 
55 
0 
480 
30 
910 
0 
0 
2325 
230 
3192 
0 
about 
295 
295 
295 
0 
150 
o (lJaT'ious: 
1032) 
520 
847 
A5 Verbs- More 
0 
397 
397 
168 
100 
73 
80 
256 
maintain (speed) -- take 
make (a sound) - have 
make ( phone call) _. take 
make (preparations) - propare 
rna-lee (a road) - put 
make use of - take 
meet - take 
observe - take care 
play (cards) - take 
(games) - do 
(a match) - get 
process / can (canned food) - make 
provide (an example) - have 
put arm in plaster - cement 
recover - have 
return - be on way from 
score (points) - have 
"'ee (a film) - take 
set (on fire) - put 
show - put 
sustain (damagp.) - have 
tell (story, joke) - do 
- make 
travel - make roan travel 
travel - be (eg at high speed) 
travel by - be away Hi th 
(is) valid for - take 
vary - be (according to) 
"ear (ski rt et c) - have 
l-lrite (a letter) -- make. 
than one occurrence 
accede to - accep-o (2) 
arrive (at) - attend (3) 
arrive - come (5) 
borrow - lend (6) 
catch ( a train) -- hire (2) 
come (to an end) - become (2) 
cultivate - plough (2) 
132? 
32 
40 
758 
5000? 
5000? 
130 
640 
152 
115 
142 
710 
288 
3360 
354 
150 
500 
400 
o 
162 
912 
77 
o 
10870 
10670 
140 
450 
50 
294 
320? 
820 
45 
257 
entertain - enjoy (2) 
put up/erect (tent) - build (4) 
get into (a car) - board (2) 
give - bring (2) 
go - come (8) 
go (back ) - l eave (back to) (2) 
hand (over) (to police) - send (2) 
hope - think (3) 
i n-,ent - discover (2) 
invite - call (4) 
lend - borro,] (18) 
live (in) - stay (2) 
make (money) - find (2 ) 
make (a journey) - meet (2) 
observe - notice (2) 
press (the crowd • • :) - crowd ( 2) 
prAvent - avoid (2) 
put on (clothes) - 1:ear (2) 
reClaim/recover (eg money lent) _. 'borrow (3) 
remind - remember (3) 
receive (a letter) - find (6) 
request - order (3) 
require - need ( 2) 
say - talk (2) 
say (far ewell) - greet (2) 
see ( ". film) - look at 
- >:atch 
(2) 
(2) 
send (by telegram) - post (2 ) 
stay (wi th) - live (2) 
threaten - promise (5) 
travel ( the train travels) - walk (2) 
- go (2 ) 
understan l -, -'ear (10) 
worry - panic ( 2) 
( I understand from your letter ) 
A6 Verbs - Nonce 
o aboll."ld with - f-.lll of 
o accede to - hear about 
o accost - come in front of 
- stop 
o alarm -- hurt 
o 
1833 
o 
532 
532 
532 
532 
o 
910 
910 
910 
172 
993 
130 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
2420 
45 
45 
42 
o 
868 
1950 
o 
308 
300 
625 
o 
480 
35 
570 
90 
668 
o 
522 
690 
o 
262 
258 
announce issue 
answer (questions) - tell 
approach - come upon 
arrive - come from 
arr ive - corne out 
( the day)arrives - come over 
arrive - come at 
aSGend (the lift) .- cli'TID 
".sk - command 
(f or) - l-l8.nt 
(return of ) _. call back 
astonish - mesmerize 
attempt (to ) _. take part (t o) 
attend - arri '.te 
be ( the ti tIe is) - say 
be (in hospital) - sleep 
be (able to) - '~fford to 
be (free ) - get 
be (short of) - have (a shortage) 
begin ( to) .- beco!lle 
boa~ ( a bus) - enter in 
board (a train) - .·ntrain 
broadcal't (radio ) - pllblish 
broaden (mind) - lead into a broader 
buy 
call (a film callGd) - kno\;n 3,S 
celebrate - r ejoice 
"l.~.nge - doubt 
compare •. conside:c 
consider .- find 
contact - conn>?ct 
""ver ( with) - full of 
crash (into) - overrun 
rlecide - int end 
decrease - go down 
describe - explain 
donigrate - undermine 
destroy - tako «>lay 
dave 1 op - bril'!g f or'lard. 
ciictate - monopolize 
disappear - go astray 
(mind) 
706 
o 
1400 
o 
o 
o 
146 
j l'j, 
200 
330 
170 
o 
o 
o 
258 
o 
434 
o 
194 
560 
o 
57/818 
o 
390 
3835 
3835? 
3835? 
95 
165 
190 
2160'1 
o 
259 
d::'scover -- eA-perience 
b el-i.eve 
- see 
- };:now 
cll.:'ferentiate - select 
die - go to dea~h 
dis(;~large - send off 
(lisobey - misuse 
let down 
disperse - dissolvp. 
diBrBgard - break 
do (by machi ne ) 
dress wear 
suit 
drive (9. car ) 
earn - f i nd 
occupy 
el i minate overpower 
emphasize ( to you ) - ;}"tress 
encircle - hold 
encourage - sympa-thi.s ~=: 
entianger - put on a scale 
enjoy - feel 
admi r e 
enlighten - thoue-ht 
enquire (about) -- see 
enter 
evict 
ex-ist 
expel 
get in 
come in 
(frc'm) 
-
close 
wor k 
confi s cate 
send ou t 
chase 
disperse 
- put outside bounds of 
f a:; 1 - fall on a failing side 
find ( in trouble ) - catch 
find ( trJai t ing) - me et 
find .- see 
fix ( i n :nind) - remind 
follo',; (treatment) .- obey 
forgi ~Te - apologize 
form - fetch 
gamble - play gambling gar:les 
% of 
2183? 
2183? 
2183? 
21837 
2183? 
1> of 2183 
% of 2183 
;>183 
2183 
2183 
2183 
2183 
100/1255 
7822 
7'322 
7822 
o 
o 
115 
250 
o 
o 
283 
o 
o 
215 
o 
o 
% of 2478 
70 
o 
240 
250 
1000? 
260 
get hold ,) f - get in touch '"i th 
get int o (car ) .- pack 
get out (of hospital) -- go free 
get out - c ome out 
get up - 'lake up 
give greetin£s - greet 
give up - summarize 
go -- l",",'l. 
go to - be in 1. waJr -to 
- attend 
go lTI[-\;.1 _. f>tJn 
go to s leep - sleep 
go (back) -- tLlrn 
gr ow ( cro)_ s) - l.i ve 
have (po ~ ses sion ) -- keep 
ha-J'" (diet) - eat 
have (holiday ) - fired 
happen - occur 
happen (to) .- occur ( on) 
hire -, t1:t'"C 
- buy 
-'w ard 
hold ( sp ort s :ntGh ) - play 
identify - know 
ignore - overl o ok 
- negl(",~t 
:)"rQ'i:'come 
i.'"~.Si ne - sketch 
indicate - pcint 
indul.ge ( in) - be b'.l~.Y ·r.oll 
:;:nfo:rrn ,- '-:::::: .... () 1 
intrcduce 
.- G.:r:'1f' i rrn 
i.njure .- d.'"maee 
instruct .- inspe :;t 
i.n terest - wonder 
i ntroduce - produce 
inven-:' - fi:'l,j 
( l~ i::'i.vol ved in - come across 
keep (is kep t by ) - stay 
l alrl ( a,i :! p 22.·le . . ~) - settle 
learn - knO'tfl 
455 
455 
455 
2/2009 
165 
55 
o 
23/2893 
31 
o 
288/9600 
9600? 
485 
appears but 
no figures 
o 
o 
105 
o 
95 
390 
132 
o 
240 
325 
325 
120 
220 
220 
o 
1540 
20 
261 
- follow 
- read 
- manager 
leave - pass away from 
.. pull 
- miss 
- travel 
- go 
leave (train) - ride off 
leave (the hospital) - come outside 
(bus .. ) - move 
let down (a car) - disappoint 
light up - plant 
load (onto) - take 
load (be idle) - stay 
look over - investigate 
lose - miss 
lubricate - brush 
ma-lee (a living) _. live 
make (provisions) - do 
marry - have a l1edding 
meet hear 
- visit 
- cheek 
mechanize - change everything done by hand and make them 
done by machine. 
meet at - take to 
(be) mis trucen - cheat myself 
molest - hinder 
move (house) - trek 
name - call 
- l1rite 
observe - take care of 
obtain - bring out 
operate (a till) - change (money) 
order (taxi) - aRk 
order - connec,t 
- invite 
owe .- have got amcunt at 
pasG (a day .. • ) - end 
pass by (a day .•• ) - go 
patronise - attend 
pay - pop cut 
- come on 
pay attention to - COnCe!ltrate on 
175? 
o 
270 
632? 
10 
76 
512 
1424 
o 
910 
340 
532 
o 
o 
278 
148 
7') 
o 
o 
o 
70 
145 
o 
190 
12278? 
o 
100 
o 
70480 
1900 
490? 
1900? 
7048? 
60 
262 
pick (vegetables) - reap 
plead - pr omise 
please - suffice 
prepare - pay 
press (for money) - thrash 
raid 
pretend - regard 
prevent - block 
- help 
- close 
produce - control 
protect - prevent 
receive - have 
record ( a.ccour.ts) - see 
refuse - deny 
re,:;ect - refuse 
release - relieve 
remind - tell 
replace - help 
request - try 
re-read 
- advise 
repeat 
revise 
resolve (difficulty) - encounter 
respect "" care about 
r eturn - give 
sack (from job) - expel 
sail - flow 
say - ment ion 
score - play' 
search for - check 
secure ( safety belt) - tie 
see ( a film) - enter 
see (as it is) - real ize 
see ( I see a person) - meet 
- recognize 
see ( I see that) - recognize 
see - visuslize 
set (aun) - goes to bed 
50 
4J 
10 
1020 
a 
610 
638 ( .hat %) 
2465 
55 
70 
120 
265 
435 
435 
460 
70 
7008? 
70 
280 
420 
700B? 
560 
910 
510 
700 
3550? 
2090 
2090 
195 
14 
29,'5 
?95 
295 
263 
-wanting to go to bed 
settle (sparks from fire) - s i t 
shock - choke 
shop for' - busy >lith 
show - gi ve 
- s ee 
BIT" "" h (through) - protrude 
spend (money) - eat 
spend (a holiday) - visit 
st,a ,d (on gro1.'J1d) 
stay at - sleep 
settle dOl'" 
steB.l ( mone;{) - rob 
strike (hit) - fall over 
= throw 
cuffer - pull hard 
supply - bring 
sur'pri.se - , Nonuer 
surround - rou:.l(] 
~ymr:.~.thi!1e .- ":/hine 
:::wim - Slr'lem 
ta..-::e 
ta l:e over - OC0Upy 
take (3 ho.-.:cs) - ca.,., go 
_. occupy 
take (-:0) - b!'icg 
- ·;,eet (to) 
.- show 
- go 
ta'ce cut - uring out 
take (on ly 2 people) -- all OJ 
take ( tf'xi) - leave (b~') 
ta.lk .. yar n 
t eac}.1 - 1 earn 
tell - promise 
.. thil"l<: 
think - :realize 
t~'l .i..nk of' - S ~": t~ 
threater. - p:'osecute 
t < {~y .- e].can 
travel - t","ce road travel 
tra.vel (in direction) - use 
travel to - arrive 
160 
::538? 
o 
370 
308 
955 
955 
360 
200 
555/3968 
264 
trust - believe 
- hope 
turn on (re..di o ) .- open 
var.Y - swi t oh on or off 
visit - ste.y 
- touch 
war.der "" bother 
"ant ( 1:0) - need 
\./8.111; - ask 
- like 
watch - look to 
watch out f .) r 
,Jelcome - expect 
- enjo;y 
,,"ork - job 
( I) went - (I) had to go 
A7 Ba:."e Infinitive instead of Compound Verb 
More than one occurrence 
764? give back - give (3): 
55 kuoo) about - know (3) 
% not stated le&..rn about - learn (2) 
16 put up (tent) - put (2 ) 
fanot st :..'.ted walk around/about - ".alk ( 3) 
Af' 11onoe : Bare Infinitive i nstead of Compound verb 
185 
113 
not recorcied " 
142? 
not r ecorded 
15 
115 
260 
875 
180 
.)hat % of 
505? 
5 
l540 
175 
believe in - believe 
break into - break 
back - come 
dig up-dig ( a road) 
end up (in) - end (in Johannesburg) 
fill in ~ :ill (forms) 
find out - find 
go out - go (for the evening) 
go on (as time ... ) - go 
jump up - jump ( with surpri se) 
hear of - hear 
knock ever' - knock 
pay back - pay (money) 
pick up .- pick (an article from the floor) 
265 
195 I-·our ou:: - pour (milk) 
212 push around - push 
not recorded put down 0'1 (deposit ) - pu~ 
not recorded put on - put 
net recorded read about - read 
not recorded take back - t8.k:e (an article returned to a shop) 
15 take down - take (a picture) 
460 take out (unpack) - take 
490 take away - take 
955 use up - use 
% of 325 ,lri te down - write 
A9 Compound Ver-o instead of Bare Ingini tive 
100? break (day .•. ) -- break out 
YO? catch catch up (fire) 
180 catch - catch a;;ay (a ball) 
385 end - end up 
605 fill fill in (a glass) 
1125 find find out (money) 
210 finish ~ finish up ( ;;ork) 
% of 8760 go - go away (on a trip) 
20 take take off (mo,~ey ) 
96) want want back (friend) 
160 wash (your body) - wash up 
100 work - work out (the land) 
230 write - w.rite down 
AIO Wror~ Particle: COInEound Verb 
15 beat up - beat to 
70 break dO'ill - break out 
not recorded hand over to (in care of ) - hand to 
not recorded look (Jut for (expect) .- look for 
30 look into - look after 
60 look forward to - look for 
285 pass by - pass to 
- pass over 
95 pass 011 - pass by 
15 put out -- put off (fire) 
not reoorded start off (the train) - start :In 
490 
280 
365 
26() 
take a,Hay (st-eal) - take off (2) 
take back - take off 
used to - u.seJ for 
All Adjecti7es: More than one occurrence 
892 (what%?) 
o 
11 
35 
o 
226 
o 
1352 
bad -mannered -- funny (2) 
broke (no money) - stranded (2) 
damaged - bent (2) 
generous - merciful (2) 
relevant - important (2) 
sad - Ivorried (15) 
terrifyillg - terrible (4) 
together - some/same (3) 
A12 Adjectives Nonce 
o 
o 
o 
120 
o 
115 
o 
50 
o 
o 
31C 
o 
o 
o 
100 
o 
1257 
215 
590 
125 
20 
about to happen - behind the door 
acceptable -.. lockable 
affluent -civilized 
wealthy - civilized 
amusing - laughable 
angry -- furll'.;y 
antique - ol den 
appointed - allocated 
benei'icial - good 
booming (business ) - :ast 
bright - light 
- sharp 
broke (no money) - broken 
broken (lines Gn road) - short 
burdened - loaded 
careless "Tong 
casual ( clothes) - house 
(a) cer tain (person) - that 
cheap (goods) - >Torthy 
common - usual 
complicated - hard 
concerned - interested 
b 
125 
30 
80 
(desire 
1032 
895 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1805 
180? 
o 
4 
o 
o 
125 
185 
21O? 
475 
60 
153 
o 
75 
4346? 
700 
5 
o 
490 
45 
42 
282? 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1032) 
267 
conservative - of olden days 
crue 1 - funny 
crushed - in one cake 
delighted - mismerized (sic) 
desirable - us eful 
desi.rous - excited 
different .- others 
diligent - serious 
rhsadvantaged _. suffering 
double - iecker (bus ) - double 
double-storeyd upstairs 
with upstairs 
upstairs and do;-mstairs 
earlier (time) primitive 
educe,ted .- qualified in p.ducation 
learned 
endan ger(·d - at stake 
enjoyable - safe 
- accep i;able 
meaningful 
attracti'!" 
enlightened - interested 
enthusiastic - crazy 
expensive _. high 
favourablo - holy 
finished - gone 
former (d~ys ) - olden 
fresh - freshair (8i0) 
eener a l dealer (shop) - deal ing 
get well (card) - w'ishing 
glorious (day) - honeymoon 
good- >Jell 
great (it was too . . • ) - lI.uch 
grOlmd (floor) - flat 
harrassed - disappointed 
heavy (work) -" over the shoulders 
helpful - honest 
hopeful - i n bope 
ill-informed - stereotyp ~d 
imminent - reBd~ 
inh6.bi t ed - li vee. (by) 
injured. damaged 
injured ( neriously .•• ) - serious 
o 
880? 
l500 
1000 
145 
445 
o 
27 
790 
o 
o 
o 
o 
305 
;>33 
20 
220 
5 
230 
0 
180 
salt 
~~4 
350 
79 
2244? 
0 
125 
4JO 
0 
280 
15 
0 
428 
break 1414 
44 
5 
55 
268 
involved. - (it must) be there 
killed - stolen 
large .- t~ much (elephant ;.s too much) 
last - next 
late - long 
10>"( er) - sma.n (er) (price) 
matu;' e - old 
grown--up - old 
modern - of these da,)'s 
mutual - at one sight 
naughty - stout 
needl e (match) _. clash 
obscure(d) - invisible 
old (er) .- ancient (not recent) 
over (firnhed) - gJ (gone) a",,-;e.y 
pleased -- proud 
- graceful 
-- enjoy"tle 
poor (condition) - injured 
prepared - in a position for 
- up to date 
rare .- difficult 
- sea.ree 
rur"l -- smallest 
sg,d - frigh.tened 
salty -- sour 
shameful - ashamecl 
short eY' - clecreased 
skilled - fantastic 
small - lit tle 
sophistiGate\l - educeted 
SO~Ty -- ashamed 
successful (worldly) - educated 
Ruspendec. (from) _. out of 
tall _. long 
tight(corher) - black 
(well) treaded ( tyre) - tired 
ll.'1broken - long 
uncommon - pathetic 
lmeducat ee' - ral< 
- primitive 
l.meven - unl)2.1anced 
~ 5489 
lisue. l 400 
255 
o 
180 
115 
530 
145 
o 
94? 
269 
unkno'iffi i rrelevant 
unusual - seld.om 
useful - good 
vicious - caX'~ l ess 
- strong 
violent - rude 
Hell ( in health ) - physical iisposec. 
- good 
( well) trained - professional 
wi Id (animal ) _. roa.st ed 
for women - feuinine ( e,; jobs) 
1:mrried - :::eri0us 
A13 AdvGrbs: I ntensifiers 
no-ted J no figur e 
given A) e specially - even (2) 
tWO 
2790 
6194 
complete 831 
greut 3329 
2120 
1850 
550 
A - Emphasizer 
E - Amplifiers 
C - fLinplifiers 
D - Do;JU toners 
really - as such (not big . •. ) 
such (a nice man) - like that (eg a :lice man like that) 
B) very - too (56 ) 
- h igh like a.."l,)'thing 
- so 
- highly 
- mor e 
- much ( •. . glad) (3) 
C) completely - fini~hed ( • .. paid ) 
greatly - methodically ( .• • 1Vel comed) 
- mostly 
- by all means 
much - very well (take very !;ell of th,,, .•• ") 
•. beautifully (enjoy it very . • . ) 
- nicely ( enjoy it very .•• ) 
- morE (e:''1joy it very. ~ . 'j 
- some (enj oy it ve:ry ••• ) 
- I<ell (enjoy i t very .•• ) 
onere - better ( ear'll bettel') ( 2) 
the most 
- m8.n;t ( there are many than) 
so - too (excited) 
D) r,,;th8r - a :'.i tt Ie bi t ( . .• qu:'. ckly) 
(Maximizers) 
(Boosters) 
(Compromisers) 
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as in Quirk and Greenbaum (39), pp. 214 _ 216 
A14 Adverb., 
A 14 .1 Adverbs: Ad ,i'mcts 
21587 
21587 
870 
2720 
ll() 
bi tter 
296 
500 
250 
16 
416 
75 
62 
12 
0 
145 
1240 
12 
1550 
988 
1080 
211.8; 
195 
605 
198 
258 
302 
500 
1320 
o 
Z44 
A) not - never 
- r~o 
not (even) - no 
B) also -- even (3) 
even - still 
uei ther -- so 
C) bitterly -- deli7er~tely (si c) 
cl""rly - -thorougly 
ee_GUy - soft 
happily -- go.;)d oondi tio',~ 
poli t.,ly - in' a good manner (2) 
quickly - urgen~;ly (2) 
regularly -- everyday 
safely - correctly 
-- ilC pea.ce (go .. ,) 
urgently - angril.f 
vicLlUsly - naught (naugHi ~y?) 
vTell - (be) "in a b'oQd condj_ tion 
- J_o\-ely (he preached .•• ) 
D) aWiW·· t here (a long distance ••• ) 
fal' awa.y .. far 
here - at/on this side (5) 
.• this end 
E) ago - later (80"'9 months ..• ) 
alrea.dy - immediately 
alwe.ys .• every time 
at first - firstly 
before - last (month) but one 
elS8\l1here .- sOffiPi,.vhere 
form8r]y - prior 
frequently -- by far 
immedi.ately - (at the) saY-Ie ',ime ( 2 ) 
- spont['neolls ly 
- so BOO~ 
nOli • then (2) 
oft ,m - ( as) mud: (as) 
previously -- yet 
164 
1080 
18535 
271 
seldom _. fJ ·::arcely 
soon ,- sooner 
still - already 
- beforehand 
5045 then - that ti'lle ( 2) 
ai. t h e moment 
- E. t the SAlTIe time 
A 14. 2 Adverbs: DisjWlcts 
o 
235 
fortunately 116 
KEY 
F) health-wise - in part of health 
surely -- even ( • •• know) 
unfortunately - with mi.8fortune 
-in vain 
A) Negaticn (adverbs of) 
B) Focussing Adjuncts 
C) Proces~ Adjlmct s 
D) Place AdjUTlCts 
E) Time Adj~~8ts 
F) Dis,juncts: attitudinal 
as in Quir' , and Greenbaum (39) PI' . 242 -246 
A 14.3 ZERO is target mea:cting i,: A'lverbii'.ls 
In certain situations, the folLwing leave no apparent meaning; they appear to 
be "i'.DlInul.aic wi thin the interlanguage being stu died. 
also (2) 
by the ;/ay 
even (2) (When I met him, I found he is even a nice man) 
like that ( I saw a big boy lilce thc.t on the ••• ) 
only 
othervIise 
someth ing like ( 2) 
too (much) 
272 
A 15 DEl'ERMlNERS: Noe; incLlJiing Articles 
A 15.1 Determiners with non-count , and count nouns (singular and/or plural) 
3038 
204· 
30387 
843 
30387 
111 
10006 
27789 
6523 
% of 8394 
6386 
3225 
any (did not 1:1ant . ~ .) .- some 
an~ (bodY) - everybody ( 2) 
any (one) - one 
-
someone 
any (thing) - everything 
- nothing 
=.y (time ) -- all (the 
anywhere - somevJhe:!'e 
her - his (10) 
his - her (7) 
my - me (2) 
no - not 
some - some of the 
(2) 
time) 
some (thing) - every (thing) 
some (one) - one 
o'-'_r - those 
- their 
thei:" - his 
;your - you (2) 
- YOUr's (2) 
- her 
A 15.2. Determiners with non-count nouns only 
4073 much - mar.y ( 6) 
415 little - fel, 
A 15. 3 De"!; erminers wi th singular count onlJ' 
2867 eVRry - each a 
(4) 
2867 every (bo<l.,v) - each and every (8) 
604 every (thing) - all things (2) 
- anything 
- all 
A 15.4 Determiners ,lith plu:"al count (,nly 
7006 
1936 
3047 
+'hese - this (10) 
these _. that (7) 
many -- much ( 6) 
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A 15.5. Determiners 1'1i th singu.lar count and non-count nouns 
5.380 that - this (4) 
2114 this - that 
- these (6) 
- those (3) ( tho se neW8 ) 
4536 those (prior reference) - the · 
A 15.6 Predeterminers 
13409 all - the whole 
13409 all (races) _. everybody 
13409 all - every (5) 
13409 all sorts of -- all (3) 
13409 all ( the time) - every (time) (4) 
A 15 . 7 Cardinals and Ordinals (Post-d.eterminers) 
2233 another (the same as) - that 
22 33 another (place) 
-
some where 
2233 another (person) -- someone 
1226 next - other 
576 none - not 
12991 one -someone 
12991 one (day) - some (day) 
A 15.8 Quantifiers (Predeterminers) 
1165 few - low 
750 less - lesser 
- sufficieyd 
831 little - less 
3047 many (kin:l.s of) .- kinds and kinds of 
4073 much . - too 
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A 16 Conjuncti ons , Subordinators and Conjuncts. 
A 16 . 1 Conjunctions 
1060647 and - together ,a t h 
- wi. th 
1060647 and - but (2) 
106064 and ( co-occurr~nce , not temporal sequence) - then 
1060647 and - such as (2 ) 
"-060647 
1060647 
189177 
189177 
189177 
A 16.2 Conjuncts 
176 
188 
W82 
2130 
- 'too so 
and (no consequence/result) 
but- and 
but - although 
but 80 
ZERO - and ( 2 ) 
- but 
- so 
besides - except 
- so that 
- so ( 6) 
next - again (next , 1 ·"ent to ..• ) 
therefore - because 
thus - and 
ZERO so (2 ) 
A 16 . 3 SubordinatoI"s 
2644 although - bu~ though 
o 
2601 
2162 
- as 
- because 
- and 
':: ... 8 soon as - sooner as 
- immediately as 
as if (1 feeL •• ) - that (3) 
- as (2) 
because .- that 
- f ~r the pUI-p ose (2) 
- cause ( 2) 
just because (6) 
- ever since 
- due to the cause of 
- through t he sake of (2) 
- fo r the sake th",t 
514 
1126 
37 
2519 
80467 
151 
129 
1729 
32117 
516 
388 
80447 
80447 
3516? 
1166 
860 
851 
253 
7 
275 
_ fo!' that 
- so that 
- in 'this 
(2) 
(2 ) 
way ( 2) 
bec.ause C'f - thr ough 
before - by the ~ime (2 ) 
except that - besides that 
how (to) - the .lay of 
if -. e',en when 
_. "hen (3) 
in order that - in order (2) 
since (because) - even since 
so ( re sult ) -. because 
so that - so 
tt.at - a-Dout (tell me .• • ) 
- if ( they lmew ... ) 
- because (the reas:m is • . • ) (2) 
- of that (c, decision • .• ) 
- ~AThen 
- why ( the !'eason .•. ) 
unless - ,uthout being 
>lhatever - ,,'hat 
t'lhen - because 
- while/whilst (4) 
- as 
- then 
.- ~."here 
- by the -time ( 2) 
,·,hen .- and as a result (tt" day c3:ne •• . ) 
- so that 
where .- when ( . •• I Eaw) 
wher ever - as soon as 
··,hether ( .• . cr) - eV8, l if 
whi Ie - .. l:hen 
"hy .- how 
;.;i th the resul t t hat - S0 tha ,; 
ZERO - just because 
- es (because) (2) 
~ but (no contrast intended) 
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A 17 C,2!.relatilTe Subordi~~tors 
A 17.1 So .• that is the targeti tem; the error item., are as follows (X~an 
a<;ljectiva.l); (G. S. L frequency is 1359) 
is X that ia X so that 
is X in so much (that) (7) is X is such a way that (3) 
is X to/in such an extent th,.t (5) is so X like 
is so X so that (2) 
A 17.2 As •• ,as is the target item; the error it ems as follows (X~adjectival 
or adverbial ); (G,S,L, Frequency is 5439) 
(i<'l) X (J.S 
(is) X like 
(is) too X than 
A 18.1 Pronoun Confusion 
? him - he 
31755 he it 
35512 it they 
them 
7253 m:i.ne - me 
A 18. 2 Reflex:i.ve is targ~ 
624 myself - me 
? ourselves ourself 
- us (2) 
A 18.3 Reflexive incorrect~.~ 
3642 
9346 
17528 
? 
? 
(i s ) so X as 
(i. s) 'Jery X as 
she - he ( 6) 
them ... that 
- it 
they - it 
sh" 
us 
-
( prepos L ti ·,)TI +) we (2) 
themselves - theirselves (2) 
them (2) 
- their oom 
? him ... himself (BUT 'anoth·er person' in~ended ) 
? us -- (he entertainerl ) ourselves 
12408 you - (comfort) yourself (BUa! 'another ' intended ) 
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ORTHOGRAPHY ANTI FOIL't. 
.---
3 1 
. 1" . d"c"'" ro:.. e::-:istin~ \·.ord: other SE..elling (But only l,jhe~"e th,~ :n:ts--spe . l.lnc; pro l ..... 8 .::> ..... 
incorrectly.-spe::"led i h !:1l8 a'r.e nnt i!lGlu.dec. in this etu~r ) 
a..l~o a,r( l .~. a.broad. 
ae cidentally - :i.!'-,' i ,' ~ (' !" ! j' ~ . :. 1 y 
b.ppoin-t - point 
char.u-;8 pureha.nce 
C:lotl1e close 
dis.::;h~,r .;' .= - incharge 
() X"';iIlg.1ish .- di s tinguish(2) 
e ri 'o(l ground 
jot do"; ( 2) 
{)In.'l 
middl.e mi d 
pac!'"; - paste 
pr egnancy -- pr' Jtect 
price - prize 
reCGV·3r - d i s·::;ov,nr 
scare - Gcare~l (4) 
ST.Lc-.t ~hine .. ~ nla cki ng 
than t hat 
thE.t 
B 2 Obvious prOIa . "·;.U ' :.on sEelling 
are - r (2) 
bit - beat 
bl t tl}: e r s - b l anker s 
cause - course 
eha t .- ot.art. 
d epa.rt - be "'part 
r - a 
indeli bly indera bl 
l ...... rk - lUG}"': 
live leave 
main many 
mess mass 
outlying - O1~tline 
peo~le ... pupil (s) (11) 
reSCUE:u' - rest u.f;c. 
sp.rv e - s ave 
(1' D) use:'! .~ () 
l e::.ve -- li"';le -v'er,.L.S - ves ~l 81s 
C Otl:er v ot:abulaI'.¥ arl~ll rS 
C 1 :Neolob'i ~ ,f!1 
Cf ... n fJ 8 r t;yp e of? - l ,loosi!lg (blue'= ~inG?) 
depOf:: i t r:·ay d.eposi t on 
to o·:·u c h 
funeral benefiG brroup?-society group 
Jive a l ift(ride) to - (r) lift (him) 
money box? - catch box 
loaf(laz e) a round. 
,-"-,,k 2. s u i ,case - to l.ugg'·.ge 
pay f'o:c a sch()] arEhip - to s chola!'s hip 
performer on stage ( a ctor? si~_ger? ) .. -stager 
C2 S '~;Vl ~: ; na.ppropriate in formal WEi tt i ng 
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boy lad 
child - kid 
enjoy - -t o groove (3) 
enjoYB>ble .- groovy 
farewell/ goodbye-.( -we said) 
bye 
father - daiidy 
G 3 O'oposi te is intended 
come - (the day) go tes) 
deseased ~- increase 
depart .~ arrive 
depar~ure - arrival 
ne-ver - ever (2) 
fort=ately - l.L"lfortunately 
frequent - sporaiiic 
C4 Meaning unkno,m 
cousin sister (6) 
cousin -prather 
down station 0) 
C'5 Comp"ri tive form is target 
(x aiijecti_ve or advec'b) 
girl - lass 
(-i~eenage) girl - maid 
it is - ' Lis 
man - gu;j 
mother mommy 
singer \Tocali s o': 
:'Iords - vocab 
night - cia;)' 
or - Lor (2) 
past -- nowuay., (2) 
pussible - impo ssible 
previous day - noTtooays 
return - arrival 
surprised (pleasant ly) - shocked 
home house 
uncle at home 
more X X (eg he di<i it frequently ",1<1n ever) (5 ) 
12.uch X X ( than) (very nice than) 
more X than (eg) (he is) educated than (6) 
most cl evel- than 
worse afraid than 
t"rorse less (bellO-viauI') 
NOTE more ~abov8) inGludes - ER (compari ti ve - forming affix) 
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C 6 Superlative form is target 
(X = an ailjec til,al) 
ego the most X holiday place I ever .- (eg) a nice place I ever (5) 
- ( eg) a. very interesting hol i day I ever 
most impressed - (I ",as ) more imp r essed 
the most enjoyable - (it was ) the enjoyable on e 
the highest place - (it "as) a higher place ( I ever . • . ) 
the biggest (it " as) the second big 
..... orst - V'OI'se 
NOIE : MOST ( above ) incl ud.es - EST 
C7 Comparitive fo r m used in error 
(X=an adject i val or aiI.verbi al in non- comparitive form) 
x .- i t "as later (X + ER) at night (4) 
X t.oJe arrived sooner (X + ER) after leaving 
most - what interested me more \"lIaS 
c 8 IT confusion 
it - see to this that thi s - ani it is "by I say .•. ( 2) 
C9 Idiomatic 
by day - day by night 
il0t water - hot fire (to be in hot water=trouble) 
hand i n hand Iii th yOlll' 'n n han.d 
in the flesh in my eyes 
wi. th op(m arms - ><i "h hot/ .. arm hunds ( 6 ) 
CIO Direct/ln~irect speech 
pr evious - (the wee£ ) before 
the:! - nov: 
on the nerl ( da;y') .- tomor row (2) 
previ ous l y - noVl 
the next (day) _. that (2 ) 
( 2) 
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ell -S Geni tj.ve , CF·- Geni tivlJ and rel a"ted forms 
Cll.l Pr0n01Jns : OF-Genitive 1.mere Possessive Pronoun e):i sts 
hio - friends of him 
0];,1' (L1) 
a fee of mine 
friends of me 
conditions of me 
the sake of 11e 
the j,nvestigation of ours 
the car of ours 
property of our own 
fathe r of us 
Cl1.2 _S genitive: incorrect use 
,the ca,rs accident 
in the December's holide.y 
the fo \,}'" shecl 
your ho:ne ' s da.llage 
home f f! \\;oI'k (i . e. \\7ork in the home , 
or v!ork of the nome) 
your (4) jp\·.-ellry of you.rs 
h'cuse of yours 
treatnent of yours 
- gate of ;y-ours 
tbe ma.8!lines sta!1clani 
nowadazrs ~eople 
older: d9-Y's people 
iYl Port Elizabeth' f: arr~~ 
las t y~ar ' s Dec '~mber holiday 
Cll.3 C:>rl'ect form but -S Genitive omitted. 
my cousi'" hone (2) 
our nz.tion l'yupils 
o ~-r.1.e't' nhop 
other person money 
the p (1 1ic ~: hand.s 
my 1U1cle plE.ce (2) 
Cll. 4 Genitive shc,uld be used (OF- Geni.tive is n ossi ble b'.lt gives lmint ended. 
focus ) 
C2 .r o'C' my brother tran3plant ,,-earts of people 
illness of my f athe:- book of s:)meone 
a dresG cf another girl 2- laK-1 of s o:necody 
tr.e grour,d of Jabnv2. a baby of "- tiger (sic ,~, 
money of my neighbou!" address of my uncle 
the money of other (sic: 1 ano !;her') parson 
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Cl1.5 
. used · 'h. ere r el:.ted j'..djecti ve :::hould premodify ,:OUl1 )F- Genitive lS __ 
beard.ing fee .. t h " ;:ec of " he boarding school 
d.ifficult times - times of (lifEculties 
Bnvironmontal surroundings ~- surroundings of the environment 
moli ern building .- a building of nOd3r!1 
fI.Uf:~ cal group group of "!Usi ~ 
starting time tim9 of starting 
-----------_._---------
cll . 6 OF- ar..d FOR - ,.h ere nonn car: premodi ,01. 
a.~!ateur (bo):::in[;) fight. .- f i g-hts 0:: ama,tenr boxing 
cricket mp.tch _. match of a cricket (sic) 
dance hall - hEJ.l fo ::,:, dgnee 
driving licencH _. licence of driving 
1820 Settlers If,e:OJ:rial ... :n",norial of ·~ he J.320 Set ·tlel's (:!) 
furni ';;uJ'.'e accou:l"ts - accounts ,)f r.1,Y furniture 
grocery li.st -.. J 1st of t hE (~ .. [',)(."t:. ('y (sin) 
h~Rtel Ii.fe - Ijfe of ~ hOG~el 
197,g !!lod.al -- ,'J j..0~lel of 13'13 
sand dunes - dunes of sand 
soccer prp~ct ice -- a f::,actice of SQccer 
s.:ccer natch - a ms.tch of soccer 
--------
GIl ~ 7 Noun p'X'e~odifie8 .r.1>.H'e DF-, FOR-· )!' similaT> should be 1:!.s eci 
a ba l a...l1ce of RI0 1 20 _. a R~I. 012() bsJ.,c ... nce 
c losing the sr.-haul - ~~ chocl cloB_Lng 
cor;!j) et:i.t~~on sc.tJcs - 8ong~:.; for the c0mpe~; i ti .:m 
cl .. 1.-Zl of leF.;'"iuz; "- IF- ~l.ving a.;."y 
dny vf t l 18 jC,·.1rn'3;Y - j01l E'nny da;:,' 
dress for the Rea8Ql'l - se':1.son:.l ·i:redS ( si('; ) 
fo ,)d f:.'r the bea.ch - oeB8t. food 
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il~-"ita-tioL - th8 invitation Ip.tter" (2) 
_ t.he invi-ted (sic) letter 
from tbe C0l..l21try (:i .. 4.: . rural rt1'48<'R ) -- ':;:11ll1t·C'~-r: . ),11 "GJRn 
ministers of Parliament - the Parlieament minister s (sir.) 
money for the ticket - ticket money 
money for books - books money 
place of diamonds - diamond place 
regulations of the home - home regulations 
a road for travelling on '- travel road 
sea barucs - banks of the sea 
sea at Kiwani - Kilt/ani sea 
time for sleep(ing) 
time of opportunity 
sleeping time 
opportunity time 
Cll. 8 TRANSPOSITION of compound elements 
holiday expedition - expedition holiday 
holiday visit - visit holiday ( 2) 
house roofs- roofs house 
playacting - act play (s i c) 
sea sand - sandsea 
shop window - ,lindow shop 
train ticket - ticket train 
C11 Preposition: Impl i es verb preceding it 
ask to - to (2) (a letter to spend a week there) 
go to - to ( 8) (eg we are to school) 
(eg we were about to sleep) 
go from from (5) (eg he was from P.E. to 
come back from - from 
be part of - from (he is a man f r om a band) 
to hear from - from 
wri te about - about (I am about the money) 
to apprehend for - for 
Cape Town) 
C13 Preposition: Implies a verb , verb phrase or larger unit 
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by practising on -- from (learn to drive from your car) 
for nut having for (punished me for my book) 
to celebratg - for (a party for the victory) 
becallSe it has not been done - for (punished for the "ork) 
t::> ask you to .• for (a letter for a party) 
to go to fo r (2) (VIe are for school) 
to solve for (RIO for your problem) 
contains (be) of (the train is of people) 
of not paying of (accllse me of the account) 
starring - of ( a film of John vb.yne) 
----_ .. - - ---_._-----
C14 O,-er-inclusion 
C14.1 ~ 
some ma~ thi~gs (2) 
a fish :irinking 8om~ t-I-ater 
some di ffere''lt ki.nds of 
1;he city has some trains 
l<e had something like a party (VIe had a 
party) 
some few huuses (2) (similar) 
:lev'"r see any accident of some kind 
(E.~e].~ DeteJ,mbers: ' an,y') 
-,;e ha:l. a some kind of a braai '/leis I,e played some cards 
C14.2 Many words for one 
apologize - ask an a.po logy 
(the place) named-with 'che n'3llle 
of ( 2 ) 
(a) :"el.U1ion that time of 
reuni on 
sunset •. when the sun is about 
t:> se-t 
(to) visit - to pay our visit 
---_._-
C14. 3 ~u-ees of comi?a~i~n 
--_._------
(to) th""k ~ give tha'lks to 
(2) meet - come to meet 
high .• (the standards '"erR not) of h:.gh val u e 
spayJ. (inspan) - make a span of oxen 
(to) drive - ohe travelled by car with me 
beca use she is a dri~er 
more quicker more saPer most biggest 
C14. 4 .1 To go to 
travel by tra i!l to go there ( : t r avel there b,Y tr.~) 
accompap;.ed by my sister to g0 to the show 
wishing ..1";0 g') -to }l-3.Ve a rest. 
every Monday we go to pay the rent . 
G14.4. 2 . Nouns 
c ircus show 
beauty contest show 
that day in my life 
in our day lives 
only 10% out of 100% 
in the past year of our forefathers 
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they are in a bad st ate of living as huma.'1 beings 
an invitation calling me to 
all the times of your life (~all your l ife ) 
the building has three floors f rom the bottom to the top 
buildings which have twenty floors up 
the sum of money of R40 
d,olphin f ishes 
music records 
in our time of l iving (~in our time') 
groups of bands of thieves 
olden day lives ( ~in the olden days ) 
school fees money 
on our Sunday times (:on Sundays') 
my walking steps 
1:14 . 4 . 3 Verbs 
I washed my body (~I washed ' ) 
I bathes my body ~I bathed. ' ) 
clothe myself with clothes 
forget in mind 
C14 . 4.4 . Verbs : Unnecessary Particle 
wear slacks on 
the p l ane landed down 
C14 .5 Adjectives 
walk on feet 
.,alk on foot 
last holiday I spent my holiday 
he replied telling me that 
return back (3) 
enter inside 
discuss about 
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C14 . 4 . 5 Ad,jectives 
get well in their health (2) 
on the first day of my arrival ~the 
day of arrival ) 
very full to capacity 
it was clear to me t o see that 
C·14.4. 6 Possessive Pronoun alrB'l.d.Y implied 
they di d it by all their means 
I lent YOll ~ R5,OO 
C14 . 4.7 TO+PronoIDl as Emphatic 
it was enjoyable t o me (3) 
I found it difficult to me 
they are our important members of our 
families 
they we~e at their work 
it was a sudden illnes8 to him 
it was an unexpected thing to me 
C14.4 8 Reflexive Pronoun: Used for Emphasis? 
I dont trust him about m'yself 
C14 4 . 9 Discord of Determiners 
enough much time 
C14·. 5 Nonce 
the more I ate was the more I wanted 
more especially 
a little bit far 
Don't worry , it's only God Y~OwS 
those I all sent them to the shop 
I've ever 3een before 
they were busy for thei~ duty 
shops offices and standard banks 
the way how (2) 
my first holiday I visit 
coming from Church 1;8 went 
last week ago (3) 
in n~waday3 our day 
he feels himself drowsy 
many several things 
so please you SRut it soon 
sometimes always 
how the world looks like 
they are more than just being reckless 
they stole it as it was 
the time of our days these 
another day Sunday 
a little bit annoyed 
not no money 
not far mor e different from 
like the same as 
el!ery day after day 
just in the near future 
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beoause it my visit was to take plaoe 
almost about 
D MORPHOIQQl 
Dl.l. Agreement with Determiners 
in and out ooming there 
very impossible 
(in suoh ~ntext3 as to make the plural necessary) 
all the 
a few (2) 
a lot of 
many (10) 
(5) all the preparation 
all the student 
all the drum 
all the building 
all the important place 
a few minute 
a few paint ing 
a lot of roadblook 
many greeting (and sj.milar) 
(also so many - very many game) 
too many-interesting thing 
very many .- (too) (s()) many thing (4) 
many plaoe 
many building 
many rapist 
one of the (3) one of the interesting 
other . (6) 
some ( 6) 
Dlxff ic i t~-~t 
these (2) 
those ( 2) 
one of the student 
one of the township 
other aooident 
other nation 
other oountry 
other per son 
some sohool 
some month ago 
some present 
- sometime 
some grocery 
some art i ole 
suffioient job 
these sohool 
these day 
those oar 
those taxi 
(2) 
ent ert aiY'.ment 
various (-2) variOl18 1: i r l:~. 0 F fil.:.:. (~hine en 
Dl.2 Agre('!TI1e-:'lt ~ri th Card i.n::, OJ : ~ 
three bus 
t ,{O (4) - t,w day 
two sister 
six/seven - six or seven subject 
ten 
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thi rty - thi rty platform 
D1.3 . Target has pl'll'al for m only 
gr oceries (4) ( eg ••• to buy gr ocery ) 
grounds ( the gr ound of the airpor t has gr ass ) 
provisions ( 37 ) ( ~food supply) (eg we went to buy provision OR a provision) 
r egards (2) ( eg . give my reGard to) 
sur~oundings ( looked about the surrounding) 
trousers ( 3) (eg . he wears a trouser ) 
things (2 ) ( eg t hing is bad her e ) 
DI . 4. Idiom and set phrases 
days (4) - i n ol den day 
- i n ancient day 
fo r efathers in the time of our forefather 
times (4) in earlier time 
i n ancient time 
------- ' .... _----------------
DI.5. Determin~r~ 
l ots (2) ( eg they had lot of money ) 
-------- ------,._---
DI. 6. Nouns i n sequenc~ 
I sav/ lion , bear 
we have some trains , aeroplane 
al1imals like tiger, el ephant 
places like musewn , zoo 
thi ngs such as buildlng and facto r y 
rode en motor'bikes and train. 
use knives , axes aJ.1U s w·ord 
saw aeroplane8 , jet, etc.. 
saw many things l i ke cinema 
they make table and chai rs (2) 
t her e were shop s and playground 
saw t r ees, churches , high bui ldi ng 
the ships of ther- and the ship of no'" 
t he places and thing I saw 
t hey have taxis , train and 'bus 
our lives and our parent s' life (2 ) 
kinds (4) - many ki nds of -living thing 
- many kinds of animal 
- many ki nds of sna-lee 
many kinds of skeleton 
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DI . 7. rJmlce (the context i G p !..1)r:.l) 
accident weI' ':: not C ') .";'ll1l0n 
ti:ey hUTted 8xl.iIJ t~1 
the pli~~ e hlh ere a."li:nal J i ~\' cd 
' Ie S i1 W m 2,ck there 
there ar"J :. 130 boat 
1:ht; boy \'Jere 
Vie sal'>! big build.i.flg' ( 2 ) 
s uch : ~ ig'h buildin,~~ s.s those 
did not \'!on y about cl1rpet 
the Ce.Ilgo cave 
they \Jill produoe ohild 
thB;r we!'€. we:irine; bathinz: cOE:tume 
LheY'e we ... e oro .. d (2) 
Cr01<fu. of peop17 entere-i 
i t h~.d nice deco:.:ation 
t!1I3Y hrere no desk 
they i:Jalked. lont; ~~istal:ce 
sa;: the EurUl'ean Sl'!imming 
we start examination 
othel' people'" face 
they 1 ere farmer 
the female • . • theJ~ vlOre •• ~ 
ca mpa \vi tIl 3tr::>ng fence 
men "ere plouehing field 
can cause figh'~ and cleatil 
they had flock of sheep 
my friend aaked me to go ,.i th them 
to make fhendsr..ip with others 
t~ansplants the heart of people 
we saw big house (5)(similar) 
SOl~';.e people! shouse \liTerG 
the house were built 
there \'lere 110 haus ~~ 
di ff Gre~t kj nil of men (3; ( t; . .i.mi lar ) 
I !'lUS ~ pay :LnstalmE nt fo!' it 
a '.:::ing of iCing (=king of k:" ngs ) 
th Jir !.~.r:'vel" 8 lioence 
3a.V8 ;;h R lif3 of people 
i.,Ie : Ient t o diffEl'·cni.; loo':"-Gion 
ever'Yvihe~'e there is ~jlaGhinE: 
,,~1P. 'Jl;:~c,~ine hps made (:=:macni.!'lAs have ) 
'v!e use machine to make 
1i13.!l 'Were 
ffi2Jl were ~ :earing 
f or ce!'"tain occasion 
Cil' O the longer one 
v1"ie bi.g ostrich of" OudLshoon1 
while other enjoyed 
Oll/my p5.rent (')) 
t~H~ polir:-.eman are 
there wer e no police station 
enter'tained by pla;yiY1g record 
h f' sees big ri'iJer 
the rcot VIere 
there t-lere high 8cho~ 1 
th f, rc '"ere no'!; muoh (=l'lany) s0hool 
t he 8(:11001 were about to open 
saw diffe7.'cnt sort of animals 
f i lline station are open 
we sa.' table Ifl th chairs 
the snake were 
trees have big ste~ 
a group of student 
the task of men W8re 
disGussed irr.porii8.-Ylt thillg 
saw different town 
their tradition consiEt of 
there were no train (2) (similar) 
we cut wood from tree 
help in diff el'ent way 
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D2 Inappropriate plural 
every Sundays (13) (similar: other days of the \veek) 
every holidays (2) 
ever~- J1'ri:lay evenings (2) (similar) 
i n that first weeks 
this months (2) 
last months 
--
D2.2 Compounds and possessive 
my Oim benefits 
cats and dogs life 
no chances of 
next doors 
travel on feet 
make by hands (2) 
going on holidays 
D2.4 Mass nouns 
the advices 
cattles (3) 
in good conditions 
eat our fills 
glasses (=glass in windows) 
furnitures (3) 
making leathers 
luggages (3) 
peoples (9) 
traffic polices 
dunes of sands 
D2.5 Plural with Adjective 
that was commons 
at our homes (2 ) (at home) 
at nights 
in my opinions 
out of pockets 
separated according to races 
as a results 
shoutings 
had our suppers 
traffics (2) 
kinds of transports (3) 
ro"ad travels 
woods (=pieces of wood) 
going to their works 
the youngs of 
in our youths 
zincs (=pieces of zinc) 
D2,7 ~ 
not my aiffis to (2) 
a big buillings 
conv-ersaticns 
my decisions 
an in-~eresting films 
h2.lf past fives 
I put on my gowns 
a pleasant ilOlidays 
bospi tals ('hospital ' intended) 
hOU8 6S ( ' house t intended) 
in man's li ves ('life~ 
D3 Lack of agreement: sul:.ject-verb 
D3.1 Omission of 31'0. per sor: -5 
the letter c.rrive at me (sic) 
the birth of babiea become worse (sic) (,,\ 
f1 8 count and he give 
our life differ from (2) 
a child do a tri nk 
everybody get (2) 
if ?. cal' go there 
God hate your friends 
one have :l place 
the station ;: ave a . .. 
my father have a car 
Cape Town have many "to ivi1shipB 
D302 O-'ler- inclus i on of - S 
I , 'ill b oards Hi th hiLl 
<I 
t h " AtlE,J'ltic Cce8.n a.."lQ the Indian OO"2.n 
comes to meat (sic) 
our house::: COllsj 2 ·.~8 
cars which saUS93 ·3.ccidentc 
they gives food 
I nevp.r fcrgets ~he fasten (sic.) 
at the end of the months 
there is a swimming pools 
-l;he highest stand~lX'ds ( i. e at schcol) 
( ' standard' intended) 
took some strolls 
at son:etimes I 10\-:111 see hiffi(SOme time ~ 
all the time,,· of y our life ("oime') 
in a great troubles 
on Tuesdays (3) (similar) 
uncles ( t uncle t intended) 
that ' s not my wishes 
everyone who kno l; him 
e~erybody know that 
he sayn tha.t he Itke me 
he like a club 
a friend who live in Cape 'fo\-'l}l 
thE: place \<ihere she 1 ive 
thc principal need to 
if the nurse say 
everyon~ who see him 
when -the sun set 
he al \-lc:yS trust and pr&ys to 
t.hey knO ". 'S 
W8 sal~ films lvhich leads u ;=;; 
tho tr'ees that makeG :furnit.ure (sic) 
those t.hings IDearJ.S Y.!.0thing 
the shops bell<: 
"they ·\"U3.ntc "to seC": 
tl,in6s goes .le11 
YOil increases ~he 
D3.3. Lexical 'Be' 
our lives iD differ froIL (sic) 
there i s not custOffiA 
thsL'e is manj/ schools 
D3 ,_ 3 . 2 Target is 'Is ' 
the generc.tion are 
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the hA.ppiness 0:' men a'ce c.J(tf~:,:minated 
ho .... : baU the neviS a re 
D3 • .3.3. Ta.rget is ' "as' 
thA exa:::inations starts 
clothes ",..'hich is expensive 
t h ere is a lot of mi sllnd.erstar.d.i ngE' 
Ollr l:i.ves is in dangel' 
the Park which are Sl_ bib 
the date that a re given 
all that happens &re for 
the:-e 'W'ere no transport there vrere no a ssistant ray lUlcl e ... :ere wed tine; 
D .3 • .3.4 Tari·;et i E: 'l'lere ' 
thf-)re v:as ra cS.rs 
the a.ctivi ties i-las the things I fir.:;; t .':1 &.i\I' Has 
street l i Ghts ... tI:1,:~rG . oaf: l'JUne 
-there 'L·ra.;:: no '\11ayf?: 
IJ4 I xliini ti re ii.'l p] a.CB :)f Pa.rtici D Ip 
Ii .'1·~1 . 1 . Adjecti~ 
i t is so amaze 
._---_._---_ . ~.--.--- ' _. - ---"--,,,---_ .... _._-_. __ . __ . __ ... _- ... 
PI' 02 S u r:.t PerfeGt 
--,-~-.~--- ... -
I have lend. I<e have get happiness they have no t have m(li.1e~T Jiet 
-------.-----.-.--.------.-~---.... -----
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D4 .1.3. ~ParticiEle 
he had find I had help hi;n 
he had never v;sit the tcwn 
she harl also bee it 
D4.1.4 Passiviza tion 
:i.t Ga."} be purify it ·.:ill be ",end 
jobs are f:'l-rltct. on or off (sic) it can be decrease 
D4.1. 5 -ED Participle clause 
as compare 'iii th 
D4. 2 . In ,,·lace of Present Participle 
D~ .• 2. 1 Nominal 
. ---
by play record"" we . . • . 
D 4.4 .4 . Present Progressive 
everybody ;IB.'" suffer 
------------_.--
D4.2.3 T.ense with Modal Verb 
the train would be depart at 
D4.4.4. -ING Particjpal clause 
men robbiYl.g or become a bllr t>;lar \oJhen irrisate your land, you. should 
D 5 -.ED Past iT', place of Infinitive 
D5 . l To - Infi>li ti v e 
to arrived te. left 
to bought to packed (5) 
to collected 
to fEled 
to found (2) 
to grazed 
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t.o epent (4) 
to toek 
(including ' to come and 
spent') . 
to cone B.nd ,·;alked arow1d(";0 ;Ialk) 
.-------------------------------- - --------------
TI5.2 With Modal Verb 
it Hould attacked us 
he CQuld not believed 
------------------.-~-... ---
D5~3 Present rrense 
please lent me (4) 
Passe-d IT.y regards to ( impera-t.i.vE!) 
D6 - ED Past in pl~~~~! Past Participle 
I had never 8aTtJ 
in "'hich I should ret urned. home 
I must ,.ent 
I spent it (spend) 
YOll seiot it (2)(send) 
it 'y;a r: clra.;·;ed 
.. __ .. .. _-------
D? ~Participl" in plIJ.c8 of -ED Past (I.rregula:rj form 
she done it (2) . . . . - . . . . . he I,or" it 
DB Pa.s"!; Participle in place of Pr·esent. P''''l:::~icip~ 
D8.1 Ai;Lective.1 
ama~ ed (amaz ing) 
bJ:,oken "rj ~~ . ~( , \-lS (bre~.":: ·j ng) 
excited (excitins) 
DB . :2 Tr>llSf) 
-th8jr were :~,sked for me (a~kine ) 
';he:!, were attended to shop (sic) 
Dj . .3 -·ING Part; cipial Clause 
expected (expecting) 
interested (interesting) 
he was wai ted for me (2) 
by made that (making) I,e found it waited (waiting) 
by divided ourselves (dividing) 
, .. . 
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D ~ Present Participle in place of Past Participle 
D9.1 -ED Participial l'hrase 
comparing to ~compared to) 
1)9:.2 Ad,jectival 
interesting ~interested ) 
D9 . 3. Passivization 
",as throwing by ~thro l;n) 
wasting ~wasted) 
DIG Present Participle in place of Irffinitive 
they will becoming cross 
DII Confusion of -LY form of ~dj ective and Adverb 
DII.I Adverb is used without -LY 
bad marvnllous 
beautiful (2 ) nice (4) 
comfortable (2) obvious 
cool possible 
deep qui ck (5) 
easy (5) simple 
especial ( 3) safe (3) 
friendly slow 
r.appy (3) terrible 
kind urgent (2) 
lucky (2) warm 
,'rong 
Dll. 2 Adjective is used with -LY 
angrily miserably 
comfortably (2) 
commonly 
possibly 
really ( 2) 
1 ( r, ) dangerous Y ~ 
kindly 
l uckily 
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safely 
strictly 
urgently (3) 
Dll. 3 Adjective used for Adverb (non -LY form) 
l ate (=lc,ter) 
Dl1.4 Adverb used for Adjective (non -LY form) 
well (=good) very (2) (=great eg 'very excitement') 
D12 Irregular Verbs: past form 
catched 
casted 
drived 
feeled 
flyed €flew) 
lead ~led) 
lyed (slay) 
puted ~put) 
send (3) ~sent) 
D13 Error in use of ' Other ' 
shooted 
spend ( 3) ~spent) 
spokeQ 
sticked (2) 
striked 
teached 
throwed 
weared ( 2 ) 
waked (3) 
other (3) - go to another place (=go to the other place) 
- each holding the one's hands 
- another animals 
another (3) - I sa;, other person (2) 
- I saw the other th~re 
some . .. others (20) 
one . .. another 
- others were playing, others were sleeping (similar) (19) 
others were big and small (1) 
going from another place t o another 
one ... the other - eating our f ood with ot her hand doing this 
more ( 2 ) - I want another clothes 
each other - they were doing it to another one 
some (24) ,- others brought presents (but no contrastive reference ) ( 20 ) 
- to bq some other books (no contrasiive reference) (2) 
- some others got off, and some got on ( ] ) 
- to buy others (sic) books (1) 
D 14 Omi ss~on of 'Be ' 
it the time "'hen 
D14 . 2 Other l~xical 'Be' 
I shall happy 
life is dn.ngerous and X worse behaviour 
(X=there is) 
';~here big ships 
D14.4 Other omission of 'Be' 
On Satl;..rday when it hot ~ ""Ie ••• 
they also very poor 
tbat why he B'oes 
hoping you the sa~e 
e.s far as I c":)ncer:-.. ed 
crowds were s ,vimning and others enjoying (==were) 
they are going to at ease (=be) 
D15 ~nfusion: Activ~ and Passiv8 
Dl5.1 Active inst.",ad of Passive 
we gave permission (W8::-8 given) 
-the machines introdt'Lc ecl ( ;,:ere introduced) 
trees that ma.'-ces (s'i c) furr.i·~ure (from i-lhich . .. . is made) 
I suppose to be (am supposed) 
I have left (have been left) 
they did not allow (were not allo"ie~.) 
if i t d~d.," i t pay ('-las not paid) 
-: ,hey keep by the children (are kept) 
----- ---_. --,-- -----, 
D15.2 Pass.ive instead of Active 
I waG always Sfent (1 spent) 
we ~~ere used. to go (used. to) 
we \18re jU3t felt at home (Ie it ) 
the schools '-Jere closed (clos ed ) 
I was jou~eyed (journeyed) 
they are star~6';_ to pani~ (.3t.c:: 'f,8cl) 
they are SwiIIllTlEd (swim) 
.he \vas p<:!.sse(l away (passed) 
you have been "roken in(sic)the home 
(have broken) 
1~hey were invited (invi-[;ei) 
vie ~iere visited (visitea.) 
I I,as returned home (returned) 
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Dl6 Affixation 
D16 . l Noun" 
D16.1~1 - ING where base form/c:onv8rsion ferm is target 
control - controlling ( traffio controlling officer) 
end - ending 
lif e (way of lif e) -. living 
repair 
return 
repai riI~.g 
r~ i~urning 
stew - ste.ying 
tackle 
travel 
t ackling 
t ravell i ng 
visit - visiting (3 ) 
l;ark - worl~ing (2 ) 
D16 .1. 2 Base/convers ion f rom where - ING is t arget 
builcli'-;g - bU;.ld recording 
dancing -" dance ( 3) ploughinC' 
') . \ re open1ne- - ( re) ,)pen ( 2) waiting -
r eGard 
plough 
"ait 
(2) 
. --.---_.-._.- ----_. ----~----
D::.6 . 1. 3 Conversion I'orm is ta.rg~! 
001:1 - coJ:J.ness 
decline - declinity 
post ( i . e _ihe mail ) - poster 
----- - - ----- - --.- ----.------- --
a:rr..'1;)lli"1Cer - a.n..l'lounce 
cy c l ist - cycla 
clifficui.ty - diff i cult: (4) 
electri c.i tjt .- :=;l ec-t. :{,j.,,; ('2) 
farmer - far,A 
inf ect ~ . !)n - inf8ct 
~raYBd - pray 
traveller - travel 
visitor ~ .. Vi:l i t 
- ----
- ------- -----.. -~- - ----,---" ... _-_ .. 
D16.1 . 5 Noun confused with another part of speech 
health - healthy 
luck - lucky 
noise - noisy 
wind - windy 
absence absent (2) 
beating - beaten 
carelessness - careless 
damage - damaged (2) 
damages - damaged ( 6 ) $~ ".pathy - sympathetic (2 ) 
D16 . 1.6 - ING where another affix is target 
departure 
remainder 
departing 
remaining 
robbery - robbing (2) 
service serving 
D16.1 . 7 Wr ong affixed form in this context 
adult - adulthood 
bravery bravado 
burglar - burglary 
drunkard - dr anker (sic: 'drinker') 
dust coat - duster coat (2) 
national spirit - nationalism 
robber - robbery 
D16.1 . 8 Base/conversion ~orm where af fix is target 
grocery - grocer (3) morali ty - moral 
D16 .1. 9 Wrong affix 
arrival - arrivement carrier - carrial Israelite - Israels 
Dl6 . 1.10 Nonce 
hooting - hooter ing 
mealie- meal - meal-meal 
a load which is too heavy - overload 
assistant - server (3) 
D16 . 2 Aj ectives 
D16.2.1 -ED form is target , base is used 
ashamed ashame 
corrected - cor rect 
canned (eg frui t) - can 
frightened - frighten 
instalment - stal ment 
loss - lose 
desire - willing 
impress i on - impressed 
pleased - please 
po.dered - powder 
so- call - so-called 
stopped (eg bus) - stop 
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mixed up - mix up 
D16 . 2 .2 - INa is target , base is u sed 
following - follow 
shopping ( cent r e) -
interesting 
shop 
(2) 
D16.2.3. Base is target , -ED is used 
surprised - surpr ise 
- interest outfitting- outfit 
cross (ie . anger) - cros sed tame - tamed open(4) - opened 
D16.2 . 4 Affi x (not - INa , -ED) is target , base is used 
dependent - depend 
different (24) - differ 
disgraceful - disgr ace 
fourteenth - fourteen 
heavenly - heaven 
D16 . 2 . 5 Confusion of parts of speech 
awake - awaken 
busy - business 
different 
difficult 
difference 
difficulty 
first - firstly 
individua l - individually 
indecent indecency 
modern - modernize 
i mportant - i mport 
infl ationary - inflation 
international - i nternation 
noiSY - noise 
twentieth - twenty 
past - passing 
pleasant 
safe (2) 
pleasure 
safety 
serious - seriously 
tragic - tragedy 
D16 . 2.6 - INa is used, other affix is target 
advisory - advising 
attractive - attracting 
impressing 
interested 
i mpressive 
interesting 
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D16.2.7 -ED is used, other affix is target 
acceptable - accepted 
D16.2.3 Confusion of affixes 
confident - confidential 
disrespectful - unrespectful 
friendly - friendful 
D16.2.9 Nonce 
olden (days ) - old 
D16.3 Verbs: nonce 
board (a bus) ( 2) -boarder 
D16.4 Adverbs: nonce 
interesting - interested 
understanding - understandable 
uneducated - non-educated 
roof - roofen 
up and d01m (eg walking up and down) - downwards and upwards 
dramatically - dramatising 
especially- especial 
D17 Relative pronouns,- incorrect use 
that - what (6) 
who - which 
that 
which who 
which - who 
- as 
(2) 
on '''hich 
- for which 
, .. !hat - the matter that 
- that (2) 
- that thing 
- so that 
which (to know whioh is 
h h ' h right and) w ere·-w lC. 
whom - to whom 
Dl7.3 Relative Pronoun: Over-inclusion of preposition 
where (3) - in whioh which - on whioh 
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D17.2 Relative Pronoun: Omission of preposition 
at which 
on which 
which 
which 
in which (2) - which 
to which - where 
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CHAPTER 9 : comment on the Error Analysis 
9 . 1 Preamble 
As will have been seen , the G. S. L frequency of the target item is noted for 
all items in Section A ('Lexis : Parts of Speech ' ) . Where the target does 
not appear in the G. S. L f zero is shown . The frequencies shown are in many 
cases only roug~ indications, because many items , especially those with 
high frequencies , have a number of sub- divisions of meaning (the 'semantic 
count ' feature of the G. S. L). Consequently, it is often difficult to give 
a precise frequency for a target item , especially in cases where the target 
meaning does not seen to accor d exactly with one or other of the semantic 
sub-divisions of the G.S.L. Where real confusion exists , the comment what%? 
is made. 
In some cases , a question mark (?) is shown. This is most often in the 
cases of target items such as compounds (nouns and verbs) , idioms and 
collocations , which are often recorded in bulk , without a specific frequency 
being noted for each . Thus the question mark should be interpr eted to 
mean that the item is recorded in the G. S. L. but the frequency of an item thus 
marked is likely to be low . 
However , the fact that a target item is found in the G. S.L is i n itself 
significant . Mastery of the contents of the G.S . L. , even down to the 
least frequent items or the least frequent features thereof (compounds , idioms, 
etc) is not an unreasonable requirement for students in their eleventh year 
of formal instruct i on in English (presuming , of course, that it is one of t he 
explicit aims of the course). 
A rough count of the occurrence of recorded frequencies i n Section A shows that , 
of 844 tar get ~~ems , 678 are found i n the G. S. L . These figures are 
significant , although not exact , in that multiple occurrences of errors 
(shown by figures in brackets after the error items) and a number of different 
error s on one target i tem, do not feature in the computation. The inclusion 
of such results woul d , in any case , impr ove the ratio of frequency- positive items. 
Such finer calculations will in no way affect the main point, which is that 
mastery of the contents of the G. S·. L would , in theory , e limi nate a very 
large number of errors. 
9.2. Items in Part A 
It will be noted that by far the majority of items in Part A (Lexis: Parts 
of Speech) are either nonce occurrences, or items with very low frequency of 
occurrence in the error analysis. This is not surprising in an error count 
based on a large number of pieces of 'free ' or unstructured writing. As will 
be seen shortly, it is possible to isolate_patterns or 'sets' of errors , but 
inevitably , in such an analysis , a large number will defy closer categorization. 
It is far easier t o draw conclusions from a section such as Part D (Morphology) 
where a large number of nonce or low- frequency occurrences may nevertheless 
be subsumed under the heading of a particular type of morphol ogical error , 
The majority pf students chose to write compositions on 'A Holiday Visit' and 
it is not surprising t hat from Part A, Sections Al to AIO (Nouns and Verbs , 
various) , one can extract the following tar get items within the lexical set 
of 'T~l' (Figures in brackets after the item indicate frequency of 
occurrence of the error in the count; unless (0) is shown, the i tem does occur 
in the G. S.L) 
Nouns: (0) ~irport , arr ival, (0) departure , (0) driver (but ' drive ' features in 
t he G.S.L), (0) food basket , home, journey, (train) line, baggage/luggage 
(baggage features in G.S .L), party (group) , (0) pedestrian , place , signal , 
taxi , (0) ticket office , ticket, train , travel , trip , waiting room, wheel . 
Verbs : arrive (6) (also: arrive at) , board (a bus etc) (2), catch (a trai n)(3) , 
drive (2), enter (4), get into (car) (3), go(home , etc) (12), go (there) (4), 
go to ( 2) , go back , have (accident, experience , etc) (6), have (holiday)(3), 
hire ( 3), invite (4) land (airpl~~e), leave (8), make (visit, journey, etc) (40) 
make (preparations) (12), make provision , meet (4), pass (a day etc) (2) , 
pr epar e (8), return, (0) say farewell (~ay'features in the G.S.~), (0) spend a 
holiday ('spend time ' features in the G.S.L), stay (4), (also: stay at) , 
stay with (2), take (3 hours), take (taxi), travel (5), visit (2), welcome. 
COincidental l y , in the materials provided as exemplification of a 'language-
across- the- curriculum' approach in Chapter 3 ('Vocabulary Teaching') i t was 
suggested that the vocabulary of 'Travel' be devel oped, with specific 
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reference to those items found in the a.S.L. The suggestion arose from the 
passage about the life of Jan van Riebeeck which is provided there, but the 
vocabulary of 'Travel' could be related to the study of geography, through the 
use of maps and distance tables; other resource material could include 
timetables and tourist brochures. 
The verb target items above are particularly interesting because (1) a number 
have a relatively high nlwber of errors attached ; (2) the great majority 
occur in the a.S . L.) (3) a number of the target items (eg make. get) are 
amongst those high-frequency verbs with multiple meanings which have been 
especially distinguished in Part A, Sections A3 and A4 ; (4) collocation or 
semantic restriction is a feature of some of the items, eg (a) get into a car 
but ~oard a train, bus , etc and (b) board (get into vehicles with purpose of 
travel or transportation), but enter with meaning rest ricted to either the 
action of that moment or, more frequently, immobile objects or places (cinema, 
arena, etc); (5) the question of perspective (also in lend/borrow, also 
attested here) is involved in eg come/go, leave/enter, greet/say farewell 
(these are all binary opposites, and must be taugQtas sets). 
The teaching of vocabulary can be considerably improved by a search through 
basic word-count lists (eg . the a.S . LJ for items which refer to the topic under 
discussion, and particularly for various lexical sets (see chapter 2: ' Vocabularl 
Considerable preparation is necessary, and it i s useful to prompt oneself by 
referring to full details in the word-count lists (eg the ' semantic count ' with 
examples in the a.S.L) . Extracted lists, such as provided in the Appendix to 
this work, will probably not provide enough information , especially for the 
inexperienced . For example, it is not immediately obvious that make, ~ and 
have are so closely involved in the vocabulary of 'travel'. 
It has been shown that a Cont r astive Analysis of vocabulary is useful, even 
necessary, for really effective teaching. The writer is aware of his 
deficiency in this respect. The reader who is competent in both Xhosa and 
English will probably recognize a significant number of errors which can be 
accounted for by Ll interference. For instance, this is almost certainly the 
case in the use of greet in place of say farewell to (cf, Afrikaans groet, 
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used for both greeting and leave-taking) and in the lend/borrow err ors 
(see B.Harlech-Jones , "Lend , Borrow and Error Analysis")~ Lack of 
proficiency in the LI of the students is not necessarily a deficienoy in the 
teacher who compiles or uses an error analysis, but it is a deficiency when 
attempting to predict errors, and it does prevent teaching which is · e ~plicitly 
aimed at improving the learners' perceptions in this important area . 
An examination of Sections Al and A2 (Noli1s) shows a number of different caus es 
of error . Besides LI interference (which can only be guessed at) t here are 
simple inadequacies of vocabulary, where a general term, or one which has Borne 
connection is used such as in (target first) affair - thi ng and cash - silver 
money. There are ' collocational ' errors , slich as skin - leather and 
i~n~j~ur~y~~d~am~ag~~e (here the first shows confusion between the 'covering ' of 
the living organism, and the term fo r that covering when it has been subjected 
to a process ; the second shows confusion between human and non-human 
application) , . With respect to the latter , the writer recently 
investigated the contents of the G.S . L. with respect to nouns and verbs of 
'Damage and Destror: within this useful set were harm , injure, damage , decay, 
decompose , blow up , explode , crack , burst and split . Some refer to a 
particular type of agent ; some can form another part of speech by conversion , 
some by affixation ; some are irregular verbs,others not ; some are 
transitive only , some both transitive and intransitive. In addition, while 
blow up and explode ar e close to identical in meaning , the noun formed from 
blow up is uncommon, and explosion is usually used in its place , eg ' The bridge 
was blown up last Monday. The explosion (? blowing up) occurred at 12hOO'. 
It is true that few of the above nouns and verbs occur in the above 
categorization of errors. However, the existence of inju~y-damage would 
suggest to the intelligent teacher that it could wel l be worthwhile to 
investigate and develop proficiency across the whole field of meaning. 
In Part A, there are a number of errors which reflect interference from 
Afrikaans. The number is small and includes ' chair · - · bruL~, film - prent. 
table - tafel, whites (white people) - blanke, move(house) - trek, 
together same/some (3) (i .e . ' saam ') and naughty - stout . 
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Errors such as end - last, middle - half and beginning - next suggest that it 
might be worthwhile doing the same for points on a scale from beginning to end 
in both space and time , and on various planes. 
I t is interesting to note that four target items in A2 (nouns; nonce ) 
discriminated successfully in both Pre-Test 3 and Final Test 10 (the latter 
derived from the former), these items being~, coast , event, and advantage , 
suggesting that although they are nonce occurrences here, they are items 
concerning which there is considerable uncertainty amongst the testees/students. 
Such observations indicate the very random nature of an error analysis such as 
this and the necessity to regard most of the results as b" ing simply 
indications of possible trends, or as spurs to further investigation. One is 
seldom able to extract such a comprehensive set as that of 'Travel ' (above). 
Sections A3 and A4 are particularly noteworthy. Contrary to the practice in 
all other sections of Part A, they are distinguished by a grouping of certain 
error items (although the target items are placed first , as usual ). These 
error items are all high-frequency verbs, and it is significant that the G.S .L. 
shows a multiplicity of meanings for each of the verbs which are the subjects of 
these sections (notablY, twelve seperate meanings for take) . In addition, 
each entry in the G.S.L.is accompanied by many examples , and often a large 
number of examples whi ch cannot readily be classified (most especially for put, 
where t here are seventeen items under 'Various ', these being individual uses 
which cannot be classified under the three main meanings shown in the entry.) 
The reader " ill be struck by the large number of cases in which both target and 
error items are amongst the list of high-frequency verbs which are the 
subject of sections A3 and A4. One likely reason for this i s that these verbs 
are often used as accepted equivalents for less frequent items (eg do a dance 
perform a dance or get a letter - receive a letter) both individually and as 
compound verbs (eg do up = decorate). The continual exposure to such high-
frequency items, but exposure which has not yet provided mastery, means that 
they are available as a group or in their own right. 
These sections are an effective warning to the teacher that the 'little' words , 
those of notably high-frequency, are often the ones which deserve the most 
attention and reinforcement They are also a salutary r eminder that the more 
frequent a word is, the more potential hazards it contains. The multiplicity 
of meanings attaching to each one of these ' words ' also reminds the reader that, 
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while a word-count. such as the G.S . L.might contain a certain 
entries (2000 in the case of the G.S.L~ the actual number of 
meanings contained therein is likely to be very much higher. 
number of headword 
items and 
The sections A7 to A10 contain a useful reminder that compound verbs cannot 
be ignored even at this level of instruction. In fact, because they are 
comprised of elements (base plus particle) which individually are usually 
high frequency items, it is easy to reject compound verbs as 'not worth 
teaching' - or for them to be ignored ·altog.eth'.r. The results of Pre-Test 
4 and Final Test 11 (the latter derived from the former) show that the 
general proficiency of this group of students in this particular area is not 
high; in fact, the analysis of Final Test 11 emphasises that the Low 25% 
group of testees (those testees who formed the bottom ~arter of the test 
group, with regard to proficiency) produced remarkably poor results . Nor 
were the results for the High 25% group as good as in other Final Test in this 
series. 
The compound verb errors are of easily predictable types , namely the o~~ission 
of the particle (the most common error) and confusion of the particles. 
An unexpected type of error is that recorded in A9, where a compound verb is 
used instead of the bare infinitive. All of the ' compound verbs' which are 
used in error (with the exception of catch away) are in general use and some of 
them are of relatively high frequency, eg go away (184 in the G . S.~) , find out 
(1l6) and work out ( 79) . The errors in this section can probably be explained 
as simply the results of carelessness: the compound verb is relatively 
familiar and comes to mind at the time . 
Sections All and A12 (Adjectives) provides a selection of errors in the area 
of human emotions , traits and achievements, eg sad - worried(15 occurrences) 
and -frightened; bad-mannered - f~y (2 ); generous - merciful (2); 
amusing - laughable; angry - funny etc. It will also be noted that throughout 
sections Al to All there are errors which refer to historical time (eg earlier 
primitive) and stages in material and other culture (eg affluent - civilized). 
This is to be expected because one of the choices of compositions was the topic 
'Life Today As Compared With That Of Our Forefathers'. 
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I n Section A13 (Adverbs: Intensifiers) is found an error with one of the 
highest number of occurrences in this count, nl, very - too (56). This error 
is considered one of the typical markers of 'African English ' but notwith-
standing that fact , a consideration of the pessible connunicative effects of 
the error should warn against laissez- faireness in teaching. Very and too 
are both intensifiers, but they are not synonymous. 
categorical statements ; 
the 1£- phrase eg'He is 
the latter implies negation , 
too sick:.. (t.0 eat this food)'. 
The former is used in 
even if not qualified by 
A statement such as 
He is very sick cannot be interpreted as implying negation, even *He is very 
sick to eat his food is likely to be confusing in much of the English-speaking 
world (Sick of eating? Too sick to eat? Sick whi le eating?). No doubt the 
asterisked sentence will be understo.od by f'!peakers of African English in 
Southern Afri ca, in which case it fulfils a communicative function. But the 
audience is comparitively small , and students need to be made aware of this. 
Sections A15 and A16 (Determiners, not including articles; and Conjunctions, 
Subordinators and Conjunts) should alert the r eader to the fact that much 
practice is still necessary in these areas. It is a ll toe easy to aSSl'-'lle 
that because these are high- frequency function words , encoUntered again and 
again, the students have achieved mastery in these areas . Considerable 
expertise is r equired in devising materials for effective teaching here , and a 
well designed and comprehensive course should include much re- entry of these 
items . In prepa ring materials which are explicitly aimed at teaching these 
items , i t is useful to consult a manual such as the a.S.L. which not only 
provides the various meanings attaching to each item,· ·dictionary- fashion , but 
also supplies many examples of authentic use . 
The reading of thi s section can be cross- referred to Section Dl (under 
'Morphology '). Dl sho;;s a surprisingly large number of cases where, with 
the determiner and the context indicating a noun i n the plural, the singular 
form is used. It is temptine to regard this as a case where the informants 
have decided that , because other plural 'markers ' are present (i.e. determiners 
and verbs forms) the actual plural marker attached to the noun is simply 
redundant. In fact , in such cases it is redundant for basic communication. 
But Sections Dl.6 . and Dl . 7 attest a significant number of cases where the 
singular form of the noun is used without the presence of a determiner; in Dl.6 
this can be explained by the facts that the nouns are in sequence , and one or 
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other of the nouns (generally the former) contains the plural marker. But in 
Dl.7 , which contains many more cases , the noun in each structure is on its own 
and only the context (form of verb , or general context) shows that the plural 
form is intended. 
It can be suggested that this can be accounted for by 11 Interference, although 
redundancy may play a part . Xhosa forms the plural of nouns by a prefix , and 
English by a suffix; in addition , there is the question of what clusters of 
final consonants , if any , are acceptable to , or easily learnt by, Xhosa-speaking 
learners of English . Xhosa nouns generally end in a final eve sequence in 
both singular and plural (because plural is marked by a change of prefix) 
whereas English nouns have consonants in the final position (sometimes a 
cluster) and add a further consonant (-/s/ and - /z/ except after nouns 
ending in the s i ngular in - lsi and - /z/ where the plural is formed by -/IZ/) . 
One can thus hypothesize that , while 'Plural' is of course a universal concept, 
Xhosa-speaking learn&rff of English (and probabl y speakers of other Bantu 
languages) have marked difficulty in recognizing and producing English noun'-
plural forms . This is certainly a matter for research , and if it is in fact 
proven, will require particular adaptations to language teaching methodology. 
While the plural marker is virtually redundant in an error such as (1) 
We saw a group of student there (which is attested in Dl . 7),other errors also 
attested there such as (2) We saw the big ostrich of 0udtshoorn and (3) We cut 
wood from tree have more seri ous implications for easy communication. 
The context of the passage in which Sentence (2) appeared made it plain that 
ostriches was intended ; however , the same sentence occur ring i n a relatively 
de- contextualized environment could lead to definite confusion: 
A: What did you see on your trip? 
B: We saw the big ostrich of Oudtsh8orn . 
A: Really? Is it very big? 
B: Sorry? Is what very big? 
(OR B: No , Oudtsh8orn is a small town? 
A: No , I mean the ostrich . 
B: What ostrich?) (AND SO ON) 
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Section 16.1 (Conjunctions) does not reflect a large occurrence of errors but 
(as with 16.2. and 16 . 3) exphasizes that even at this level of instruction the 
common function words cannot be ignored. The conjunction and has particular 
hazar ds in that it not only functions as a simple connective, but can also 
be used to show temporal sequence (eg 'He peeled the apple and ate it ' ) and 
consequence (eg ' He stood up and they were Silent ' ). In Section 16.3, 
because as tar get item shows an unaccountably large number of circumlocution 
errors. A number of the ' errors ' are in fact stylistic , such as just because 
(2) and for the purpose (2) , reflecting an area of instruction which is not 
much dealt with in language manuals, probably because such distinctions are 
difficul t to exemplify in text or in illustration. Section 16 . 3 is also 
notable for ' inter- subordinator ' error s i.e . one subordinator used in error 
for another , which re-emphasizes that instruction in this area shou ld not be 
ignored. 
Although few occurrences are shown in section A17 (Correlative Subordinators) 
errors for so • • • that are amongst the accepted markers of ' African English ' and 
this section draws attention to an area which is consistently ignored in 
l anguage manuals . 
9 . 3. Parts Band C 
As has been stated this categorization of errors does not attempt a full record 
of spelling errors . Both Sections Bl and B2 contains a significant number 
of spelling errors which result from poor pronunciation . It is by now an 
accepted fact that the teaching of pronunciation (and other aspects of 
phonology) is notoriously poor in Black schools , and the errors in t h ese 
sections are only the evidential tip of the problem. There is an 
unfortunate tendency , partly as a result of the diversity of accents amongst Ll 
speakers of English , partly as a result of the contemporary interest in 
describing and deter mining the domain of well- established L2 varieties, 
to downplay the very real communication problems which can be caused by 
inadequate pronunciation . A perusal of the errors in Bl and B2 will emphasize 
that a pronunciation which makes a full range of phonemic distinctions is not 
a l uxury , but a basic aim of a language course ; and that inadequaci es can and 
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will have a deleterious effect on r eading and especially on written expression. 
Section C4 (Meaning Unknown) includes four terms reflecting family 
relationships, including 6 occurrences of cousin sister. The vocabulary of 
kinship terms has been the subject of much linguistic investigation in latter 
years, and is fraught with difficulties for teaching, not so much because 
lexical items might have different connotations in different languages , but 
because family relationship is a cultur al matter. The ' error ' in C4 seems 
to reflect an attempt by Xhosa-speaking learners to use English vocabulary to 
reflect relationships and positions within the family which 10 not exist in 
Western culture , and for which the vocabulary of English is thus inadequate. 
Robert Lado 's Linguistics Across Cultures suggests that an -~derstanding of the 
culture of the student , and the culture of the people whose language he/she is 
learning, is a basic task for language teachers. Recent studies have attempted 
to show that students may be better motivated if the culture of the 'target 
language' is represented in teaching materials by those features which show 
affinity or similarity , rather than by those which emphasize differences. For 
example , H.Tuttle et al conclude their study with the recommendation that 
"Cultural materials should be used only when they assist in achieving 
the desired educational objectives of creating more positive 
atti t udes towards the new culture" and "Culture should become 
a crucial part of a foreign language program on all levels of 
~ 
instruction .. . " 
Language, of course , reflects the culture of those who use it. Without an 
understanding of cultural differences, the ESFL teacher is very poorly placed to 
understand the difficulties faced by his/her students in trying to adapt L2 lexis 
to the concepts and relationships of their culture. Often the difficulties may be 
primarily lexical, or at least be able to be explained by Contrastive Analysis 
l:ith a minimum of cultural background, as for example where the culture of the 
learner has a term which approximates .. to, say 'father', but includes, say , all male 
relatives on the father 's side. 
Section c8 (l! Confusion) shows only three occurrences. However, experience has 
shown that there is considerable difficulty with ' anticipative it' and 
'anticipative there'. Possibly the small number of occurrences reflect t he 
' avoidance phenomenen ', whereby the learner avoids a structure which he feels 
incompetent to handle- Cor does not use it because it is simply not in hi s 
repertoire ). 
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This focusses attention on a common defect of error analyses : they reflect 
only what the students produce (or care to produce) ; they cannot be used to 
assess competence. 
Section GIl reflects errors in an area which shares this feature in common 
with word- formation : a rule may be only partly productive Dr may apply to 
only some of the cases to which in theory it can (or seems to) apply. 
Quirk and Greenbaum (A Univerity Grammar of English) contains a useful account 
3 
of the use of the '-S and OF- Genitives' ; upon study, the writer realized that 
this was an area which he had innocently ignored during a number of years of 
ESL teaching. One of the healthy effects of an error analYSiS , for both 
researcher and reader, is that it reveals many really problemmatical areas of 
language usage which are often simply not noticed ; as has now been stated a 
number of times in this chapter , it serves to remind one that the most common 
or frequent items or features of usage may neverthel ess still present great 
problems to even fai r ly advanced learners. 
While the use of '-S and OF- Genitive' is rule- based to a large degree , the 
occurrence of nouns as modifiers (eg the country team) (see Section GIO-C12) 
is largely idiosyncratic. ~he ESFL teacher who is aware of this can exploit 
actual texts or other discourse to exemplify thiS , at the same time 
providing the learners with examples and exercises. The G.S.L. can provide 
valuable$.~rce material in such exercises , offering as it does a collecUon 
of many high-frequency items, with regular examples of genitive use and noun 
premodification . Thus the teacher or writer of materials can be guided to 
select examples which will probably be of use to the learners ; alternatively, 
if this is thought to be a good method , examples where the transformations are 
not applicable to items in common use, can also be suppl ied . 
9.4. Part D 
The f i nal section of this error analysis (D . Morphology) has been included 
because morphology is an area which , although in most respects grammatical in 
function , is ' lexical' in its implicat ions for the learner . For example , the 
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learner may know that the verb act (on a stage) can nominalize ; the use of 
the ' nominalization ' is grammatically dictated , but the USe of the corr ect 
form (~ as conversion form? ~ plus affix? act plus which affix?) is 
closely akin to the process of ' finding the right word' . This is also true, 
for example , of finding the correct structure fo r the passive. In a 
sentence like The Channel has been swum by many people L the past participle 
(-EN form) (s,rum) is not the major passive marker ; communic::ttion ',)ould hardly 
be affected if ~ (past , -EN form) was used in error . 
This latter comment can apply to most ar eas of the morphology of English , or 
at least to those recorded here: the effect on communication of the wrong 
form is usually minimal. (Although the real danger exists that a sentence 
may contain a number of incorrect mor pho logical forms , in whi ch case there 
might be a significantly deleterious effect on the communicative force of 
the sent ence . ) 
For the learner, the most disturbing result of a lack of control over 
morphology in one or more areas may not be seen in production (where 
avoidQnce tac~ics may be used, or the receiver may assist in clarifying the 
message) but in reception ( reading and listening ) where recours? to 
clarification may not be readily available , or where the learner may not be 
aware of his own deficiencies . For example , in such an exchange: 
A: The men who interpret despise the man who edi ts ~he tape. 
B: Does WHAT"? . 
the 3rd-person- S supplies the only clue that the question refers to the 
activity of the second party, and not the first. 
I t is true that morphological errors do not, in many cases , have a serious 
effect on communication. Nevertheless, the reader is referred to t hose 
Pre- Tests and related Final Tests which were based on the principle of the 
'partial productivity of lexical rules', where these tests proved 
extraordinarily successful in discriminating beb/een learners of high and low 
pr oficiency in English . 
Although ' pure' communication may not be affected by many types of 
morphological errors , there may be a considerable amount of 'listener 
irri tation' at these errors . The inescapable fact is that unsophisticated 
manipul<0;ion of morphological features is often identified with 101< 
intelligence , low education or bad habits such as carelessness. 
Linguists may scoff at these prejudices , but teachers , and especially 
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the learners , will ignore them at their peril. For illuminating aooounts 
of the relationships bet ween morphologioal features and sooial class, the 
reader may oonsul t P. Trudgill' s Sooiolinguistios in partioular Chapter 2, 
~ 
"La,.nguage and",Sooi~} ~tass". In addition, there has of late been muoh 
interest in aspeots of 'native--speaker irritation '; t his is touohed on in 
various papers , although not extensively dealt with , in Errata .5 
While it is tempting to oondone morphologioal errors , possibly in sympathy 
wi th the learner's load or with a looal variety of English, it must be 
remembered that Standard English is the aim of English instruotion in 
Southern ~rica , ~~d that linguistio studies have not advanoed to the 
stage ,.here the teaoher oan safely deemphasiz e oertain aspeots of the 
language. In addition , there is the importmlt as?eot of learner motivation 
and learner satisfaction. Just as native-speakers have an enormous vested 
interest in mastering aspeots of their language whioh , soientifioally 
speaking, are idiosynoratio or redundant , so L2 learners aohieve 
satisfaotion and oonfidenoe as they peroeive themselves approaohing a goal 
of full bilingualism (refer G. Pullum , "Good Grammar: Is it Really 
, 
Necessary? tt) . 
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CHAPTER 10: Conclusions and recommendations 
10 . 1 Purpose of the study 
In Chapter 1 of this work, it was shown that the subject s of this study, i.e 
students in the Primary Teachers' Certificate course, are representative 
of the certification course which produces about 80% of Black teachers at 
the initial stage of professional training. Although no statistics are 
available, it is known that (if present trends continue) the majority of 
teachers with this certificate will probably not further improve their 
1 ~ qualifications . Statements such as those by Lanham and Harshorne attest 
to the generally low standard of English amongst teacher-trainees and in 
Black education in general. This is disturbing , not only because these 
teachers are usually the major source of English for their pupils , but also 
because proficiency in English is becoming increasingly important for 
general scholastic success , with the use of English as a medium of 
instruction (both oral and written). 
The latter point is develop ed in Chapter 3, with considerable reference to 
) 
H.G. Widdowson's Teaching Language as Communicatio~, and with reference to 
the views of Rodseth4 and Gillespie6 0n the need for curriculum-based 
instruction in English i~ South Africa. This chapter concludes with some 
suggested materials for a 'language-across-the-curriculum' approach to 
English teaching . 
At the conclusion of Chapter 1 , there is a lengthy quotation from 
Leventson , which states that there has been general neglect of vocabulary 
study by 
" linguists in general and by psycholinguists in ?articular ." 
He shows that major reasons for this neglect are that there has been 
emphasis on the beginning stages of language learning 
"both by language teaching methodoligs.ts .. · and language acquistion 
researchers" 
It is his opinion that 
"Neglect is perhaps an understatement ; one might 
language lexical acquisi tion has been a victim of 
almost say that second 
I> 
discrimination." 
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The purpose of this study is thus not only to evaluate vocabulary 
proficiency, but also to comment on the present state of, and practice 
with regard to , vocabulary teaching. 
10.2 Vocabulary and vocabulary teaching 
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background to the question of what 
constitutes vocabulary and presents the 'structure/lexis' dichotemy. 
Structuralism is significant not only in -itself, but because it has given 
rise to the 'audio-lingual' method , l;hich has had wide currency in ESFL 
teaching , and has dominated practice in the teaching of English in the 
Black educational systems of South Africa. The theoretical discussion of 
what constitutes vocabulary attempts to summarize something of what is 
available at present , but does emphasize that further development waits on 
research into semant ics and l~~guage acquisition. 
Reference is also made to word frequency counts , particularly M~ West's 
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A General Service List of English Words. The G.S. L. has prominence 
in this study because it is used as a control in the absence of other, 
officially prescribed standards of attainment, and because mastery of the 
contents (not an unreasonable requirement after eleven or twelve years of 
formal study in English , if it is one of the aims of the coure) would seem 
to provide a very sound basis for English for general use. In this regard, , 
there is a significant quotation from Bright and McGregor (see page 29 of thi s 
work); the comments on the categorization of errors (Chapter 9) show that 
over 80% of the target items in the Part A (lexis) section of the 
categorization, appear in the G.S . L. Thus, in theory , mastery of the 
contents of the G.S.L. would have eliminated the greater portion of errors. 
Because lexical rules are only 'partially productive' and , at the lower 
end, tend towards idiosyncracy , -the assumption cannot be advanced as freely 
for the morphological errors; nevertheless, it will apply there as well. 
There is considerable discussion of 'audio-lingualism' via comments on the 
~ ,0 rt 
definitive works of Fries, Lado and Rivers. It is shown that they make 
provision for explicit and_ increasing (with the length of the course/ 
advancement through stages) -;eaching of vocabulary but that their attention 
is centred on the beginning stages , for which they provide extensive 
exemplification of method. Unfortunately only 'pattern practice' has been 
embraced by teacheo'i{:ertainly in Southern Africa) so that it is 0ften 
applied without thought, without variety, and certainly Without 
consideration of the context in which its exponents place it. 
Vocabulary teaching/acquisition becomes increasingly important in the later 
stages of language learning: something which , along with theoretical 
knowledge of vocabulary and vocabulary teaching, has been ignored or has 
languished in neglect . 
The present concern is with~ - based (not usage- based) courses , and it 
is suggested that these can best be achieved by a 'language-across- the-
curriculum' approach. Some proposed materials are provided to show how 
vocabulary can be taught in this context . 
As Cornu observes 
"Vocabulary teaching encompasses two main aspects . First, a correct 
and thorough presentation of the meanings of the words to be acquired 
is needed. Second, the organization of the teaching must be done in 
such a way as to improve retention""" 
There is evidence that if second- language learning is to proceed by the most 
efficient path or 'model', namely that it should parallel t he way in which 
the first - language is acquired, then vocabulary teaching/acquisition 
requires that 
" learning the reference of the lexical items and the sense- relations 
that hold between them (should be) in the contexts in which they are 
,~ 
used" (!.;yons) . 
It i s observed in Chapter 2 that , primarily in view of the 
isomorphic ' relationship which holds between languages, in 
'non_ 
1." • . ~ons Vl.ew the 
'context ' requi res that each lexical item ultimately be learnt on its own 
terms and within its own framework (thi s work , Chapter 2 , page 15) . 
10.3 The General Service List of English Words. 
Reference has already been made above to the use in this study of the G.S.L . 
as a 'control' in ascertaining proficiency in 'Jocabulary . T"e corollary 
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is that the a. S.L. can serve as a major resource or ' teaching tool ', and 
to a certain extent it is under investigation here on those grounds. 
In Chapter 9 (Comment on the Error Analysis) it was shown that over 80% 
of the lexical errors , i . e. items which the informants required to be 
available at the time of production , were found in the a. S.L., which itself 
suggests the validity of using this work as a majo r resource for vocabulary 
teaching . 
It is not suggested that this is the only work which can be so used , or that 
its contents should be the sole prescription . Rather , it is suggested as 
one (possi bly the) major resource , which can and should be supplemented 
by others and by the requirements of the situation . 
All items in the tests (Chapters 5 and 6) were drawn from the a.S.L. 
Thi s includes all distractor items . The use of the a.S .L. as control is 
justified on the gro1L~ds that it is a list especiall y sel ected with ESFL 
teaching in mind , that it has been widely used previously , and that. 
substantial lack of control over its contents by students in ~heir elevenih 
or twelfth years of formal instruction in English , does constitute an 
indictment of some severi ty of their proficiency and t he educational system. 
It was argued that the further usefulness of the a. S.L. would be shown if 
the test s revealed a relationship between proficiency and the frequency of 
items as noted in the a.S.L. The findings in this regard were ,reported 
on in the conclusion to Chapter 6 (section 6.13 . 3) , and wil l be refer red to 
again . 
10 .4. The Tests 
10.4. 1 The ' partial productivity ' hyPothesis 
The hypothesis underlying these tests was that because lexical rules are 
only partially productive , that is in practice not all cases apply "hich 
i n theory can apply , those tests which provided ' acceptable ' and ' unacceptable/ 
potential ' items would discriminate effectively between testees of high and 
low proficiency . The basis for the assumption is that each item virtually 
has to be known as an item , and that ther efore the wider the exposure to 
English , the more certain the judgement about whether an item is 'acceptable' 
or not . 
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In fact , these tests proved very effective, alth:Cugh those tesiB where the 
crucial item was contained in a phrase were less effective. The reader is 
referred to Final Tests 1 , 2 , 4, 5, 6 a~d 7 and the related Post-Final Test 
form (section 6 .1~). Reference can also be made to Pre-Tests 1 , 2 , 5, 10, 
11 and 13. 
It is suggested that further research be done into this economical and 
effective type of test. 
10.4.2 General proficiency 
The success of the 'partial productivity' tests in distinguishing between 
testees of high and -low proficiency , is indication of the great range of 
proficiency in vocabul ary which is found amongst this group of students . 
That there is reason for concern will be proved by a glance at the items 
included in the Post- Fi nal Test form (6.14), which contains items which have 
discriminated successfully in both the Pre- and Final Tests. The tests show 
such items as familiar, gradual, patient , foreign, e~, coast, pile, ~ 
favour, suggest , persuade, etc and their inclusion shows that at least a 
significant portion of testees in each case did not have control over the 
item. It must be remembered that it is not only items which are included in 
the Post- Final Test form '''hich showed poor performance by at least a 
portion of the testeesj an number of items fell out because the overall 
performance on these was so poor that they did not produce acceptable item 
discrimination indices. 
Proficiency was particularly poor in the case of compound verbs ( see Post-
Final Test 10) and the - EN (participial) form presented in the frame of the 
Present Perfect tense (see Post-Final Test 3B). 
We are once again reminded that the P.T . C. course produces about 8C/fo of 
the teachers for the Bl ack educational systems and that the majority of these 
students , once in service , will not only have to teach English as a subject 
but will probably , at some time and possibly for a considerable portion of 
their careers , be required to teach other subjects through the medium of 
English . 
Thus it must be recorded that there is considerable cause for concern . 
Unfortunately it is impossible to make comprehensive statements about 
profioiency, because of the absence of officially prescribed standards 
(or controls set up on the basis of sound criteria) , and because of 
the variable results of tests and individual items . For a good overview 
the reader must be referred back to the analyses of the results of the tests, 
particularly of the Pre-Tests. 
10.4. 3 Relationship between proficiency and frequency as recorded in the G. S.L. 
It was €-xplained that further evidence of the usefulness of the G. S . L. as a 
resource for vocabular y teaching , could be deduced if there was shown to be 
a definite correlation between proficiency and frequency: that is , i f it 
could be shown that lesser proficiency was associated with lower- frequency 
items presented in the tests . 
This is dealt with in 6.13 . 3, where it is shown that Final Tests 11 and 12 
provide conclusive evidence in this regard. In these tests , there is a wide 
enough range of frequency for the results to be conclusive . The remaining 
tests (excluding the 'partial pr oductivity' tests , where there is 
insufficient information) do not provide conclusive evidence , partly because 
the range of frequencies is not large enough to make a definitive statement . 
However , there is slight evi dence of a positive relationship . Thi s must be 
balanced against the results of Test 8, where there is a wide range of 
frequency but no conclusive evidence of the type sought . 
In general , there is evidence of a positive relationship , but not sufficient 
to be conclusive . 
10 .5 Tne Error Analysis 
For those who teach English at this level, the error categorization is worth 
studying . It has been explained that, because of the unstructured nature of 
the writing, the categorization contains far more 'nonce' items , than items 
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which can conveniently be assigned to patterns. Nevertheless, it is useful 
as an example of the range and types of errors which can be produced, and 
awareness of this alone should help to direct teaching activity. 
Acquaintance with the categorization should also make one war y of assuming 
that there is mastery of even the more common features of vocabul ary 
and morphology. 
Because of space , and because of my own deficiency in Xhosa (the Ll of the 
students) , Chapter 9 does not attempt a full anal ysis. These data are 
nevertheless available to those who wish to continue with the task . It is 
worth pointing out that the mere availability of the data is in itsel f an 
advantage , because making such a categorization is very time- consuming, 
One shortcoming of such categorizations;which attest performance only, is 
that they cannot attest competence. This is referred to on page 307 , where 
it is shown that four nouns which discriminated successfully in both the 
Pre- Tests and Final Tests , are shown as nonce occurrences only , in the 
categorization of the errors . However , a positive aspect is that , the 
errors having been attested , it is possible to test competence in 
particul ar areas which have come to light in this manner. 
Per haps one of the most useful findings is that above 80% of the lexical 
errors coul d have been eliminated with effective mastery of the contents of 
the G. S . L. 
10 . 6 Teacher Training 
I t need har dly be stated that the proficiency in English of students 
entering the P. T. C. course is of great range and often low. The syllabus 
for the subject English contains no sound vocabulary development pl an , and 
is generally usage-based . 
Nor does the Methodology course (at present called 'Method of the Official 
Languages') go very far beyond the superficialities -of techniques . It has 
often been suggested that the Methodology course should train teachers for 
the teaching of certain approved materials , rather than discussing 
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techniques in a vacuum. With the apathy so commonly found in the heirarchy 
of the Black educational systems, this has been ignored . But this seems 
necessary, with in addition a theoretical input at various stages and as 
various types of materia ls are met with; in addition , a vocabulary 
development programme (incorporating such instruction of syntax as also 
seems necessar y), tailored for the needs and levels of the students , 
could flo ll from the materials they are working with , so that they are 
better equipped than their pupils , both theoretically and practically. 
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Appendix 1 : Nouns (list extracted from the General Service List of English Words 
abili ty attempt blol< car 
absence attention board card 
accident attraction boast care 
account audience boat carri age 
ache aunt body cart 
act autwnn boiler case 
- or avenue bone cast le 
- ion average book cat 
-ivi-ty axe border catch 
address baby bottle cause 
admiration back bottom caution 
admission bag boundary cave 
ad~ption baggage bounds cent 
advance balance bow (+arrow) centre 
advantage ball bow (=polit e) century 
adventure band bowl ceremony 
advertiserr.ent bank box certainty (un- ) 
advertising bar boy chain 
advice be.rber brain chair 
aeroplane/airplane bargain branch chairman 
affair barrel br ass chalk 
afternoon base bravery chance 
age basis break change 
agent basin breakage character 
agency be.sket breakfast charge 
agreement bath breath charm 
agriculture bathe breathing cheat. 
aim battle bribe check 
amount beak brick cheer 
amusement beam bridge cheese 
anger bean broadcast cheque 
angle beard breadth chest 
animal beast brother chief 
answer beat brown child 
anxiety beauty brush childhood 
apology bed building chimney 
dis/appearance bedroom bunch choice 
applause beggar bundle Christmas 
apple beginning burn church/- yard 
application b ehaviour burning civilization 
appointment Ce~ng. (well- ) burst circle 
approval belief burial claim 
arch bell bus class 
archway belt bush clay 
argument bend business clearness 
arm berry butter clerk 
arll\7 bicycle buttcn cliff 
arrangement bill cage clock 
arrest bird cake clockwork 
arrival birth calm/ness close 
arrow bi t camera cloth 
art bi te camp clothes 
article blade canal clothing 
ash blame cap cloud 
associatio!1 blessing cape club 
astonishment block capi tal coal blood 
attack captain coast 
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coat/over- cover descendant earth 
coffee/pot coward descent ease 
coin crack description eating 
cOld/..ness crash desert edge 
collection cream desire education 
collector creature desk effect 
college crime despai r efficiency 
colony criminal des-l;ruction effort 
colonist critic detail egg 
colour crop determination elastici ty 
co:nb cross/ing development election 
combination crowd devil electrici to' 
comfort crown diamond electrician 
cOllllliand cruelty dictionary empire 
committee cry difference employee 
cOl!lJllonsense cuI ti vation difficulty employer 
companion/ shi~) cultivator dinner employment 
company cup dip enclosure 
comparison cupboard direction encouragement 
competi tion cure director end/-ing 
competi tor curiosity dirt enemy 
complaint curl disappointment engine/- eer 
composer current discipline English 
composi tion curse discoverer enjoyment 
concern curtain discovery entrance 
condition curve discussion envelope 
confess/ion cushion disease envy 
confidence custom/- er disgust equal/-ity 
confusion cut dish escape 
congratulation/s damp dismissal essence 
connection dance/- r/-ing distance essential 
conqueror danger district evening 
conquest daring disturbance event 
conscience dark/- ness ditch everybody 
consciousness date dive evil 
consideration daughter division examination 
container day/light doctor examiner 
content/dis- dead dog example 
control death/ bed dolla r excellence 
convenience deal donkey exception 
conversation debt door excess 
cook/-ing/- ery decay dot exchange 
cool deceit double excitement 
copper decision doubt excuse 
copy declaration dozen exercise 
cork/screw decrease drawer existence 
corn deed dream expectation 
corner deep dress expense 
correction defeat drink experience 
cottage defendant drive experiment 
cotton defence drop explanation 
cough degree drowning explosion 
council delay drum exp l orer 
count delicacy duck exploration 
country delight dullness expression 
courage delivery dust extension 
course demand duty extent 
cowl department ear/-ring extreme 
c6iift/yard dependant earning eye 
cousin dependence earnest (in .. . ) -ball 
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-brow -hold grey hostess 
- lash - path grindstone hotel 
- lid - print ground hour 
- sight -step group house 
- wi tne.3s force gro ... 'th hunger 
face foreigner guard hunt/- er 
factory forest guess hurry/- ing 
failure fork guide husband 
faint form gun hut 
faintness formality habi t I 
fai th fortune hair ice 
fall f r ame half/-hour idea 
fa.lsehood framework hall ideal 
family freedom h,,,mmer idleness 
fan freshness hand ill 
fancy friend/- ship - ful imagination 
farm/-er front -shake imi ta.tion 
fashion fright - "Ti ting importance 
fas tener fruit handkerchief improvement 
fat fun handle inch 
fde funeral happening increase 
father fur harbour independence 
. fault furniture harm industry 
favour/- ite future harvest influence 
fear gain haste information 
feast/- ing gallon hat ink 
feather g-me hate in- law 
feed gap hatred inn 
feeling garden/- er hay inquiry (enquiry) 
fellow/- ship gas he insect 
female gate/way head inside 
fence gaiety healing instant 
fever general health instrument 
field generosity heap insult 
fight gentleness hearer insurance 
figure gentleman heart intention 
hll girl heat/- ing interest 
film gift heaven interference 
find glass height interruption 
finger glory hel p/- er introduction 
finish goat invention 
fish god/- dess hesitation inventor 
fire godfather highland invitation 
fisherman godmother highway iron 
fitness gold hill - side/-top island 
flag - dust hindrance it 
flame -fish hire jaw 
flash - mine hit jealousy 
flavour good hOld/- er jewel 
flesh - ness hole joint 
flood -will holiday/s joke 
floor government hollow journey 
flour governor holiness joy 
flow grace home judge 
flower grain honesty judgement 
fly grammar honour/dis- juice 
follo;,er grass hook jump 
food grave hope justice 
fool grease horizon keeper 
foolishness greed horse/-back/-man key 
foot green hospital kick 
- ball greeting host kind/- ness 
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king/-dom luck misconduct north 
kitchen lump misfit nose 
knee lunch misfortune note 
knife lung mistrust - book 
knock rnachine/--ry misunderstanding --paper 
knot madness misery nothing 
knowledge madman :nistake notice 
lack mail mixture noun 
ladder mainland model nuisance 
lady maker moderation number 
lake male modesty nurse 
lamp man moment nursery 
land/- ing/- lord manager money nut 
language management monkey oar 
laugh/-ter manner/s month obedience 
law/-yer manufacture noon object 
lead map moonlight objection 
leaf march moral observation 
leaning mark morali tY/im- occasion 
learning market morning ocean 
leather marriag l ;nother offence 
left mass motion offer 
leg master/piece motor office/-r 
length :nat mountain offici al 
lessening metch/- es mOU1'lt oil 
letter material mouse omission 
level matter mouth opening 
liberty :::Ie move/-ment operation 
library/-ian ['leal mud opinion 
lid meaning multiplication opportunity 
lie meAnS murder orange 
liar meanwhile music order 
life measure/- ment musician organ 
light meat my organization 
limb mechanic myself origin/- ality 
lirni t mechanism mystery ornament 
lir.li tation medicine nail outline 
line meeting name outside 
lip member/-ship nation/-ali ty owner/- ship 
liquid memory nature package 
list memorial neatness pad/-ding 
listener I!1entiol1 necessity page 
li t erature merchant neck/lace pai n 
li ttle mercy need paint 
living message needle painter 
load messenger neighbour/- hood pai:r 
loaf metal nephew paleness 
loan middle nest pan 
lock midst net paper 
lodging mile network par cel 
log mileage news/paper pardon 
length milk niece parent 
look mill night park 
lord mind nobody part/- i, le 
loss mine/-r nonsense partner 
lot minister noble par ty 
love minute noise past 
lowland misadventure none passage 
loyalty mischance noon passenger 
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paste im- radio riches 
pastry post rai l ride/-r 
path pot railHay righ-'; 
patience pound ra,in/boN/fall rise 
pattern povert:r rake risk 
pause pOHder rank rival/-ry 
paH pOHer rat river 
pay practice ral-mess road/side 
payment praise ray roar 
peace prayer razor rObber/-y 
pearl preacher reach rock 
pen preference reader rod 
pencil prejudice reality rOll/--er 
pemw preparation realizati on roof 
people present (=time) room perfection 
performer present (=gift ) 
rope 
presence reason roughness 
-anae preserv2.tion receiver row( __ . a boat) 
permiss~on president receipt row( =argllment ) 
persuasion press/-ure recognition royalty pet 
photograph/ -y 
pretence recommendation rubber 
prevention record rubbish picture price red rudeness piece pride reduction rug 
pig priest reference rUin/s 
pigeon print/-er reflection rUl~--r pile prison/-er refreshment run -ning 
pin prize refusal rush 
pinch problem regard rust 
pink procession regret sacrifice 
pi ty produce rejoicing saddle 
place product relation safety 
plain profession/-al relief s'_,i 1 
plan 
plant/-er 
profit religion sake 
programme rem9.ins salary 
plaster progress remedy salesman 
plate 
play/-er 
promise rent salt 
proof repair sample 
-ground property reply sand 
-thing proposal report /-er satisfaction/dis-
pleasure/dis- protection representat i ve sauce 
plenty pride reproduction saucer 
plough 
plural proof republic 
saw 
pocket public reputation 
scale 
poet/-ry 
pump reque"t scales 
punishment rescue scarcity poem pupil scene/--ry 
pOint/-er reserve 
poison 
purity resignation scent 
pOlice/-man 
purple resistance school 
push respect sCience/-tist 
polish 
poli teness 
puzzle responsibility scissors 
poli tics 
quali t y rest scolding 
politician 
quantity restaurant 800:::'11 
quarrel result scrateh pool quart retirement screen popularity quarter return SCr8lrJ population queen sea/level/man 
posi tion revenge 
possession/_or 
question review season 
quiet r8 TfiaI'd seat 
possil:ili ty rabbi t ribbon second 
race rice secret/--cy 
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secretary situation /boat s"Vlir..g 
seed size /engine sword 
self skill / - er sympathy 
-consciousness skin Iship system 
-control skirt steel table 
-government sky stem tail 
- interest slave/ry step tailor 
-respect sleepier stick tap 
sense slip stillness taste 
sentence slope sting tax 
separation smell stock taxi 
servant smile stocking tea 
service smoke stomach teacher 
set snow stone teaching 
shade soap stop tear 
shadol; society store telegraph 
shame socks storm telephone 
shape softness story temper 
share soil stove temperature 
shave soldier strange temple 
she solid strap temptation 
sbeep solution stra>! tendency 
sheet somebody stream tenderness 
shelf something street tent 
shell son strength term 
shelter sore stretch test 
shi.eld sorrow strike thanks 
shilling sort stroke theatre 
shine sound string them 
/sun- soul strip they /moon- soup stripe thickness 
ship south struggle thief I - building space study thing I-ment spade stupidity thinker I - >lreck speaker stuff thirst 
shirt speech 
subject thorn 
shock speed 
substance thought 
shoe spelling 
success thread 
shot spiri tis 
sufferer threat 
shop split 
sugar throat 
shore spoon 
suggestion thro>! 
short/sight sport 
suit thumb 
shoulder sportsman 
swmner thunder 
shout spot 
sun ticket 
sho>! spread Ibeam tide 
sho>!er spring/time Ilight time Sick/-ness square Irise tin 
side staff Iset tip 
sight stage Ishine title 
sign stain supper ~ob3.cCO 
signature staircase supply today 
signal stamp support toe 
silence stand 
surface tOlllorrOvl 
silk standard 
surprise ton 
silver star surroundings tongue 
simplicity start 
suspicious tonight 
sinceri ty state/- ment 
sweat tool 
Dong/singer s t ation 
sweet/-ness tooth 
sir steam 
swelling top 
sister total 
sittingroom 
touch 
tour 
to .el 
tower 
town/hall 
toy 
track 
trade/-r 
translation 
translator 
trap 
travel 
tray 
treasure/ - r/-ry 
tree 
trial 
tribe 
trick 
trip 
trouble 
truth 
trunk 
trust 
try 
tube 
tune 
turn/-ing 
twi.st 
type 
underclothing 
undergraduate 
underground 
union 
unit /-y 
university 
upset 
valley 
value 
variety 
veil 
verb 
verse 
ves sel 
victory 
view 
village 
violence 
virtue 
ViSit/or 
voice 
vote/-r 
VQldSl 
voyage 
.. c.gel s 
waist 
waistcoat 
wP..it/- er/-ress 
,.alk 
\<,alking stick 
fdall 
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'A'ant 
war 
warmth 
watch/- fulness 
water 
/bottle 
/course 
/fall 
/,Pipe 
I.way 
/works 
wave 
wax 
.. ay 
,Ie 
~.yeakn8ss 
Health 
' .• eapon 
wear 
weather 
weaver 
\'!eed 
week/day/end 
weight 
\o.lelcom8 
well 
west 
wet 
,matever 
wheat 
wheel 
meanwhile 
whip 
'"hisper 
whi.stle 
Wicked/- ness 
width 
wind 
window 
.,·nne 
"ling 
winter 
Yiire/-less 
wish 
wi tness 
woman 
N"onder 
Hood/land/work 
\<1001 
word 
work/s 
workingis 
world 
yJar:n 
worry 
"/orship 
worth 
wound 
"Trap/-per 
wreck 
,Tri ting/hand-
yard 
year 
yellow 
yesterday 
you 
yourself 
young/-st er 
youth 
zero 
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Appendix 2 : Verbs (list extracted from the G. S.L) 
accept beg civilize darken 
accords begin claim dat e 
accoll.'1t behave class deafen 
accuse believe clean deal 
accustom belong climb decay 
ache bend close deceive 
act bind clothe decide 
ao,d bite coat declare 
address blame coin decrease 
admire bless collect defeat 
admit blind colour defend 
adopt block comb delay 
adva.'1ce bleed combine delight 
advertise blow come deliver 
advise boast comfort demand 
afford boil command depend 
agree border compare descehd 
aim borrow compete descrclbe 
allow branch c:om:?lain deserve 
amount break complete " desire 
amuse breath compose despair 
eJlllOy bribe concern destroy 
answer brighten confess determine 
apologise bring confuse develop 
appear/dis- broadcast congratulftte die 
applaud bro;m connect dig 
apply brtlsr. conquer dine 
appoint build consider dip 
approve/dis- burn contain direct 
argu.e b'.lrst continue dirty 
arise bury cook disappoint 
arm butter cool discovery 
arrange but t on/un- copy discuss 
arrest buy cark disgust 
arrive cage cork dismiss 
ask: cake corner distinguish 
astonish calculate correct disturb 
attack call cost dive 
attempt calm cough divide 
attend camp cover do 
attract care count dot 
average carry crack double 
avoid cart crash doubt 
awake catch creep drag back cause cross draw 
take caut~o!l crovrl d:r-ear:1 
balance centre cro~m dress bar chain crush drink bare chance cry drive bargain change cultivate drop 
base charge cure drown 
bath/e charm curl drum 
be cheat curse dry 
bear check curve au :.1 
beat cheer cut dust 
become Qhoose aam5!g'e earT. 
circle B..'IlP dare 
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ease flower imitate lunch 
eat fly improve make 
edge fold include manage 
educate folloh' increase nanufacture 
effect fool influence map 
elect forbid inform m2.rch 
employ force ink mark 
empty forget inquire(en-) marry 
enclose form inHlllt match 
encourage frame insure matter 
end free intend mean 
enjoy freeze interest meet 
enquire freshen interfere melt 
enter fry memorize 
entertain furnish interrupt l1end 
envy gain introducp. mention 
equa l garden invent milk 
escape gather invite mind 
ezamine get iron mine 
exchange give jewel miss 
-sxci te go join misapply 
excuse govern ~o!{e miscalc:llate 
exercise grease journey misdirect 
exis-l;; grea~ judge misgovern 
expect grind jump mislead 
experience group keep mistrust 
experiment gro\; kick misunderstood 
explain guard kill misuse 
explode guess kiss mistake 
explore guide kneel mix 
express halve knoel" modernize 
extend hammer knot move 
fade hand know multiply 
fail handle lack nail 
faint hang land name 
fall happen last near 
fancy harm laugh need 
fasten harvest lay neglect 
fatten hate lead nest 
favour have learn net 
fear head learn note 
feast heal lea-ve notice 
feather heap lend number 
feed hear let nurse 
feel heat level obey 
fence help l ie (2) object 
fight hesi tate lift observe 
fill hide light offend 
find heighten lighten offer 
finisb hinder like oil 
fire hire limit omit 
fish hit listen open 
fit hold live operate 
fix hollow lead oppose 
flash honour loek/un- order 
flatten hook look organize 
flavour hope loosen ornament 
float house lose out::!.ine 
flood hunt love overcome 
flow hurry lower 01. .. ,1 t, 
hurt 
idle 
imagine 
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pack qUiet /-em rule smell paint race run smile 
psrdon rain rush smoke p8.rt raise rust smooth pass rake sacrifice snow paste ra-:e sadden soap pause reach saddle soften pay read save solve perform realize sail sort permi t reason salt sound persuade receive sample sow photograph recognize satisfy/dis- spare pick recommend sa\~ speak peck record s~y speed pile reduce scatter spell pin refer scent spend pinch reflect scold spi II pity refresh scorn spin refuse place regard!dis- scrape spi t plan regret scratch spli t p l ant rejoice screw: spoil plaster relate search spread play relieve seat spring please remain see square plough remark seem stain point remember seize stamp poison remind sell stand polish rent send start possess repair separate state post repeat serve station postpone replace set stay pour reply settle steal practise report sew steam praise represent shade steer pray reproduce shake step preach request shame stick prefer rescue shape sting prejuduce reserve share stir prepare resign sharpen stock present resist shave stop 
preserve respect shelter store 
press rest shield strcighten pretend result shine stream prevent retire ship stretch print return <,hock strike 
imprison revenge shoe struggle 
priz-e review shoot study 
produce reward shop succeed profit rid shorten suck 
progress ride shout suffer 
promise ring show suggest 
pronounce ripen shower suit 
propose rise shut supply 
protect risk sign support 
prove roar signal suppose 
provide roast silence surprise 
pull rob sing surround 
pump rock sink suspect 
punish roll sit swallow 
push roof skin swear 
put root sleep sweat 
puzzle rot slide sweeten 
qualify row slip swell quarrel rub slope si.nm 
question ruin slow swing 
sympathi se 
take 
talk 
tame 
tap 
taste 
tax 
tear 
telegraph 
telephone 
tell 
tempt 
tend 
test 
thank 
thicken 
thin 
think 
thread 
threaten 
throw 
thunder 
tidy 
tie 
tighten 
tip 
tire 
touch 
tour 
tower 
track 
train 
translate 
trap 
travel 
treasure 
treat 
tremble 
trick 
trouble 
trust/en-
try 
tune 
turn 
t ,Jist 
type/write 
underfeed 
underline 
undersell 
unders t and 
unite 
upset 
urge 
use (used 
value 
veil 
visit 
vote 
wait 
wake 
walk 
wander 
to) 
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want 
warm 
warn 
wash 
waste 
watch 
water 
wave 
weaken 
wear 
weave 
weed 
weigh 
wet 
whip 
whistle 
widen 
wi r10. 
wipe 
wish 
witness 
wonder 
work 
worry 
worship 
wound 
wrap 
wreck 
write 
yield 
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Appendi.x 3: Adjectives (list extracted from the G. S. L) 
able busy current educe.tional 
absent calm curved educated/un-
accidental capital cutting efficient 
act i ve oareful d"maged ela etic 
actual car'eless damp elo.er 
adopted cautious dange r ous electric/ -al 
advanced ceremonious daring emp:oyed/ un-
afraid ceremonial dark empty 
agricultural certain dead endless 
alike charming deafj.- ening enjoyable 
alj v,~ cheap dear enou.gh 
a ll cheerful deceitful entertaining 
alone chief decided envious 
ambi tiolls childish deCisive equal 
amusing childlike deep especial 
ancient circular d81icate essential 
anc;ry civilized delightful even 
animal clean dependent w.rentful 
annoying clear deserted everlas ting 
anotber clever deserving everyday 
anxious close deserved evil 
arched cloudy deSired exact 
artificial coarse despairing exce~lent 
ashamed cold destructive excessive 
asleep colouring detailed exciting 
attentive combined determi:1ed existing 
attractive comforting dying expensive 
average comfortable/un- different. expel'::enced 
awkward commercial difficult e"-}lerimental 
backward common/un- direct expl osive 
bad competing dirty extensive 
badly complete disapPointing extra 
bare complicated disappointed extraordin'lry 
beautiful confident/- ial diseased extreme 
best oonfusing disgusted/- ing faded 
better oonquered distant fading 
big conscious/ un-- indoor/s/out.- faint 
biting content/- ed doubtful fair/un-
bitter discontented down f ai thful/un--
black continuous dozen false 
blind/- ing convenient/in- dreamy familiar 
bloody conversation/-a.l famoas 
blue cooked dressed fancy/iful 
boastful cool drowning farthest 
bodily corr ect!in- dry fashionable 
bold courageous due faot 
born cracked dull fat/- ty 
bc·unded criminal eager faul tIes., 
brave critical early faulty 
br",athing cruel 8c:.rnest favo'.lrable 
bright crushing earthly favourite 
broad cultivated earthy fearful 
brown curious roast fea.rless 
burning cur led eastern female 
l:;uf : '~j( curly ea3Y feverish 
:ierce 
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full heavy left next 
fine helpful l e ss/-ening nice 
finished helpless level noble 
firm high/-ly light noisy 
first !1illy likely nor th 
fi t/-ting hollow liquid I-err. 
flaming holy literary I - east 
flashing home li ttle I-west 
flat homemade live/-ing no;; ed 
flying homeless local noticeable 
folding honest lonely numerous 
fond honourable/dis- long ubedient 
foolish hopeful loose occasional 
forbidden horizontal lost ofLcial 
forced hot loud oily 
foreigi1 hurna-'1 low/- er old formal humble loyal I-fashioned 
former hungry lucky/un- only forthcoming icy mad open 
fortunate ideal main opposi te 
free idle male orderly 
frequent ill managed ordinary fresh inaginary married organized 
front imaginative mechanical original 
fruitful i!IlIllediat e medical ornamental 
full immense melting outside 
furmy important me:norial outward 
future inclusive merciful ONn gay independent merciless padded 
general industrial mere painful 
generous influential merry pale 
gentle inky middle unpardonable 
glad inside middle-aged par ental 
glass/-.y intentional middle- class/--ed particular glorious interesting mild past 
golden int ernational mineral pa.tient/im-
good inviting misguided patriotic graceful im;ard :nisirLformed paid/un-gradual iron miserable peaceful grammatical jealous mixed peculiar 
grand jOint/-oed moder at e perfect 
grassy joyful modern permanent grateful juicy modest personal 
great just/un- momentary pet 
greedy kind/un- moral/im- photographic 
green lacking motherly pink 
grey large mountainous plain grown- up last muddy pleasant/un-
guilty late musical plentiful hairy latter mine poetic half/-hearted laughable mysterious poisonous happy lawful/un- nameless poli te hard lawless narrow poli tical 
harmful lazy national poor har mless leading native popular hateful leafless natural possible/im-healing leafy near powerful 
heal tho' learned neat practical 
heavenly least necessary/un- precious 
needless 
neighbouri~1g 
ne-..... 
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preferable satisfactory sting:ng valueless 
present /un-· stirring various 
presidential scarce stolen v",-ctorious 
prettJ- scientific stony violent 
private scornful storm.r v i rt.uous 
probable searching straight warm 
professional secom/-hand strange waste 
prompt secret s t ri ct 1.atchful 
proper/im- self- striped wateI'-proof 
proud I - conscious strong water- tight 
public I - governing stupid watery 
punctual I-ish/un- successful 1-leak 
pure separate suddenly wealthy 
pur ple serious sun-burnt Viorn--out 
pushing severe sunny weakly 
puzzling shady sure t-leJeome 
quarterly shado'''Y surpriSing liell 
quick shallo;; suspicious I-bred 
quiet sharp s weet I-bui.l t 
rapid shining sympathetic I - chosen 
rare sick sys-;;ematic I-meaning 
rat: silent tall l-meant 
ready silk tame l.--lestern 
real silver tasteless i.vet 
reasonable simple tender .>icked 
red flincere terri ble ';ide/ - awake 
refreshing single thankful I - spread. 
regardless skilled theatrical ;<ild 
regular/ir- skilful thick .>illillg/un-
relat ive sleepy/-less thin winning 
religious sliding thirsty wintry 
remaining slight thorough v..'1.se 
repeated slippery thoughtful wonderful 
respectful/dis- slow I-less ,;ooded 
respo!1si hl e smooth tidal 'JQoden 
rich snowy tidy '''011 en 
right so-called tight working 
ringed social 
-tinned world- wide 
ripe soft tired t,·:orrying 
rising solemn total \.oJorse 
risky solid. tough worst 
roast some troubled \'JI'ong 
rooted sore trouble30me yearly 
rotten sorry true yellow 
rough sorro ..... Jful truthful yielding 
roa:..'ld sour trusted yeung 
roundabout south ugly YO'J.thful 
royalty spare upper 
rude special uppermost 
running splendid upright 
rusty sporting up>1ard/s 
saored spotted urgent 
sad spotless used 
safe square useful 
salaried standard I-less 
salt steady usual 
same steep va.in 
sandy sticky valuable 
satisfied/dis- stiff 
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about cruelly freely 
above "ul'iously frequently 
abroad nail,- freshly 
absolutely dearly friendly 
accidentally decidedly gaily 
across deep/-Iy generally 
activel;y delicately generously 
actually delightfully gently 
after directly eladly 
again direct gloriously 
against indoors gradually 
ago outdoors greedily 
ahead doubtfully half 
alike doubtles s happily 
along down hard 
aloud eagerly heavily 
already early here 
also e B.st high 
"I t"~,,the< easily home 
always efficiently honestly 
anyhow else hopeless 
apart elsewhere hourly 
arouncl enough however 
aside entirely humbly 
aWa;)' equally idly 
back especially ill 
back"lards essentially immediately 
ba.dly even indoors 
beautifully ever,)' inward/s 
before exactl:-l indeed 
behincl excellently independently 
below excessivel y inside 
beside/s experimentally instantly 
best extensively i nstead 
better extra intentionally 
between ext r aordinarily inwards/- Iy 
beyond extremely jOintly 
boldly faintly joyfully 
brieht fairly/=- unjustly 
broadly fai t':lfull~' kindly/un-
busily f a lsely largely 
by far last 
cautiously f arther late/-·lY 
certainly £' ,,3t lawfully/un-
cheaply f avourable least 
"heerfully fiercely l ess 
chiefly finely level 
clearly firm like 
commonly first likely 
confidentially flat little 
consciously formally locally 
cont inuously formerly loosely 
correctly forth loudly 
courageously for;la:r'd low 
",ainly 
mean"hile 
rnechanic:..ill:r 
medically 
merely 
merrily 
mildly 
miserably 
moderately 
modestly 
momentarily 
monthly 
morally 
:nostly 
narrowly 
naturally 
near 
nearly 
neatl,Y 
necessQ.rily 
never 
ne,lly 
anew 
next 
nicely 
tonight 
nowhere 
north 
I-east 
/-"est 
/ - ward/s 
now 
/ - adays 
occasionally 
often 
once 
only 
openly 
ordinarily 
originally 
otherwise 
outwards 
over 
partly 
particularly 
pecul iarly 
perfectly 
perhaps 
personally 
plainly 
plural 
poli tely 
poli tical 
possibly 
practically 
preferably 
probably 
pron;ptly 
properly/im-
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proudly 
publicly 
purely 
quick/-ly 
quietly 
rapidly 
rarely 
really 
recently 
regu.larly 
right/- ly 
roughly 
round 
rudely 
sadly 
safely 
scarcely 
secondly 
seldom 
seriously 
severely 
sharply 
simply 
since 
sincerely 
singly 
skilfully 
slightly 
slOldy 
srr.oothly 
socially 
softly 
solemnly 
solidly 
sometimes 
sooner 
sorrowfully 
specially 
splendidly 
steady/-ily 
still 
strangely 
strictly 
strongly 
stupic.ly 
succe8sfully 
suddenly 
surely 
su"prisingly 
suspiciously 
s'"eetly 
sympathetically 
systematically 
tenderly 
terribly 
then 
there 
therefore 
thickly 
thinly 
thoroughly 
thus 
tight/-ly 
timely 
today 
together 
too 
truly 
underneath 
up 
upp ,=rmo st 
upright 
up'-lard/s 
urgently 
usually 
vainly 
violently 
warmly 
Heekly 
well 
westward 
,moUl 
wide/ - ly 
wild~y 
,d.llingly/un-
wonderfully 
,"vars e 
",orst 
,Trong/ - ly 
early 
yesterday 
yet 
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Test 12 (belongs on page 179) 
1. If you sit - me here, I can show you how to do it. 
(A) at (B) onto (C) about (D) by 
2. He was very sick and died - great pain. 
(E) in (F) by (G) for (H) at 
3. I have looked - many books, but can't find the answer. 
(A) on (B) after (C) out (D) through 
4. She is dead now, but people still speak - her kindness. 
(E) in (F) for (G) of 
5. The prices are high, so I do not 
(A) of (B) by (C) from 
(H) up 
buy - that shop. 
(D) in 
6. I want to move - Durban because there is better work there, 
(E) to (F) in (G) along (H) by 
7. Sipho lives in Cape Town now, so I do not hear - him very often, 
(A) from (B) upon (C) by (D) after 
8. Rub the polish - the floor to make it shine. 
(E) at (F) into ( G) down (H) with 
9. You must try - the coat to see if it fits you. 
10. 
(A) into (B) out (C) in 
The old car was valued - only R30,00. 
at (H) (E) for (F) by (G) 
(D) on 
in 
11. When we have the facts, we can act - them. 
(A) upon (B) onto (C) with (D) for 
12. He was excused - attend;, class. 
(E) for (E) from (G) of (H) over 
